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PREFACE
THE purpose of this work is to study the foreign relations of China, and to work out for her a foreign
policy. To achieve this object, the author was competled to study the foreign relations 6J China as a whole,
rather than to confine himself to any particular phase of
the subject. Conscious of the danger of its extending over
too wide a field, he has limited the scope of his work
to the salient features only, omitting the minor and unimportant ones. Aware also of the possible risk of sacrificing quality to quantity in undertaking a task of these
dimensions, he has, so far as time and ,sources of information permitted, brought each chapter to the requisite standard.
In undertaking this work the author was confronted
at every turn by the difficulty due to the absence of
any regular official publication of the Chinese Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. White there are a few separate
pamphlets that have been issued, there is no series of
publications comparable with the Foreign Relations of
the United States or the State Papers of Great Britain.
Hence the author was obliged to resort to the archives
of the Foreign Offices of other nations to find the necessary material. As far as feasible, he has endeavored to
use first-hand sources, such as treaties, dipfomatic documents, substantiated facts of history, etc., and has used
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secondary sources, only in so far as they helped him
reach the originals and understand the same.
Conscious of the danger of expressing ill-considered
opinions or of reaching injudicious conclusions relating
to so grave a subject as the foreign relations of China,
the author has entered into the work with an open mind,
and has aimed only to reach the truth. Particularly
with respect to Japan, with which country China has
lately had such serious differences, he has attempted to
study her policy and problems from the point of view of
herself striving to arrive at the real difficulties and causes
behind the actions of that Empire. It is his conviction
that, as the interests and destinies of the two countries
are so interwoven, China cannot solve her own problems
without at the same time solving those of Japan; nor
can Japan solve hers without at the same time solving
those of China. To this end, he has striven to obtain a
solution for both countries at the same time.
The author has undertaken his work with a sense of
duty to his country and to humanity. Probably there is
no question in the history of China which deserves the
attention of her citizens more than her foreign relations
and the formulation of a proper and fitting foreign
policy to meet the situation. Ever since the opening of
the country, the history of China has been dominated by
foreign contacts. Hence a proper understanding of the
foreign rdations of China and a formulation of an appropriate foreign policy are indispensable to her preservation and well-being. Going a step further, China's
destiny and welfare are intimately associated with the
destiny and welfare, not only of the neighboring states

of the Far East, but also of the entire world. Carrying, as
her citizens feel, the mission of promoting world peace,
China's foreign relations and policy will probably be the
keynote, or at least an essentiat factor, in world peace.
In doing this work, therefore, the author feels that he
is discharging a duty to his nation, and an obligation
to mankind.
The book is divided into six parts, and thirty-two
chapters. As an understanding of the diplomatic history
of China is necessary to the study of the whole subject,
Part I covers the diplomatic history of China, divided
into four periods, the opening of China (1689-1860), the
loss of dependencies (1860-1895), the international
struggle for concessions (1895-1911), and international
cooperation and control (1911- - - ) , each constituting
a chapter. Part II treats of the policies of the Great
Powers in China,~Russia, France, Germany, Great
Britain and the United States. As Japan occupies such
an important and dominant position in the foreign relations of China, Part III is devoted exclusively to the
policy of Japan in China. It being necessary to observe
the impairments of China's sovereignty, so as to lead to
suggestions as to the policy of recovery, Part IV rel'ates
to the various forms of impairment, such as extraterritoriality and consular jurisdiction, concessions and settlements, leased territories, spheres of influence or interest,
the most favored nation clause as applied in China, and
tariff autonomy. Part V deals with questions arising
since the war,-the New International Banking Consortium, the League of Nations and China, and the
Shantung Question,-pointing out the significance in, and
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the effect upon, the international relations of China,
and, in the case of the Shantung Question, offering a
solution for the problem. Part VI formulates a foreign
policy for China, including the policy of preservation,
the policy of recovery, the poticy of the Golden Rule
and the policy of world welfare, ending with a special
policy toward Japan.
The author wishes to acknowledge his deep indebtedness to all the authors whose works he has consulted,
many of which appear in the references or footnotes, to
the Department of State for valuable assistance in obtaining some necessary documents, to J. P. Morgan &
Company, New York, 'for the information regarding the
New International Banking Consortium, to his revered
teacher, Professor W. W. Willoughby, Johns Hopkins
University, for helpful guidance, and to Professor
Harlan P. Beach, Yale University, for kindly criticisms.
MINGCHIEN JOSHUA BAU.
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland.

PREFACE TO NEW EDITION
THE purpose of the new edition of this work is to
incorporate the actions of the Washington Conference.
In Part I, the sketch of the diplomatic history is brought
down to the close of the Conference. In Part II, the
policies of France, Great Britain and the United States,
have been retouched in the light of the actions of the
Conference. In Part III, which deals with the policy of
Japan, aU the chapters have been more or less retouched.
The chapter on The Twenty-one Demands as an Illustration of Japan's Policies in China has been eliminated, for
in view of the Shantung Settlement, the three concessions made by Japan relating to the Treaties of May 25,
1915, the Nine Power Treaty, the contention of the
chapter holds true no longer. In its place, a new chapter
has been added entitled "The Change of Japan's Policy
After the Washington Conference."
In Part IV, which relates to the Impairments of China's
sovereignty, the chapters on Extraterritoriality and Consular Jurisdiction, Leased Territories, Spheres of Influence or Interest, and Tariff Autonomy, have all been
brought up to date, incorporating the important measures
of the vVashington Conference relating thereto. The
scope of the chapter on The Most Favored Nation Treatment has been slightly broadened to include the new development as found in the Sino-German Commercial
Agreement, May 20, 1921. In Part V, with respect to
ix
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the New Problems Arising Since the War, the chapter
on The Shantung Question has been rewritten to include
the Shantung Settlement, though still retaining the
original analysis of the question, and a new chapter has
been added, entitled The vVashington Conference and
China, to indicate the actions of the Conference with
regard to China and their effect upon the Powers and
China. Part VI, respecting a foreign policy for China,
has been slightly retouched to suit the new situation.
Finally, an Index has been added at the end of the book.
Apart from these necessary and desirable changes or
additions, the work as originally written remains the
same.
MINGCHIEN JOSHUA BAU.
Washington, D. C.
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PART I
A SKETCH OF THE DIPLOMATIC
HISTORY OF CHINA

I
THE OPENING OF CHINA (1689-1860)
THE diplomatic history of China can be divided into
four periods. The first period covers the years from
1689, when China made the first treaty with a Western
Power, to 1860 when she first consented to enter into
formal diplomatic relations with the Powers at Peking.
This period is characterized by the gradual opening of
China to the trade and intercourse of the Western world,
and so it may rightly be called the period of the opening
of China.
Prior to the opening, China was more or less an isolated nation. She had had little to do with Western
countries. Although there were some travelers like
Marco Polo who had come to China long before she was
opened, she had had little intercourse with the Occident.
This isolation was not a result of the deliberate choice of
the Chinese. It was rather an inevitable consequence of
the geographical setting. On the North she was bounded
by the Mongolian deserts. As if these natural barriers
were not enough, she built the Great Wall extending over
the entire length of her Northern boundary, thus effectively shutting out aliens from the North. On the
West she was buttressed by the Himalaya Mountains,
which offered such an effective obstruction that few people were likely to cross them. On the South and East
she was limited by seas and oceans which separated her
effectively from the rest of the world.
As a result of this geographical isolation she developed
a type of civilization that was unique and quite different from the main branches ·of European civilization.
She also became the mother of Oriental civilization and ex3
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tended her influence as far as the geographical setting
would allow her. Toward the North she extended her
civilization to the Mongols and the Manc~us. Toward the
West she carried her civilization to Chmese Turkestan,
Sinkiang and Tibet. Toward the South s~e sowed the
seeds of culture in Burma, Annam and Siam. On the
East she extended her civilization to Korea and Japan.
This superiority, however, achieved in geograph~cal
isolation soon resulted in self-complacency and pnde.
Suprem~ in the Far East, she had no rivals. . As a result, she became self-satisfied and unprogressIve. She
remained so until Western contact woke her from her
lethargy. Thus we can clearly understand why, when
the West came knocking at the door, she was proud and
regarded all Westerners as barbarians and subjects of
vassal states. We can also understand why she refused
to have her tranquillity and isolation disturbed by the
intrusions of the West.
The Portuguese were the first to arrive .. They landed
in 1517 at St. John's Island in South Chma, and la~er
in 1557, they occupied the present city of M~cao, whIch
became the chief trading port of South Chma-befo~e
the rise of Hongkong. Next to the Portuguese came.the.Ir
rivals, the Spaniards, who crossed over from M~mla m
1575. Then came the Dutch in 1622 who occupIed. the
Island of Formosa until 1661, when they were dnven
out by the conquering Koxinga. In 1655 they sent an embassy to Peking, asking for privileges of trade.. They
performed all the rites required of them-:kneeimg and
prostration (kowtow)-and also offered tnbute as from
a vassal state. In spite of their efforts, however, they
only obtained the privilege of comi~g to trade once in
eight years and each time not excee~mg a hundred men.
About the same time, in 1653, RUSSia also came over by
land and asked for commercial privileges, but as the
embassy refused to kowtow, the mission was not granted
an audience.

The first treaty of China was commonly called the
Treaty of Nerchinsk, August 27, 1689. It was made in
consequence of the Russian construction of some forts at
Albazin and Karmarskai-Astrog which the Chinese
thought was an invasion of their territory and for which
reason they attacked the forts and demolished the one
at Albazin. Thereupon, a border war ensued, with alternating triumphs for both sides. This treaty signed at
Nerchinsk ended the war. The rivers Rerbetchi and
Ergone were made boundaries. The fortI;'ess built at
Albazin was to be demolished. Extradition and extraterritoriality of a primitive character were provided. The
right to travel :with passports and to trade was reciprocally given.
Subsequently, further treaties were made with Russi.a. On October 21, 1727, the treaty of Kiakhta was
concluded. The boundary at and near Kiakhta was defined. Frontier trade was regulated and jurisdictional
differences were settled. A Russian e;mbassy was permitted ~.:to reside in Peking, and four youths and two
adults 'were permitted to study the Chinese language and
four priests to practice their cult. This treaty of Kiakhta
was amended in 1768, regulating mote specifically frontier extradition and criminal jurisdiction. In 1792 a
further convention was signed by the Governor of Irkutsk and the Chinese frontier officers, regulating commerce at the border.
These treaties with Russia did not open China up in
any way, either for foreign trade or diplomatic intercourse. What the Russians obtained through these treaties was trade privileges at the frontier and the right of
residence for the Russian Embassy at Peking. Hence,
in 1806, when the Russian ships arrived at Canton for
trade, the Imperial order decreed that Russia, having the
privilege of trading at the land frontier, was not allowed
to trade by sea, and, therefore, excluded from coastal
trade of China. Later, Admiral Count Putiation was
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commissioned as Russian Envoy and came to Peiho and
asked for the privilege of maritime trade and upon being
refused there, he went down to Hongkong in 1857 and
joined the Allied diplomats of England and France. and
sought for maritime trade privileges un~er the. regIs of
the Allied forces, then in operation agamst Chma during the second war between Great Britain and China.

pelled him to retire to Macao, where he died on October
11, 1834.
After the death of Lord Napier, the superintendents
who succeeded him adopted a quiescent policy, compl~
ing generally with the regulations of the Canton authonties. But in 1836 Captain Eliot was appointed chief
superintendent, and with his advent, event: took a sharp
turn, leading to the first war between Chma and Great
Britain (1840-1842).

So far none of the European States was able to effect
the opening of China. The task. finally. ~~ll on the
shoulders of Great Britain. Not w1thout Imtlal rebuffs
and adverses, however, did Great Britain perform the
task. In 1793 Lord Macartney came to Taku, and the~ce
he was convoyed to Peking in boats and carts beanng
the inscription "Ambassador bearing tribute from the
country of England." 1 His mission resulted in failure.
Again in 1816 Lord Amherst went t~ Peking, but as ~e
refused to kowtow, and to be hurrIed to an Impen~l
audience early in the morning immediately upon hIs
arrival he had to depart in disappointment.
Reb~ffed but not discouraged, Great Britain persisted
in her task. In 1834, she abolished the monopoly enjoyed by the East India Comp~ny an? instituted free
trade in Canton; and, to superVIse BntIsh trade, three
superintendents were appointed, of w?ich ~ord Napier
was chief. The latter came to Chma WIth the supre,me resolve to open up China and to asse:t national
equality. He came to Canton from. ~acao ~Ithout permit from the Chinese local authOritIes, whIch was required at that time; and besides, he !ntended t? deli~er
a letter and not a petition to the VIceroy. HIS actIOn
so incensed the Viceroy that he was refused a conference
until he had retired to Macao and come up in accordance
with the established rnle, which Lord Napier refused
to do. A deadlock between the Viceroy and Lord Napier
ensued resulting in the stoppage of British trade. Meanwhile, ~alarial fever overtook Lord Napier, which com-
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In 1838 Lin Tse-Hsi was appointed Imperial High
Commissioner at Canton. He came with the Imperial
Commission to exterminate the opium traffic which foreign traders, mainly t?e British, had been i~legal1y ca:rying on with the conmvance of corrupt Chmese offic1als.
His policy was first to destroy all the opium in the possession of foreign traders, and then to safeguard the
future by requiring thej!11 to deposit bonds as a pledge
that they would not deal in opium thereafter. He
therefore demanded the surrender of all the opium in
possession of the foreign communities.2 Upon refusal
of the foreign communities to deliver up the opium, he
declared martial law and put the British factory and
community under military quarantine. He made the
blockade so effective that, in a few days, deprived of
food and other supplies, the foreign community was
on the verge of starvation. Consequently, Eliot yielded
on March 27, 1839, and surrendered the stock of opium
amounting to 20,291 chests/ whereupon the blockade
was lifted.
Immediately thereafter, Captain Eliot ordered his countrymen to prepare to leave in a body; and also announced that he would ask the Queen to exact due
indemnity for the opium so arbitrarily seized. On May
24, 1839, the whole British community moved from Canton to Macao, where Captain Eliot waited for instructions from home.
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Meanwhile, another event transpired which made
war inevitable. A party of British sailors, while on the
Kowloon side .of the Hongkong anchorage, murdered a
Chinese named Lin \Vei-Ii during the course of a riotous
search for intoxicating liquor. Commissioner Lin demanded an immediate redress by the surrender of the
British murderer. Having obtained no satisfaction, to
enforce his demands, he m.oved his forces to Heungshan,
and issued two orders on August 15, 1839, one cutting
off the supplies of the British in Macao and the other
ordering all Chinese servants to leave their British masters, whereupon the British moved from Macao to Hongkong. On October 25 he issued a peremptory order for
the surrender of the murderer, and three days later
threatened to blockade Hongkong and to effect the arrest
of the murderer himself. On November 3, 1839, the
first naval battle was fought in Chuenpi, which marked
the beginning of the first war between China and Great
Britain.
The issues of the war were quite clear. On the part
of the Chinese, .opium was the great issue. To exterminate the opium evil was the supreme aim of the war.
The jurisdiction .over criminals of the homicide class
was a subsidiary issue. On the part of the British, however, reparation for the loss of .opium, the granting of
better trade privileges and the recognition of national
equality were the primary causes, while opium was a
mere incident.
The British won the war. As a result, the treaty of
Nanking 4 was signed on August 29, 1842. Five treaty
ports were ;opened,-Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo
and Shanghai. Hongkong was ceded in perpetuity to
Great Britain. An indemnity of twenty-one million dollars was paid. Equal status in diplomatic correspondence
was to be observed. Tariff was to be uniform and fair.
A supplementary treaty of October 8, 1843, was subsequently signed, providing for a conventional tariff of
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five per cent ad valorem and.extra-t~rritoria1ity.5 Following the British, the Amencans slgned the Treaty of
Commerce on July 3, 1844, and the French, on October
24, 1844. Belgium secured trade privileges by an Imperial rescript of July 25, 1845; Sweden and Norw~y
signed, on March 20, 1847, a Treaty of Commerce, Vlrtually the same as the American Treaty of 1844.
The first war with Great Britain accomplished only a
part of what the British had set out to do. It opened up
five ports of South China to the trade of the world. It
provided for a semblance of national equality in diplomatic dealings. But still it failed to ,open up the whole
of China, especially the Yangtze Valley, which was the
goal of British merchants. It further failed to provide
for diplomatic dealings direct with the Peking court.
All these were left to be accomplished by the second
war between Great Britain and China (1857-1860).
As the first war was not decisive, the Chinese were
not convinced that they were not superior to Westerners,
nor were they willing to welcome Western intercourse
thus imposed on them. They still cherished hopes of
keeping Occidentals at a distance and indulged in thoughts
of Oriental superiority. Thus, when the opening of Canton was due, the Cantonese resisted, and, as a result,
a violent riot took place. The entry into Canton was therefore postponed,6 but it was not waived. In the next
year it was definitely postponed to 1849. 7 But when
the time came for opening, the Cantonese still obstinately refused to comply with the agreement.
During this interval, the Cantonese became more and
more hostile. They felt they were grossly wronged by
the British who forced the ,opium traffic on them. They
resented deeply the intrusion and compulsory intercourse
of the unwelcome Western barbarian. They entertained
the hope that, as soon as a chance should offer itself,
they would expel all Western disturbers of their peace.
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The prevailing sentiment of that time can be we!l discerned in the following extract of a placard, the hke of
which was quite common during these years of irritation and excitement. 8
"If the barbarians make a single move, then sound
the tocsin, in every place, and, united in mind and
strength, at one beat of the drum we v.:i11 take them,
and absolutely kill everyone of the barbanan rebels, and
not leave a blade of grass an inch high, nor allow the
creepers to spread."

On the other hand, the British, on account of their
victory, became quite arrogant and insolent. They cast
aside their former respect for the wonders of Chinese
civilization and openly asserted that they would, and
could, thereafter dictate their demands to the Chinese.
In a letter to his plenipotentiary instructing the latter
to protest against the growing hostile feeling of the Cantonese, Lord Palmerston used the following language: 9 10
"Now they appear to be encouraging and exciting
among the people of Canton hostile feelings towards
British subjects; but let them not deceive themselves.
The f.orbearance which the British Government has
hitherto displayed arises, not from a sense of weakness,
but from the consciousness of superior strength. The
British Government well knows that, if .occasion required
it, a British military force would be able to destroy the
town of Canton, not leaving one single house standing,
and could thus inflict the most signal chastisement upon
the people of that city."
Chafing under the dissatisfaction of the existing arrangements, a movement was put on foot to effect a revision of treaties. In accordance with the American and
French Treaties, the revision was to take place at the
end of twelve years,11 that is, in 1856. While the Treaty
with Britain did not provide for revision, the operation of
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the most favored nation clause 12 would nevertheless give
the British the same right. They first attempted to
induce Commissioner Yeh of Canton to enter into a
treaty revision, but the latter declined. They then went
North, first to Nanking and thence to Peiho, but at each
turn they were told that no material or radical modifications could be made and that the only channel of
diplomatic intercourse and hence of treaty revision was
Commissioner Yeh of Canton.
Baffled by this .opposition, they became convinced that
the only way to bring about a treaty revision was to use
force, or, in other words, to make another war. Events
soon developed that excuses were found. On February
29, 1856, Auguste Chapdelaine was executed by the local
Chinese authority .of Kwangsi after a judicial trial. He
was convicted of the crime of coming out of the five
treaty ports where the foreigners were supposed to be
confined, and also of stirring up rebellions in Kwangsi
against the government. The French envoy prDtested.
He pointed out that in accordance with the treaty provisiDn regarding extra-territoriality, Frenchmen should be
punished only by French authorities. 1s
As no satisfaction could be obtained, France was ready
to declare war. Availing herself of the cooperation with
Great Britain in the Crimean War (1854-1856) which had
just drawn to its close at that time, she proposed to
Great Britain that the two Allies should continue their
cooperation and make war in common on China, to which
the British readily assented. The primary motive of the
French was to pl'otect Catholic missionaries in China'
that of Great Britain, to obtain treaty revision.
'
Shortly after another incident occurred, which gave
the British an added impetus to enter upon the second
war. On October 8, 1856, the lorcha Arrow was
boarded by Chinese soldiers, and twelve of the Chinese
crew were taken away. The Arrow was one of those
boats owned by the Chinese but flying a British flag
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under registration at Hongkong, engaged generally in the
coasting trade but not infrequently in smuggling. The
British at once protested. They claimed that the Arrow, flying a British flag, was British territory and that
arrests could be made thereon only with the consent of
the British. The Chinese, on the other hand, contended
that the lorcha was a Chinese boat and that they were only
seeking a notorious robber among the Chinese crew. It
was later discovered that the lorcha's license under British
protection had, according to the law of Hongkong, expired eleven days before the incident, which meant, of
course, that the lorcha was no more under the British
protection. 14 To this the British made the rebuttal that
it was impossible for the lorcha to reach Hongkong in
time for the renewal of the annual license when engaged
in coasting trade.
The war would have commenced earlier, had not the
Indian Mutiny intervened on May 13, 1857, which necessitated the temporary diversion of the British land forces.
Naval warfare, however, began in the summer of 1857.
Thus arose the second war between China and Great
Britain, and this time France was an added factor in
the contest. 15
The Allies won the war. As a consequence, Great
Britain concluded the treaty of Tientsin, June 26, 1858,
France, on June 27, Russia, on June 13, and the United
States, on June 18. These four treaties were, in general,
approximately the same, and, because of the most favored
nation clause, the privileges conceded to one were extended to all the others. We shall, therefore, take the
British Treaty as the model which has determined diplomatic relations of China with the Western world ever
since. The treaty of Nanking of August 29, 1842, was
confirmed (Article 1).16 The trade regulations of July,
1843, were abrogated and likewise the supplementary
treaty of October, 1843 (Article 1). "His Majesty the
Emperor of China hereby agrees, that the Ambassador,
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Minister, or other diplomatic agents so appointed by her
Majesty the Queen of Great Britain may reside with
his family and establishment, permanently at the Capital,
or may visit it occasionally at the option of the British
Government" (Article 3). Rights of diplomatic immunities as established in international usages were accorded
to the British (Article 4) and the Chinese representative
reciprocally. Religious tolerance was provided. "British merchant ships shall have authority to trade upon
the great river (Yangtze)." Chinkiang was to be opened
at once to foreign trade; Hankow and Kiukiang were
later selected as the other trade ports (Article 10) ; Newchwang, Chefoo, Taiwan, Swatow and Kiungchow were
to be opened to foreign trade (Article 11). "All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person, arising between British subjects, shall be subject to
the jurisdiction of the British authorities" (Article 15).
Tariff revision might be demanded at the end of ten years
(Article 27). Transit duties were fixed at the rate of two
and one-half per cent ad valorem-half of the tariff rate.
Most favored nation treatment of the most comprehensive
kind was accorded: "The British Government and the subjects are hereby confirmed in all privileges, immunities,
and advantages conferred on them by previous treaties;
and it is hereby expressly stipulated that the British Government and its subjects will be allowed free and equal
participation in all privileges, immunities, and advantages
that may have been or may be hereafter granted by his
Majesty the Emperor of China to the government or
subjects of any other nation" (Article 54). A supplementary agreement was signed at Shanghai on November
8, 1858, regulating trade and fixing the tariff at five percent ad valorem with a free list.
The ratification of the British, French and Russian
Treaties was to be effected at Peking within one year
from date of signature. Only the American Treaty
did not so provide. The French and the British accord-
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ingly went up North to secure ratification, but upon
arrival at Taku, the Allies found that the forts were reconstructed and the river was blockaded by heavy chains.
In an attempt to force their way through, they were disastrously repulsed by the fire of the Taku forts. Reenforced, they came up again and this time silenced the
forts, and pushed up the river until they reached Changchiawan, whereupon the Peking Court sued for peace.
The provisions that were most obnoxious to the Imperial Court were the residence in Peking of the diplomatic representatives, the opening of the Yangtze to foreign trade and the right of purchase of goods in the interior. These distasteful provisions led to the renewal
of resistance on the part of the Imperial Court.
Compromise might have been reached and peace concluded, had not another unfortunate event occurred which
impelled the Allied forces to march to Peking. On
September 18, 1860, a British reconnoitering party and
also a French party were ambushed at Changkiawan by
the Imperial forces and carried to Peking, where they
were subjected to torture and imprisonment. This
led to the onward march of the Allies to Peking. As
an act !()f revenge, the British set fire to the beautiful
Summer Palace, Yuan Ming Yuan. Thereupon, the Imperial Court fled to Jehol, leaving Prince Kung to arrange the terms of peace.
The subsequent treaties of peace signed at Peking on
October 24, with the British, and on October 25, 1860,
with the French, concluded the war. An apology was
to be offered for the obstruction given by the Taku
fortsY The Treaty of Tientsin was confirmed and ratified. The right of diplomatic representatives to reside
at Peking was confirmed. An indemnity of eight million taels was to be paid to the British and the French
Government respectively. Tientsin was to be opened
as a treaty port. Kowloon was to be ceded to Great
Britain as a buffer to Hongkong. The Americans, Un-
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willing to be unfriendly to China, had exc:langed their
treaty of Tientsin on August 16, 1859, at Peltang.
During the advance of the allied forces on Peking
and their subsequent occupation thereof, the Russian representative, General Ignatieff, played a most skillful diplomatic game. On the one hand, he threatened that a Russian fleet would be ordered to Peitang. On the other,
he. offered cannon and supplies to the Imperial Court
and persuaded the Allies to withdraw. Posing as
savior of China, he pressed for the cession of the TransUsuriterritory.18 As a reward for his service, he caused
the Imperial Court to conclude the treaty at Peking on
November 14, 1860. It was to be a supplement to the
previous treaty of Aighourn of May 16, 1858, and the
treaty of Tientsin of June 13, 1858. It was mainly to fix
unsettled boundary lines and to regulate commercial and
diplomatic relations. The Eastern frontier was defined;
the territory North of the Amur was to belong to Russia, and that to the South to ChinaY By this agreement
China lost her maritime province east of the Usuri. The
Western frontier was also delimited. 20
Thus, it can be said that the opening of China was a
slow process. Up to 1842, foreign trade was largely
confined to Canton with Macao as the base, except the
Russian trade at the Northern frontier. The first war
between China and Great Britain resulted in the opening
of South China through the portals of the five treaty
ports as provided in the Treaty ·of Nanking, 1842. The
Treaty of Tientsin of 1858 effected'the opening of the
Yangtze. It was not, however, until 1860, that by the
Treaty of Peking in 1860, North China was opened
through the door of Tientsin, and the diplomatic relation
with the Imperial Court was definitely established. Thus,
:vhile the process of opening is still going on in China,
It may nevertheless be said that the period of 1689-1860
marked the initial stage of the opening of China.
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His order reads in part as follows: "I now proceed to issue
my commands. When this order reaches the foreign merchants,
let. them with all haste pay obedience thereto, and let them
delIver up to the government every particle of the opium on
board their store-ships. Let the Hong merchants make a list of
the opium delivered by each firm, in order that all surrendered
may be accounted for, so that it may be burnt and destroyed,
and that thus the evil may be entirely extirpated. There must
not be the smallest atom concealed or withheld. At the same
time. let these f?reigners give a bond, written jointly in the
foreIgn and Chmese language, making a declaration to this
effect; 'That their vessels, which shall hereafter resort hither,
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suffer extreme penalties of law: and that such punishment will
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3. Ibid., p. 229.
4. Hertslet's China Treaties, Vol. I, pp. 7-13.
.5. ~he treaty was abrogated by Article 1 of the Treaty of
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Vol. 1, pp. 15-16.
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August 18, 1849.
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~he appomtment o~ consuls was provided to supervise the frontler trade.. The dIsputes were to be decided by these agents.
The. ~rontler <;oil;merce was to be freed from all duties. ExtradItion of cnmmals was provided. Pasturages were to be alloted for beasts of burden of Russian merchants and to be kept
by th~m, an~ plots of ground to be allotted to Russian merchants
!o buIld theIr h?uses and factories. Two sheep out of every ten
Iml;>orted at III or Tarbagatal were to be given over to the
Chmese government for an equivalent in cloth.
11. Hertslet, op. cit., p. 268, Article 35, Treaty of Whampoa,
October 2~, 1844; also Morse, Vol. I, op. cit., p. 414.
12. Article 8, supplementary treaty, October 8, 1843, State
Papers, Vol. 31, p. 133.
13. Hertslet, Article 28, Treaty .of 1844, p. 267.
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Parliament, 1857, Pl>. 1-10. Cf. Morse, Vol. I, op. cit., p. 422.
15. While the war was proceeding unfavorably against China,
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sign the Treaty of Aighoun of May 16, 1858. (Hertslet, op. cit.,
454-5, N.o. 80.) The boundaries was defined along the course of
the Amur River. ' "La rive gauche du flueve Amour, a partir
de la riviere Argoun jusqu' a l'enbouchure de l'Amour, appartiendra a l'Empire de Russie, et Sa rive droite, en aval jusqu'
a la riviere Oussouri, appratitnera a l'Empire Ta-Tsing; lis
territoires et endroits situes entre la riviere Oussouri et la mer,
eomme jusqu' a pre sent, seront possedis en common par l'Empire
Ta-Tsing et l'Empire de Russie, en attendant que la frontiere
entre les deux Etats y soh reglee." (Art. 1, Hertslet, op. cit.,
p. 454.) The navigation of the Amour, Sungari, and Ussuri
was to be opened only to the Russian and Chinese vessels.
16. Hertslet, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 19-35, No.6.
17. Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 48-52, 287-291.
18. Morse, op. cit., V.ol. I, p. 613.
19. Hertslet, op. cit., Vol. I, pp. 462-471, Article 1.
20. The civil disputes were to be settled amicably by the
parties .themselves, by means.. of a~bitrators chosen by themselves
and WIth the help and cooperatIOn of the consuls and local
authorities (Article 8). Criminal cases are to be adjudged acc.ording to the laws of their own country.
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THE LOSS OF DEPENDENCIES (1860-1895)
THE second period of the diplomatic history of China
dates from the close of the war with Great Britain and
France (1857-1860) to the end of the war with Japan
(1894-1895), covering a span of thirty-five years. It
continues the first period in that it carries on the process
of the opening up of China, which, as we have seen,
was the chief feature of the first peroid. It, however,
has its own distinctive feature which differentiates it
from the first period.
This distinctive feature is the gradual loss of China's
dependencies. As if Western aggression worked from
outside, the opening of China was followed by the loss
of her dependencies; the integrity of her own soil was
not threatened until the period ensuing. During this
period China 1'ost no less than nine dependencies,-the
Liuchiu Islands to Japan in 1881, the Western parts of
IIi to Russia in 1881, Tongkin and Annam to France in
1885 Northern Burma to Great Britain in 1886, and
Sikkim to the same in 1890, and Korea, Formosa, and
the Pescadores, to Japan in 1895.
As I have said, this period continues the first period
in that it carries on the process of the opening up of
China. During this period other \Vestern nations came
into treaty relations with China. To the list of the
Treaty powers, which hitherto was limited only to
Great Britain, the United States, France, Russia, Norway and Sweden, were added the newcomers which
signed their treaties of friendship, commerce and navigation.
18

19

Germany September 2, 1861,1 *
Denmark, July 13, 1863.2
Netherlands, October 6, 1863.3
Spain, October 10, 1864. 4 t 6
Belgium, November 2, 1865. 6
Italy, October 26, 1866.7
Austria-Hungary, September 2, 1869. 8
Japan, 1872.9
Peru, June 26, 1874,10
Brazil, October 3, 1881.11
Portugal, December 1, 1887. 12 :j:
These treaties of friendship, commerce and navigation
were, in general, virtually the same as the Treaty of
June. 26, 1858, signed at Tientsin between China and
Great Britain, which had served as model for subsequent
commercial treaties.
Diplomatic rdations between China and the Treaty
i"lt;'''''P1-''' were. and remained, for the first half of this
most ·unsatisfactory. The Tsungli Yamen, $UPto be the Foreign Office, was not organized
the other departments of the government, but
«n~~JP.piO$f!d of the leading ministers or Grand Secretaries
Court. .It was really not a department,
'c.:BU,[::J:n,e ~.Q;"'·U"_~ itself. What is worse, it did not attend
important diplomatic affairs. It often rethem to Li Hung-chang, the viceroy of Chili, who
dO.minated the foreign relations of China throughout
the period. It was he that negotiated most of the
treaties and conventions of this period, while the
Tsungli Yamen was merely the office of record.
Diplomatic intercourse was again hampered by the

* With a supplementary commercial convention of March 31,
1880, and an exchange of notes on the same date regarding
tpnnage dues.
t With a .subs.equent convention of Nov. 17, 1877 5 regulating
Chmese emIgratIOn to Cuba.
:j: With a supplementary convention of the same date respecting
the opium trade of Macao 13 and a separate agreement of the
same date respecting the collection of duties on opium.14
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persistent refusal of the Imperial Court to grant an
audience with the Emperor, whose minority was offered
as the excuse. Thus, the foreign ministers remained at
Peking with their credentials undel~vered. And it was
not until June 29, 1873, when the Emperor had reached
his majority, that an Imperial audience was granted for
the first time.
Diplomatic intercourse was further rendered inadequate by the absence of any Chinese ministers resident
abroad. While the foreign ministers were pounding on
the doors of the Tsungli Yamen for proper and satisfactory relations and for an Imperial audience, the Chinese Government remained ignorant of the necessity of
despatching ministers abroad. Thus, China was deprived of adequate means of diplomatic intercourse with
other states, except through the foreign embassies that
had made their residence in Peking. And the situation
was not corrected until late in 1877 when the first Chinese envoy, Kuo Sung-tao, was sent to London. A
year later resident ministers were established in most
of the capitals of Europe and America.
In addition, the popular feeling of the Chinese toward
foreigners was yet hostile. They felt that their glorious
isolation was annulled, and their superiority challenged
by the Western nations. They resented the enforced
Occidental intercourse, and therefore their feeling was
anything but friendly toward foreigners. In fact, the
hostile feeling enhanced as Western aggression increased.
The culmination occurred in the Boxer Uprising of
1900, when the Chinese of North China made a fanatical endeavor to drive "foreign devils" into the sea.
During this period one notable manifestation of this
hostile feeling occurred, namely, the Tientsin Massacre of 1870. The French Catholic missionaries established an orphanage in Tientsin and adopted the practice of paying anyone who delivered to the asylum
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children found or rescued from lack of parental care.
As . a consequence, some evil-minded Chinese kidnaped
yvell-to-do children and brought them to the orphanage
111 return for monetary rewards. Thus rumors became
current that the French missionaries/were sending out
agents to kidnap Chinese children.
These rumors so infuriated the Chinese of Tientsin
that on June 21, 1870, they assembled before the French
Cathedral and demanded redress. The French Consul
rushed out from his consulate with two pistol's in his
hands and fired at the magistrate who was trying his
best to contro~ the mob, hitting one of the magistrate's
servants. ThIS made the mob furious. The French
Consul !,as surrounded and ki11ed. They then set fire
to. the I..-athedral and the mission and killed the Sisters
ofM~rcy within the asylum. 15
The' French immediately demanded redress but beof pre-oc~upation with the Franco-Prus~ian War
did not resort to force as they had done
The settlement was finally arranged, by
Gove~ment was to pay an indemnity
i;obamsh the prefect and magistrate
, .~o put to. death some twenty culprits
m~SS10n of apology to Paris.l6
er im~ta.lace during this period of hostile manitoward the foreigner was the murder of Mar1875. . ~arg~ry. was a British consur detailed
.. Br:t:sh mISS!On of investigation that was to
from. Bnhsh IndIa to Yunnan through Bhamo.
on hIS way to meet the mission, and on the bor. . . .
Yunnan and Burma, he and his Chinese
..
were set upon by the untamed tribes of th
under
. bIthe jurisdiction of China . The a ff·e
air
arnIca y s~ttled by the Chefoo convention, J.7
....
.13, 1876, sIgned by Li Hung-chang for the
<part of ChI?a.and Mr. Thomas F. Wade for the art
of Great BrItam. The convention was divided into t6ree
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sections. The first section dealt with the .Yunnan case.
The right of a second missio~ fron: India to Yunnan
was granted (Article 4). An mde.mmty of 200,000 ta:ls
was to be paid on demand (Artlcle 5). An Impenal
letter of regret was to be despatched (Article 6). The
second section treated of official intercourse and consular jurisdiction. The British Supreme Cou:t for
China and the Ghinese Mixed Court at ShanghaI 'Yere
recognized. Judicial proceedings in criminal and mIxed
cases were defined. The third section deal1 with trade.
Foreign concessions were exempted from likin. Ichang,
W uhu, Wenchow and Pakhoi were to be opened to
trade. Six ports of call were to be opened on the
Yangtze River, Tatung, Nganking, Hukou, Wusueh,
Luchikou and Shashih. 18 *
The one redeeming feature, however, of this
of unsatisfactory relation was the Anson
mission to the Powers. He was the American "'UllU"'."'~
jn Peking, 1862-1867. When he was about to
hom office in November, 1867, he was asked to
the Chinese Mission. Urged by Sir Robert Hart,
was the sponsor of the Mission,20 he accepte~ the
pointment and went abroad on behalf of Chma.
arrival in the United States he toured throughout
country with his magnetic oratory, depicting China
about to reform and take on the new garb of W
civilization. At Washington, on July 28, 1858, he
the Treaty of Washington,21 as forming additional
des to the Treaty of Commerce between the
States and China, June 18, 1858. Free emigration
either country was declared to be "the inherent and
alienable right of man." 22 The most favored
treatment with respect to travel, residence and
except the privilege of naturalization, was reciprocally
corded.23 From the United States he proceeded to

* In a separate article, the right of the British Mission
Tibet was granted.19
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There he was not so warmly received, nor did

U~ cceed in concluding any further treaties with Eu-

hes
. succeed
, 'm a reasonabie
ropean powers, but he dId
measure, in enlisting the sympathy ~f the west for
China, and, to no small extent, in ~oft:nmg ~he Eur;>pean
impetuosity for an aggressive pollcy m Chma. HIs ur:timely death at St. Petersburg, however, brought hIs
mission to an abrupt end.
The' first dependency that was to disa~pear at t?is
period from among the satellites of the .Chmese EmpIre
~ the Liuchiu Islands. It was done m such a subtle
that it illustrated almost all the later cases of the
China's dependencies. The Liuchiu Islands first
tribute to China in 1372 and to Japan in 1451. The
...:...'in,'pJ'{ of the Islands had received investiture of office
~
of China since the reign of Yunglo
In 1609, however, the Islands were conKatsuma of Japan, and from that date
'l"p(,.p,,<,pr/ their investiture of office from
Japan. Thus, the Islands remained
su~rentinl:y of China and Japan. In 1871
brought the question to the
;'~Uilcunl sailors were shipwrecked on the
and were cruelly murdered by the wild
The Japanese immediately made reprethe Peking Imperial Court demanding rethe wrong. Li Hung-chang was inclined to
accept the responsibility of the case, but the
decided that China had no jurisdiction
Eastern half of Formosa-the section inhabited
tdbes,-and, therefore, declined to assume the
:f":'Tl1lerleUt)On Japan took advantage of the decision, and
out an expedition in 1874 to Formosa and began
IJU1U;:',l! the wild tribes, these being considered as outof the Chinese jurisdiction. This bold affront the
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P~king

Court resented and demanded that Japan should
WIthdraw her forces from Formosa,-a territory belonging to China,-and supported the demand by the
despatch of a large Chinese army to Southern Formosa.
The two hostile armies stood facing each other on the
Island, and for a while war seemed to be inevitable. But
through the friendly mediation of the British Minister,
a set~len:ent was finally effected. The action of Japan
was ]usttfied; Japan pledged to withdraw; China agreed
to pay an indemnity of half a million taers. After this
settlement the Liuchiu Prince still sent tribute missions
to the Peking Court, against which the Japanese Minister entered vigorous protests. In 1879 General U. S.
Grant, while on his tour around the world, advised that
the Liuchiu Islands be partitioned between China and
Japan. In 1881, however, the Liuchiu Islands were
definitely recognized as being under the suzerainty of
Japan. Thus, by a clever maneuver of diplomacy, Japan
s~cce~sfully asserted her claim of sovereignty over the
~IUch1U Islands;; and thus, through sheer ignorance and
mcou:petency, ~hi.na 1'ost her claim of suzerainty. Commentmg on thIS, It was said:
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"Mor,e significant even than this readiness to pay was
the fac1le abandonment of the Liuchiu Islands which
had pa~d tribu!es for five centuries-a prelud~ to the
succeSSIve loppmg off of all the tributary dependencies
one after the other-Annam, Korea, Burma; and, mor~
or less completed, Manchuria, Mongolia and Tibet." 25

province of Kansu and menaced Shensi and Hupeh.
In 1867, T50 Tsung-tang, a veteran general of the
Taiping rebellion, was commissioned to pacify the region. He first drove bac~ the Dungani Tribe from
Hupeh and Shensi, and then he advanced to Kansu
where he took Suchow after a continuous seige of three
years. During this time he made his troops grow crops
and thus fed his own army. Having captured Suchow,
he advanced straight on and conquered city after city.
By 1878, he had the entire territory pacified and brought
under the control of the Chinese Government.
Prior to this, and taking advantage of the rebellions,
Russia in 1871 moved troops into Kuldja and occupied
promising to restore the territory to China as soon
as China should be able to assume the functions of a
territorial sovereign. So when Tso Tsung-tang had
successfully pacified the rebellions, the Chinese Governdemanded the restoration of IIi. In 1879, Chungwas sent to Russia, and there he negotiated the
of
signed on September IS" 1879. The
richer part of IIi was to be ceded to
strategic passes of Tienshan were to be
,,,",,,,.,,,,,,," . •v
Russia. Five million roubles were,
be paid for the restoration of the rest of
conditions might be imposed after defeat
never granted as the result of negotiations." 21
C!lUl1tghow was condemned to death and his life was
only through the gracious interposition of Queen

The next Chinese dependency to bear the brunt of
Western aggression was IIi, a part of the great northwestern territory of China. In 1866 a series of rebellions broke out in IIi and Kashgaria. Out of the tur~oil emerged the Conquerer Yakub Beg, who established
hIs rule over Kashgar and Yarkand. Simultaneously
the Dungani Tribe rose and conquered the eastern part
of the northwestern territory, overran ,the Chinese

pext year, 1880, Marquis Tseng, the son of the
Gene.ral Tseng Kuo-fan of the Taiping reoellion, was sen~ to Russ.ia to open the negotiation again
for the restoratlOn of Ih. He succeeded in signing, on
F~bruary 24, 1881, the Treaty of St. Petersburg,28 with
a protocol 29 . and supplementary regulations for inland
trade~So The Chinese authority in IIi was reestablished
(ArtIcle 1) 31 but the western part of Hi was ceded to

.,Th~

11l~~tnous
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Russia. 32 The Tekkes Valley and all the passes between
IIi and Kashgaria and the parts of Eastern Turkestan,
ceded to Russia by Chunghow, were all regained, Russia still, however, retaining the western part of Ili, formerly ceded to them by Chunghow.33 The Russians
were to have the right to trade in Mongolia and IIi free
from payment of duties,3i but the Russian caravans were
to stop at the frontier of China proper, whereas Chunghow had allowed them to march as far inland as HankOW.35 An increased indemnity, however, of nine million
roubles was to be paid. Thus, the western parts of IIi
were lost to Russia, and the eastern and greater part
thereof was rescued from the grasp of Russia only by
the diplomatic genius of Marquis Tseng, and martial
zeal of General Tso T $ung-tang.
The third dependency that was to pass out of the
control of China was Annam. Annam was conquered
by China and became a vassal during the Han Dynasty.
In 1407 it was again conquered by Emperor Yunglo
of the Ming Dynasty, and this time it was annexed to
China. As an integral part of the Empire, it was administered in a Chinese manner. It was divided into
fifteen fus, forty-one chows, and two hundred and eighty
hsiens. 36 But twenty years later it reverted to the old
condition of a vassal state. Ever since then, there had
been no evidence in existence that it had failed to receive the investiture of its King from China or send a
mission of tribute once in four years. 37
During China's second war with Great Britain and
her French ally, Annam began to break away from
Chi~a. In 1858, France and Spain, because of successive murders of .their mission1,ries, sent an expedition
to Annam. The war that ensued continued for three
years and a half, and terminated with the Treaty of
Saigon, June 5, 1862. Spain was to receive a part of
the indemnity of four million dollars; and ·France
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to obtain the cession of Saigon, three provinces of
Cochin-China and the Island of Pulo Condor.
The next step in the alienation of Annam from China
was the Treaty of Alliance between France and Annam
concluded on March 15, 1874. France recognized the
complete independence of Annam and pledged to protect the integrity of the same. Thus, by this pretext,
France supplanted China as overlord, and Annam
changed her allegiance. 37A
The last step in the control of Annam was the establishment of the French protectorate by the Treaty of
June 6, 1884.38 Annam recognized and accepted the protectorate of France. France controlled the relations of
all foreign Powers, including China, with the Annamese
Govermnent. 38 Cochin-China was to be enlarged. Tonkin was to be administered by French residents. Annam
was still to be under the Annamese except the customs
and public works. The Red River was to be guarded
by French military posts.
Having thus clinched her protectorate over Annam,
France saw that the only obstacle standing in the way
of the compl'ete consummation of absorption was China.
In 1881, China protested through Marquis Tseng at
Paris against the French recognition of the complete
independence of Annam and asserted her claim of
suzerainty. She also reenforced her protest by the
~espatch of Imperial troops who cooperated in the Red
River Basin with the Black Flags, the remnants of the
Taiping rebels, who had been guarding the Red River
ever since 1873. In order to remove this obstacle, France
at last resorted to war. On March 15, 1883, a war
credit of 5,500,000 francs was voted and an expedition
was thereafter sent to the Red River. Several engagements took place, and while the Chinese made a stubborn stand, the French were at last successful in capturing the important centers of the Red River, Hanoi,
Bontag and Bacninh.
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At this juncture, and in order to avoid further bloodshed, the convention of Tientsin was entered upon, May
11, 1884, between Li Hung-chang representing China and
Commandant Fournier representing France. 3s France
engaged to respect and protect the Chinese frontiers
pordering on Tonkin (Article 1). China was to withdraw her garrisons from Tonkin and to respect the
treaties between France and Annam (Artide 2). France
;was to renounce her demand for indemnity (Article 3),
but in return ",vas to receive the privilege of frontier
trade between Annam and China (Article 3).
An unfortunate misunderstanding, however, soon occurred, which brought on the war between France and
!=hina. Li Hung-chang and Commandant Fournier had
arranged that the Chinese Imperial garrisons should
withdraw from the Kwangsi border within twenty days,
that is, by June 6, and from the Yunnan frontier within
forty days, that is, by June 26, but the French advanced
to Langson before the lapse of the time allowed for
evacuation and were severely repulsed at Bade by the
Chinese garrisons who had not yet received instruction
for withdrawal.
Thereupon the French demanded an indemnity of
250,000,000 francs but later reduced the amount to
80,000,000 francs. In July Admiral Courbet sailed with
his fleet into Foochow Harbor with the cordial welcome
of the Chinese authorities, but on August 23, and without previous 'warning, attacked a Chinese fleet l'ying in
the same harbor, and practically annihilated it. The
Chinese Government thereupon declared war. On sea
France was victorious, but .on land China stood her
ground. On March 28, 1885, the Chinese recaptured
Langson.
On June 9, 1885, the treaty of peace was signed, virtuaUy reaffirming the convention of Tientsin of May 11,'
1884.~o
The French engaged to respect the Chinese
southern boundary between China and Tonkin (Arti-
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China agreed to respect the t:e~ties between
and France (Article 2). The pnvllege of frontrade between Tonkin and China was l?ranted
Article 5). Trade regulations between Tonkm and
Yunnan, Kwangsi, and Kwangtung wer.e to be made by
.a joint commission (Article. 6). Chma was to ~sk
France for assistance, both III personnel and ~tenal,
in the c.onstruction of railways between Tonkm ~nd
Y nnnan but this was not to be construed as to gIve
41
exclusiv~ right in favor of France (Article 7).
1).

",,,,ua,,,u

Closely following the arienation of Annam came the
lfi)'ss ·of Burma, a vassal state conquered by the Mongols

the reign of Kublai Khan in 1284 A.D.,42 and
sent missions of tribute once every ten years. As
1862, Great Britain seized lower Burma just
when France seized Cochin-China. In 1886,
the French occupancy of Annam and the
recognition by China of the transfer of
Great Britain completed her seizure of Up'\V9n the recognition by China of the
whole of Burma by the convention
1886:~3Burma was still allowed to
tribute mission to Peking (Article
ized British authority and rule in
agrees that, in all matters whatever apthe authority and rule which England is
r •• '" ... ''' in Burma, England shall be free to do
wllsit,eV€!r she
fit and proper" (Article 2) .45
18.90 the British protectorate over Sikkim 'was reci,::, ()2nt~:ed by the convention of March 17, 1890.46 The
between Tibet and Sikkim was defined (ArBritish protectorate over Sikkim was recog(Article 2) : "It is admitted that the BritO:;:UJilHt:llL, whose protectorate over the Sikkim State
iSihereby recognized, has direct and exclusive control over
t~e ittternal administration and foreign relations of that
""''V'i....
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state, and except through and with the permission of
the British Government, neither the ruler of the State
nor any of its officers shall have official rel'ations of any
kind, formal or informal, with any other country." 47
The last group of dependencies to be severed from
the control of China were the Pescadores, Formosa and Korea. Korea was a vassal state of China
for many centuries. In 1637 she was conquered by the
Manchus. Ever since then, for more than two centuries the relation of Korea as a vassal state to China
had never been questioned. In 1876, however, Japan
made her first move which led to her subsequent control
of that land. She covenanted with Korea on February
26 of that year, recognizing the full independence of
Korea, thus ignoring the suzerainty of China. 48 Artide 1 read: "Chosen (Korea) being an independent
state, enjoys the same sovereign rights as does Japan." 49
On December 4, 1884, a violent riot broke out. The
Chinese Resident General Yuan Shih-kai, who later became President of China, led his Chinese troops and
proceeded to protect the Imperial Palace of the Korean
Emperor, but upon his arrival he found the palace occupied by Japanese troops. Thereupon, Yuan Shih-kai
attacked the Japanese guards. A general commotion
ensued, amidst which the Japanese fought their way out
from Seoul to Chemulpo, where they boarded a Japanese steamer.
To settle this incident, the convention of Tientsin
was signed on April 18, 1885,50 by Li Hung-chang representing China and by Ito representing Japan. Both
p,greed to withdraw their troops from Korea within four
months. The Korean King was to be asked to employ
military instructors of a third Power to drill a sufficient
force for the preservation of order and peace. "In
case of any disturbance of a grave nature occurring in
Korea which necessitates the respective countries or
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. '
f th m to send the troops to Korea, it is hereby
elthero
e
.'
h
h
tood that they shalf gIve, each to t e ot er, preun
ers
.
,
t'
t
d and
,'; ,
tl'ce l"n writmO' of theIr mten IOn so
,VIOUS n o ; : ,
. hd0 0, h .
· · t'. fter the matter is settled they shall WIt raw t elr
ilia a
'.
h
h
" 51
troopS and not further statlOn t em t er~.
, In March, 1894, another riot br?~e out 111 Ko:--ea led
the Tonghaks,-a Korean polItIcal party wl~h the
of reform and expulsion of all foreIgners.
with the Japanese and all foreigners," was one
their battle cries.52 During the san:e m,onth another
, " occurred which aggravated the sltuatlOn. One of
leaders of the riot of December, 1884, by the name
Ok~Kim, who was in refuge in Japan, was deShanghai in March, 1894, and there treachermurdered by a Korean. At the request of the
,X,..I;'..V.''''''''<'' King, both the murdered man and the murde:er
to Korea, where the former was deslg.a rebel and his dead body decapitated and
while the murderer was set free as a national

.' 'd

appeared to the Peking Court for
the face of the Tonghak rebellion
over the murder of Kin
the Chinese Government reut:Z>jJa.c\Cu of troops to Korea.
In comof Tientsin, April 18, 1885,
to Japan, but this did not satisfy Japan.
China with breach of faith for not giving
ore the despatch of troops, though she herse1f
a larger body of soldiers. Meanwhile, the
... y.,~""" ......,"" had been put down by Korean soldiers. Thus,
;~Jltl1()ug~l1 the cause of the trouble was already eliminated,
hostile armies stood face to face in Korea
:w,,,,c,:-uu"l>· each other.
suggested a simultaneous withdrawar of troops
a mutual refrainment from any interference in the
administration of Korea, to which Japan ob-
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jected. As a counter move, she suggested that China
should cooperate with her in the reform of the internal
administration of Korea, from which China dissented.
Meanwhile an event occurred which led to the declaration of war on both sides. A British steamer by the
.name of Kowsheng transported Chinese troops to Korea
pnder the convoy of Chinese cruisers and flying a British
flag. It was stopped at Prince Jerome Gulf by a J apanese squadron. Upon examination of the papers, the
Japanese signaled "follow me," which the Chinese troops
on board the ship refused to obey. The N aniwa then
hoisted the red flag and opened fire. The K owsheng
was sunk in less than half an hour, and most of the
Chinese soldiers on board were drowned. War was
thereupon declared by both countries.
I:et us endeavor to find the real motives of Japan
whlch brought about this. war. China had already consented to withdraw; the Tonghaks had been suppressed;
,and yet Japan sti1'1 refused to be satisfied. She insisted
that China should cooperate with her in the reformation of Korea, when it was an open question as to the
Jegal and ethical rights of Japan in enforcing reforms
pn another country. The real motives, as we find, how/=ver, appeared to be that Japan wished to incite a war
with China at that juncture, so that she could achieve
her own position of equality. For up to this time she
pad been making desperate endeavors to secure the
abrogation of extraterritoriality and tariff restraint
;from the Treaty Powers, and so far she had only suc~eeded in gaining the consent of Great Britain on June
16, 1884. She needed a demonstration of her military
,Prowess so that she could convince the rest of the
Powers. th~~ she was. entitled to a complete recovery
of her JudlcIal and tanff autonomy. Added to this was
the motive that the integrity of Korea was necessary
for the. safety of Japan. In fighting for the independence of Korea, Japan was fighting for her own inde-
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.~nden(:e and integrity. This was verifie? b~ the testiof a Japanese diplomatic representatIve m Europe:

"This, at least, I can tell y;)U for. certain? we neither
nor wiIi leave Korea aga111 untIl our aIm ha~ be~n
~bjtai!led in one way or another. Weare fightmg 111
. ""'J~.'''''' for our own future--I might also say for our
Once let Korea fall into the hands of a
an power, and our independence will be threatliS

~.;~.f-~~';"""

of Japan both on land and sea 'are known
world. The war was finally concluded by the
.'n~ __ ..... of Shimonoseki, signed on April 17, 1895.54 The
of Korea was fully recognized by China
. The Liaotung peninsula, Formosa a.nd the
were to be ceded to Japan (Article 2). An
Of 200,000,000 Kuping taeIs was to be paid
All previous treaties between China and
terminated and new treaties, based on
:,C(Jr!l:ven1:10rlS and the regulations now subthe European powers," were
).57 The most favored nation
to Japan and her subjects
ung-King, Soochow, and Hang'Opened to trade (Article 6).58
the treaty of Shimonoseki been made
intervention occurred. Russia,
France each presented identical notes,
IUlltt!!.ILUl:ij, to the Japanese Government advising
not to occupy the Liaotung Peninsula in per.:.
Consequently the convention was signed on
. 8,1895,59 for the retrocession of Liaotung,
which China paicl an additional indemnity
Kuping taels.
later, .in pursuance of Article 6 of the Treaty
ll111lonosl~ki' providing for the annulment of aU pretreaties .between China and Japan and for the
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concl'usion of new treaties, a treaty of commerce and
navigation was signed on July 21, 1896, virtually placing Japan on a par with the other treaty Powers. Consular jurisdiction for the Japanese subjects was provided
(Articles 20, 21, 22).60 The most favored nation treatment was accorded to Japan and her subj ects "in all
privileges, immunities and advantages that may have
have been or may hereafter be granted by his majesty
the Emperor of China to the government or subjects
of any other nation" (Article 25).61 A subsequent
protocol was signed at Peking on October 19, 1896, respecting the Japanese settlements in the newly opened
ports and also other matters.62
This concludes the second period of the diplomatic
history of China. In recapitulation, it may be said that
it witnessed tWiO general tendencies or forces at work.
First, it witnessed the further opening of China which
was a continuation of that of the first period. Additional' treaty ports were opened to trade; more commercial treaties were concluded; and other Western states
arrived to enter into treaty relations with China. As a
reaction against this unwelcome intercourse and aggression, hostile feeling was engendered among the Chinese
which manifested itself in spasmodic murders of missionaries and finally culminated in the Boxer Uprising,
which we shall discuss in the next chapter. Second,
this period witnessed the initial onslaught of Western
aggression resulting in the loss, on the part of China,
of a large number of her dependencies. It witnessed
the loss of the western part of Hi to Russia, of Annam
and Tonkin to France, of Burma and Sikkim to Grea~
Britain, and of the Liuchiu Islands, the Pescadores, Formosa and Korea to Japan. The attack on the integrity
of China did not, however, occur until the next period
when we shall note the general scramble for leases and
concessions.
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III
INTERNATIONAL STRUGGLE FOR
CONCESSIONS (1895-1911)

.t.he ..loss of her dependencies, had
of the West. For centuries
. hereH with a cordon of dependto protect her from assault from the
now a large number of these dependaway and China was exposed to the
Western Powers.
he Chino-Japanese War revealed to the world
incompetency of the Chinese Government.
had fought with VVestern Powers, and
had been beaten several times, she was nevconsidered so weak as to attract the unaggression of the West. In fact, during the
War of 1884-1885, the Chinese army stood
. groun? .very well. But the war with Japan
·the opl111on of the world. Japan was consid37
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ered a secondary power in Asia. By one stroke
brought the giant to the ground. This was a .
of one Asiatic state over another. The world
convinced that China was following in the wake of
and that the nations should lose no time in taking
they could.
Thus, during this period, China's integrity was
posed to Western aggression, first by the loss of
pendencies and then by the disastrous defeat ""f-Fo~,~.
at the hand of Japan. From this time on, until
by the Chinese Revolution of 1911, the diplomatic
tory of China was marked by a series of
attacks on the sovereignty and integrity of China.
this onslaught could not but produce the most
ous reaction on the part of the Chinese, which
fested itself in the rise of Chinese nationalism.
its first blind reaction, it took the form of the B
Uprising, by which the Chinese, and especially
Manchu rulers, thought that they could liberate
selves from the deadly intrusions of the West.
ing this impossible, as evidenced in the disaster of
the next reaction took the form of the Chinese
lution of 1911, by which the Chinese wrested the
of government from the incompetent hands of the
chus and sought to find shelter in their own
form of government.
Besides Chinese nationalism, this international
gle for concessions brought into existence another
dition of affairs, which is commonly called the
of interest or influence. In the heat of contest, the
gressive states carved out the various spheres of .
ence for themselves, Russia in North Manchuria
Outer Mongolia, Japan in South Manchuria and
Mongolia, Germany in Shantung, Great Britain in
Yangtze Valley, Thibet and Szechuan, France in K
tung, Kwangsi and Yunnan.
And to create these spheres of influence the Powers
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The first· step was to secure a

t~ from which to radiate their forces of influence.
a , this, the railroad was usually employed to extend
from the base to the interior, thus dominati?g the e:onomic life' of the sphere. To fir:ance th~ r~llway, m.tn.' 'ng and other forms of economIC explOltatlOn, foreIgn
~:U:ks were usually established. Thus came into existence
what was commonly called the policy of conquest by railroad and bank. And in order to avoid international conflicts the powers made agreements among themselves
that they would respect each other's spheres of influence.
Having seen the general characteristics of the period,
let us now return to the point where we left off at the
last period, that is, the Chino-Japanese War. As we
have seen, this war imposed on China an indemnity of
230,000,000 taels to be paid in seven years with interest
or in three years without interest. In order to save interest, the Chinese Government strove to payoff the indemnity in three years. To this end, foreign loans were
contracted, and here we first witnessed :international
rivalry or struggle. France and Russia obtained in 1895
the concession of the first loan of 400,000,000 francs. 1
This excited the jealousy of Great Britain, who feared
that the success of the Franco-Russian diplomacy would
upset the balance of power and hurt British prestige.
So the subsequent loans were obtained by Great Britain
in partnership with Germany.2
. 'As we recall, the retrocession of Liaotung was due to
the tripartite intervention on the part of Russia, Gerand France. These three Powers did not engineer their intervention merely for the sake of China,
rather to charge the account of service to the EmOn June 20, 1895, by two separate conventions,
obtained a delimitation of the boundaries beTonkin and China, much in favor of France
including the alienation of a part of Kiang Hung,S fo;
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which China was later penalized by Great Britain by the
agreement of February 4, 1887/ according to which
China lost her sovereign rights over some frontier lands
bordering on Burma. France also secured the opening
to trade of Lungchow, Mengtze, Ho-K'eou,5 and Szemao,6
special mining privileges in Y unnan, Kwangsi, and
Kwangtung,1 and the right of extension of the
railway into China. 8
Russia was not slow in exacting her share of reward.
By the Convention of September 8, 1896,9 she
the right to extend the Trans-Siberian Railway through
Northern Manchuria to Vladivostok, thereby obviating
the longer and more expensive route of running along.
the Amur and Ussuri rivers, earmarked Kiaochou
Port Arthur as the naval bases of Russia, and obtained
the mining privileges in Heilungkiang, Kirin, and
the Long White Mountain Ranges.
Germany was the third of the tripartite Powers
composed the Liaotung intervention of 1895. She
for her chance of obtaining her reward. When, in
vember, 1897, two of her Catholic priests were murde
in Kiachwang, Shantung, she immediately seized
chow Bay and demanded its lease besides redress
the murder. As a consequence of this high-handed action, the Kiaochow lease convention was signed on
6, 1898.10 Under Section 1 Kiaochau was leased to
many for ninety-nine years (Art. 2). The j
over the leased territory was to be exercised by
(Art. 3). A neutral zone of fifty kilometers was provided, in which Germany was to have the right of f
passage of her army, and China was to abstain f
taking any measures without the previous consent of
German Government. Under Section 2 Germany
tained the concessions of two railways in Shangtung,
to run from Kiaochau to Chinan and the Shantung fron
tier, the other from Kiaochau to I-Chou, and thence past
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Laiwuhsien to Chinan. Und;r S.ection.3 she s~cured ~he
st option in any undertakmg m WhICh foreIgn assIst11r
d d 10
ance was nee e .
This was the first wanton assault on the sovereignty
nd integrity of China. By the doctrine and operation
:f the balance of power, the other European states immediately followed suit. Russia seized Port Arthur and
Talienwan in December, 1897, and later demanded the
lease thereof. Consequently the agreement was signed on
on March 27, 1898.11 Port Arthur and Talienwan were
leased to Russia (Art. 1) for a term of twenty-five
years, w!th the privilege of th; renewal (Art. 3). The
jurisdictIOn of the leased tern tory for the term of the
lease, was to be exercised by Russia (Art. 4). A neutral
territory north of the leasehold was to be provided, in
which the Chinese Government was still to retain its
jurisdiction, but was not to send any troops except with
the consent of Russia (Art. 5). Port Arthur was to be
a closed port (Art. 6), which only Chinese and Russian
vessels were allowed to use, but Talienwan, with the
exception of a part reserved like Port Arthur, was to
be an open port (Art. 6). The right of extension from
a point in the Trans-Siberian Railway in Northern Manchuria to a point in Liaotung Peninsula was granted on
the same principle as that applied in the grant of the
Trans-Siberian Railway through Northern Manchuria in
1896. Subsequently, on May 7, 1898, an additional
agreement between China and Russia was signed respecting the boundaries of Port Arthur and Talienwan 12
and defining the Russian rights in the neutral zone.
Following upon the heels of Russia came France. She
demanded the lease of Kwangchouwan, the right to build
a railway from Tonkin to Yunnan, and a representative
of the French nationality for the head of the Chinese
Post Office staff. By an exchange of notes of April
9/10, 1898/3 all these concessions were granted. In the
draft convention for the lease of Kwangchouwan of
c.
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1898,14 the lease was arranged for ninety-nine years
(Art. 1); the French administration of the leased territory was conceded (Art. 3); the right of fortification
and garrison by France (Art. 4) and the concession
of a railroad from Kwangchouwan to Leichou or to a
point in the neighborhood thereof (Art. 7) were
granted.
Compelled by the driving force of the balance
power, Great Britain could not stand idle. To ~U.l1lJ.-'t:n-.
sate for the damages incurred by the gains of the
Powers, Great Britain likewise stretched out her
and snatched concessions and leases necessary for selfdefense and for the preservation of the balance of power.
On February 4, 1897, by the agreement modifying
Convention of 1894 relative to the boundaries
Burma and China, in order "to waive its objections
the alienation by China, by the Convention with France
~f the 20~h of June, 1895, of territory forming a portion of KIang Hung, in derogation of the provisions
the Convention between Great Britain and China of
1st March, 1894," 15 Great Britain secured a
tion of the boundaries between Burma and China
to the favor of Great Britain, and also obtained 'a
cession for the connection of the Yunnan and Burmese
Rai~way.16 By the Convention of June 9, 1898, the
terrItory of . Hong Kong was extended to include Deep
Bay and Mirs Bay and the lease of the extension was
for ninety-nine years. 17 Finally, by the Convention of
July 1, 1898,18 Great Britain obtained the lease of W .
haiwei, "for so long a period as Port Arthur shall remain in the occupation of Russia." 19 "The territory
leas~d shall. comprise the Island of Liu Kung, and
.
the Islands m the Bay of Weihaiwei, and a belt of
ten English miles wide along the entire coast line of
the Bay of Weihaiwei. Within the above-mentioned territory leased Great Britain shall have the sole jurisdiction." 20 On February 13, 1898, Great Britain further
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declaration that the' Inspector-general of the
Customs should be a British subject while
predominated.2:L
o11()win~ the example of the other great Powers of
, in February, 1899, also attempted to lease
i;.~~ii'il'l'!lal base in China. She demanded the Sanmen Bay
But she came too late. The control of
had already changed hands from the
i2f~!~bieErnnlero,r Kwang Hsu, to the master mind, the
Tse Hsi. The latter ordered the
on the seacoast to make preparations to
force. In face of this determined resistance,
.wltl1dlre1W'> her demands.
() leases and concessions, the Powers put
on their various spheres of influence
declaration of non-alienation. On their
were nothing more than mere
a territorial sovereign that these various
would not be ceded in any form
reality, and in spirit, the Powers
that; by receiving these pledges
a prior claim to their respecAccordingly, France obtained
lerlatiion of the Island of Hainan
Later, on April 10, 1898, she
of non-alienation of the terriTonkin. 23 Likewise, on February 11,
procured the declaration of nonYangtze. Val1ey.24 On April 26, 1898,
a' declaratiOn concerning the non-alienaBy an exchange of notes annexed to
of May 25, 1915, respecting the Province of
Japan als? secured the pledge from China
th~ Provlllce of. Shantung or along its coasts
'Or Island shall be leased or ceded to any forunder any pretext." 26 By the Presidential
of May 13, 1915,27 and in response to the
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Twenty-one Demands of Japan, China made the declaration of non-alienation of the entire coast of China.
The leases and declarations of non-alienation· having
thus been obtained, the international struggle entered into
a second stage, which, though not so dramatic as the
first violent assaults, was nevertheless animated by the
same spirit of international rivalry and resulted probably
in the same derogation, though in a much milder and
safer form, of Chinese sovereignty. The foreign strategic
railroads in China were projected by the three powers
composing the tripartite Liaotung intervention of 1895.
As we have seen, by the Convention of September 8, 1896,
Russia secured the right for the Trans-Siberian Railway
to cross Northern Manchuria to Vladivostok, and later
by the Convention for the lease of Port Arthur and
Talienwan, the right to construct a line connecting a
point in the trans-northern Manchurian line (Harbin),
to a point in the Liaotung Peninsula. By the Treaty
of June 20, 1895, France obtained the right to extend
her Annam Railway into Chinese territory, which was
later confirmed by an exchange of notes in 1898. Likewise, by the Kiaochou Convention, Germany procured
the right for the construction of two railways in Shantung. All these are foreign-owned and controlled lines.
As a compensation for the overturn of the balance of
power, Great Britain obtained the right to connect the
Burmese Railway with the Yunnan Railway.
These, however, were but the beginning of the international scramble for railway concessions in China. Following the grant of these strategic railways, the commercial powers all contested for railway concessions.
The most crucial struggle was over the Peking-Hankow
line, which was to be the most important trunk line,
connecting the capital of China with the heart of the
Yangtze Valley. Great Britain, the United States, and
Belgium (supported by France and Russia) all contended
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f r this premier concession. Finally Belgium underbid
~ the others and won the concession. 28 Great Britain
~as most chagrined over the Belgian success, especially
-hen the latter was supported by her rivals, Russia and
;rance, and so she demanded a series of concessions in
the Yangtze Valley, partly to compensate the damage
she had suffered in the overturn of the balance of power,
and partly to forestall any futt;re intrusion of railway
enterprise by the other powers mto the Yangtze Valley.
By a vigorous demand and naval demonstration, she
procured the concessions: the Peking-Newchwang,29 the
southern portion of Tientsin-Pukow, the Shanghai-NankinO",s0 the Pukow-Sinyang, the Soochow-HangchowNi;gpo, the Kowloon-Canton railways, and the right of
extending the Burmese Railway as far as the Yangtze
Valley, besides valuable mining rights in Shansi,S1 Honan,32 Chekiang 33 and Chili. Likewise, as a compensation, the American China Development Company obtained
the concession 34 of the Hankow-Canton Railway with
the proviso that the rights should not be transferred to
any other nationality than American. Similarly, Russia
procured the concession of the Chingting-Taiyuan, 35 and
France, the Lungchow-Nanning and the Pakhoi-Nanning,36 and Germany, the northern section of the TientsinPukow Railway.
This international struggle for concessions and leases,
as we have just seen, could not but call forth a natural
reaction; for unless this process of spoliation should be
stopped, the days of the independence of China would be
numbered. The reaction outside of China came from
the United States, which had successfully forestalled the
extension of the European game of the balance of power
to the Western Hemisphere by the enunciation of the
Monroe Doctrine. For fear that the operation of the
European balance of power would obliterate China from
the map, and to prevent any further aggravation of the
:various spheres of influence, John Hay announced the
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Open Door doctrine in 1899 by a circular to the Powers,S7
first to England, Germany and Russia on September 6,
1899, and then later to France, Italy and Japan. In this
circular note, John Hay set forth the doctrine of equal
opportunity of trade in China. To this all the Powers
addressed, except Russia, who made a more or less indefinite reply,38 gave their assent. Later, in 1900, when
the Boxer Uprising imperiled the integrity of China, John
Hay again, on July 3, 1900, reaffirmed the principles of
the Open Door policy, but this time he openly proclaimed that the United States policy in China was, not
only to maintain the equal opportunity of trade, but also
to preserve the integrity of China.a9
The reaction within China first took the form of the
reform in 1898. Under the guidance of Kang Yu-wei,
Emperor Kwang Hsu attempted to reform China by paper edicts. But in his zeal for reform, he injured the
vested interests of the conservative officials, and thus the
coup d'etat occurred in 1898, bringing into power Empress Dowager Tse Hsi. With the reappearance of the
latter the reaction took a wrong direction. Bigoted and
anti-foreign, she turned her efforts against the invasions
of the Western states, and, availing herself of the Boxer
movement then on foot with the object of driving out all
"foreign devils," she secretly encouraged the Boxers and
thus brought to pass the Uprising of 1900.
The effects of this Uprising are known to all the world.
Having violated the law of nations in an attack on the
foreign legations, China stood a "criminal" before the bar
of civilization. Resumption of friendly relations, however, was finally established by the Protocol of September 7, 1901.40 Therein were provided reparations for
the assassination of Baron von Kettler, German Minister
at Peking (Art. 1), and of M. Suyiyama, Chancellor of
the Japanes~ Legation (Art. 3), and indemnity of 450,000,000 Halkuan taels to be repaid in thirty-nine years
at four per cent interest and secured on the Chinese Mari-
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Customs Chinese native customs in the open ports,
salt Gabelle (Art. 6), the improvement of Peiho
"ii"~""""~::~'~:'"-'
rivers (Arts. 6 and 11), the rights of
legation quarter and of the stationing of
(Art. 7), the razing of the Taku forts
the abolition of the Tsungli Yamen, and the
,~n~!titl1ti(J,n of a regular Foreign Office (Art. 12).
pU'rsuan(~e of Article 6 of the Protocol of Septem~~,~ ..'ri;~,,", for the raising of tariff duties to
n<>,.",,,,,f- and die conversion of ad valorem
duties, a subsequent agreement was
29, 1902, stipulating new rates of
with the average prices of 1897, 1898
Likewise, in pursuance of Art. 11 of the
:;;,,"~~;ijf:i)IXII.J)f 1901 providing for amendment and revision
of Commerce and Navigation,42 Great
entered into the treaty of September
commercial relations. The Likin was
the Chinese tariff to be raised to
and one-half per cent on imlports
per cent on exports (Art. 8,
, China should secure the
enjoying, or who may enjoy,
treatment before January 1,
any political concession or any
concession. 43A Changsha, Wanhaichow, and Hongmoon were to be
(Art. 8, Sec. 12). The extraterritorial
surrendered upon the satisfactory rejudicial system (Art. 12). Similarly,
the supplementary treaty of commerce
on October 8, 1903,43B opening Mukden
"'1n.",lr",n to trade (Art. 10), and providing almost
regarding the abolition of Likin
and extra-territorial rights (Art. 11) as found
commercial treaty of 1902. Likewise,
V;lUf.I::U States entered into the treaty of October 8,
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1903,H opening Mukden and Antung to trade (Art. 12)
and stipulating similar provisions concerning the substitution of tariff surtax for the abolition of Likin (Art. 4)
and the surrender of extraterritorial rights on condition
of satisfactory judicial reform (Art. 15).
After the final settlement of 1901, the focus of attention of the world was shifted from China to the impending conflict between Russia and Japan. From
Boxer Uprising to the Russo-Japanese War, the diplomatic history of China was rather quiet, and the international struggle for concessions seemed to have come to
an end. Although there were a few minor railway concessions granted, such as the Cheng-Tai Railway to
France in 1902, the Kaifeng-Honan Railroad to Belgium
in 1903, the Taokow-Chinghua Railroad to Great
in 1905,45 and the Changchun-Kirin Railway to Russia in
1902,46 the center of interest was shifted to the coming
grapple between Russia and Japan. Although the contest was between two foreign powers, yet the subject
of the struggle was the integrity of China in Manchuria
and the definition of the spheres of influence in
and f~r this reason this conflict can be well regarded
as a vItal part of the diplomatic history of China.
Taking advantage of the Boxer Uprising, Russia
cupied Manchuria. Her troops occupied the
strategic points in Manchuria. She entered Mukden on
October 2, 1900. She hoisted her flag over theN ewchang Customs House on August 4, 1900. On August .
she declared 47 that her occupation of Manchuria was a
mere temporary measure of military necessity, and
as soon as peace and order should be restored she
withdraw her troops, "provided such action did not meet
with obstacles caused by the proceedings of
Powers." 48
. When the Allied forces had arrived at Peking and reheved the beleaguered legations, Russia pretended to
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friend of China: she proposed that the. Allied
and agents should withdraw from .Pekmgl to
there wait for negotiations. 49 Her proposal
to receive support, she then attempted to cona separate treaty of peace wit~ China, with. a
o .making Manchuria her exclusIve sphere of mif not virtually her protectorate. In No~ember,
Admiral Alexieff made an agreement wIth the
ral' Tseng of Mukden,50 by which the
Fengtien was to be disarmed, its miliwas to be invested in Russian hands,
though left in the hands of
was yet to be under the supervision
political resident to be stationed at
the ratification of this agreement,
Britain, Germany and the United States
representations of protest. 51 Because
the agreement failed to obtain the
Thereupon Russia made a furrncllus:'ion of what was known as
CClnven1tiol:l.52 restricting China's
to armament in Manchuria,
other than RusChina, conceding of mining
of railways in Manchuria,
Kashgar, Yarkand, Khoten,
time granting to Russia a railroad
point in the Russian Manchurian line
in the direction of Peking. As against
Russia to ratify the convention, the Emon February 28, 1901, appealed to GerGreat Britain and the United States for
response vigorous representations were
China not to sign the convention. Thus
of Russia was foiled. 52A
continued. Proposals and counterexchanged. In addition to the conven-
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tion, Russia now pressed for the monopoly of the industrial development of Manchuria to be granted to
Russo-Chinese Bank. 53 Against the monopoly, John Hay
protested. s , Likewise, it is unnecessary to state
Japan and Great Britain had more than once &>."-",.,,..}
vigorous protests against the Russian demands.
While the negotiations between Russia and China
thus in an unsettled state, Japan and Great Britain
cluded the Anglo-Japanese Alliance on January 30, 1902,55
directed mainly against the aggressive designs of
in the Far East. In face of this determined nnnn'"nnn
Russia quickly changed front and concluded the
vention of April 8, 1902,56 pledging to restore
Shanhaikwan-Newchang-Sinminting Railway, and
complete the evacuation of Manchuria in three
sive periods of six months each. When the specified
for the first stage of evacuation came, Russia only
a nominal withdrawal. She of course left the parts
she had pledged to evacuate, but she concentrated
withdrawn troops in the strategic centers of
where she was still permitted to remain. But when
date for the second stage of evacuation came, she not
did not fulfill her engagement, but she shortly after
sented seven articles as conditions of further
tion,s7 demanding, inter alia, the non-alienation of M
churia and the closing of Manchuria against
enterprises of any other nation except herself.
Japan, Great Britain and the United States again
vigorous protests.
From this point on, Japan stepped into the shoes
China and waged a diplomatic duel against Russia,
ing finally to the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5.
August 12, 1903, Japan presented to Russia six
as a basis of understanding, among which she u\..-'Lua.u........'
that the integrity of China and Korea should be H1UlU""U,
respected, and that reciprocal recognition of Japan's
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influence in Korea and Russia's special intershould be given. 58 As counterpresented, on October 3, 1903, eight
proposed to respect t~e integrit;' o~ Korea,
to mention the integnty of Chma m Mandemanded in the Japanese proposals, which
clearly the true intention of Russia. She
that she would recognize Japanese preuence in Korea, but in return she asked
Manchuria as outside her sphere of
addition she proposed the creation of a
h of the thirty-ninth paralle1.59
the Russian counter-proposals, Japan
on October 24, 1903, the irreducible
:mce<1e~<1 that Manchuria would be outiluence, and also the creation of
Korea and Manchuria, but she
"to respect the independence
the· Chinese and Korean emin reply, on December 11,
first counter-proposals of
Manchuria and
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of Japan's sphere of influence, but this on~y on
tion of "an engagement on the part. of RUSSIa t? "
the territorial integrity of Chma m Manchuna.
this last proposal of Japan Russia made no reply.
matic relations were thereupon severed and war
declared by both sides.
During the war the great problem of China was
maintain neutrality. On February 1O~ 1904, John
issued a circular note urging the bellIgerent pow,ers
respect the neutrality and administrative integnty
China and to limit their activities within the zone
hostility.55 Later, in 1905, at the instance of
Kaiser, William II, who feared that the Powers
take advantage of the Russo-Japanese .War to
China's territory, John Hay sent out the CIrcular note
January 13, 1905,66 requesting that in t~e final
tions between Russia and Japan no claims be made
the expense of China's territorial integrity.
The war was concluded by the Treaty of
September 5, 1905.61 Russia r~co.gnized the
political, military and economIC mterests of Japan
Korea and pledged not to obstruct a~y measur~ of
tection and control which Japan mIght take m
(Art. 2). Russia transferred to Japan, w~th the
of China, the lease of Port Arthur and Tahenwan and
southern half of the Russian Railway from '--'Ua.H"~U'
to Port Arthur. She ceded the southern half of .J"'''''G'''
Island to Japan. In the additional articles, the
drawal of troops from Manchuria was arranged, and
railroad guard was fixed at not more than fifteen
kilometer. To secure China's consent to the
of the lease of Porth Arthur and Talienwan and
southern portion of the Chinese Eastern Railway, J
concluded the Treaty of December 22, 1905, with
by which China gave her consent to the transfers
by Russia to Japan by the treaty of Portsmouth,
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dditional agreement of the same date, the concesa Antung-Mukden Railway was granted for fifteen
(Art. 6) and a number of specified places in
;'l\Iian'chtlna were opened to trade (Art. 1).
victory of Japan over Russia was a great inspirathe Chinese. It stirred the hearts of the Chinese
had done. It convinced them that an Asiatic
by the adoption of western methods, would be
of defeating a European state. Furthermore, the
Japan, so much smaller and less endowed by
and once a disciple of China, should be able to
to such eminence in world politics, drove the Chinese
irresistible conviction that they could likewise
same by following the path of Japan. Thus the
effect of the Russo-Japanese War was the
·;\~o"<rthpmnp" of Chinese nationalism.
after the Russo-Japanese War, the internastruggle for concessions was again resumed. As if
oxer Uprising and the Russo-Japanese War had
y suspended the international rivalry, the new
soon commenced again after the settlement of
of influence between Russia and Japan. Folthe law of historical continuity, the first stage
resumed struggle was to complete the undertakings
concessions acquired in the great scramble of 1898.
and Great Britain signed, on January 13, 1908,69
':l:H:msl',n-Pukow loan agreement, and later, on Sep28, 1910,10 a supplementary loan agreement for
railway. Great Britain signed the CantonRailway loan agreement on March 7, 1907,71 the
.
Ningpo Railway loan agreement
6, 1908,12 the Peking-Hankow Railway reloan agreement on October 8, 1908,13 and
agreement in regard to the S hankaikwan-S inSection of the Peking-Mukden Railway on
25, 1908.14
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The new member who became a participant in
struggle for concessions by virtue of a successful
was Japan. She was comparatively a late comer in
contest. By virtue of her brilliant victories she
ceeded to the southern half of the Chinese
Railway from Changchun to Port Arthur by the
of Portsmouth, September 5, 1905. In addition she
contested other railway concessions. For the ,L,L:>H1U.llJ
ting-Mukden and the Changchun-Kirin Railways,
signed successive agreements, first on April 15, 1
then a supplementary loan agreement on November
1908,77 then two detailed agreements on August
1909,78 one for the Hsinminting-Mukden Railway
the other for the Changchun-Kirin Railway. On
27, 1907/9 however, Japan transferred the ,L,L"H1HW,1l1I
Mukden Railway to the control of China. On August
1909/0 she also signed the memorandum regarding
reconstruction of the Antung-Mukden Railway.
The United States seemed to be the only power
was not quite so successful in the international
for concessions. She obtained the Canton-Hankow
way concession in 1898 after she had failed to
the Peking-Hankow Railway. In the
agreement of 1900 it was stipulated that "the object
making this Supplementary Agreement of equal force
the original agreement is to permit of the benefits
transmissible by the American Company to their
cessors or assigns, but the Americans cannot transfer
rights of this agreement to other nations or people
other nationalities." 81 But the American China
ment Company which had this concession allowed
shares for the Canton-Hankow Railway to fall
the hands of the Belgians who soon acquired a
trolling share in the line and began to assume the
rection of the work. Thereupon the Chinese
protested. Finally the concession was cancelled on
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the payment of $6,750,000 gold, which
Government borrowed from the Hongkong
83
en:unj~nton September 9,1905.
mpleted these agreements, they entered
over the other railway concessions
not been appropriated. The struggle
stage centered around the trunk line
Hankow westward to Szechuan and
t-a,nt('ni--(~Oll11monl) known as the Hukuang
securing the loan from the Hongkong
for the redemption of the Hankowcbn):ession, Viceroy Chang Chi-tung,
September 9, 1905, to the British
Mr. E. H. Fraser,84 promised to
first option on the future loan
Railway, and so in 1909
of the railway was decided
approached the British and
a loan. During the negothe Canton-Kowloon terms,
insisted on the Tientsinfavorable. As the
.'•• '·~rienb;in-I
terms,
negotiations and turned
sUit:ceed(;d in signing a loan
British charged him with
that the option was offered
syndicate, but rather to the na~
the other hand, Chang Chi-tung
British and Chinese Corpora.' .the British Railway enterprises
take the concession at Tientsinno more bound by the original
o offer the concession to syndi'j1ettl()ua;litites. Accusations and recriminathe controversy was settled at the
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Berlin conference of bankers when the British
talists agreed to combine with the French and the
mans and to extend the concession so as to include
Hankow-Szechuan Railway, It was agreed that
French and the English should construct the
Canton line under a British engineer, while the
should construct the Hupeh section of the
Szechuan line. The preliminary agreement with
was signed on June 6, 1909,85 for a loan of £5,.Jv'J,V\~
on Tientsin-Pukow terms.
On the eve of the conclusion of the
agreement, the United States protested.
that an American Syndicate had been granted the
of participation in the Hankow-Szechuan line
with the British, basing her claim on the letter
the Chinese Foreign Office to Minister Conger
August 15, 1903,86 and also the letter of Prince
to Minister Conger dated July 18, 1904.87
however, the experience with the American China
velopment Company in connection with the
Canton concession, Chang Chi-tung refused to
American interests. Finally a personal cable from
dent Taft to the Prince Regent of China, on July
1909,88 changed the attitude of the Chinese
and brought American interests into line with the
Power group. On May 23, 1910, the four Powers
tered into an agreement at a conference of the "'M'"''~'''''
tatives at Paris,89 by which the 10q,n was increased
£5,500,000 to £6,000,000 to be shared equally by the
Powers. Their final agreement with China was .
on May 20, 1911.90
The resumption of the international struggle for
cessions, as manifested in the Hukuang loan, could
but produce corresponding reactions. That on the
of the United States was the neutralization plan of
retary Knox. Having secured the Chinchow-Aigun
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510 n 91 he proposed to the powers in 1909 92 the neuS
ce"
' ral'I ways. A ccord'1l1g to
unan
tralization of all the M anch
his plan, China was to secure a large international loan
from the powers and redeem the Chinese Eastern Railway and the South Manchuria Railway. Thus all the
railways in Manchuria would henceforth belong to China,
but the supervision thereof would be shared or controlled by the Powers concerned, In other words, this
neutralization plan was a concrete assertion and application of the open door doctrine in relation to the railways of Manchuria, It aimed to secure the equal opportunity of trade by the establishment of an international
syndicate which would supervise the railways, not for
the sake of any single nation, but for the sake of all
nations. It further aimed to preserve the integrity of
China by vesting the property rights of the railways in
the Chinese Government. China and Great Britain received the proposal with favor, but Russia and Japan
rejected it. Thus failed the Knox plan of neutralization.
The reaction from China, as provoked by the resumption of the international struggle for concessions, was the
Chinese Revolution of 1911. The Chinese spirit of
nationalism having been stirred to its depths by the Japanese victory over Russia in 1905, the people could not
endure any longer these international struggles at their
expense. Taking lessons from the painful experience of
the Boxer Uprising in 1900, when blinded fury led
them to the fanatical attempt to expel all foreigners, this
time ,they wisely turned their resentment on the true
~ource of their weakness, the Manchu Dynasty. Realizing that Japan had forged her way to the forefront
through the establishment of a strong and efficient gov~rnment, they also believed that, by taking the reins of
their government from the feeble hands of the Manchus,
they could erect a government of their own, which would
shelter them henceforth from the onslaughts of the
West.
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With this deep conviction they waited for the moment to strike. When the resumption of the international struggle for concessions manifested itself again
in the Hukuang Loan negotiations, the people with their
newly aroused nationalism determined to put a
stop to this spoliation of their sovereign rights and mortgage of their heritage. The gentries of the provinces
affected-Hupeh, Hunan, and Szechuan-made a counter move and started a campaign for the construction
of the Hukuang railways by the people themselves. To
this end they raised large sums of capital and actually
commenced to construct the lines. The conclusion of
the Hukuang loan in 1911, however, dashed to pieces
their hopes and efforts, and imperiled their investment
in the railways. The explosion of a bomb in Wuchang
on October 10, 1911, brought the situation to a head
and heralded the advent of the Chinese Revolution, which
resulted in the overthrow of the Manchu Dynasty and
the establishment of the Chinese Republic.
In recapitulation, we may say that this period was one
of international struggle for concessions. The first great
scramble took place in 1898 and the second in 19081911. In the interval between the two acts of the struggle was the conflict between Russia and Japan in 19041905 over the integrity of China in Manchuria and
the definition of their respective spheres of influence.
The reaction on the part of the United States to the
first general scramble was the enunciation of the Open
Door Doctrine in 1899 and 1900, and to the second
struggle in 1908-1911 was the Knox neutralization plan.
The reaction on the part of the Chinese to the first
scramble of 1898 was the fanatical Boxer Uprising and
to the second act of the international struggle, the Chinese
Revolution of 1911. During this period we may also say
that the driving factor back of this international struggle for concessions was the national greed of the Powers
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d the dynamic force of the European balance of power.

~;e may further state that this period witnessed the
beginning of the foreign loans, that put China on the
broad and dangerous road, which, unless checked early by
popular control, would inevitably lead China to the preci'ce of bankruptcy and foreign control. We may also
;dd that this period witnessed the deepest humiliation
and greatest peril that China had ever undergone. As
to how this darkest period of Chinese diplomatic history was gradually changed into a period on the whole
more favorable and yet in some respects more critical,
it will be seen in the next chapter.ss
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COOPERATION AND CONTROL

IV
THE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND
CONTROL (1911-)
THE fourth and present period of the diplomatic history of China extends from the close of the Chinese
Re:olution. It is a period in which a radical change of
polley on the part of the Powers took place. While in
the preceding period the international struggle for concessions was the policy of the Powers, in this period the
policy of international cooperation and control is the
predominant note.
This radical change was due to several vital reasons.
The first was the unavoidable disadvantage of international cut-throat competition. It is well known in economic science that such competition leads inevitably to
either mutual destruction or combination and cooperation. So likewise in the field of international politics,
the same law holds true. International cut-throat competition must inevitably result either in mutual destruction of one another's ends or in international combination and cooperation. For instance, as we have seen, in
the c~se of the Peking-Hankow railway, the British,
Amencan and Belgian capitalists were all competito:s, among whom the British were especially anxious to
wm the premier concession, passing as it does from the
capital o~ Chin~ to. the heart of the Yangtze Valley; but
the Be~glan capltahsts, supported by Russia and France,
underbId the other and won the concession. Again, in
the . ca~e of the Hankow-Canton Railway, the British
capItalIsts, although holding a prior option by virtue of
the pledge o~ V:iceroy Chang Chi-tung, were defeated by
German capItalIsts who were willing to accept the con62
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cession on the Tientsin-Pukow.terms which the British
had rejected. It was because of the painful experience
of thIS sort that the Powers began to realize the inexpediency of international competition and favored the
policy of international combination and cooperation.
In addition, there was another cause for the radical
change of the policy of the Powers in China, and that
was the possible occurrence of the foreign control of
China's finance. In the preceding period there were a
few foreign loans made for the immediate payment of
the war indemnity to Japan, but there were practically
nO loans made that were of an administrative character,
most of the loans being largely for railway construction
and other commercial purposes. But with the advent
of the Republic, and the falling off of provincial revenues, which either were diverted to provincial uses or
failed to reach Peking on account of the relatively independent position of the military governors in control of the
provinces, the Peking Government was forced to resort
to administrative loans for the purpose of meeting ordinary non-productive needs of the government. With the
coming of ac1ministrative loans, there loomed the ghastly
apparition of possible and probable bankruptcy, and
hence there arose the possible eventuality of foreign control of China's finance. As no one power would allow
any other single power to have the exclusive control of
her finances, the Powers were compelled to reach the
conclusion that they must combine and cooperate, so
that, in case there should be any foreign control of China's
finance, it would be an international control rather than
.
the control by any single Power.
Toward the close of the preceding period, there were
a few instances of international combination and cooperation, but ,on the whole they were not the results of deliberate choice, but rather the consequences of inevitable
circumstances. For instance, the Hukuang railway loan
was equally shared by the four Powers-Great Britain,
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the United States, France and Germany-not because
they were willing to pool their interests, but rather because the German capitalists had underbid the British and
obtained the Hukuang railway concession, and there was
no other solution of the tangled situation than the
common sharing of the concessioOn, which was effected
by the Berlin Conference of Bankers; and fhe United
States was not granted participation until President Taft
threw his whole personal weight of influence into the
diplomatic controversy by cabling a personal despatch
to the Prince Regent -of China. Thus this notable instance of international combination and cooperation was
an oOutcome to which the Powers were driven, relunctantly but inevitably, by the force of circumstances.
A real instance, however, of international combination
and cooperation, commencing at the close of the preceding period and extending nevertheless into this period,
was the currency reform and Manchuria industrial development loan. The loan was initiated by the Chinese
Government and first offered to the American Banking
Group. The preliminary agreement for a loan oOf $50,
000,000 was signed by this GroOup nn October 27,
1910.1 But the United States Government deemed that
such a gigantic undertaking as the currency reform and
the Manchurian industrial development would need the
sympathetic cooperation of the Powers and should be
shared by all of them alike. SoO out of good will it extended an invitation to the other Powers to join in the
loan. As a consequence, France, Germany, Great Britain
and the United States, through their respective financial
agencies, signed the agreement on April 15, 1911 2 for
a loan of £10,000,000. On account of the Revolution of
1911, however, the loan was not floated, although an
advance of sterling treasury bills amounting to the value
of Shanghai taels 3,100,000 was delivered for the urgent
needs of the Chinese Government. 3
Thus at the oOpening of the present period, through the
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experiences derived from the Hukuang Railway loan and
the currency reform and Manchurian industrial development loan, the powers had already learned the lesson oOf
the advantages of international combination and cooperation and were therefore quite ready to try this new policy.
And the instrument through which the policy was to be
put into effect was the quadruple syndicate -or the old
consortium, consisting of the banking groups of Great
Britain, France, the United States and Germany, which
was a direct product oOf the Hukuang and the currency
loans. To this quadruple consortium were later added
Russia and Japan. The working agreement of the
sextuple group was signed on June 18, 1912,4 at the
Interbank Conference of Paris, setting forth the principle of equal participation on the basis of complete
equality.
The first subject the consortium was to deal with was
the reorganization loan of £25,000,000. Shortly after hi~
assumption of office, Yuan Shih-Kai, then Provisional
President of China, commenced the negotiation for the
loan. On receiving a preliminary advance of 3,100,000
Shanghai taels for administrative purposes, he had
promised the original quadruple group that he would
give first option to the group on further monthly advances,
and, provided their terms were as advantageous as those
of the other banking groups, on the reorganization loan.
Contrary, however, to the pledge, and pressed by immediate needs, the Provisional Premier concluded a small
Belgian loan of £1,000,000, on March 14, 1912/ for
which preference was given for such loan or loans until
the amount of ten million pounds sterling should have
been floated through the Bank concerned, provided the
terms offered should be as advantageous as those offered
by other parties. The conclusion of this loan called
forth a stormy protest. Consequently, the Chinese Government undertook to cancel the loan. Thereupon the negotiation for. the reorganization loan was resumed.
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During the negotiation, it was soon discovered that
the Powers concerned aimed to secure the supervision of
China's finance. s To this China vigorously declined to
accede. Later, as a result of the conference of the banking groups at London, May 17-24, the Powers demanded
the right to manage the loan funds for five years, the
foreign supervision of salt gabelle, the right to appoint
a foreign representative to be president of the auditing
bureau and to appoint a financial adviser to the Chinese
Government. 7 To these proposals the Chinese Government again refused tD give its assent. A deadlock thus
ensued.
Pressed once more by urgent needs, China again turned
to other sources for temporary relief. This time she
concluded, on August 30, 1912, with an independent
British Syndicate (c. Birch Crisp & Co,) 8 for a loan of
£10,000,000, for which preference was again given for
loans to be contracted before the realization of this one,
if the terms were as advantageous as otherwise obtainable.
The conclusion of this loan, commonly called the Crisp
Loan, once more called forth the protest of the Powers,
in consequence of which the privilege of preference was
withdrawn and the issue of the second half of the loan
was canceled at a compensation of £150,000.9.8.
Thereafter negotiations were again resumed. By the
end of January, 1913, the agreement was ready for
signature. At this juncture, France and Russia made
objections tD the appointment of foreign advisers suggested by China. A shameless wrangle ensued. The
controversy was finally settled by the agreement to have
a Britisher as Inspector of the Salt Administration, a
German as director of the National Loan Department,
and tWD advisers, one French and the other Russian, for
the Auditing Bureau.
During the time when the Powers were scrambling
over the appointmeI1ts Df advisers, President Wilson,
conscious of the precarious nature of the reorganiza
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withdrew the support of the United States Gov1oan, ent from the A
'
bank'mg group, and Issue
.
d a
mencan
ern~ari1ation on March 18, 1913, announcing that as
p~o~erms of the reorganization loan touched the adminis: efve integrity of China, the United States could not
;a ~me a party thereto. 9B Consequently, the American
. e~up withdrew from the Sextuple Consortium.
gr The final agreement was signed on April 26, 1913.10
The amount -of the loan was to. be £25,000,000. (Art. !).
The security was to be the Chmese Salt AdmmlstratlOn
(Art. 4), which was to be reorgani.zed under foreign
supervision (Art. 5). The rate of mterest was to be
five percent (Art. 8). The life of the loan was to be
forty-seven years (Art. 9). Redemption after a lapse
{If seventeen years and up to the end of the thirty-second
year was to be at a premium of two and one-half percent, but after the thirty-second year extra redemption
could be made without premium (Art. 9). In reimbursement of expenses connected with the payment of
interest, and with the repayment of the principal of the
loan, a commission of one-fourth of o.ne percent was to
paid to the banks. For the fiotatlOn of the loan a
commission of six percent of the nominal value was to
be granted. The issue price was to be not less than
,.,;~,,,tu percent (Art. 13), securing to China a net price
o£not less than eighty-four percent. China was to estab:1ish an account and audit department (Art. 14).11
After the conclusion of the reorganization loan of
the policy of international combination and cooperacame to a standstill. This was due to two main
The first was the withdrawal of the United
which inaugurated this policy during the negoof the currency loan and was its real champion.
the absence of the United States there was no
leader among the Powers who could uphold the
of equal opportunity of trade and the integrity
China. As a result, the other Powers fell into their
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old practice of international struggle for
The other reason, which came later, was the Great
in Europe. That drew away the contending Powers
the concession scramble in China to the battlefields
Europe. The policy of international combination
cooperation was therefore suspended until the close
the Great War, when the Powers instituted the
International Banking Consortum and came back to
with the former policy of international combination
cooperation.
As we have seen, the withdrawal of the United
left the other Powers without a moral leader, and
out an earnest champion of the policy of .
combination and cooperation. As we have also seen
consequence of the withdrawal was the falling' off
the Powers into the old practice of international
gIe for concessions. In pursuance of this old policy
competition, which brought on the Boxer Uprising
1900 and the Chinese Revolution of 1911, the
again contended for concessions. On September 24,
the Belgian Company, Compagnie Generale de
de Fer et de Tramways en Chine, secured the LVIILCi,:;lL
of the Lung-Tsing-U-Hai Railway.12 On December
1912, the supplementary clause was signed,13 and on
1, 1920, another subsequent agreement for the loan
entered at Brussels.14 On July 22, 1913, Belgium
France, through their respective financial
jointly obtained the concession of the TaLuLl>'-', ,11l~1I
line. 15 France procured, besides the five nM'I'''''''
trial gold loan of 1914,16 the contract for the
Railway on January 21, 1914,17 and the pledge of
Chinese Foreign Office regarding preference to
nationals in railway and mining enterprises in
Province. 18 Germany acquired, by an exchange of
on December 31, 1913/9 the right of extending the
tung Railway from Kaomi to Hanchuang and
Tsinan to Shunteh. 20
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Following the general scramble, Great Britain obtained
November 14, 1913,21 the contract for the Pukow-SinRailway; on December 18, 1913, the preliminary
O'reem<ent for the Shasi-Shingyi Railway,22 and on July
1914, the final agreement for the same. 23 On March
1914, she also obtained the Nanking-Hunan Railway
'ltl"i'eernerLt,24 and on August 24, 1914, the Nanchangconcession. 25 The United States financial
also obtained concessions. The American InterCorporation secured, on May 13, 1916,26 the
:.. £rrl'l~m.ont for the Huai River Conservancy Grand Canal
~oan agreement. 27 The Siems and Carey
obtamed, on May 17, 1916,28 the concession
construct 1,500 miles of railways in China, which was
reduced by the supplementary agreement of Sep\"LA,_h,>~ 29, 1916, to an aggregate ,of 1,100 miles.
Likewise, Japan wrested many valuable concessions
China. By an exchange of notes, on October 5,
she secured the concession from Ssupingkai via
,'r'. ___ ~"
to Taonanfu, from Kaiyuan to Hailungfrom Changchun to Taonanfu. By the treaty of
relatin~ to the Province of Shantung, she also prothe nght to construct a railway, from Che£oo or
to a point on the Kiaochau-Tsinan Railway.
Japan Advertiser of o.ctober 2, 1918/0 announced adrailway loans in Manchuria and Mongolia,Taonan to J ehol, from Kirin to Haiyuen via Haifrom a poin~ on the T~onan-Jehol Railway to a
and the raIlway loans m Shantung,-the Tsinanand the Kaomi-Hsuchow 31 concluded on Sep28, 1918. Under the Terauchi Cabinet there were
concluded with China the Communication Bank
32 the Telegraph Loan,33 the Kirin-Hueining RailLoan,34 and the loan of yen, 30,000,000, with all the
and gold mines in both Kirin and Heilungkiang
'nU1t'il"'~ for security,:!5
Russia was the only great Power during this period
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that was not so much interested in the interna.tional strug~
gle for concessions. What railway ooncession her
cial institutions gained in this period was the
Railway acquired by the Russo-Asiatic Bank on
27, 1916.36 The interest of Russia rather lay in
golia. Excepting the treaty of December 20, 1911,37
ing the boundary between Russia and China from
. baga Dagh to Abahajtu, and along the Argun River to
its confluence with the Amur River and the pr.otocol
delimitation along the river Horg08, May 30-June 12,
1915,37A the successive treaties she made with China
ing this period were concerning Mongolia. On N
ber 3, 1912,38 she concluded a convention with .l.VL'JIH!Ullla
pledging to assist the latter in maintaining its regime
autonomy and prohibiting the admission of Chinese
or the colonization of the land by the Chinese. A
later, on November 5, 1913, she concluded a con,_· __ L' ....
with China,S!) exacting the recognition of the autonomy
Outer MongiOlia, and the pledge not to interfere in
internal administration of Outer Mongolia, nor to
troops thereto, nor to colonize the territ.ory.
quently, on September 30, 1914, Russia again
into an agreement 40 with Outer Mongolia, binding
latter to consult Russia in the grant of railway
sions to .other nations. To complete the settlement
the relationship between Russia, Outer Mongolia
China, the tripartite agreement was concluded on
7, 1915.41 Outer Mongolia recognized the Sino-R
Convention of November 5, 1913 (Art. 1). "Outer
golia recognizes China's suzerainty, China and
recognize the autonomy of Outer Mongolia forming
of Chinese territory" (Art. 2). "Autonomous
has no right to conclude international treaties with
eign powers respecting political and territorial nl1p~t'1"~
(Art. 3). As regards questions of a political and
torial nature in Outer Mongolia, the Chinese
ment was obligated to come to an agreement with
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Russian Government through negotiations, in which the
authorities of Outer Mongolia should have the right of
flllrticH)atlcm (Art. 3).
Thus the international struggle for concessions was revived after the withdrawal of the United States. When,
however, the vVorld War broke out, the struggle came
to an end. Retiring from the arena of Far Eastern politics, the Powers turned their full attention to the death
struggle in Europe, thereby relieving China temporarily
from the aggressions of Eumpe.
This short moment of alleviation, however, was not
to last long. Left alone and untrammeled in the Far
East, and with China lying unprotected and almost helpless before her, Japan took advantage ,of the situation.
She realized that the opportunity of a thousand years had
come and that she must strike while the iron was hot.
Therefore, on the pretense of the Anglo-Japanese Al'liance, she entered the war on the side of the Allies.
On August 15, 1914, she presented an ultimatum to Germany, advising the latter to withdraw immediately all
armed vessels from Chinese and Japanese waters, and
. to deliver to herself the leased territory of Kiaochow,
uot later than September 15, "with a view to the eventual
restoration of the same to China," 42 and also asking for
an unconditional acceptance ,of the advice by noon of
August 23, 1914. Failing to receive a reply at the specified time, she declared war on Germany on August 23,
Thereupon she despatched her forces to capture Kiaochow. On September 3, to the surprise and indignation
the Chinese, she landed her troops at Lungkow on the
northern shore of the Shantung Peninsula, about 150
. . from Kiaochow, while the British forces, cooperatmg 111 the campaign, landed on September 23 at Laoshan
. the German leasehold. Confronted by the evident
.VIC.lat:lon of her neutrality and yet unwilling to come to
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a conflict with Japan, China, <on the day of Japan's landing at Lunkow, proclaimed a war zone covering the eastern part <of Shantung Peninsula as far west as Weihsien,
and obligating the belligerents to observe the bounds thus
set and not to encroach westward.
But, unexpectedly, on October 6, the Japanese soldiers,
despite the protest ,of the Chinese Government, went to
Tsinan and seized the railway station there. Having occupied the entire length of the railway from Tsingtao to
Tsinan, the Japanese distributed soldiers along the railroad and thus gradually displaced all the Chinese employees of the railway. They also seized the mining
properties of the Germans along the railway and operated
them f,or their own benefit.
During this time the siege of Tsingtao continued,. until
September 7, when the Germans surrendered the city.
As the capture was completed, and it seemed that there
was no more necessity for the Japanese troops to remain
in Shantung, the Chinese Government asked the Japanese
to withdraw from the Province and concentrate their
forces at Kiaochow. This the Japanese refused to do.
As a next step, and seeing that the exigency which called
forth the proclamation prescribing the war zone had
passed, the Chinese Government abrogated the declaration and duly notified the British and Japanese on J anuary 7, 1915, to that effect. To this note the Japanese
Minister replied that the revocation of the war zone was
an indication of want of international faith and of unfriendliness, and that the Japanese troops in Shantung
would not be bound thereby.
When diplomatic relations were thus in such a difficult
pass, the Japanese Minister, to the dismay of the Chinese
Government, presented on January 18, 1915, the now famous Twenty-one Demands, divided into five groups.
The first group related to Shantung. Japan was to have a
railway concession from Chefoo or Lungkow to join the
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K ochow-Tsinan Railway, the opening by China of cer:na commercial ports in the province, the pledge by
ta1
.
f t h e coast or terntory
.
f
China
of the non-a l'lenatlon
0
0
Shantung, and, above all, the assent of China to any arngement Japan might make with Germany at the end
r~ the war relating to the German rights in Shantung.43
;he second group dealt with South Manchuria and. Eastern Inner Mongolia. Japan demanded the extenslOn to
ninety-nine years of the lease of Port Arthur and Dalny,
and the South Manchuria Railway and the Antung-Mukden Railway; the right to lease and own land and to
open mines and to engage in any business, manufacturing
and farming; the requirement of the consent of the J apanese Government to the pledging of the local taxes as
securities for any railway concession to a third Power
and to the employment of foreign advisers; and the
transfer to Japan of the management and control of the
Kirin-Changchun Railway for ninety-nine years.44 The
third group referred to the Hanyehping Company. Japan
demanded joint partnership in the company and the
monopoly by the said company of the mines located in
the neighborhood of those owned by the company.45 The
fourth group treated of the non-alienation of the coast
of China. 46 The fifth group, which was the climax, demanded the employment of influential Japanese advisers; the right to own land by the Japanese hospitals,
churches and schools in the interior of China; the joint
administration by Japanese and Chinese of the police at
important places in China; the purchase of a fixed amount
ammunition from Japan (say, fifty percent or more),
or the joint establishment of an arsenal in China; railway concessions from Wuchang to Kiuchang and Nanchang, from Nanchang to Hangchow, and ffrOm Nanchang to Chaochou; the exclusive right of the economic
development of Fukien; and the right of Japanese missionary propaganda in China.
The negotiations that ensued are known to the world.-
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how the Japanese first tried to conceal the demands and
forced the Chinese Government to an immediate acceptance in secrecy; how later, as the news of the demands
leaked out, the Japanese denied their existence and presented to the world only eleven articles, omitting the most
important, including Group V.47 As neg~tiations lagge~,
on April 26, 1915, Japan presented her revIsed demands 1ll
Twenty-four Articles. In the first group, relating to
Shantung, there was practically no change except the
demand of its non-alienation, which was changed to an
exchange of notes. 48 In the second group respecting
South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia, the two
regions, which had been treated alike in the original demands were now differentiated. In South Manchuria,
all th: rights and concessions, as demanded originally,
were still pressed, except the right of land ownership,
which was omitted, and the right of inland travel and
residence which was regulated by the existing and prevailing rules of extraterritorial jurisdiction in China. In
other words, subject to certain limitations, aU of South
Manchuria was to be opened to the Japanese. In Eastern Inner Mongolia, whose status was originally placed
on a par with South Manchuria, only an exclusive sphere
of Japanese influence was now demanded. The granting
of railway concessions and the pledging of local taxes
as securities still required the consent of Japan, and the
opening of certain commercial ports to the residence and
trade of Japanese with the privilege of agricultural and
industrial pursuits was still demanded. 49 In the third
group dealing with the Hanyehping Company, the joint
partnership was still demanded, but the demand for the
monopoly of the mines in the neighborhood of those
owned by the company was abandoned; but the limitations of non-c'onversion into a State enterprise or of confiscation and the pr.ohibition of the use of any other foreign capital than the Japanese were added. 50 The fourth
group treating of the non-alienation of China's coast was
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change d t.o a voluntary pronouncement on the part of
th Chinese Government.
~n the fifth group respecting the polit~cal, military a~d
demands, m
fi nancl'al control of China, all. the prevIOUS
d' h
.
form or another, were stIll presse WIt certam exonet"ons The one on the joint administration of police
C~l
.
.
Th
in important places of Chma was dropped.
e one on
the right of land owning by the Japanese for the pure of establishing hospitals, schools and churches was
PO;dified to the extent that the right of land-owning was
:anged to the right t? purchase an.d lease. lan~, and
that the right to esabhsh churches I~ the mteno~ of
China was omitted. The one on the raIlway conceSSlOns
in the Yangtze Valley was modified only ?y ~he selfdenying limitation that there should be no ObjectIOn from
the Power interested in these conces~i?r;s, meaning, of
course, Great Britain, and by the prohIbitIon not to grant
these concessions by China to any foreign Power, "before
Japan comes to an understanding with the other Power
which is heretofore interested therein." The one on Fukien was changed from a demand for an exclusive J apanese sphere of interest to a prohibition of the con.s~ruc
tion by any foreign Power of any naval and mdltary
base, and the use of foreign capital for the construction
of the same. All the other demands such as the purchase of arms or the establishment of joint arsenals, the
employment .of Japanese advisers, the right of J apane~e
missionary propaganda, as we have seen, were pressed 1ll
one form or another as before. 51
In spite of revision, no agreement, however, could be
reached to the satisfaction of both sides. On May 7, 1915,
the Japanese presented an ultimatum demanding a satisfactory reply within two days. All the articles in groups
1,2,3,4 and the article on Fukien in Group V of the revised demands were pressed. Gmup V excluding, as
we have seen, the clause on Fukien, was detached and
postponed for future negotiotion. "So, in spite of the
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circumstances which admitted no patience, they have
reconsidered the feelings of the government of their
neighboring country, and, with the exception of t~e articles relating to Fukien, which is to be the subject of
an exchange of notes as has already been agreed upon
by the representatives of both nations, will undertake
to detach the Group V from the present negotiations, and
discuss it separately in the future. Therefore the Chinese
Government should appreciate the friendly feeling of the
Imperial Government by immediately accepting, without
any alteration, all articles of Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 and
the exchange of notes in the revised proposals presented
on the 26th of April." 52
Coerced by the ultimatum, China yielded. On the
next day, she replied and accepted the demands as set
forth in the ultimatum. 53 On May 25, 1915, two treaties
were signed, one relating to Shantung and the ,other South
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia, and thirteen
notes were exchanged covering the rest of the articles
as accepted. The only addition was the pledge of the
Japanese Government to restore the leased territory of
Kiaochow, subject to certain oonditions. 54
Thus ended the most sensational diplomatic negotiation of this period of Chinese foreign relations. By one
bold assault on China, when the European powers were
occupied in a death grapple on the battlefields of Europe,
Japan made herself the virtual successor to Germany in
Shantung; opened up the whole of South Manchuria
to the exploitation of her subjects, made an exclusive
sphere of interest of Eastern Inner Mongolia, preserved
the Hanyehping Company for the joint cooperation of
the Japanese and Chinese capitalists, and secured
pledge of the non-alienation of China's coast. What she
had failed to force on China was Group V, which, had
it been accepted, would have made China virtually a protectorate or vassal of Japan.
.
Analyzing the demands ,of Japan from the point
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of the international struggle for concessions, J apaction was simply to consolidate her own position
China, especially in Shantung, South Manchuria, and
E;iji.;"".... Inner Mongolia, and Fukien, so that when the
should be over and the Eumpean tide of aggression
again flow back to China, she would be well enin these regions in any international struggle
concessions. Viewed, however, from the point of
of international cooperation and control, Japan's
was simply an attempt to forestall the possible
Clfil:elI1<:"".lVUU. control of China, which she was far-sighted
~'''J'''''','' to forsee and to anticipate by the overture of
1<t"'o.U''"'vv contrrol as embodied in Group V.
Thus, right
, Japan had taken good advantage of the opporpresented by the European War to consolidate
own position in China.
. The Treaties of May 25, 1915, however, did not satisfy
Japanese, especially the military party. T,o the latthe treaty was only a temporary adjustment, waiting
a future and more opportune moment to execute its
;'co:mpJlete program in China. Its aims, to put them in a
.11lJILlSlJICH, were nothing less than to secure a stranglehold
control .over the whole of China, for which reason
Japanese Government reserved the right for future
""'-l"",,'IVH of Group V, and to wrest the sovereign power
China over South Manchuria and Eastern Inner
for which purpose an event soon occurred
gave the necessary pretense.
August, 1916, a conflict occurred between the Chinese
soldiers at Chengkiatun, a Mongol-Mantown, reSUlting in casualties on both sides. The
cause leading to the armed conflict was a quarrel
fist-fight between a. Japanese on one hand, who had
a Chinese b.oy £'or refusal to sell fish at his price,
several Chinese soldiers who came to the rescue of the
on the other. Taking advantage of this incident,
Japanese Government at once demanded not only
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reparation and apology, which were expected, but, to
the surprise of China, the police power over Japanese, and
military tutorship in South Manchuria and ~a~tern Inner
Mongolia also; 55 "Ch~na to agr~e to the statlOmng ~f Japanese police officers m places m .South Manchuna a?d
Eastern Inner Mongolia where theIr presence was conSIdered necessary for the protection of Japanese subjects,"
and "Chinese military cadet schools to employ a certain
number of Japanese officers as instructors."
These demands again opened the wound of the ,",U.iU'",,,
as created by the Twenty-one Demands. As a
viewing this as another attempt to revive Group V,
Chinese rose and resisted the demands with all their
might. Meanwhile the Okuma Cabinet, which had
gineered the Twenty-one Demands and also those for
Chengkiatun incident, suffered severe popular
for the mishandling of Chinese relations, and were compelled to yield to the Terauchi Cabinet, which adopted
more conciliatory attitude. Consequently the case
closed without the concession iOf police power and
military tutorship in South Manchuria and
Inner Mongolia, but merely with the ordinary
and compensation due to Japan.
While Japan was thus bullying China, the question
China's entrance into the war iOn the side of the
came into prominence. At the beginning of the
China had intimated her intention to join in the
on Tsingtau, but the proposal was not favorably
tained. 56 Again, during the monarchial restoration
the latter part of 1915, Yuan Shih-kai, to win the
port iOf the Allies to his monarchial project, had
offered to join the Allies, a proposal which the
and French legations had favorably entertained,
from which Japan and Great Britain had
Then came the circular note of February 4, 1917, of
United States inviting the neutral nations to join in
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d' lomatic severance from Germany. At the urgent solici-

t~iion of the United States minister and other Allied

agents, China took thle ~old st~PhoGn March 14, 1917, when
he broke off her re atlOns WIt . ermany.
s Following the diplomatic break, the question naturally
as to the declaration of war on Germany and
Austria-Hungary. The pros and cons of the argument
were presented. The opinion seemed to be evenly divided.
Those favoring the step believed that the Allies were fightfor democracy and the rights of weaker nations,
that the entrance of China would give her a seat at the
Peace Conference when she could defend her own interests. It must also be noticed here that the sentimental ground of following the lead of her best and
disinterested friend, the United States, played no
part in influencing the decision of the Government. Those opposing it, on the other hand, feared
that Germany might win the war, and then would visit
on China, and, moreover, they were not at
certain as to the professions of the Allies regarding
their war aims.
While Chinese opinion was so divided, Japan cast the
.
of her influence on the side of the opposition.
minister at Peking counseled President Li Yuannot to foll'ow the example of the United States.58
realizing that, in the event of China's eninto the war, she would certainly contest the Gerrights in Shantung at the Peace Conference, and,
the painful experience of the tripartite interin 1895 which deprived her of the Liaotung
5'.!:',eni:nsu Japan moved to forestall such an eventuality.
approached the Allied Governments during February
March of 1917 for assurances as to the final disof the German Islands in the Pacific north of
equator and German rights in Shantung. The all'ied
go,renrrm.en1:s gave their pledges, one after the other, the
on February 16, the French on March 1, the
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Russian on March 5, the Italian on March 23, 1917.59
The agreement as to these secret assurances was not
.known to China nor to the United States, until the.
Peace Conference when the Shantung question was considered. Having thus received the secret pledges, Japan
withdrew her opposition to China's entrance into the
war.
The withdrawal of Japan's opposition did not, how,
ever, leave China free to take the momentous step. She
pad another obstacle to overcome which soon proved
to be of vital consequence,and that was the opposition
pf the Chinese Parliament. Being dominated by the
opposition, the Parliament refused to declare war under
the leadership of the northern party. Thus a deadlock
ensued between the Parliament and the Cabinet.
cut the knot, the President dismissed the Prime Minister, the leader of the northern party. Thereupon the
northern party, threatened by the imminent loss of position, revolted and demanded the dissotution of the Parliament. Under the pressure of the northern
governors, the President yielded and dissolved the
liament. The southern or so-called constitutional
forthwith left Peking in a body, and assembling at
ton, established a provisional military government in
position to the Peking government, and at the same
declared war on the north. Thus the civil war
menced. Meanwhile the northern party had again
control of the Peking government by defeating
Chang Hsun who had taken advantage of the
by an attempt to reestablish the Manchu Dynasty.
more firmly seated in the saddle in Peking, the " ..t·]-,,,,""
military party declared war on Germany and
Hungary on August 14, 1917. 60
In this connection it should be said that when
question of the declaration of war had plunged
into civil dissension, President Wilson, on June 7,
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addressed a friendly note to the Chinese Government,
'Warning them against internal discord, and advising that
entry of China into the war was of secondary conwhile the establishment of a central, united
responsibl'e government was of prime importance. 61
this note the Japanese took strong exception, and, in
deeply resented the unwarranted interference of
United States in the affairs of China without first
<C(Jinstl1t1ll1g Japan. 62
To secure the recognition from the United States of
special position in China and for some other minor
and following the practice of the other powers
in vogue of sending war missions to the United
Japan sent an Imperial Mission in August, 1917,
United States under the leadership of Viscount
As a consequence of the negotiations, an agreewas concluded on November 2, 1917, between SecLansing and Viscount Ishii, now commonly
as the Lansing-Ishii Agreement. Japan and the
States reaffirmed the Open Door policy in China
in addition., they "deny that they have any purpos;
in any way the independence or territorial
of China. The United States, however, on
hand, .recognized Japan's special interets in
particularly in those sections where the territories
contiguous. 64
agreement was entered into without the knowlof the Chinese Government. Fearful of what the
.
.by th~ United States of Japan's special inter111 Ch1l1a mIght mean in the future, the Chinese
despatched a declaration to the Governof the United States and Japan,65 announcing that
wourd not be bound by any agreement entered into
countries, and. that she would respect special
of another nation due to territorial propinquity
so far as they are provided in the existing
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Following the Lansing-Ishii agreement,. the German
menace in Siberia loomed large, threatenm~ the v.ery
existence of China and Japan. The Russmn Sovlets
had just surrendered Russia to. Ge.rma~y, :and German
and Austrian prisoners were actIve m.SIb;na. To forestall the possible invasion through Slben~ by the
.
man and Austrian prisoners, Japan and Chma conclud.ed,
on March 19, 1918, two secret agreements, one
to military cooperation and the other to naval.
agreements were to be enforced upon the COltl1n1.(:nc:e..
ment of hostilities, but "shall become n~l'l and vOld
soon as the military operations of Chma and J
against the enemy countries of Germany and
come to an end." 66
On November 11, 1918, the Armistice of the
\Var was declared, and on January 18, 1919, the
Peace Conference was organized. As ar: ally,
was admitted as one of the minor states wIth two
potentiary seats at the peace. table: China L1a,uu"~,
alia the restoration of her nghts m Shantung, H''-'U''''l1''
the'leased territory of Kiaochau, the Tsingtao57
Railway, and the mines adjoining thereto.
?n
other hand Tapan claimed the same German nghts
Shantung ~n the strength of the secret pledges
from the Allied Governments in February and
of 1917, and her pledge that she would rest?re,
ject to certain cond!tions, the :e~sed terntory
Kiaochau. Thus the Issues were Jomed. Both
and Japan claimed the same rights in Shantung,
Germany had held.
The decision of the case, as we know, rested
President Wilson. Great Britain and France,
already pledged to Japan, Lloyd George and Jp.n1ence
were unable to do otherwise than to support
claim. Italy had withdrawn from .the Coun~il of
in consequence of the Fiume questlon. PresIdent
v
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was left alone to decide the case; If he should dein favor of China, he might cause the exodus of
Japanese delegation, as he had witnessed a few
before the painful scene of the Ital'ian withdrawal.
on the other hand, he should decide in favor of
he would compromise his prinCiples of justice
right, especially in vivid contrast with the stand he
taken on the Fiume question. As he was bent on
nmlm(;'ll1.1~ the organization of the League, however,
as he could not afford to lose Japan from its memhe yielded, and on April 30, awarded the deciJapan.
" .. ,.. , ...... the announcement of this decision, the Chinese
Commission was not only gravely disappointed,
also at a loss to know what to do: "Shall China sign
Peace Treaty with Germany with the Shantung
in? Or, shaH she refuse to sign and thus not
a member of the League?"-That was the quesChina could not assent to the Shantung decision,
yet she could not, and would not, be excluded from
membership of the League. In the face of these
considerations; the Chinese Peace Delegation
decided to sign the treaty and thereby become a
of the League, but with a reservation on the
clauses (Arts. 156, 157 and 158). To this
the Chinese Peace Delegation entered a formal reson May 6 at the Plenary Session of the PrePeace Conference. To the dismay and surof the Chinese delegates, however, the reservation
ejected, and even a declaration to the effect that the
of the Chinese plenipotentiaries was not to
China from demanding at a suitabl'e moment
econsideration of the Shantung question. As China
rather lose membership in the League than sign
own warrant for the unjust disposition of German
in Shantung, the Chinese delegates refused to
the treaty on June 28, 1919.68 The signing, how-
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ever, of the subsequent Austrian Treaty made China a
member of the League.
The effect on the Chinese people of the Shantung
decision was of the greatest significance. It caus~d the
Chinese to realize that the world had not yet attal~ed a
stage of development when right wou.ld always. wm on
the merits of right only, but that nght. to wm
be backed by might. It also caused the Chme~e to
that it was useless to look for help fromfnendly
ers but they must find salvation among themselves.
fu:ther impressed on the Chinese mind that the
of weakness was due to the corruption and incompetency
of the Chinese Government, rather than to the
weakness of the people themselves. ~s a .result of
painful realizations, the Chinese natIOnalism, cut to
quick, burst out in magnificent .exuberance. 'When
Shantung decision reached Chma, the students
menced a strike, and drove out of office seve:al
notorious pro-Japanese officials, who were belIeved
have betrayed China. Then followed a
boycott against the use of Japanese goods. On the
hand, the effect of the decision on Japan was not
tary. While victorious at the Peace Conference,
lost the confidence and admiration of many of
friends.
As' the war was over, the Powers, maimed but
entirely disabled, returned to China again as their
of action in the Orient. Will' they follow the
an international struggle for concessions, or of
national cooperation and control? This is the q
that every earnest student of the foreign relations
China would wish to know. Hitherto all
point to the conclusion that the Powers returning
China would adopt the policy of international
tion and control. The United States, the
the Open Door policy, has abandoned her policy of
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ness, and is re~dy to participate in the affairs of China,
and exert her mfluence for the principles of the Open
DoOr doctrine. Besides, the Powers were too much inby the war to be abl'e to enter into another heated
eontest for concessions, at least for the near future.
Further, the close cooperation which they have experi.
during the war will enable them to follow
the policy of international cooperation and control
rather than that of international struggle for conces.!1ions.
To give concrete effect to this policy of international
~"r",\pT'"rlnn and control, the banking groups of the AlPowers,-France, Great Britain, Japan and the
<Jl1H'-'U States,-at the invitation of the United
States
met at the Paris Peace Conference on May
and 12, 1919. The step for such an international
con~erence re1'ating to China had been previdetermmed at a conference of a number of Ameriat the Department of State in June, 1918,
was convened in consequence of the request of
Chinese Government for a war loan. The Conferof May 11 and 12, 1918, at Paris, resulted in the
>+,..,+"t,,,p formation of. a ~ew International Banking
. ~he qualIficatIOn for membership is the
ent m favor of the Consortium of all prior
make loans in China. The bankers of the
Powers are ~o. be. org~nized into national banking
. each pa:tlclpatmg m full partnership, and on
basIs of equahty. The Consortium is not to invade
fie!d of privat~ enterprises, but is to limit its sphere
actlOn to publIc undertakings of a basic character.
agreements of the Consortium must be subject to
approvaf of the Governments of the national groups
The final agreement of the Consortium was
October 15, 1920, in New York City.
soon developed, however, that Japan was not in
accord with the agreement of the Consortium.
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Prior to the finar agreement of 1920, the Japanese Government qualified its assent by the reservation that South
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia should be excluded from the operation of the New Consortium. As
such a reservation would be contrary to the principles
of the Open Door doctrine, and would put Japan in a
special status in the Consortium, it was not accepted by
the other Powers. Japan, however, insisted, and that
caused delay in the formation of the Consortium.
Finally, to settle the difficulty, Thomas W. Lamont
was requested by the American banking group, with the
approval of the French and British groups, and the concurrence of the Department of State, to visit Japan,
which Mr. Lamont did in March, 1920. As a conse';
quence, a compromise was reached, whereupon J apart
withdrew the reservation in toto, and authorized her
banking group to enter into the Consortium without
.
qualification. 69
Subsequently, grave problems arose,
ternational conference for adjustment.
of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, the limitation of
competition, the reaffirmation of the Open Door
trine in China, the amicable adjustment of the
versies between China and Japan-all these q
awaited solution. To this end, President Harding
the United States called the Conference on the
H!L<~
tion of Armament, in connection with which the
cific and Far Eastern questions should be
which convened in Washington, November 12, 1
China was invited on August 11, 1921, to participate
.
the discussion of the Pacific and Far Eastern
together with the United States, Great Britain,
Italy, Japan, Belgium, The Netherlands, and
tuga1. 69 A.
As an outcome of the Conference, integrity of
",--,ii'
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equal opportunity of trade were reaffirmed, thus reasserting the principles of the Open Door Doctrine.
opportunity of trade was defined as debarring the
of spheres of influence and monopolies and
preferences. China, for the first time, was obligated to
Dbserve the same principles. The Nine Power Treaty
.. the above effect was signed at Washington on Febru6, 1922.
Further, to help China develop and maintain an effecand stable government, in respect of tariff, immedirevision of the existing import tariff was authorized
make the rates five percent effective ad valorem. A
Conference composed of the representatives of
signatory and adhering Powers should arrange for
abolition of Likin and the fulfillment of other conas laid down in the treaties with Great Britain,
United States and Japan, with a view to levying the
as provided therein. Prior, however, to the
during the interim, the Special Confershould authorize the imposition of a surtax of two
one-half percent ad valorem on all dutiable imports,
in cases of certain luxuries on which a surtax not
"exceedw!g five percent ad valorem might be levied. The
to the above effect was signed by the nine
relating to Chinese Customs Tariff, on February
1922, at Washington. 69B
With respect to the outstanding controversies between
. and Japan, through the good offices of the United
and Great Britain, the Shantung Question was
Japan was to restore all the former German
in Shantung to China, and China to compensate
for the assessed value of the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railamounting to 53,406,141 gold l)1arks, or its equivaplus the amount for improvements and additions,
a suitable allowance for depreciation. The settlement was embodied in the Treaty on Shantung signed
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on February 4, 1922, at Washington. Respecting the
Twenty-one Demands, or rather the Treaties of May
25, 1915, in response to the Chinese agitation for their
abrogation, Japan made three concessions: first, throwing open to the New International Banking Consortium
the right of the granting exclusively in favor of J apanese capital with regard to loans for the construction
of railways in South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia, and to loans to be secured on the taxes in that
region, with the reservation that the understanding
reached between the Governments of the participating
Powers and financial groups in the New International
Banking Consortium should remain as before; second,
yielding her preferential right concerning the engagement
by China of Japanese advisers or instructors in political,
financial, military, or political matters in South Manchuria; third, withdrawing the reservation to Group V
of the Twenty-one Demands postponed for future discussion.6sc
Viewing this period as a whole, in recapitulation, we
f:an say that this was a period of international cooperation and control'. The opening of this period saw the
conclusion of the reorganization loan, which was a clear
.evidence of international cooperation and control. The
dose of the Great War witnessed the creation of a new
international banking Consortium, which is a physical
embodiment of the policy. The Washington Conference
witnessed the solemn undertaking to observe the principles of the Open Door Doctrine in China, and, whenever a situation should arise involving the application
thereof, to communicate with each other fully and
frankly, thus committing themselves to the policy of
international cooperation.
But during this period we may also notice that new
forces have come into the life of China. The first is
the Japanese effort to gain the control of China during
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the World War. In order to forestall the exigency of
th internationat control of China, Japan made the abort" ee attempt by the presentation of Group V of the 21
;vmands. The other is the full awakening and maturity
~ Chinese nationalism, which was touched to the
:nick by the Shantung decision and which promises to
be the savior of Chinese independence in the days to
come.
This completes our sketch of the diplomatic history
of China. Viewing the four perio~s as a wh?le, we
dearly discern that there are defimte tendencIes and
forces at work.
First we have seen that the Chinese did not welcome
Wester~ intercourse in the first and second periods, and,
in fact, they were hostile to the unwarranted u;terfercnce with their isolation and tranquillity. Durmg the
first period they were haughty, feeling themselves superior to western barbarians. During the second period,
while they had abandoned the conceit of superiority, they
were still antagonistic to the west. This hostite attitude
culminated in the Boxer Uprising of the third period
in 1900. Thereafter, however, the Chinese attitude
underwent a radical change. Instead of feeling superior,
they regarded themselves as inferior; instead of being
hostile, they welcomed Western contact, and were
anxious to learn the best of Occidental civilization.
On the other hand, the attitude of the Western nations, during the first period, was one of struggling for
equality, and during the second period, that of treating
.China more or less on a basis of equality; but when the
third period came, it distinctly changed for the worse
and they regarded the Chinese as an inferior and downtrodden race destined to be ruled by the West. After,
however, the Chinese Revolution took place in 1911, it
began to change for the better, and when China joined
the Allies in 1917 and subsequently proved herself to be
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worthy of respect and admiration at the Paris Peace
Conference and in the League, Western states began to
assume more and more an attitude of equality.
Second, the method and nature of Western aggression
have undergone a radical change during the four periods
of Chinese diplomatic history. In the first period, the
Western states were merely bent on opening China for
trade and intercourse. In the second period, having
opened China, they deprived her of one dependency
after the other. In the third period, when protection
from the dependencies was eliminated and the weakness
of China was revealed by Japan's easy victory, they
entered into an international struggle for concessions,
victimizing China and threatening her very integrity. In
the fourth and present period, however, they have
changed their policy from struggle to cooperation, and
from partition to control.
On the other hand, the Chinese were determined to
preserve themselves in the face of Western aggression.
In the first period, while China was being opened up,
they were fast asleep. In the second period, when the
outlying dependencies were being taken away one after
the other, the Chinese were still asleep. In the third
period, when Western nations began to threaten the
very existence of China, they speedily woke up. They
first resorted to the fanatical attempt to expel all "foreign devils" from China, as was shown in the Boxer
Uprising, and having failed in that endeavor and being
humiliated, they directed their efforts at the reformation of their government, as manifested in the Chinese
Revolution of 1911. In the fourth and present period,
Chinese nationalism was wide-awake, determined to save
their land and independence from the encroachments of
either the West or Japan. 70
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PART II
POLICIES OF THE GREAT POWERS
IN CHINA
V

THE POLICY OF RUSSIA IN CHINA
THE policy of Russia in China was one of territorial expansion. She pursued this policy persistently
until checked by the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5, and
interrupted by the Soviet Revolution of 1917. The objective behind her policy w;as to reach an ice-free seaport.
Russia had attempted to approach the Mediterranean
through the Balkan Peninsula, but had been definitely
... 1J<V~.~'~-' for the Great Powers considered her advance in
that direction dangerous to the integrity of the Ottoman
Empire, and to the balance of power in Europe. She
had then attempted to reach the Persian Gulf and the
Indian Ocean through Persia and Central Asia, but that
door had been effectively closed by England. Thus frustrated, she finally concentrated all her energies on establishing a foothold on the Pacific. After the acquisition
of the maritime province by the Treaty of 1860 with
China, she built the city ,of Vladivostok facing the Pacific
but that was ice-bound for part of the year. So she was
compelled to turn southward toward North China.
To carry out this policy astutely, she adopted a method
of reaching her ends, which was unique and, at the
same time, unscrupulous. That is, she always pretended
to be the friend ,of the weaker state which she aimed
to absorb or annex by extending the protection of her
alliance to the latter.· Having thus broken down the
wall of distrust, she would then obtain strategic points
or concessions as a preliminary to her final occupation
or absorption. In addition, she did not hesitate to resort to corruption, in case that could open up the way
to her. Expressing in the words of a noted author: l
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"Russia's foreign policy in the past, whatever its real
motives, may therefore be summarily described in the
light of its effects as ruinous 'protection' of the feeble.
It was the lethal hug of the polar bear. She would shield
the government of a weaker neighbor from the immediate
consequences of its own folly, and enable it to go on misgoverning its subjects, thwarting attempts at internal reform, financial and administrative. The body politic
would thus. be left to decompose until it entered upon a
stage sufficIently advanced to allow of its being digested
almo.st without an. effort. . . . It is thus that Georgia,
PersIa, Turkey, Chma, Korea, were dealt with."
In short, the Russian policy was imperialistic, unscrupu~
lous, and opportunistic.
Having seen the general nature of the Russian policy,
we shall now trace its development. The Siberian expansion of Russia was effected in the 17th century, within
a period of seventy years. It was done, not by the order
of the Government, but rather by the pluck and initiative
of the freebooters of fortune who went there for selfinterest and new abode. It was consummated very much
as was the westward expansion of the United States,
except that the Siberian expansion did not result in any
great educational and economic development of the settled regions. Using the language of another author: 2
"It is equally important to note that the action of these
Siberian pioneers was wholly voluntary and in no sense
dict~ted by or~en; from the central government. Later
on It was contmued under the pretext of searching for
'free lands,' but personal gain was actually at the root
of the .move~ent from the first to the last, the empire
occupymg qUlte a secondary place in the calculations of
these adventurers, although the Government had no objecti?n to recognizing an accomplished fact, and assumed
nommal control over the lands thus subjugated. In
trut~, however, for three hundred years Siberia remained
destItute of proper administration, means of communi-
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tion colonization, education, and real citizenship. . . .
the o~tensible outward success of this enterprise was due,
ot to a species of epic pressure, or all-powerful national
~0111entu111, but simply to the absence of resistance from
the other side. . . ."
This eastward expansion of Russia into Siberia could
not but come into conflict with the Chinese. As early
as about 1650 the Russian pioneers had penetrated the
A111ur region, which was then Chinese territory. At this
time the Manchu Dynasty which had just established
itself on the Chinese throne (1642) was busily occupied
with the conquest and pacification of China proper.
After about twenty years, however, the Manchus, having
finally established themselves in China, turned their attention to the Russian encroachment. They wiped out
the Russian settlements at Sungari and pushed the Russians back far beyond the Amur region and established
Aigun and Tsitsihar as advance posts against Russian
.aggression. Twice did the Russians return to Albazin,
but twice were they driven back. As a consequence of
this conflict, the Treaty of N erchinsk was concluded
in 1689. The Albazin fortress of Russia was demolished, and the Amur region became a de facto Chinese
territory. Thus the Russians were pushed back by the
Manchus in this early conflict. 3
.. After the lapse of more than a century and a half,
another adventure of the Russians was made. This
time, however, the advance was ordered with the support, and under the guidance, of the Russian Government. About 1854 the Russians occupied the Amur region again. This move was made largely because the
Crimean War of that time had blocked the Russian
ambition to reach an ice-free seaport through Constanand the Russian Government was consequently
compelled to seize the Amur River as the possible outlet.4 This advance on the part of Russia was not op-
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posed by the Chinese, for the Manchu Dynasty had
then its hands full with the Taiping rebellion, which
was threatening the safety of the Dynasty.
Having accomplished the occupation, the Russian Government proceeded to secure the recognition of a fait
accompli from the Chinese Government. Characteristic
of the foreign policy of Russia, the Czar's Government
took advantage of the Taiping rebellion and offered to
suppress the revolt in exchange for the cession of Manchuria/ which was, however, declined. Later, during
the second war with Great Britain and France (18571860), as the allied forces were advancing on Canton
and Taku, Russia again took advantage of the situation and secured the recognition from China of the northern bank of the Amur River as Russian territory by the
Treaty of Aigun, 1858.6 Finally, as the allied forces
captured Peking in 1860 to enforce the ratification of
the treaty of Tientsin, 1858, she posed as the friend
and savior of the Manchu Dynasty by inducing the quick
withdrawal of the allied forces from Peking. In recognition of this service, the Aigun treaty was confirmed
and the Treaty of Peking was signed, ceding to Russia,
as we have seen, the territory east of the Ussouri River,
including the maritime province. 7 Thus, backed by the
Russian Government, and taking advantage of the Tai..
ping rebellion and China's second war with Great Britain
(and France), the second advance of Russia toward
Manchuria was a success.
Shortly after, Russia repeated the same practice again,
but this time at another corner of China and not quite
so successfully as in the Amur region. Again taking advantage of the rebellions in Chinese Turkestan, Russia
occupied Kuldja in IIi in 1871, with a proclamation that
she would withdraw as soon as China was able to assume
the functions of government in the territory. To repeat,
by 1878 General Tso Tsung-tang having reconquered the
rebellious region, China demanded the restoration of IIi.
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13 the Treaty of 1879, concluded by Chunghow, Rus.Y was given the western parts of IIi, and the impor:~t military passes of the Tienshan ~ountains, with an
. demnity of 5,000,000 roubles. ThIS treaty was re~cted by the Chinese Government, and the second treaty
~as concluded by Marquis Tseng, in 1881, whose eloquent tongue and diplomatic skill, together with the fiery
zeal of General Tso Tsung-tang for military resistance,
brought back to China the greater part of Hi, together
with the strategic passes, through the payment, however,
of an increased indemnity of 9,000,000 roubles. Thus,
1n this case, Russia, while gaining the western strip of
Iii, was, on the. whole, unsuccessful in her expansion in
that part of Chma.
Bent, however, on her policy of territorial expansion,
she soon seized other opportunities that presented themselves. In 1895, Japan had defeated China, and, by the
Treaty of Shimonoseki, had snatched, besides Korea,
the Pescadores and Formosa, the Liaotung Peninsula, including the strategic naval base, Port Arthur.
When the news of the cession of Liaotung reached his
ears, it was said Count Witte hurried to the Czar Nicholas II and said to him:
"We cannot allow Japan to quit her islands and get a
firm foothold upon the Asiatic mainland. That would
effectively block our Far-Eastern policy of peaceful penetration." 8
Therefore, again posing as the friend and savior of
China, and in conjunction with Germany and France,
she forced Japan to retrocede the Liaotung Peninsula
to China. Besides, she arranged an immediate loan of
400,000,000 francs for China upon the guarantee of the
Imperial Russian Government, thus relieving the Chinese
Government of the pressing need for the first payment
of the Japanese indemnity falling due at that time. Hav-
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ing thus rendered effective assistance to China at .her
hour of need she was ready to demand compensatIon.
At that ti~e, the Trans-Siberian Railway, started in
1891, had just reached Lake Baikal. The. question -:ras
as to which wav it should extend,-by the Kmkhta-Pekmg
route, or by the Amur River route, or via North Manchuria. As the Kiakhta-Peking route would surely
arouse the suspicion of the other Powers, an~ as t~e Ar~lUr
River route was confronted with great engmeenng dIfficulties and might also be accompanied by the possible
risk of economic losses, the North Manchuria route was
chosen. Having decided upon the route, the question
naturally followed as to how to secure .the cons~nt ?f
the Chinese Government to the constructlOn of thIS raIlroad.
,
Opportunely, the Czar's coronation was to take place
in May, 1896. Li Hung-chang was requested to be sent
to attend the coronation. Before his departure, he had
entered into a tentative agreement with Count Cassini,
the then Russian minister at Peking, as to the construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway across the plains of
North Manchuria to Vladivostok. \Vhile at the coronation, Count Vvitte convinced Li Hung-chang that, to
render effective armed assistance to China in case of a
future struggle with Japan, it was necessary for Russia
to send her troops quickly to Manchuria, and that, to do
so, a railway would need to be constructed through North
Manchuria toward Vladivostok. 9 In the words of Count
Witte:
"In my conference with Li Hung-chang,! dwelt on the
service which he had recently dont; to hIS country. I
assured him that, having proclaimed the principle of
China's territorial integrity, we intended to adhere to
it in the future; but, to be able to uphold this principle,
I argued we must be in a position, in case of emergency,
to rende; to China armed assistance. Such aid we would
not be able to render her until both European Russia
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and Vladivostok werbe. connected with C~inaEby rail,
". ur armed forces
emg concentrate d m
uropean
.0

. " 10

RuSSIa.

Asa result of negotiations, a secret agreement was
which was virtually a secret defensive alliance,u
Every aggression directed by Japan against Russia or
China was to be deemed as necessarily bringing about
the immediate application of the Treaty of Alliance
(Art. 1). In this case, both Powers pledged to support each other with all their military and naval forces
(Art. 1). No treaty of peace could be made with the
adversary without the consent of the other party (Art. 2).
During the operations of the war, all parts of China were
to be open to Russian warships which should receive the
necessary help (Art. 3). To facilitate military cooperation, Russia was granted the right to build a railroad across Heilungkiang and Kirin in the direction of
Vladivostok (Art. 4). The treaty was to last for fifteen years subject to renewal (Art. 6). Thus, by the
pretense of. an alliance, Russia obtained t~e railway concession whIch was so necessary at that tIme to connect
Eastern Siberia with European Russia.
I"e",,,u~,~

"It must be confessed that in the light of subsequent
the conclusion of the agreement was in the nature
of a diplomatic farce. Russia was bent upon aggression
in Manchuria, and the promise of military assistance in
. eventualities was merely tendered as a means of
protecting Chinese amour propre." 12
No sooner had the alliance been made 13 than its sinand good faith was put to test. Germany had
Kiaochau in November, 1897, with the express
of the Czar of Russia. 13A The question
whether Russia should seize Port Arthur and
the ice-free ports of North China, which had
the goal of Russian territorial expansion in Asia.
Witte, a believer in the policy of peaceful pene-
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tration which presupposed the integrity of China,
vealed later that he opposed the seizure in the
vehemently denouncing it as faithless and unwise,14
brought about the adverse vote of the Council.
Muraviov, the Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs
that time, who conceived the idea of seizing an ice-free
seaport in East Asia, persuaded the Czar to take actio~
contrary to the decision of the Council. In his \ohIJLaJllil..,
don to Count Witte for the apparent deviation, the
offered the excuse that Port Arthur and Talienwan
be seized by Great Britain, which was later discovere~
however, to' be unfounded.
"'You know, Sergey Yulyevich,' said the emperor
me, evidently somewhat put out, 'I have decided to occupy
Port Arthur and Talienwan. Our ships with
are already on their way there. Here is why I
taken this step. After the conference the Foreign
ister reported to me that according to his . tOl:m:atiIDn'
British, warships were cruising off the ports
tion, and that if we did not occupy them the
would do so.' Muraviov's information was, of
false, as I later found out from the British Ambassa~
dor." 15
Thus Russia entered into the place whence she had
Japan to recede, and thus, by this wanton seizure,
threw to the winds the Treaty of Alliance which, as
have seen, was merely used as a cloak under which
obtain the much needed railway concession and
bly to achieve her program of territorial expansion
North China.
No sooner had Port Arthur and Talienwan been
than another opportunity presented itself, which orrererr
the irresistible temptation for the final consummation
the Russian design on Manchuria, and that was the
Uprising in 1900. Quite in line with her
policy, and again taking advantage of the situation, Rus~
sia occupied Manchuria. 16 Having done so, her
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as to secure the recognition of the Chinese Govern;ent . The tactics employed in this move were paralleled
those of 1860, when she wrested the Amur and
maritime reg~ons from C~ina. As she then pretended
,to be the fnend and saVIOr of the Manchu Dynasty,
she now repeated the same strategy. Shortly after the
relief of the allied legations, she proposed, as we have
observed, to the Powers to withdraw their diplomatic
agents and military forces from Peking to Tientsin,
there wait for negotiation, which proposal was,
._~.,•• M't>" not accepted by the allies. l1 Again, during the
.1lel~U'''l.L''VU she was in favor of referring the question
;of the amount of indemnity to the Hague Tribunal, and
disposed to be lenient and moderate in regard to the
punishment of the principal culprits.18
. Thus by posing as friend of China, as she had done
many times before, she expected that thereby she
win the cession of Manchuria, as she had won
Amur and the maritime regions in 1860. To this
while the allies were negotiating the final protocol
of peace, she entered, as we recall, into a separate con....,..,+,,,,,., with the Tartar General in M ukden,19 virtually
Manchuria a Russian protectorate. Frustrated
the protests of Great Britain, Germany, Japan and
United States, she entered into another convention
as the Lamdorff-Yangyu Convention,20 restricting
the sovereign rights of China in Manchuria and North
,:, ....",,',,0.. In addition, Russia later demanded the concession of the monopoly of the economic development of
J.Ua,Hl;IIU1·
to be granted to the Russo-Asiatic Bank. All
demands China resisted, and Great Britain, Japan
the United States entered vigorous protests. 21
The Russian avalanche soon, however, met an effective
On January 30, 1902, the Anglo-Japanese Alliwas concluded, aiming directly at the Russian adin Manchuria. Perceiving the peril of the opposhe at once changed her front and concluded
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the Treaty of April 8, 1902 22 promising to restore the
Shanhaikwan-Newchang-Sinminting Railway, and to
complete the evacuation of Manchuria in three succes~.·
sive periods of six months each. When, as we have
known, the first period of evacuation came, she
her pledge, but this only nominally, for she concentrated
her withdrawn troops in the other strategic parts of
Manchuria where she was yet allowed to remain. When,
however, the second period of evacuation was due, she
openly refused to effect the withdrawal, and in '''.''U.1CJ.ULI.
presented to China, as conditions to further
Seven Articles,23 demanding, inter alia, the
alienation of Manchuria and the closing of Manc:huria:
against the economic enterprises of any other nation
Russia. What is worse, she concentrated her
at Liaoyang, occupied Fenghangching and Antung,
sent troops across the Yalu River into Korea,
threatening even the safety of Korea and Japan.
At this juncture, as we recall, Japan stepped into
arena and demanded, on August 12, 1903, inter alia,
mutual undertaking to respect the integrity of China
Korea, and the reciprocal recognition of Japan's
ponderating influence in Korea and Russia's
terest in Manchuria. 24 Throughout the negotiation,
sia was willing to concede to Japan the recognition
her preponderance in Korea, but she insisted on J
recognition of Manchuria as being outside her sphere
influence, and refused to give the pledge, even to
very last moments of the negotiations, to respect
integrity of China in Manchuria. This refusal on.
part of Russia clearly and conclusively evidenced
sia's intention to absorb or annex Manchuria. To
effect John Hay's letter to President Roosevelt, on
12, 1903, further bears indirect testimony:
"I have intimated to Cassini that the inevitable
of the present course of aggression would be the
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in case of foreign interference with their respective
terests in Manchuria, and lastly, in July, 1916, forming'
a secret alliance with Japan. 29 ; 30
Pursuing this defensive policy, Russia soon
.
another opportunity to strengthen further her own defense. In 1911 the Revolution had plunged China into
civil turmoil. Taking advantage of the situation, she
detached Outer Mongolia from China and made it .
buffer state between China and Russia,-though
inally under the suzerainty of China. To repeat
has been said, on November 3, 1912,31 she concluded
convention with Mongolia, pledging to assist the
in maintaining the regime of autonomy, thus
away from the grip of the Peking Government,
putting a prohibition on the admission of Chinese
and colonization of the land by the Chinese. A
later, by the convention with China, on November
1913,32 she exacted from China the recognition of
autonomy of Outer Mongolia and pledged not to
any troops thereto, nor to colonize the territory. By
subsequent agreement, on September 30, 1914,33
obligated Outer Mongolia not to grant any railway
cession in Outer Mongolia without first consulting
sia. Finally, to complete the entire process of UlclKI1l2",'
a buffer state of Outer Mongolia, and to bring
a definite understanding concerning the relationship
tween Russia, Outer Mongolia and China, the .
agreement was concluded, on June 7, 1915.34 Russia
China recognized the autonomy of Outer
(Art. 2), while Outer Mongolia recognized the
Russian Convention of November 5, 1913 (Art. 1)
also the suzerainty of China (Art. 2). Outer
golia was to have no right to conclude any interna
treaty with foreign powers respecting political and territorial questions (Art. 3). As regards questions of
political and territorial nature in Outer Mongolia,
Chinese Government was obligated to corne to an

tnent with the Russian Government through negotiation
which the authorities of Outer Mongolia should participate (Art. 3). Thus, by these successiveconven!ions, Russia made Outer Mongolia a buffer state between China and herself. By prohibiting Chinese colonization and military establishment in Outer Mongolia, she
succeeded in holding off the contact and therefore the
conflict between the Chinese and the Russians at arm's
length. By requiring mutual agreement as to questions
of a political and territorial nature in Outer Mongolia,
she established herself as a co-overlord or joint suzerain
over Outer Mongolia, and further paved the way for
'. future expansion or annexation, the opportunity presenting itself, as in Japan's case in 1885, when she required
of China previous notice for the dispatch of troops to
Korea.
When, however, the Soviet Revolution of 1917 carne,
the Russian policy was fundamentally changed. As the
. Soviet rule was the antithesis of the Czar regime, so
the policy of the Russian Soviet Government in China
just the opposite of the Czar Government. Instead
seeking territorial, or political, or economic gains, it
sought justice and restitution in China. Instead of holding China at a distance, it attempted to befriend China.
In the telegram of March 26, 1920, the Soviet Minister
of Foreign Affairs offered to the Chinese Government 35
the restoration of the Chinese Eastern Railway, the canof the Boxer indemnity, the abolition of the
X\.ll:>l>lcUJ extraterritorial rights in China, and the abrogation of all those treaties the object of which was to
encroach upon the Chinese territorial rights. 36 The Soviet
read in part as follows: 37
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The Soviet Government offered at that time to
Chinese Government to enter into negotiations on
subject of annulling the Treaty of 1896, the Protocol
Peking, 1901, and all the agreements concluded with
from 1907 to 1916. That is to say to return to

n•. .
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the Chinese people all that has been taken from them
the government of the Czar, either by authority of,
through an understanding with Japan and the Allies.
"The government of the Soviet returns to the vlllUC:SI'
people without demanding any kind of compensation
Chinese Eastern Railway as well as all the
.
mineral, forestry, gold mines and others, which have
snatched from them by the government of the Czar,
government of Kerensky and the brigands,
Semenoff, Koltchak, the Russian ex-generals, ""''''''h~,~''_.
and capitalists.
"The government of the Soviet renounces the
tribution due from China for the insurrection of
in 1900. . . .
"The government of Soviet abolishes all special
leges, all the concessions to Russian tradesmen in vlJllW::;e
territory. No Russian official, priest or
should dare interfere in Chinese affairs. If they cornmif
a crime, they ought to be judged according to local
and local justice. . ..
"Beyond these principal points, the government
Soviet is ready to negotiate with the Chinese people
resented by its plenipotentiary, all other questions,
to liquidate once for all, all the acts of violence
injustice which have been committed against China
the former Russian Governments in concert with J
and the Allies." 38
This telegram China did not answer, having as
not recognized Soviet Russia, but following this,
Presidential Mandate of September 23, 1920,39
Chinese Government terminated all official relations
the old regime, withholding official recognition
the Russian minister at Peking and the Russian
in China, and proclaiming that China would act as
porary trustee of Russian interests in China, pending
establishment of a National Government in Russia.
however, did not abrogate the Sino-Russian Treaties,
cancel the extraterritorial rights of the Russians.40
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"e can conclude in recapitulation, that the policy
'
W
" Russia up to the Russo-Japan~se
dar, whas p~eone of territorial expanslOn un er t e gUlse
. dship and alliance and the advantage of critical
fn e n
.
.
as eVidenced
by the seSSlOn
of t he A mur
M ritime regions in 1858 and 1860, and the acquisi; the western parts of IIi (1871-1881), and the
o of Port Arthur and Talienwan during the genscramble of 1898, and finally the attempt to a?~orb
. during and following the Boxer Upnsmg.
can also safely say that after the Russo-Japanese
the policy of Russia in China was mainly conand defensive, changing, however, to aggresonly during and following the Chinese Revoas evidenced by its creation of Outer Mongolia
a buffer state. It is to be observed, how.ever, t~at
the Soviet Revolution came, the RUSSian poltcy
radically changed into that of International Brothand Soviet Propaganda. As to what the future
he Russian policy may be, it will depend largely upon
duration of the Soviet regime.
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it is the intention of this Government fo pursue, it
ore, hereby pro~laimed that recognition of ~he Russian
and his subordmates as well as the RUSSIan Consuls
old Russian Government is withheld forthwith.
But the friendly relationship hitherto existing between
. countries in regard to the treatment of Russian citizens
be maintained. All respectable Russian citizens and their
prope'rty will be protected as usual, provided they strictly
the rules in force in this country, which will follow the
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VI
THE POLICY OF FRANCE IN CHINA
THE policy of France in China was to create a
colonial base on the border of China, to establish a
sphere of influence in China adjoining her colonial possession, and to cooperate with her allies in the affairs
of China. To create a colonial base, she established her
?ro~ectorate over Annam and Tonkin (1883-1885). To
mstltute a sphere of influence in the provinces of China
bordering on Tonkin, she exacted the declaration of
non-alienation of these provinces-Yunnan, Kwangsi,
Kwangtung-and
also extended her Tonkin railway
and
•
""\T
mto .L unnan, penetrating the southwestern comer of
China. In the international affairs of China, she generally adopted the poticy of cooperation with her allies.
T?e policy of ~ran~e in China has been largely a reflectlOn of her poltcy m European politics. Her actions
in China were either the direct products or parallels
?f her European policies. She joined Great Britain
m t~e se~ond war on China (1857-1860), largely as a
contmuatlOn to the allied cooperation between Great
Britain and Franc~ in t~e Crimean War (1854-1856).
She. anr:-ex~d Cochm-Chma (1858-1867) mainly under
the mspiratlOn of Napoleon III, who pursued a policy of
territorial' aggrandizement. She receded and became
less aggressive from 1871 to 1880, when she recuperated
her strength from the injuries of the Franco-Prussian
War. After this, from 1880 to 1904, she resumed her
colonial activities and entered into the general scramble
for colonial possessions and other concessions which so
characterized the close of the nineteenth century. She
established her protectorate over Annam in 1883,
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t hed Tonkin from China in the same year, and
sna ~ed the three provinces of China bordering on T oniUar as her sphere of influence. The dual alliance of
1891 brought about her cooperation, in the affairs of
China with Russia; her Entente Cordiale of 1904, with
Great' Britain; and her p~rticipa~ion in the n:,w. Intertional Banking Consortmm, wIth Great Bntam and
:e United States. Thus her Oriental pol'icies were, and
are clearly, the reflections of her European policies.

The first step, as we have seen, in the program of
France in Far East was to establish a colonial foothold
upon which she could base her power and from which
could tap the wealth of China. Accordingly, from
to 1867, after some intermittent fighting with
Annam, she annexed Cochin-China and also established
a protectorate over Cambodia. Shortly after the FrancoPrussian War, while not yet recovered from the disastrous effects thereof, as we recall, she entered into a
of alliance with Annam on March 15, 1874/ recognizing the independence of Annam and extending to
the protection of a French al1iance, thus pursuing
same policy of Russia of absorbing a weaker state
the guise of a protecting alliance. Article One
entre
Two
"Son Excellence l'e President de la Republique fran.
reconnaissant la souverainete du Roi de l' Annam
etson entiere independence, vis-a.-vis de toute puissance
etrangere, queUe qu'elle soit, lui promet aide et assistance et s'engage a. lui donner sur sa demande, et gratuitel'appui necessaire pour maintenir dans ses 1hats,
et la tranquillite, pour Ie d6pendre contre toute
et pour detruire la piraterie qui desole une
des cotes du Royaume."
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In addition, Annam pl'edged not to enter into any
treaties not in accord with the one made between France
,and Annam and without informing the French Govern,;
ment, while France remitted the balance of the war in7
demnity.2 Thus, by this treaty of alliance, France detached Annam from her traditional relation with China,
and made her an independent state under the prQtection of the French Alliance, thus virtually supplanting China's suzerainty.
This treaty of alliance, however, was a mere prelude
to the eventual establishment of the French protectorate. Consequently, on June 6, 1884, when the French
forces had already come into conflict with the Chinese
garrisons in Tonkin, France imposed upon Annam the
treaty of Hue, which definitely established the French
protectorate over Annam. Article One reads:

Ho-K'eou and Szemao (Art. 2 and 3), special
privileges in Yunnan, Kwangsi, Kwangtung
5) and the right of extension of the Annam
into China (Art. 5).6 Following the general
for leases and concessions, she obtained the
of Kwangchouwan, the right of a railway from
to Yunnan, and the privilege of the appointof a Frenchman to head the Chinese postal servand also the concession of a railway from Kwangto Leichow or to a point in the neighborhood
(Art. 7).8 Besides, she procured from China
declaration of non-alienation of the Island of
H~ctnan 9 and of the territory bordering on Tonkin.10
, on September 26, 1914,11 she received the note
the Chinese Foreign Minister giving preference to
nationals in railway and mining enterprises in

"L'Annam reconnait et accepte Ie Protectorat de la
France, la France representera l'Annam dans toutes ses
Relations Exterieures. Les Annamites a l'etranget;
seront places sous la protections de la France."
A Resident General, representing the Government of,
France, was to assume the functions of the protectorate
and to attend to the foreign relations of Annam without, however, interfering with the local administration
of the provinces (Art. 5). Assistant Residents under;
the order of the Resident General were to be placed in
Tonkin (Art. 6).3
The colonial base having thus being created, her next
step was to estabtish a sphere of influence, wherein she
could exploit the wealth of China. It will be recalled,
as a reward for her service in the tripartite intervention
for the retrocession of Liaotung, she secured, on June
20, 1895, besides certain territorial advantages on the.
frontier of Tonkin,' the opening to trade 5 of Lungchows
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Side by side with her policy of creating a sphere of
in Southwestern China was her policy of
hand in hand with her ally in the North. In
all affairs of importance, she marched shoulder
shoutder with Russia. She joined Russia in 1895 in
tripartite intervention for the retrocession of LiaoShe practically made the entire flotation of the
loan of 400,000,000 francs under the
of the Russian Government for the relief of
During the Boxer Uprising she accepted the
proposal to withdraw the allied diplomatic
and the military forces from Peking to Tientsin
wait for the negotiation of peace, which was rejected
by the other allied powers.12 In response to
Anglo-Japanese Alliance, she and Russia jointly
a counter-declaration on March 3, 1902/3 prothat the foundation of the French-Russian
the Far East w:as the same as the principles
in the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, but reserving
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the right of action in "the contingency of eit~er the
gressive action of third powers or renewed distur
in China." During the Russo-Japanese War that
sued, though neutral, she extended her hospitality to
Russian fleet en route to Orient. When after the
however Russia and Japan came to an agreement
1907 she likewise followed and entered into an
,
10 1907 14 engagmg
•
standing
with Japan on June,
support "the territorial rights of the two
parties in the continent of Asia." In. reply to t~e
tralization proposal of Knox,15 whtle approvmg
principles underlying the plan, she dedined to
thereto, "unless by a common accord the two
(Russia and Japan) most interest~d had bee~ """",,-.,,,,-,
to renounce their contract rights 111 Manchuna
side with the American suggestion."
As a further evidence of the French policy of
operation with Russia in the Far East, M. A.
the French Minister in Peking from 1894 to 1897,
in his "Ma Mission En Chine" the following
regarding the instructions he received of
with Russia:
"Mes Instructions me prescrivaient enfin,
quelques recommendations speciales sur un
nombre d'affaires courantes de ne jamais perdre
dans les demarches que J'aurais a faire et dans I
que J'aurais a exercer a Pekin, Ie concert et l'un~on
convenait de maintenir avec l'action de lia Russle,
alliee. Les interets de la Russie en
'
etant plus ietendus et plus considerables que les
il eta it naturel et necessaire que notre concourse
assure et que Ie caractere de notre all'iance filt
a Ia Chine elle-meme et aux puisances rel)reSel1teles
Peking. Les evenements dont l'Extreme
etre la theatre acheveraient dedonner a cette
finale de mes instructions toute la signification et toute
la portee que y etaient contenues. Ils allaient etre
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mise a l'epreuve I'a premiere de monstration
l'aIIiance franco-russe et nous fournir ainsi l'occasde notre premiere victoire." 16
Besides diplomatic cooperation, France attempted to
her own interests in Southwestern China with
Russian interests in North China by means of railEndeavoring to grasp the hand of her northern
across the plains of China and in conjunction with
she backed the Belgian syndicate to secure the
of the Peking-Hankow railway, and when
oan was floated in Paris and Brussels, the French
nearly four-fifths of the loan, while the Belsecured only one-fifth.17
her financial agents together with the Belalso attempted to gain control of the CantonRailway, which was conceded to American
JlL"'U~'~' and were about to succeed in taking charge
road when the Chinese Government intervened
demanded the cancellation of the concessionY
had the French and Belgian interests succeeded
ining the control of the Canton-Hankow Railway,
would have controlled, in addition to the PekingRailway, the entire North and South trunk line
from Peking through Hankow to Canton, thus
up the Russian interests in North and the
interest in South, under the cloak of the neuBelgium. Parallel to the Peking-Hankowline, France and Belgium, through their respecfinancial agencies, obtained the concession of the
railway, on July 22, 1913.1s In the
year, on January 21, 1914, France secured the
for the Ching-Yu railway running through
Yunnanfu-Suifu-Chungking. 20 Thus, by the
of these two concessions, and, in addition,
interests in the Hankow-Szechuan line,from Tatung near Mongolia to Chengtu and
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from Chengtu to Chungking and from Chungking
Y unnanfu _France extended her hands
across \V;stem China until she clasped those of
in MongoI'ia and North China.
The Entente Cordia1e of 1904, however, added
more ally to France in the Orient. Hitherto she
cooperated mainly with Russia. She had now to
not only with Russia, but also with her new
Great Britain. The Entente Cordiale manifested
in the agreement of cooperation between the
group of syndicates (British and Chinese Corpo
Limited, Chinese Central Railways, Limited, etc.)
the French group (Banque de L'Indo-Chine, etc.)
October 2, 1905; 21 and later in the contract
the Pukow-Sinyang Railway signed on N ovember
1913,22 the benefits of which the French
received in their due proportion. Again, in the
the Hukuang loan, the Entente Cordiale paved the
for the amicable admission of the French
France was to share equal'ly in the four power
(Art. 2) and to appoint the chief engineer to the
section of 600 kilometers to Chengtu on the
Chengtu line (Art. 4).23
The Great War, however, changed the
affiliations of France. The entrance of the
States into the struggle gave France a new ally or
associate in the war; and the formation of the
International Banking Consortium in May, 1918,
ther facilitated the future cooperation between
and the United States. The Soviet Revolution of
however, brought to pass the loss of Czaristic
as the ally of France, and what is worse,
France from being a warm, loyal friend to a bitter
ponent to Russia, largely because of the repudiation
Soviet Russia of her French debts. As a m~tll1:[es·[aO!
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this hostile opposition, the French Government adChina not to enter into commercial agreements
the Russian delegation from Verhne Udinsk. 24
that the war is over, the question naturally
: What will be the policy of France in China?
is generally believed that France will cooperate with
allies in the war,-especially Great Britain and the
States. In agreement with this belief, Andre
wrote: 25, 26
Ctemenceau contemplated that France would deher general activity to three essential' objects;
, the maintenance of her regained security; Seethe renewal of her economic strength; Lastly, the
of peace according to these principles of
liberty. . . . These three objects could be
by one means only: the maintenance of those
and friendly relations which enabled France
n the war. . . . Hence, his policy of defensive
with Great Britain and the United States;
also the action and prolonged assistance to those
nations that owed their origin or extension to
Pol'and, Jugo-Slavia, Roumania,
the Nine Power Treaty,27 signed at the
Conference, February 6, 1922, has definitely
France to abandon the practice of spheres of
to observe the canons of the Open Door Docto adopt the common policy of international
. In the definition of the principle of equal
of trade, the practice of the spheres of inwas outlawed by placing an injunction on any
which might purport to establish in favor
interests of the Powers or their nationals any
superiority of rights with respect to commercial
economic development in any,designated region of
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China (Art. III), or any agreements by their
nationals with each other designed to create Spheres
Influence or provide for the enjoyment of mutually
elusive opportunities in designated parts of Chinese
ritory (Art. IV).
This means that France shall not continue the
of spheres of influence. In the reaffirmation and
assertion of the Open Door Doctrine, the solemn
taking was covenanted to respect China's territorial,
litical and administrative integrity with the
, corollary of providing her with the fullest r.n,~r.~~,,~
for the development and maintenance of an effective
stable government, and to maintain equal opportunity
trade with the consequence of barring special
infringing the rights of other nationals or
inimical to the security of other states (Art. I).
commits France to the program of the Open Door
trine. In the application of the agreement, in
situations should arise which in the opinion of any
the Contracting Powers would involve the
of any provision, full and frank communication
the Powers was stipulated. This obligates France
adopt the common policy of international
It is, therefore, confidently expected that, thus '-UJLll111H.l
save in unforeseen exigencies, the French policy in
hereafter, will be one of the Open Door Doctrine
international cooperation.
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on the will of the passenger. It is his business to
he does not miss the train. The devil take the

VII
THE POLICY OF GERMANY IN CHINA
IN the decade lying between 1895 and 1905 the
of Germany in China was rather indefinite and
cided. It inclined probably, more or l'ess, toward
example of Russia. After the Russo-Japanese
(1904-1905), however, her policy changed and she
came a devoted adherent of the doctrine of the
Door.
In the first decade (1895-1905) of her
the affairs of the Far East, she was q
as to the fate of China. Whether that country was
be partitioned, or demarcated into spheres of .
or remain intact under the shelter of the Open
seemed not to matter to her, provided she should
party to whatever benefits accrued therefrom. She
not object to a partition which would give her a new
nial possession. Nor would she object to the t;;:'LdUll::lllUI
of a sphere of influence, which would yield an
for her capital and commerce. N or, again, would
be unwilling to welcome a strong and stable
which would be a counterpoise to her own . <11"-'"]"'
Britain, Japan, France and Russia. Whatever the
of China, the thing she cared for most was that
should not lose out in any game that was
Prince Von Billow, the then Chancellor of
said in the Reichstag on April 27, 1898: 1
"We should certainly not take the initiative in a
tition of China. All that we did was to see in good
that, whatever happened, we should not draw a
The moment when the train starts does not always
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first event that brought her influence to the Far
as we have seen, was the tripartite intervention
he retrocession of Liaotung in 1895. Her joining
intervention was largely dictated by the policy of
:>urciigJll1l;; Russian expansion in the Far East, so that
could avoid a conflict with Russia in Europe. To
effect Prince Von BUlow wrote in his "Imperial
"Towards the end of the eighties Prince Bismarck
said to me, with reference to Russia and Asia:
there is a very serious amount of unrest and
which may easily result in an explosion. It
be best for the peace of the world if the explotook place in Asia and not in Europe. We must
not to stand just in the way, otherwise we
to bear the brunt of it.' If we had allowed
to be thrust forward against Russia before the
apanese War, we should have had to bear the
in line with the opinion of Bismarck, Germany
not stand in the way of Russian expansion in North
but on the contrary, gave her passive encouragethereto.
the tripartite intervention, Germany made
move and that was the capture of Kiaochow.
had long desired to obtain the possession of that
and in November, 1897, when, in a general attack
robbers on the village, two German priests were
in Kiaochwang, Shantung, "in circumstances bethe contror of the local authorities," 3 she seized
pretext and occupied Kiaochow. As a consequence,
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by the convention of March 6, 1898,4 she obtained
lease of Kiaochow for ninety-nine years (Section
Art. 2). Besides, she made Shantung an exclusive
sphere of influence by acquiring the right of first option
in any undertaking, in which foreign assistance was
needed:

Tientsin, its rival, is closed in winter by ice;
is open throughout the year, When the railconnect the Tientsin-Pukow line with the Pekingline, that is, by the Tsinan-Shunteh railway,
when the Lung-Hai railway is compfeted, running
through the Yellow River Basin connecting with Kiaochow by the Kaomi-Hsuchow line, Kiaochow will become the outlet o~ th,e trade of N ort;h, China and the
Yellow River BaSIn, Just as ShanghaI IS the outlet of
the trade of the Yangtze Valley. The trade of North
China, which goes now through the Peking-Hankow railway to Peking and thence to Tientsin for export will in
time be all diverted to Kiaochow. Von Bulow therefore
said: "We have secured in Kiaochow a stragetical and
political position which assures us a decisive influence
on the future of the Far East,"
The German occupation of Kiaochow was also significant, not only from the point of view of its strategic
location, but also from that of European politics and
the German policy of Weltpolitik. The capture of
Kiaochow was the first practical step of the German
policy of Weltpolitik and the German expansion. It
also dated the beginning of the German naval expanresulting in a deadly rivafry with Great Britain.
To this effect Prince von Bulow said: 6

"If within the province of Shantung any matters are
undertaken .for w~ich fore!gn assis~ance.' ~he~her in personnel, or 111 capItal, or 111 matenal, IS 111vlted, China
agrees that the German merchants concerned shall first
be asked whether they wish to undertake the works and
provide the materials. In case the German merchants
do not wish to undertake the said works and provide
the materials, then as a matter of fairness China will
be free to make such other arrangements as suits her
convenience." (Section 3.)

Germany, on the other hand, engaged "at no time to
sublet the territory leased from China to another power"
(Section I, Art. 5).
The significance of the lease convention needs
emphasized. Said von Biilow: 5
" . .. I n any case, I say, we have secured in Kiaochow a strategical' and political position which assures
us a decisive influence on the future of the Far East.
From this strong position we can look with complacency
on the development of affairs. We have such a large
sphere of action and such important tasks before us that
,,:e have no occasion to grudge other nations the concessIOns. made them. German diplomacy will pursue its
path III the East as. everywhere else-calmly, firmly and
peacefully. vye WIll never play the part of mischief
maker, nor wll1 we pl'ay that of Cinderella."

T~us, in the occupation of Kiaochow, its strategic
10ca:IOn was fully realized. It is, and undoubtedly wiII
contmue to be, the leading commercial port of North.

"About the time when we began to build our fleet,
(our landing in Kiaochow took place in the autumn of
1897, when I first held office as Secretary of State for
foreign affairs. 'It is from the year of Kiaochow that
the growth of the formidable German navy dates,' wrote
Times in the course of the present war; this paper
has from the first followed the development of our
sea power with eyes sharpened by envy. It was quite
t.rue that the fact that we established ourselves on the
coast of China was directly and indirectly connected
with our naval program, and was our first practical step
along the path of world politics. A few weeks after
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this) we concluded the Shantung treaty with China,
which was one of the most significant actions in modern German history and which secured for us a 'place
in the Sun' in the Far East, on the shores of the Pacific
Ocean which have great future before them."

and in case of any Power making aggressions -against
Chi~a to come to an understanding to protect their interes~ (Art. 3). One naturally asked: "What does this
mean? Is Germany sincere?" and the answer must be
'n the negative. In his famous speech made in the
keichstag, March 15, 1901, von Bulow said in substance:

Soon after the seizure of Kiaochow came the Boxer
Uprising of 1900. Taking advantage of the opportunity, Germany decided to play the leading role in the
international expedition to China and thus to enhance
her prestige before the eyes of the Powers. She, therefore, despatched the largest number of troops (amounting to 17,000) under the command of Count Von Waldersee whose military prestige far surpassed those of
the military commanders of the other Powers. Although
arriving too late for the relief of the Legations, he was
recognized by the commanders of all Powers, except
the United States, as Commander-in-Chief of the Allied
forces in China.
Further, the Kaiser used this opportunity to wreak
vengeance. He instructed his soldiers to give no quarter and to so terrorize the Chinese that they woufd not
dare look into the face of a German soldier again.
In obedience to instructions, the German troops carried out a policy of depredation and annihilation in
Paotingfu and other places of North China far beyond
what was necessary. Similiarly, during the negotiation
for settlement, the German representative proved to be
the most uncompromising and relentless, demanding
enormous indemnities and insisting on the death penalty
for the principal culprits.
In face of such a revengeful and terrorizing attitude
on the part of Germany, ()ne could scarcely believe the
news when it was reported that on October 16, 1900,8
Germany had entered into an agreement with Great
Britain affirming the Open Door (Art. 1), and pkdging
to uphold the territorial integrity of China (Art. 2),

"The Anglo-German agreement has no reference to
Manchuria (Hear, hear and sensations) ... I can
~ow add that during the negotiations which led to the
conclusion of this agreement, we left no room for any
doubt that we did not take it as applying to Manchuria.
As regards the future of Manchuria, really, gentlemen I can imagine nothing which we regard with more
indifference (Hear, hear on the right).9
Again, to the same effect, Secretary John Hay testified: loA
"My heart is heavy about John Bull. Do you twig
his attitude to Germany? When the Anglo-German
pact came out I took a day or two to find out what it
meant. I soon learned from Berlin that it meant a horribre practical joke on England. From London, I found
out what I had suspected, but what it astounded me
after aU to be assured of-that they did not know!
When Japan joined in the pact, I asked them why.
They said, we don't know. Only if there is any fun
going on, we want to be in! Cassini was furiouswhich may be because he has not been let into the
joke!"
Later, it was discovered that Germany entered the
pact, not to uphold the Open Door doctrine and the integrity of China, but rather to deprive Great Britain
of the exclusive rights in the Yangtze. 10B As a condition for the evacuation of Shanghai, Germany specially
insisted on the Open Door in the Yangtze, while reserv-
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ing, on the other hand, Shantung as her own exclusive
preserve: 11

~~~he close of the war. With this proposal the United

"The Peking Government and the Yangtze viceroys
shall engage not to grant to any Power special advantages of a political, military, maritime or economic nature, nor to allow the occupation of any other points
commanding the river either bel'ow or above Shanghai."
Against this, Japan and Great Britain protested; as a
consequence, no secret agreement relating thereto was
,signed, but a general declaration was professed to have
been received by the German Government that the Open
Door would be maintained in the Yangtze Valley.12
So far, the policy of Germany in China was more like
the Russian policy than that of the Open Door. She
maintained her railway guards along the TsingtauTsinan Railway much the same as Russia in Manchuria.
In the case of the Russian aggression in Manchuria,
while Great Britain, Japan and the United States entered
vigorous protests,14 Germany at times remained
pminously silent. As France was not expected to protest, being the al'ly of Russia, Germany's failure to protest constituted a lonely exception, clearly betraying her
intention and policy of silently countenancing Russian
expansion in Eastern Asia. 15
When the Russo-Japanese War came, however, the
policy of Germany in China underwent a radical change.
Isolated during the war and confronted by two hostile
coalitions (the Dual Alliance of France and Russia and
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance) she realized that, if in
consequence of the war, there should be any spoliation
pf China, she could obtain only Shantung; while the
other Powers, most of whom were her enemies, would
gain the rest of China. This, obviously, was detrimental
to her interests. In anticipation, therefore, she proposed
to the United States Government to make a declaration
for the maintenance of the integrity of China, and to

nsel the powers to refrain from any act of spoliation

States agreed.
Dating from this proposal to the United States, Gerany committed herself thenceforth to the Open Door
~octrine. Instead of keeping al'oof, she joined the Powrs in the Hukuang 10an,17 the currency reform and in~ustrial development 10an,18 and the reorganization
toan.19A Instead of aggression, she showed due respect
for Chinese sovereignty. By the end of 1905, she
handed her postal service to the Chinese. 19B By the Convention of November 28, 1905,2° she withdrew her
troops from Kiaochow and Kaomi. By the amendment
of December 1, 1905,21 to the agreement of April 17,
1899, concerning the maritime customs office at Tsingtau,
she abandoned her restrictions on the Chinese customs
derogatory to Chinese sovereignty and restored the
service almost to the same status as elsewhere except
requiring twenty percent of the proceeds as contribution to the government of Tsingtau.
Further, instead of domination and expl'oitation, she
manifested remarkable self-restraint. By the agreement
of July 24, 1911,22 with the exception of "the Fangtze
and Tzechwan mining areas and the mining district from
Chinlingchen along the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway in a
northerly direction for a distance of thirty Ii to Chapgtien" and some other areas, "a11 mining rights hitherto
granted by China to the company within thirty Ii (15
kilometers) on both sides of the Kiaochow-Chinan Railroad now in operation, the Tientsin-Pukow Railroad
now under construction and the Kiaochow-I-Chow Railroad recently surveyed are hereby canceled" (Art. 3),
stipUlating, however, that in case foreign assistance,
either in capital or engineers or material, should be
needed in the development of the relinquished districts,
first option should be given to the Germans. Likewise,
by the agreement of December 31, 1913,23 relating to the
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extension of the Tsingtau-Tsman Railway, while she
procured the two concessions, one from Kaomi to
Hsuchowfu and the other from Tsinan to Shunteh,
surrendered the railway concessions, acquired under the
Convention of March 6, 1898, for the l'ease of Kiao~
chow. 24
What is more, instead of being uncompromising and
revengeful and relentless, as shown during the Boxer
Uprising, she manifested an attitude of friendliness and
helpfulness, with a view to winning the friendship and
goodwill of the Chinese and to extending German commerce and kultur in China. By the Tientsin-Pukow
Railway loan of January 13, 1908,25A she gave the best
terms for railway construction, which have since served
as the model for other railway construction contracts.
She inaugurated the project of systematic forestation,
extending even into the hinterland of Kiaochow. 25B She
established high schools and professional school's for
the spread of German kultur, to which Chinese students
flocked from all parts of the country. As a result of
this systematic and deliberate cultivation of Chinese
fri.endship, her trade prospered by leaps and bounds, as
eVidenced by the following figures,26 which show that
from 1902 to 1911 the imports increased tenfold, and
the exports about twenty.

August 14, 1917, China declared war on Germany,
all treaty relations. 27 By the Treaty of
signed at Versailles, June 28, 1919 (Arts. 156,
157, 158), Germany was to. renou.nce in favor of Japan
alt her rights in Shantung, mcl.udmg t~e lease of. ~1~0RaIlway WIth the adJommg
t he Tsingtau-Tsinan
h
cow,
. cab1es, t h uS loSld~g
'
h er sp h ere
lllines,
and the sUb.manne
was furt h er lrected to ref °nfluence in Chma. She 0
1 'mstruments Wl1C
l'hh
tO ln to China the astronomlca
s e
:~ taken during the Boxer Uprising (Art. 131), the
at Tientsin and Hankow (Art. 132), to rea
.
ounce the balance of the Boxer indemnity (Art. 128),
:nd to withdraw from the protocot of September 7,
1901 the tariff arrangement of August 29, 1902, and the
arra~gements of 1905 and 1912 rega.rding Whampoo.
After Germany's passage through the ordeal of war
and the humiliation of peace, it is interesting to conjecture what will be her future policy with regard to China.
Shorn of all rights, she returns to China without a sphere
of influence, without a base of action, without a settlement, and without the protection of extraterritorial
jurisdiction. On the other hand, she has to compete
there for her commerce and interests. Under such circumstances, she cannot favor the policy of the Closed
Door, not to say that of partition or control; rather, she
will favor the Open Door policy. She will desire the
maintenance of the equal opportunity of trade and the
preservation of China's integrity, so that her commerce
may yet compete with the other Powers. We may,
therefore, venture the conclusion that Germany's attitude towards China will be the same policy of the Open
Door and friendliness she so splendidly adhered to in
the years immediately before the outbreak of the Great
War.28

Imports 1902
1911
Exports 1902
1911

0........... 11,078,000 marks
.........
114,938,000 "
............
4,865,880
"
........... 80,295,000 "
0

••

This policy of the Open Door and friendliness,
however, was mterrupted by the Great War. As is
well known, Germany at the beginning of the war
was supplanted in the East by Japan, who occupied
the entire length of the Tsingtau-Tsinan line on October 6, 1914, and captured Tsingtau on November 7.
0
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VIn
THE POLICY OF GREAT BRITAIN IN CHIN
THE policy of Great Britain in China is mainly
mercial. It aims primarily at trade predominance.
ing the first period of the diplomatic history of
she directed her policy toward the opening of China
the settlement of satisfactory diplomatic intercourse
Peking, During the second period when the other
were snatching one dependency after another from
although she seized Burma and Sikkin as a
to French acquisition in Annam and Tonkin, she
more or less a policy of laissez faire, giving the
measure of liberty to private initiative and ref
herself as far as possible from political or territorial
croachment, thus cultivating the good will of the
.
and winning trade predominance, When during the
period the international struggle for concessions came
-a struggle resulting in the establishment of spheres
influence-Britain, unable to check the general
ment for the spoliation of China, was compelled to
in the scramble for concessions and in the U\O.lua.L"c1L1U
of as large a sphere of influence as possible for
This she did by exacting from China the D
of Non-Alienation respecting the Yangtze
by entering into agreements with other Powers,
themselves to recognize their respective spheres 0
fluence,-with France in 1896/ with Germany in
with Russia in 1899 3 and 1907/ and with Japan in
1905,6 and 191J.7
As a commercial power, she naturally favors the
Door doctrine in China. It is to her advantage that
shall remain as wide open as possible for the trade
132

' on the other hand it is to her disadvantage
the worId ,
' f . fl
hina
cut up into closed spheres 0 m uence or
to have C
..
.
k
.... rtitioned. For whtle she IS not anxlOUS to t~ e on any
pa
territorial responsibilities, she does desIre to see
more
.
. th e mark et s 0 f
het trade spread and predommate
m
China.
.
h
When the battle of conceSSlOns commenced to~ard t. e
close of the last century, threatening .the very mtle?"nty
.of China, she was therefore most anxI~us tO proc a;m a
doctrine like the Open Door, guarant~emg ~h e equa .oprtunity of trade and upholding the mtegnty of Chl~a.
~he debates in the House of Commons at that penod
o: d
were filled with utterances for the ?pen Door.
Charles Beresford, returning from Chma to Grea~ B~ltam
b way of the United States, preached enthusIastIcally
tle maintenance of the Open Door in China.
The policy of Great Britain was at that tim~ set forth
by Sir W. V. Harcourt in his speech in Parhament on
April 29, 1898: 8

1:

" . . , I think I should be accurately stating the princiof policy at which the Government aimed un?e,r the
r_"_ ..,.'_~ heads: they were stated by several mmisters
of authority, and notably by the Right Honorable Gentleman the Leader of the House, in the early part of the
year: I shall say that these principles were to oppose,
for ourselves and for others, territorial occupation, which
would necessarily ·lead to the dismemberment of the
Chinese Empire; and, secondly, that there was to be the
VUllUI-'''O of the Open Door, by which freedom of access
commerce of Great Britain, under the Treaty of
and other nations, should be maintained and
nr,',,,"r,,,·rl in China. Thirdly, there was to be no acknowlof claims to special spheres of influence for
governments and states, but equal rights
be claimed and exercised everywhere . . . "
Anxious as she might be to sponsor the Open Door
she found that she herself was stained with the
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spoliation of China and the establishment of the
of influence in the Yangtze, and could not
preach a doctrine which she herself had not been
to exemplify. She was therefore compelled, though
luctantly, to let the United States take the honor as
as the responsibility of sponsoring and championing
doctrine in the Far East.
Although disqualified to be the sponsor of the
she was, however, most anxious to be a sincere and
est upholder and supporter of it. Long before the
nouncement of the Open Door doctrine, she had
ticed it. As soon as she had established herself in
Kong, she opened that island as a free port to the
of the world. In 1845, when she had secured the
settlement in Shanghai, she made it an international
tlement. 9 When John Hay sent his circular note
September 6, 1899, proclaiming the Open Door policy
China, Great Britain was the first to reply in favor. lO
October 16, 1900, she entered the Anglo-German
ment with Germany affirming the Open Door and
holding the integrity of China, which was sent to
several powers. Later, against the Manchurian
tion of 1900-1902 and the Seven Articles of Russia
1903, in conjunction with Japan and the United
she entered vigorous protests. Failing in
representations, she entered into an alliance with
in 1902, upholding the Open Door and the integrity
China, and directed primarily at the Russian advance
North China. Her subsequent renewal of the alliance
1905 and 1911 all reaffirmed the principles of the
Door doctrine. 12 Her recent wholehearted support of
New International Banking Consortium, and
her rejection of Japan's reservation regarding
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia, again p,,,,npn,..,>n
her true desire and intention to follow the Open
doctrine. 13
Her adherence to the Open Door doctrine was,
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seriously handicapped, and in some instances, even
by her alliance with Japan in 1905 and
1. In exchange for the Japanese protection of her
'ritl':re:sr~ in China and India, she was constrained to give
Japan the recognition. of paramountcy over Korea,
to the annexation of that unhappy land in 1910,
and a free hand and special interests in South Manchuria,
resulting in the predominance, partial at least, if not comof South Manchuria by the Japanese influence, and
the way for the territorial expansion of Japan in
region. In the Shantung question, while sympathy
wight be given for the hard circumstances under which
the secret pledge was w'rested fromi Great Britain during
critical days of her life and death struggle in Europe,
was compelled to support Japan, though much
her will, and in apparent contravention of the
Door doctrine, and in violation of her own sense
justice and right. Mention must, however, be made
not to an unappreciable measure has the alliance
c ...." n.• u~·~ a restraining influence on Japan, as evidenced
the Nanking incident when, on account of the killing
of some Japanese, Japan proposed to make war on China,
thus taking advantage of the revolution to strangle the
in the cradle. This was, however, nipped at
bud by the British counsel of moderation.14
NlffitJ1rU]:111',,'-

Though compromising at times and yet still upholding
Open Door doctrine as far as possible, the financial
of Great Britain in China became more and more
and international. Having learned the lesof ruinous competition, she was almost always in
of eliminating competition by international cooperathus incidentally asserting the principle of equal op. She cooperated with Germany in the TientsinRailway, with French interests in the PukowRailway, and with Germany, France and the
States in the Hukuang Railway, thus admitting
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foreign interests into the Yangtze Valley, which was
garded as her exclusive sphere of influence. With
speet to administrative loans, remembering the tragic
perience she had in Egypt resulting in final
and foreign control, she was determined not to favor
single nation's financing China for administrative
organizatiGn, but was strongly in favor of having the
ministrative loans shared by the powers, on the basis
equality, if possible, and financed by the banking institutions supported by the governments interested. In
words, she favored the policy of the .
of loans, as evidenced by the fGllowing letter of the
eign Office to Lord Balfour of Burleigh: 1:5
HIn regard to the first point raised in that letter, namely
the question of the advisability of
"
.
loans in ~hina, I am to infor:u your Lordship that
E. Grey IS unable to ooncur In the statement that it
not in the interests of Great Britain to agree to such
arrangement. On the contrary, His Majesty's
ment and. the other governments concerned have, from
the expenence of past years, come to the unanimous
elusion that, both in the interests .of their own llUcUlI;1\::r
and .in,:es~in~ public, and also as a safeguard of China's
credIt, It IS Incumbent on them to prevent, as far as lies
in their power, all possibility of a return to the f
~ang.erous. polic;:- of unprofitable international competitIon In China whIch .only enabled the Chinese Government
~o ?btain !TI0ney without adequate guarantee and rendered
It ImpossIble for the governments interested to exercise
the necessary control over the terms ,of any loans. There
can be no doubt that the internationalization of future
loans would go far to secure this desirable end."
Further, for fear of extravagance and corruption on
the part of the Chinese officials, she was quite insistent
on the necessary supervision over the proper expenditure
?f the proceeds of the loans, as evidenced by the followmg extracts:
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am to add that, as a matter of principle, His MajGovernment would not feel justified in ordinary
'rUltllSI,CtU''-v,," in giving their support to any loans which
not in their opinion and in the opinion of the other
,11l'l'nn'lentS concerned, offer adequate guarantees for
roper and useful expenditure of the proceeds, and
Fatisfactory security for the payment of principal and
" 16

" ... It was als.o explained to Mr. Crisp that as a
of general principle, His Majesty's Government
never support a loan concluded without adequate
for the control of the expenditure of the
n'1"I}Cele<lS and without proper security . . . "17

Thus far we have seen that the policy of Great Britain
mainly commercial and financial. Let us now turn
examine the political side of her policy. Burdened
the crushing weight of colonial responsibilities exthroughout the world, she is no longer anxious
territorial gains. This principle is convincingly set
in the following statement of Bonar Law made in
House of Commons on November 27, 1911: lsA
"He (the Rt. Hon. Gentleman) pointed out quite truly
that we do not desire to extend our Empire further. . ..
I say without any hesitation that we do not desire accessions of territory, and in saying that I am not speaking
for one small section of the house. I believe that I am
speaking for the nation at large. We do not desire accessions of territory. Our responsibilities are great enough
. . . . Our one desire, our one ambition, is not
enlarge, but to build up our Empire."
"The only limitation of this principle is an obvious one.
'I'here are certain places lying next to British possessions
or perhaps strategically commanding important British
routes," which Great Britain cannot see pass into other
hands.18B
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In spite of her disinterestedness, however, when
international struggle for concessions commenced,
was confronted with the problem of either aOStamln"
from the general scramble, or of joining the
She could not, and probably would not, abstain from
general scramble, for that would give advantage to
rivals, thus upsetting the balance of power. She
therefore, compelled to resort to the policy of
tion. But even in joining the scramble, she seldom
the initiative, but she always acted, as a defensive
ure, to compensate her own loss or to restore the
turned balance of power. It is regrettable to
that, by thus participating in the scramble the
commercial power in the Far East, as she
h~rself from being the sponsor of the Open Door
tnne an.d the moral leader among the powers in China.
In thIS contest for concessions she directed her
mainly against Russia and France from 1895 to
Rivaling the Franco-Russian loan of 400 000 000
in 1895, in partnership with the Germa~ interests
advanced the loans for the rest of the insta1'lment~
th~ i~demni~y to J apan. 19 Competing with the
gam m terntory on the Tonkin frontier and the
way extension into Yunnan, she secured
a.dvantages on the Burmese frontier, and the extenSIO~ of the Indo-Burmese line to the head of the
navI~able. wate.rs of the Yangtze. 20A Suspicious of the
ultenor mtentlOn of the French fleet hovering near
the mouth of !he Yangtze River,20B and fearing, in
~he ~ords O.f SIr Claude M. MacDonald, British MinIster m Pekmg at that time, "to find one morning that
by reason of the murder of a foreign subject or the refusal of some demand by a foreign power, some place on
the Yangtze has been seized and was to be retained in a
99 year's lease," 21 she quietly obtained from China, as
a guarantee of her Own sphere of influence, the declara~
tion of non-alienation of the Yangtze Valley.22 As a

I;, .
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against the French occupation and fortificaof Kwangchowwan, she obtained the extension of
Hong Kong territory.23 As a c?eck against the Rusoccupation of Port Arthur WhICh she resented most
she obtained the lease of Weihaiwei, "for so
1 g a peri~d as Port Arthur shall remain in the occupaJnn of Russia," 24 thus evidently showing the intention
o the lease. 25 Forestalling the Russian design as to the
of the Inspector-General of the Chinese Maritime
Customs, she procured the declaration from the Chinese
Government that a Britisher should be appointed, while
British trade predominated. 26 Likewise, in the contest
for railway concessions, to hold the Russian advance at
length from Peking, she interposed her own influence by the construction of the Peking-N ewchuang
line. To counterbalance the Belgian concession for the
Peking-Hankow Railway, backed by Russia and France,
and to penalize China for breach of faith in admitting the
participation of the Russo-Chinese Bank in the PekingHankow deal, by diplomatic pressure and the display of
naval power, she obtained the concessions for the Tientsin-Chinkiang, the Pukow-Sinyang, the Soochowl-HangNingpo, the Shanghai-Nanking, the Canton-Kowand Peking-Newchuang Railways, totaling 2,800
miles. 27 Finally, directed primarily against the Russian
advance in Manchuria, she concluded the alliance with
apan in 1902, thus making it possible for Japan to fight
Russia in 1904-5 without the participation of France.
With respect to Tibet, the British policy as related to
Russia was further illustrated. As in 1900 the Dalai
Lama sent a mission to the Czar and later despatched a
second mission under the headship of a Russian, Great
Britain was aroused to the menace of Russia's treacherous advance on India,-the jewlel of the British possessions. For breach of treaty obligations as stipulated in
the trade regulations of 1893, the expedition of Colonel
Younghusband to Tibet was sent in 1903, and on Septem-
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ber 7, 1904, the treaty with Tibet was signed. 28
consent was to be obtained before making territorial
cessions to other foreign powers (Art. 9-a). No
foreign power should intervene in Tibetan affairs (
9-b), or send representatives or agents into Tibet (
9-c). No commercial concessions should be granted
out similar and equivalent ooncessions being given to
British (Art. 9-d). No Tibetan revenues should
pledged to any foreign power (Art. 9-e). On April
1906, by the Convention with China/ 9 she promised
to annex Tibetan territory nor interfere with the
tration of the country (Art. 2), while making
pledge that she would not permit intervention in Tibet
any other power (Art. 2). From 1912 to 1915,
when the British saw that, by the various converltlolns.':
Russia had established her joint suzerainty over
Mongolia, she was thereby impelled to follow suit
demanded simila.r privileges regarding Tibet. On
3, 1914,30 a tripartite agreement was reached
China, Tibet and India. Tibet was divided into
and Outer Tibet. It was to form a part of Chinese
tory and to be under Chinese suzerainty, but the U~'.VU'J"
of Outer Tibet was to be recognized. China and
Britain were to abstain from interference in internal
ministration. China pledged not to convert Tibet
a province nor will Outer Tibet be represented in
Chinese Parliament. China was to send no troops,
civil officers, nor colonizers to Outer Tibet. All these
visions tend to indicate that Great Britain would ad
there in exactly the same way that Russia $uld
Mongolia. This convention, however, was not
by the Chinese Government, which would not
Chinghai or Kokonor, south of the Altun-tag ~Y.1.\JUliLL'U
or north of the Tangla Range as part of Outer
Batang and Litang in Szechuan as part of Inner
and a small part of Sinkiang beyond Kuenlung
tains as part of Outer Mongolia. 31
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After the Russo-Japanese War,however, 'when Russia
been checked, Great Britain changed the objective
her policy. A new menace had arisen against her, and
was the rising power of Germany. Formerly in the
against Russia only her interests in the Far East
threatened, but now her very existence was menaced.
rapid naval construction and the weltpolitik of the
challenged her naval suprem,acy, the preservation
which was the cardinal principle of the British policy.
To face this growing menace, she had not only to exher navy as far as her resources would allow her,
also to come to an amicable understanding with her
friends, and become reconciled with some of her old
ene:m11es. She therefore entered into the Hay-PaunceTreaty with the United States in 1901, nullifying
Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850, removing the source
friction with the United States by an amicable settleof the Panama Canal question, much to the satisof the United States, at the same time withdrawher fleet from the West Indies for concentration in
North Sea, thus leaving the United States supreme
the West Indies. 32 In 1904 she entered into an entente
France, formerly her rival, admitting French ininto the Yangtze Valley and withdrawing her fleet
the Mediterranean to the North Sea, leaving the
interests there to the protection of France. In
she renewed the alliance with Japan, this time pledgto help in war whenever either party should be inand at the same time withdrawing her Pacific
from the Pacific and Indian Oceans for concentration
the North Sea, and leaving British interests in China
India to the protection of Japan. In 1907 she conan agreement with her once bitterest enemy, RusBesides a division ,of sphere of influence in Persia
an understanding relating to Afghanistan, she agreed
Russia on the question of Thibet that they would
respect the integrity of the same (Art. 1), ab-
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stain from all interference in internal
(Art 2), seek no economic concessions (Art. 4), send
representatives to Llassa (Art. 3), deal With the
exclusively through the Government of China, its
(Art. 2), and "agree that no part of the revenues
Thibet, whether in kind or in cash, shall be pledged
assigned to Great Britain or Russia or to any of
subjects" (Art. 5).34
Comme.nt.m~st be .made, in passing, that the policy
Great Bntam m Chma was characterized in a
d~gree by justice and fair play. A British subject
pIes the office of Inspector-General of the Chinese
time customs only while her trade predominates.35
of course, means that, to continue to hold the position,
must enter into commercial competition and win
dominance, In other words, she holds the office, as
as she remains the champion in the field of China's
eign trade; conversely, the moment she loses the
pionship, she loses therewith the post of In:sDE!ch)r- IGel
era1. In fact, it was specifically agreed that "if at
future time the trade of some other country at the
Chinese ports should become greater than that of
Britain, China will then, of course, not be bound to
sarily employ an Englishman as Inspector-General."
As a corollary of this sportsman-like arrangement it
thought by some powers that under the most favored
tion treatment, when Great Britain loses her trade
dominance, whatever power gains the commercial
ency can likewise claim the post of Inst)ector-(
Again, in the Mackay Treaty of 1902, though the
must also be equitably shared with the United States
Japan which entered into similar treaties in 1903,
was the first power to concede the surrender of the
territorial jurisdiction upon satisfactory judicial
on the part of China, and also the increase of the
tariff to not more than 12 1-2 per cent and the
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to not more than 7 1-2 per cent in return for the
of likin, upon the unanimous consent of all the
enjoying, and that may enjoy, the most favored
treatment, and upon the obtainment of the said
without the grant of any political concession or
commercial privileges.
Further, in the agreement of January, 1908,37 Great
pledged to reduce the importation of opium by
"nl'-ltlHl1 every year for a period of ten years, beginning
1908, provided the Chinese Government would rethe production and consumption of native opium in
in the meantime in the same ratio, and also agreed
this ten-year agreement was to last for three years,
the end of which time, if the Chinese Government
have faithfully executed its obligations, the agreewould be extended until the completion of the whole
of ten years, in 1917. Accordingly, at the end of
three years, when the Chinese Government was found
have faithfully done its part of the obligation, on
8, 1911,38 she entered into a, further agreement
to continue the previous convention of January,
and to agree

,'}""'lIalil

the export of opium from India to China shall
in less than seven years if clear proof is given of
absence of production of native opium in
2), and "that Indian opium shall not be
MWnTP'trI"" into any province in China which can establish
evidence that it has effectively suppressed the
and the import of native opium" (Art. 3).
Subsequently, when the Chinese Revolution and the
war had caused either the relaxtion of the effDrts in
or the revival of the cultivation of native
she generously overlooked the fault and faithadhered to her previous agreements. Thus, by a
repentanc~e of heart and earnest cooperation in the suppreSS1(ln .of the opium evil, she obliterated the one damag-
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ing blot on he: fair name and removed the great
of grudge chenshed by the Chinese ever since the
War of 1840-42.
There were, however, instances when her sense of
ti::e and fair play was carried to excess, resulting in
dIsregard of the popular sentiment of the Chinese
the unwise assertion of the superiority of a ruling'
In t~e case of the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo
for mstance, the people of the region traversed by
line had already collected the funds and brought the
almost to completion, when the British insisted on
rights ?ased on the grant of 1898, and forced a loan
the Chmese Government in 1908. 39
Such being her policy, let us now speculate as to

fut.ur~ co~rse in China. It is firmly believed that

Bntam WIll enter into China with a new zeal and
mination to uphold and practice the Open Door
and the policy of international cooperation. This is
dent, not only from her traditional adherence to the
Door Doctrine and participation in the New
Banking Consortium, but also from her actions at
Washington Conference, 1921-1922. She assented to
abr,ogati.on of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance upon
ratlficatIOn of the Four-Power Treaty,4° signed on
cember 13, 1921, between Great Britain, the U
States, France and Japan.
. The latter t~eaty covers within its purview only
msular posseSSIOns and insular dominions in the
of the four Contracting Powers and does not
~hina o.r an! .other continental territory. Its
tlons bemg lImIted only to consultation and
between the Contracting Powers in case of
which cannot be settled by diplomacy, or in case of
ternal menace to their insular possessions and .
d~mi~ions in the Pacific (with probably the moral im~
phcatIOn of rendering effective assistance out of f
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and
rd when necessary), its successful execution
aeeo,
.
d
ctical significance depends upon the good faIth an
pra
intention of the participating Powers. It is evident that it is not an alliance, as the term is understood
. l'nternatiomil relations, because of the absence of any
In
.
ctipulation for armed assIstance,
an d t hat at b
est"It IS
~nlY an entente cordiale of . the Four Powe:s. regar~ing
their Pacific Islands. ConsIdered as such, It IS ObVIOUS
that with its ratification and the termination of the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance, Great Britain will be relieved
of the entanglements and embarrassments of the old
AHiance, while still preserving Japanese friendship and
cooperation. It is, therefore, evident that with the
return of freedom consequent upon the termination of
the Alliance, she will no longer be obliged to compromise
her principles and practices relating to the Open Door
Doctrine in China, but on the contrary, will be given a
free hand to pursue the same.
Moreover, her signature to the Nine Power Treaty on
China signed at the Washington Conference on February
6, 1922,41 has irretrievably committed her to the Qpen
Door Doctrine and the policy of international cooperation. Together with the other Powers, she solemnly
undertook to respect China's sovereignty, independence,
territorial and administrative integrity, with the necessary corollary of respecting China's neutrality in time
of war; of providing the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity of developing and maintaining for
herself an effective and stable government; and to maintain the equal opportunity of trade with the essential
entailment of outlawing special privileges infringing the
rights of other nationals or actions inimical to the security of other states. That is to say, in conjunction
with the other Powers, she reaffirmed, reasserted, specified and revitalized the Open Door Doctrine.
Again, conjointly with the other Powers, she put a
ban on the practice of the spheres of influence in the
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definition of the principle of equal opportunity of
she pledged not to seek, nor to support her nationals
seeking, any arrangement which might purport to
!ish in favor of their interests any general superiority
rights with respect to commercial or economic
ment in any designated region of China; nor to
any agreements by their respective nationals with
other designed to create spheres of influence or to
for the enjoyment of mutually exclusive r>nn"rt11lni1';A~
designated parts of Chinese territory.
committee meetings of the Washington Conference,
openly denounced the practice of the spheres of
as intoJerable to the present situation and as a
that "had not only gone, but had gone forever, and
now explicitly condemned," 42 and placed upon
the declaration of the Under Secretary of the
Office in the House of Commons, on October 31,
that the policy of spheres of influence in China had
superseded by one of international cooperation.
conjointly with the other Powers, she engaged,
a situation should arise which would involve the
tion of the agreement, to communicate fully and
with the other Contracting Powers. That is, she
committed herself to the policy of international
eration in China.
It is manifest, therefore, that with the termination
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance and with the coming .
force of the Nine Power Treaty, except in
exigences, she stands committed to the Open Door
trine and the policy of international cooperation.
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IX
THE POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES
IN CHINA
policy of the United States in China is charQuite in vivid contrast with
other grasping powers who pounced upon China
the general scramble for leases in 1898, she kept
her hands off and was able to withstand the temptation.
the contrary, she sought to uphold China's integrity
sovereignty and save her from partition. Throughthe negotiation for the settlement of the Boxer
she opposed any proposal that would threaten
partition China and burden her with a load of inA""~,,,,'1-., that would make her the economic vassal
the Powers for years. 1 To this effect Li Hungwho conducted the negotiation on behalf of the
,,",11,111'"'''' Government, testified: 2 "I tremble to think of
might have been China's fate but for the stand
by the American Government." Subsequently, she
part of the Boxer indemnity for the education
the young Chinese in America. 3 Again, in the Curand Industrial Development Loan,4 she undertook
contract upon the request of the Chinese Government,
to secure international cooperation and harmony, she
it with the other powers and indicated her willingsubject to certain conditions, to surrender her right
advisership.4a. Finally, during the Great War, upon
civil dissension as caused by the controversy
entrance into the war on the allied side, President
sent a friendly note, on June 5, 1917,5 counseling
Chinese to compose their factional disputes and to
a united, central and responsible government.
149
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Thus compelled to act so that the doors of China
remain open for the trade of American merchants,
sent his first circular note, on September 6, 1899,
London, Berlin and St. Petersburg, and on November
to Tokio, on November 17, to Rome, and on Novembe.r
21, to Paris. 7 Though wording his notes with some dif~
ferences to suit the various chancelleries, he set f
in essence the following proposal: 8

e:cc1.usive ~reatment by, any of the. controlling
wIthlll theIr so-called spheres of lllterest' in
and hopes also to retain there an open market
for the co~merc~ o~ th~ world, remove dangerous sources
..of internatlO~al IrntatlOn, and hasten thereby united or
concerted actlOn of the powers at Peking in favor of
the administrative reforms so urgently needed for
strengther;ing the ~mp~rial q:overnment a.nd maintaining
the integnty of Chllla III which the whole western world
is alike concerned. It believes that such a result may
be greatly assisted by a declaration by the various powers
claiming 'spheres of interest' in China of their intentions
regards treatment of fo.reign trade therein. The present moment seems a particularly opportune one for informing Her Britannic Majesty's Government of the
desire of the United States to see it make a formal declaration and to lend its support to obtaining similar declarations from the various powers claiming 'spheres of
~nfluence' in China, to the effect that each in its respective
of interest or influence"First, will in nowise interfere with any treaty port
any vested interest within any so-called 'sphere of
, or leased territory it may have in China.
u'-'-v . . ~. that the Chinese treaty tariff of the time being
apply to all merchandise landed or shipped to all
ports as are within said 'sphere of interest' (unless
be 'free ports'), no matter to what nationality it may
belong, and that duties so leviable shall be collected by
Chinese Government.
"Third, that it will levy no higher harbor dues on
vessels of another nationality frequenting any port in
such 'sphere' than shall be levied on vessels of its own
nationality, and no higher railroad charges over lines,
controlled or operated within its sphere on merchandise
to citizens or subjects of other nationalities
tranST)Orted through such 'sphere' than shall be levied
merchandise belonging to its own nationals
ferred over equal distance."

"-r:his Government is animated by a sincere desire that
the mterests of our citizens might not be prej

To this note all the Powers addressed r~plied in favor,
generally with the reservation that the other Powers

Thus briefly characterized, the policy of the U
States in China is the Open Door Doctrine. When
international struggle for leases and concessions
menced in 1897-9, carving China into exclusive """0_.__
of influence and thus threatening to close the
regions to the trade of the United States, John
then Secretary of State, was confronted with a
complicated problem. He could not join in the
eral scramble, for that would be
opinion and to the traditional policy of no:n-lntE~rvlent'i()11'"
Nor could he remain inactive and permit the doors
China to be closed, for, China being such a ~~ .. o._~;_
wealthy nation, the United States could not afford
lose her share of commerce. His difficult problem
his attitude thereto were clearly shown in a COllte:mno..
rary letter: 6
" . . . We are, of course, opposed to the ..u.au"HlI)t:r~
ment of that empire, and we do not think that
opinion of the United States would justify this
ment in taking part in the great game of spoliation
going on. At the same time we are keenly alive to
importance of safeguarding our great commercial
ests in that empire and our representatives there
orders to watch closely everything that may seem
cuIated to injure us, and prevent it by energetic and
timely representations."
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S~'lOu1d concur, and with the exception, however, of RusSIa, who was significantly silent on the uniformity .
harbor dues and railroad charges. 9 On March 20
having received aU the replies, John Hay infonn'ed
Powers that
.

discrimination <;f <l;ny kind. In pa~ticular t~er~ shou~d
no discrimmatlOn whatever, dIrect or mdlrect, m
Y:"~'b""'f'CI of charges or facilities on the ground of the nationality of passengers o~ the countrie.s. from which <;r
.1: which they are proceedmg, or the ongm or ownershIp
goods or the country f.rom. which or to w?ich they
consigned, ·or the natlOnahty or ownership of the
or other means of conveying such passengers or
goods before or after their transport on the Chinese
railways.
"The Contracting Powers, other than China, assume a
obligation in respect of any of the aforesaid railways over .which they or ~heir. nationals are in
a position to exerCIse any control m virtue of any con.Cf:5S1Ull, special arrangement or otherwise."

"the condition originally attached to its acceptance
that all other powers concerned should likewise
th~ pror:osals <;f the United Sta~es . . . having been comphed wl!h, thls .Government will therefore consider the
assent given to It by - - - - - - as final and defi .
tive." 10
nlInterpreting the doctrine as formulated by John
we can ~afe!y say that the first principle of the
Door policy IS the equal opportunity of trade. As postulated by John Hay, this equal opportunity of trade is
to be o?tained by the maintenance of the treaty ports,
the Chmese treaty tariff whose collection at the
ports is to be left in the hands of the Chinese
ment, which means, of course, uniformity of tariff
the equal treatment of foreign merchants of
nationalit:y ~ith respect ~o iI?portatlOns and exportations.
Further, It IS to b~ mamtamed by the uniform levy of
harbor dues and raIlroad charges, which means the
.
treatment of all nations in the matter of
It i~ necessary to notice, in this connection, that in
the Nme Power Treaty, signed at the Washington
ferer:ce on ~ebruary 6, 1922, the principle of the uni~
formIty of raIlway charges was reiterated and
'.
but this time the obligation to observe the same is
only 1?lace~ upon the Powers holding control of
,:,ays m Chma, but also upon China, who is not to
trce any unfair discrimination of any kind
th~ whol: of her rail~~~s, particularly with respect
raIlway charges or faclhtles on ground of nationality.
"Ch~na ag:rees that, throughout the whole of the
ways m Chma, she will not exercise or permit

of

In view of serious infractions committed in course of
time, the principle of the equal opportunity of trade was
a new definition at the Washington Conference.
the Nine Power Treaty, it is defined as meaning this:
Powers should not seek, nor support their respective
nationals in seeking,
,j(a) Any arrangen:en~ which might purport to ~st~b11sh in favor of theIr mterests any general supenonty
rights with respect to commercial or economic deve}"'.... '11P"T in any designated region of China;
Any such monopoly or preference as would dethe nationals of any other Power of the right of
>1111r\p:rt;J'
any legitimate trade or industry in China,
with the Chinese Government, or
. ,in any catagory of public enterprise,
which by reason of its scope, duration or
.
extent is calculated to frustrate the pracapplication of the principle of equal opportunity." loB
is to say, equal opportunity of trade is defined as
the practice of the spheres of influence; discountenancing monopolies and preferences infringing
rights of other nationals or frustrating the applica-
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tion of the principle by the scope, duration or geograph_
ical extent of the concessions. In order, however, to
provide for exceptional cases, the definition is qualified
by the understanding that it is not to forbid legitimate
acquisitions of a particular economic undertaking, or
the encouragement for invention and research.
This principle of equal opportunity of trade, as originally conceived, did not preclude the existence of spheres
of influence. In fact, it was quite clearly implied
recognized in the correspondence of John Hay for
establishment of the Open Door Doctrine. Each govern-;
ment addressed was requested to make a declaration in
favor of the application of the three provisions as stipu~
lated by John Hay "in its respective spheres of interest or
influence." 11 The first of the three provisions was that
each government in its respective sphere would in nowise
interfere with any treaty port or any vested .
within any so-called "sphere of interest" or leased territory.it might have in China, thus definitely recognizing
the eXistence of spheres of interest. The British reply 12
specifically stated that

the United States Government, while making a
declaration reaffirming the Open Door policy and
serving the right of exception to any agreements be~e'een China and Japan contrary to the principles of the
.;pen Door or the treaty rights of the United States, did
not make any specific representations of protest against
the provisions regarding Eastern Inner Mongolia and
South Manchuria.
What John Hay opposed was, not the existence of
spheres of influence which had already existed before
the enunciation of his doctrine, but rather the closing of
the spheres to the trade of the world or the assertion of
. to exclusive rights within the spheres. The three
as postulated by John Hay were designed
to keep the doors open in the various spheres through
the recognition of vested interests and the maintenance
the Chinese treaty tariff and the uniformity of harbor dues and railway charges; in other words, they were
to secure the equal treatment of foreign merchants within
various spheres.
In the course of ·time, however, it is discovered that the
practice of the spheres of influence is incompatible with
the application of the principle of equal opportunity;
that is, it is not feasible to recognize the superior or
.... f"'fp·rpf"lt·I~1 or exclusive rights of exploitation of any
in any region of China and yet have equal opportunity of trade therein. So in the definition of equal
ppportunity of trade, as seen above, the practice of the
spheres of influence is declared to be inconsistent and
incompatible with the application of the Open Door principle. Further, to prohibit the establishment of spheres
of influence, not only by the direct efforts of the Powers
or by supporting those of their nationals, but also by
agreements of their nationals with each other, it is stipulated : 16'20

"Her Majesty's Government will be prepared to make a
declaration in the sense desired by your Government in
regard to the leased territory of Weihaiwei and all territor.ies. in China which may hereafter be acquired by Great
Bntam by lease or otherwise, and all spheres of interest
now held or that may hereafter be held in China ... "
t? which John Hay did not make any exception or objec.:.
ilon. In subsequent history, when Great Britain put her
mantle of influence over Tibet in 1906 13 and Russia over
Outer Mongolia in 1913 and 1915,14 and when France
secured the declaration from the Chinese Government for
a preference in railroad and mining enterprises in
Kwangsi in 1914,15 the United States Government was
not reported to have lodged any protest; and in 1915 when
Japan made Eastern Inner Mongolia her sphere of influence and South Manchuria virtually her exclusive pre-

"The Contracting Powers agree not to support any
agreements by their respective nationals with each other
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designed to create Spheres of Influence or
for the enjoyment of mutually exclusive Ann",·.,
in designated parts of Chinese territory."
Thus the first principle of the Open Door policy,
we have seen, is the equal opportunity of trade
spheres, monopolies, or preferences. N ow let us ~~~"u~''';
the second principle of the doctrine, which is
as important, if not more so: namely, the
China. In the first circular note of September 6,
John Hay did not make the preservation of the'
of China the primary object of his policy.
can gather from a close scrutiny of his
was that the integrity of China was to him
condition of his policy, or a presumed nl'prF'nl1Ii<:it"
the successful operation of his policy. For should
be partitioned or should the spheres of influence
into regions of foreign control, there would be a
sequent closing of the various regions and there
thus be no room and no necessity for the Open
Doctrine. Quite in line with this reasoning, John
said, in his first circular note: 21
"This Government . . . hopes also to retain there
open market for the commerce of the world
dangerous sources of international irritation a~d
thereby united and concerted action of the Powers
Peking in favor of the administrative reforms so
needed for strengthening the Imperial Government
maintaining the integrity of China. . . ."
":r~e declaration of such principles . . . would
addItIonal weIght to the concerted representations
the treaty powers may hereafter make to His ~U"I-'~U""
Chinese Majesty in the interest of reform in
administration so essential to the consolidation and
" 22
tegrity of the empire.

Besides, the second provision of his proposal
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the Chinese treaty tariff of the time being shall
to all merchandise landed or shipped to all such
as are within said 'sphere of interest' (unless they
'free ports'), no matter to what nationality it may
and that duties so leviable shall be collected by
"-"» .... -._- Government."
provision of requiring the maintenance of the
treaty tariff and of collection thereof by the
authorities presupposes the existence of the sovand integrity of China.
the Boxer Uprising, when China was threatwith the peril of dismemberment, John Hay brought
e forefront the second principle of his doctrine, the
of China:
"The policy of the Government of the United States
to seek a solution which may bring about permanent
and peace to China, preserve Chinese territorial
(tU!W"UL"
entity, protect all rights guaranteed
powers by treaty and international law and
for the world the principle of equal and imtrade with all parts of the Chinese Empire." 23
reply to Great Britain concerning the Angloagreement of October 16, 1900, he placed an
0\C1l:11.111<1.;)'" on the principle of the integrity of China equal
that of equal opportunity of trade:
"During the last year this Government invited the
interested in China to join in an expression
and purposes in the direction of impartial trade
that country and received satisfactory assurances
that effect from all of them. When the recent troubles
at their height, this Government, on the third of
once more made an announcement of its policy
..
trade and the integrity of the Chinese
had the gratification of learning that all
Pn-WP-1r" held similar views." 24
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In the Nine Power Treaty, China's integrity
affirmed and reasserted: 24.8.
"The Contracting Powers, other than China, agree
"( 1) TC? r~spect the sovereignty, the L'''-fJ''.HU.cm
and the terntonal and administrative integrity
u'

and; w?at. is more, as a logical corollary, China's
trahty 1ll bme of war is to be respected: 24B
"The Contrac~in? P?wers, other than China, agree
to !espec~ C~llla s nghts as a neutral in time of
Whl~h Chllla IS not a party; and China declares that
she IS a neutral she will observe the obligations of
trality."
. ~hus, consequently, the Open Door policy of
Umted States has been understood to consist of two
ing ~rinci~Ies: namely, the equal opportunity of trade
the llltegnty of China. In subsequent declarations
agreements ~especti~g the p~licy, these two principles
always mentIOned SIde by SIde. In his circular note
January 13, 1905, issued in response to the request
the ~hen Kaiser, William II, to forestall any
spallation of China in consequence of the
'War, John Hay said:
"For its part, the United States . . . has been
fied at the cordial welcome accorded to its
stre?gthe~ and per1?etuate the broad policy of
the llltegnty of Chllla and the 'Open Door' in"t'hO'eL,cL.a.u,u
whereby equality of commercial opportunity and
shall be enjoyed by all nations." 25
In t~e ~tatements given to the press relating to
neutrahzatlOn plan for the Manchurian railways 26
was found the statement:
'
".As is well known, the essential principles of the
pollcy of the Open Door are the preservation of
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and jurisdictional integrity of the Chinese
and equal commercial opportunity in China for
nations."
the Root-Takahara agreements, and recently in the
States declaration in connection with Japan's
Demands, and the Lansing-Ishii agreement,
same principles were reiterated and reaffirmed.
In the Nine Power Treaty, they are not only reaffirmed and reiterated, but also specified and amplified.
relate, not only to the original formula of integrity
and equal opportunity of China, but also their
or logical commitments-of helping China deand maintain an effective and stable government
as to keep her own integrity, and of discountenancing
rights infringing the rights of other nationals or
inimical to the security of other states so as to
equal opportunity of trade. 2M
Having thus seen the essential principles of the Open
doctrine, let us analyze the meaning of the integrity
China. By the integrity of China may be meant terriintegrity, or sovereignty, or administrative integ. As to the first meaning-the territorial integrity
China-there can be almost no dispute. John Hay's
note of July 3, 1900, clearly referred to the
of territorial integrity:
"The policy of the Government of the United States
to seek a solution which may bring about permanent
and peace to China, preserve Chinese territorial
administrative entity. . .. " 27
reply to the British Government respecting the
agreement was given in response to the
to concur in the principles of the equal opporof trade and that
Britannic Majesty's Government and the Impe-
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rial German Government will not on their part make
of t!le present complic~tion ~o obtain ~o~ themselve.s
terrItorial advantages III Chlllese dommlOns and wIll
reet their policy toward maintaining undimnished the
rhoria! condition of the Chinese Empire." 28
In subsequent agreements or declarations when
phrase "the integrity of China" was employed, its
jng as to territorial integrity was never questioned.
In the Nine Power Treaty, territorial integrity is
cificaUy mentioned in Article I, to wit:

" (1) To respect the sovereignty, the
and the territorial and administrative
China." 28A
Respecting the second meaning-the sovereignty
China-there is a general agreement among the
that the integrity of China means the sovereignty
China. In the Harbin case, when Russia attempted
set up a municipal government in Chinese territory,
United States Government protested, and contended
by the Treaty of Portsmouth, Russia had obligated
self to observe "a scrupulous regard for the
of China," and that certain of the municipal ~"'-'w'au,,~
"would be a clear infringement upon the sovereignty
China," 29 and that
"this principle, which this Government concedes to
the true one, is, in substance, that the only basis for
exercise of governmental rights on the part of the
cials of any country other than China within the
.
Empire should lie in the extraterritorial rights granted
the treaties of China to the several Powers."
Thus, in this case, the United States Government
the attitude that the sovereignty of China must be
spected, and that the exercise of any jurisdictional .."." ... ,.,..~
ity must be based on extraterritorial grants. In the
ment given to the press with regard to the
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. f the Manchurian railways, the phrase ~'juris.diction~l
(}
of China was employed sIde by sIde wIth ternintegrity:
"As is well known, the essential principles of the Hay
r of the Open Door are the preservation of the
po Iflorial and jurisdictional integrity of the Chinese Emti~~ and equal commercial opportunity in China for all
P.' " 30
natlOns.
I the Franco-Japanese agreement of 1907, the Russoppanese agreement of 1907, the Root-Takamra agreeof 1908, and the Lansing-Ishii agreement of 1917,
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance of 1905 and 1911 81_in all
agreements the expression was used, "the independence and integrity of China."
In Article I of the Nine Power Treaty, as we have
een the sovereignty of China is explicitly stipulated.
s A~ regards the third meaning-the a~in~strative ~n
tegrity of China-th.e~e was no such unan.1m1ty. of OPlllbut rather a divlSlon of the same. It 1S cla1med that
Open Door principles do not apply to, nor .include,
administrative integrity of China. Reference 1S made,
illustrations, to the Chinese Salt Administration and
Maritime Customs Service, which are all under foreign supervISIOn. On the other hand, it is contended
the Open Door Doctrine applies to, and includes,
administrative integrity of China. For administrative integrity is a necessary element of territorial entity
and sovereignty, the want of which will render the jurisUl\;UU.l1(;U authority nothing more than a name.
In the
second circular of July 3, 1900, John Hay did mention
preservation of the administrative integrity of China
one of the objectives of his policy:
"The policy of the Government of the United States
to . . . preserve Chinese territorial and administrative
" 82
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In 1913, when Wilson withdrew the support of the
States Government from the American group in
Sextuple Consortium, resulting in the withdrawal
the American bankers therefrom, he based his obj
on the ground that the reorganization loan touched
administrative integrity of China. 33
"The conditions of the loan seem to us to touch
nearly the administrative independence of China
and this administration does not feel that it ought,
by implication, to be a party to these conditions.
responsibility on its part which would be impli~d in
questing the bankers to undertake the loan mIght
ceivably go the length in some unhappy '-V'.HU.'>'."u
forcible interference in the financial, and even
cal affairs of that great Oriental state, just
ing to a consciousness of its power and of its vuu""~."vu"
to its people."
Although this policy of non-participation was
later in 1916 34A and 1918,34B the reentrance of "",,,.i"n~
finance into China, now in the form of the New
national Banking Consortium, did not mean to
or destroy the administrative integrity of China,
rather to uphold and save the same from the con seq
of extravagance and corruption. This interpretation
the Open Door doctrine as including the administr:atnre
integrity of China does not, however, preclude the
bility and probability of active intervention in the HU<~U'-''-''
of China, in case of bankruptcy or insolvency. In
contingency, the supervision or control necessitated
the situation would be undertaken, not in the
with the intention, to infringe or nullify the d.UJlllllU;:n.• "'~
tive integrity of China, but rather to uphold and save
same with a view to restoring it eventually to the '-'u>u~,"~
Government.
In the Nine Power Treaty, the administrative ;"t""'<'1hl:,
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China is expressly included in the general principle
integrity of China,

"(1) To respect the sovereignty, the independence,
the territorial and administrative integrity of China,"
can therefore, be observed that this stipulation disa~y doubt, hereafter, as to the inclusion of the
JM1minis-tra;tz'v'e integrity in the general principle of inof China.
Having thus seen the meaning of the Open Door docwith respect to the integrity of China, let us inquire
another problem which has often been noted, and
is, Does the Open poor doctrine apply to railways
China? Is the principle of equal opportunity applicatheir case? In the Anglo-Japanese Treaties of
35 and the Root-Takahira and the Lansing-Ishii
.m',·pmpnt 36 mention was made only for the equal opporfor "commerce and industry" in China. Railways
not mentioned, unless by a liberal construction they
included under the category of "commerce and in." On the other hand, railways are apt to control
economic life of any territory through which they
and unless the powers obtain equal share in railthe trade of the regions is liable to be dominated by
power or powers controlling the railways. Furtheras trade follows loans, railway loans must be shared
all in order to secure the equal opportunity in supplying
and other necessities for railways,
In spite of these conflicting opinions, it may be conhowever, that the Open Door doctrine does apply
railways in China, with the reservation or condition
vested interests are to be respected. This concI usion
with the original doctrine as set forth by John
and the subsequent development and application of
principles. To repeat, the first of the three provi-
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sions as set forth in John Hay's Circular Note of
tember 6, 1899, was that each Government in its
tive spheres of interest or influence "will in no wise
fere with any treaty port or any vested interest
any so-called 'sphere of interest' or leased territory it
have in China." 31 Thus vested interests of
nationality and in whatever spheres of influence are
be respected. In applying this principle to railways,
cannot mean any other arrangement than that
already constructed or under construction in any
of interest should be accorded due recognition and
spect. Except for this reservation, the Open Door
trine applies to railways just as it does to commerce
industry. In 1902, when Russia attempted to U"."LV'I-'V:
the economic development of Manchuria
agency of a corporation, John Hay vigorously
against the proposed convention, in which he made
specific mention of railways as being included within
scope of his obj ection:

Although the plan,. ~s is well known, was ?ef~ate.d
by the oppos1t1on of Japan and RUSSIa, it 1S
tihlriotlS that the Open Door doctrine does apply to railBesides, notwithstanding the failure of the neuplan, in the formation of the New International
'u...."'·..·--C-onsortum, the United States Government pro-

"Any agreement by which China cedes to any
tion or company the exclusive right or privilege of
ing mines, establishing railroads . . . can but be
with gravest concern by the United States." 38
In the proposal for the neutralization of the U.l.<LU\.OUUl
railways, Knox put the emphasis on their
as the most effective means of maintaining the
of the Open Door doctrine.

Thus, the United States Government proposed to rethe vested interests of the existing railways and
railways in which substantial progress had been
but at the same time to pool or internationalize all
options and existing concessions in railways in
substantial progress had not been made.
Reasoning from the neutralization plan and the policy
the New Consortium with respect to railways, the
can be safely reached that the Open Door
does apply to railways in China with the sole
that vested interests of the existing railways
be accorded due respect. And derivable from. the
facts, a new principle, or corollary to the principles
the Open Door doctrine, can also be obtained, and
is the international finance of these railways. Railare usually monopolies. As such they are not
to be subject to competition as the other forms
economic enterprises, where competition is permissible

"First, perhaps the most effective way to preserve
undisturbed employment by China of all political .
in China and to promote the development of those
inces under a practical application of the policy
open door and equal commercial opportunity would
to bring the Manchurian highways, the railroads,
an economic, scientific and impartial administration
some plan vesting in China the ownership of the
through funds furnished for that purpose by the
ested powers willing to participate." 39

"That not only future options that might be granted
concessions already held by individual banking groups
which substantial progress had not been made, should,
far as feasible, be pooled with the Consortium; that
on these two principles, the operations of the
would serve to prevent for the future the
up of special spheres of influence on the contiof Asia. The United States Government laid great
on this latter point as being highly effective in
away with international jealousies and in helping to
h:,.".c:pt·ve the integrity and independence of China." 40
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and wholesome. When and where they are subj
competition, the inevitable outcome is either the
tion of both, or all lines, or their agreement and
tion, and in some cases, even combination. As the
Door principle of equal opportunity presupposes
petition, it meets the stone wall of this economic
pIe governing railways, that is, they are mlClnlClplCll1les
not open to competition. Confronted with this
the exponents of the Open Door doctrine can either
to apply it to railways, excluding them as being
~f the field of ~ompetition, as evidenced by the
hon of the vanous spheres of influence for the
tion of railways in China, or they must resort to
only and inevitable alternative or solution, under
th: Open ?oor r:01icy c~n be safely and beneficially
plIed, that IS, the mternatlOnal finance of Chinese
It is for this reason that the neutralization plan was
posed, and it is for the same reason that the New
sortium adopted the policy of the international
or the pooling of all railway options. The thesis
therefore, be proposed that henceforth the .
aIization of railways in China, so far as the Open
doctrine is applied to them, will become a new
pIe, or corallory to the leading principles, of the
Door doctrine.
In addition to the international finance of
another question may be raised and that is as to
the 0J?~n Door doctrine can be held to agree
recogmtlOn of Japan's special interest in China
bodied in the Lansing-Ishii agreement of Nnvpmlhp'l"!;
1917. That agreement provided that

"Th~ governmen~s o.f the l!nti~d States and

J

re~ogmzed that terntonal propmqUlty creates special

latlOns between countries, and consequently the
ment of the United States recognizes that Japan

interests in China, particularly in the part to
her possessions are contiguous." 41
a superficial examination of the Open Door docand the principle of special interests, the conclucannot be escaped that the recognition of such inis contrary, and inconsistent, to the Open Door
For "special interests" ml~st mean interests
are special, or, in other words, exclusive to Japan.
the Open Door doctrine proclaims the gospel of
opportunity, barring any exclusive claims.
a close scrutiny, however, of the agreement and
Lansing's testimony before the Committee on
Relations of the United States Senate, the imof inconsistency yields to a more sympathetic
that the recognition of Japan's special inwas not inconsistent, but rather in consonance,
the Open Door doctrine. Lansing recognized J apspecial interest in China as of the same character as
special interests of the United States in Mexico, or
or the Latin-American Republics. His own
in the Senate clearly bears evidence to his inand interpretation:
. I told him then that if it meant 'paramount
, I could not discuss it further; but if he meant
."t·o ...,,~, based upon geographical position, I would
COlllSl11er
insertion of it in the note. Then it was,
same interview, that we mentioned 'paramount
and he made a reference to the Monroe Docand rather a suggestion that there should be a
"'YJ.'''uv\.; Doctrine for the Far East.
"And I told him that there seemed to be a misconcepas to the underlying principle of the Monroe Doc; that it was not an assertion of primacy or 'parainterest' by the United States in its relations to
American Republics; that its purpose was to preforeign powers from interfering with the separate
of any nation in this hemisphere, and that the
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whole aim was to preserve to each republic the
of self-development. . . ." 42
Again in his statement of November 6, 1917, in exl>latla.:
tion of the agreement, Mr. Lansing stated: 43
"The statements in the notes require no ""'Jt""-Ud.l.lun
They not or;ly contain a r~-a~rmation of. the 'Open
policy, but mtroduce a pnnclple of non-Interference
the sovereignty and territorial integrity of China,
generally applied, is essential to perpetual .
peace as clearly declared by President Wilson and
is the very foundation of Pan-Americanism as
preted by this government."
From his own testimony and statement, the
sion may be drawn that in recognizing Japan's
interests," Secretary Lansing recognized J
fessed Monroe Doctrine in China, or at least its
principle-Japan's right to enforce, both on herself
the other Powers, the obligation of non-interference
the sovereignty and territorial integrity of China.
grettable as the fact may be, that no definition of
interests" was given in the agreement, the
pretation of Mr. Lansing stamps the expression "
interests" with the indelible meaning of
.
ence with the sovereignty and territorial integrity
China. As such, and as the Open Door doctrine
poses to preserve the same sovereignty and
.
tegrity of China, the recognition of the special
of Japan was not inconsistent, but rather in
with the principles of the Open Door doctrine. 44
If, however, the special interests of Japan are
preted to mean vested interests, then the Open Door
trine recognizes, and accords them due respect.
compromise reached at Tokio between Thomas W.
mont and the Japanese Government respecting the J
ese special interests in South Manchuria and
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Mongolia, which were interpreted to mean vested
goes to show that special interests in vested
are not inconsistent with the Open Door
Furthermore, the statement of the Japanese delegation
the Sixth Plenary Session of the Washington ConferFebruary 4, 1922,HA maintained that Japan's special
interest in China was not inconsistent with the Open Door
Doctrine: that is, it did not connote special privileges,
'Or exclusive preferences, or political domination, or ter'''''T'rl'dJ aggression, but it expressed a special relation of
to China, her own national existence being largely
';,:flf:oerlueHl upon that of her neighbor .
. . . with our own national existence largely dependent
that of our neighbor, we are naturally interested in
country to a greater extent than any of the counremotely situated.
say that Japan has special interests in China is
to state a plain and actual fact. It intimates no
or pretension of any kind prejudicial to China or
any other foreign nation.
"Nor are we actuated by any intention of securini
or exclusive economic rights in China." 44
Having seen the meaning of the Open Door doctrine,
us pass on to the conditions requisite for its successful
application. It was not a part of international law, but
mere international agreement among the powers interested in China, and originally undertaken in 1899 on
condition that the other Powers would observe the
It had therefore no other sanction for its enforcethan the moral validity of the doctrine, or the physiforce that the Powers might choose to put behind it.
,,",";"U""J it was an agreement among the Powers inter se
China was not a party. "She, therefore,
speaking, cannot be said to have gained any
or conventional rights from or under them." 46
seemed, therefore, that except for the fulfillment of cer-
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tain conditions, the application of the doctrine was
to fail.
The first necessary condition is the cooperation
China. Unless she obeys the doctrine, it is hopeless
expect its successful operation. For China can
special privileges and thus violate the principle of
equal opportunity of trade, with the consequence
the Powers thus discriminated against will be
to claim similar or equivalent privileges, in which
the United States will be helpless to check the
from a scramble. The protest of Hay, against the
to Russia, through a corporation, of the monopoly of
industrial development of Manchuria, was based
cally on this ground.
" . . . Furthermore, such concessions on the part
China will undoubtedly be followed by demands
other powers for similar and equal exclusive
in other parts of the Chinese Empire and the
result must be the complete wreck of the policy of
lute equality of treatment of all nations in regard
trade, navigation, and commerce within the confines
the empire." 46
Again, China may voluntarily alienate, or barter
or forfeit her territory and sovereignty, in which
the United States will be powerless to assist in any
much as she may wish to do so. As it has been
said:
"China will, therefore, be ill-advised if she does
bear constantly in mind the fate of Korea. That
had had its sovereignty guaranteed by several of
Powers, and especially and repeatedly by Japan,
yet, when Japan exhibited to the world a document
porting to be a treaty signed by the government of
consenting to annexation, the other Powers, even
which, like the United States, had promised to exert
offices in case other powers should threaten it,
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called upon to go back to the formal instrument of
.
in order to determine the circumstances under
had been negotiated and the signatures to it
41

Finally, China may let extravagance, corruption, civil
and militarism so infest and strangle her govas to render her bankrupt, in which case the
·::elJtll"V'· States, regretting to intervene, will be compelled,
conjunction with the other interested Powers, to take
the finances of China and, by so doing, practically
her administrative integrity. In short, China
cooperate with the United States in the application
the Open Door doctrine by a scrupulous observance
the principles of the equal treatment of all Powers
of the preservation of her own integrity. To act
means the inevitable doom of the policy.
Nor must China hypnotize herself into the belief that
United States will fight for her integrity and so fail
provide her own means of national defense or to resist
aggression. In declaring the Open Door doctrine,
United States Government simply states its own
or attitude and asks the other Powers interested
do likewise. But she does not pledge the enforcement
by her own military and naval forces. Probas it may be as to whether the United States
ever fight for China, the conclusion may be safely
that, unless China fulfills the obligation due to
by defending her own integrity to her utmost
the United States will not feel called upon to
a task which should rest on the shoulders of
Chinese themselves. The Senate reservation to Article
of the Covenant of the League of Nations clearly
that except at the discretion and direction of
the United States will not obligate herself
defend the integrity and independence of another
Again, when Russia violated the Open Door
Manchuria and refused to fulfill her pledge of evacua-
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tion except upon the grant of seven additional demands,
Secretary Hay wrote: 49

:ways and in loans to the Repu~1i~ has. been. detrimental
to our merchants, but as the admmlstratlOn gams a clearer
vie:w of the situation in Chin~ and beg~ns to reco&uize
the things that must be done If the Umted States IS to
share in this vast trade area, there are possibilities of
some modifications of this policy which is believed to
have been put forth without sufficient investigation, and,
at that, on sentimental grounds. This association should
use every means in its power to awaken the government
in Washington, through whatever means it can find, to
the necessity of a more vigorous policy in China to secure
for us and to uphold open when secured as liberal
advantages for the extension of our trade as are now enjoyed by other nationalities."

"If they choose' to disavow Planc;on (the
Charge d'Affaires at Peking) and to ~iscontinu~ to violate their agreements, we shall be all nght, but If the lie
they told was intended to serve only a week or two, the
situation will become a serious one. The Chinese as well
as the Russians seem to know that the strength of our
position is entirely moral; and if the Russians are
vinced that we will not fight for Manchuria-as I sup~
pose we will not-and the Chinese are convinced that
they have nothing but good to receive from us and nothing but a beating from Russia, the open hand will not be
so convincing to the poor devils of Chinks as the raised
dub. Still we must do the best we can with the means
at our disposal."

The second condition necessary for the successful ap~
plication of the Open Door policy is the direct participa.;
tion of the United States in the international affairs of
China. This is necessary, because, unless the United
States participates in the affairs and sees that the Open
Door doctrine is observed, the other Powers will
back into the practice of insisting on dosed spheres, and
degenerate into the old international struggle for concessions. This was clearly shown after the withdrawal
of the American Group from the Sextuple Consortium
in 1913, when, in absence of a moral leader to uphold
Open Door doctrine, the Powers resorted to another
struggle for concessions in China as narrated in the
ter on International Cooperation and Control. In
tion the withdrawal hindered the investment of """,,.i,..., ....
capital in China and thereby reduced the trade that
sarily follows the loans. This harmful effect was
voiced by the complaint of the American Association of
China: 51
"The policy of the United States Government in
couraging invefitment of American capital in Chinese

Furthermore, from the point of view of Chinese national interests, the withdrawal of the United States left
China without a disinterested friend to help her in her
dealings with other Powers. This need of friendly assistance and mediation is set forth clearly in the case of
the Hukuang Railway Loan, when the United States insisted on participation: 52
"The fact that the loan was to carry an Imperial guaranty and be secured on the Internal revenues made it of
the greatest importance that the United States should
.participate therein in order that this government might
.be in a position as an interested party to exercise an influence equal to that of any of the other three Powers
in any questions arising through the pledging of China's
national resources, and to enable the United States, moreover, at the proper time again to support China in urgent
and desirable fiscal administrative reforms, such as the
.abolition of likin, the revision of the customs tariff, and
general fiscal and monetary rehabilitation."
As American participation is so necessary, and especially impelled by the consideration of equipping China
for active participation in the Great War, the United
States Government, in 1918, reversed its policy a.nd per-
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mitted American capitalists to make loans to
backed by diplomatic support. The participation
ever was to be qualified by certain conditions. To
effect, the Department of State said: 53
"Until the present time the engagements of the
States in preparing to exert effectively its strength
t~e European ~heater of war has operated to prevent
clfic constructIve steps to help Chma realize her
Recently, however, this government felt that
the approach to Chinese territory of the sc~nes of
order, a special effort should be made to place
means at.the disposal of China. Consequently a
of Amencan bankers, who had been interested in
past in making loans to China, and who had had
ence in the Orient, were called to Washington and
to become interested in the matter. The
sponded very promptly and an agreement has
rea~hed between the?1 and the Department of
whIch has the followmg salient features:
"First, the formation of a group of American
to make a loan or loans and to consist of rel)re:seltlta.ti
from different parts of the country.
"Second, an assurance on the part of the bankers
they will cooperate with the government and follow
policies outlined by the Department of State.
"Third, submission of the names of the banks who
compose the groups for approval by the Department
State.
"Fourth, submission of the terms and conditions
any loan or loans for approval by the Department
State.
"Fifth, assurances that, if the terms and u
of the loan are ac~epted by this government an'-"d "by'''Vl'
government to y.:hIch the l<?an is made, in order to
~oura~e. and facIlItate the free intercourse between
lcan CItizens and foreign states, which is mutually
vantageous, th~ government will be willing to aid
every way possIble and to make prompt and vigorous
U
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and to take every possible s~ep to ins~re
cution of equitable contracts made m good faIth
execitizens m
. f orelgn
. 1 d
an s.
.
.
. hoped that the American group wlll be assoclated
bl:nkers of Great Britain, Japan and France. Negoare now in progress between the goven:me~t
the United States and those government.s whIch It
hoped will result in their cooperation. an? m the par'fii'lnal'lUU by the bankers of those countnes m equal parts
any loan which may be made."
The third condition necessary for the successful apof the Open Door doctrine is the cooperation
the Powers interested. That this is necessary, is evi:"lIt!nu:u by the fact that all the foreign offices addressed
by Secretary Hay in his first circular note of 1899,
replied favorably, but with the condition .that the ot~er
:powers would make a similar declaratlOn respectmg
Open Door policy. This condition means that, un~ess
all the other Powers observe the Open Door doctnne,
any Power promising to do so is not bound by the ob:ligation assumed. Thus, when one Power co~mences
to seize concessions, the others do not feel obhgated to
themselves, but, on the contrary, are compelled
to do likewise. For instance, in the general scramble for
concessions in 1914 after the withdrawal of the United
France did not feel obliged to abide by her reply
to the former pledging to observe the Open Door doctrine, but felt free to secure from the Chinese Government the assurance, that in Kwangsi, preference would be
given to French interests in regard to rail:v~y and mi~ing
enterprises. When Russia force~ her Jomt suzer~m~
:with China over Outer Mongolia m 1913, Great Bntam
did not feel bound by her own pledge of 1899 and 1900.
'Onthe contrary, in order to preserve the balance of power
and for self-defense, she felt constrained in 1914 to make
a similar attempt on Tibet. In the absence of any means
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of enforcement, therefore, it is clear that any nrJ"-.r.~_.
or measure made in behalf of the Open Door policy
receive the cooperation and support of the Powers
terested. Otherwise it has little chance to succeed.
neutralization plan of Secretary Knox, formulated
dently with statesmanlike purpose, was not ..,-,,,t.,"'n
through the opposition of Russia and Japan. On
other hand, the currency and industrial development
was successfully concluded, because of the mSlnt:erf>~t.'rI
sharing on the part of the United States with the
Powers and their voluntary cooperation.
It is gratifying to note that these three essential
ditions for the successful application of the Open
Doctrine have all been fulfilled at the Washington
ference. In the Nine Power Treaty, China is made
party thereof and is obligated to observe the canons
the Open Door Doctrine just as much as the U
States or any other signatory or adhering Power.
agrees not to enter into any treaty, agreement,
ment, or understanding, individually or collectively,
any Power or Powers, which would infringe or .
the principles of her own integrity and equal l1n1nl1,"t"·o,h,,,
of trade. 53A In dealing with the applications for eC()l1Clmtc
rights and privileges from Governments and
of all foreign countries, whether parties to the
or not, she undertakes to be guided by the principles
barring the practice of spheres of influence and m()l1CID~
olies and preferences infringing the rights of other
tionals or frustrating the application of equal
tunity of trade by virtue of the scope, duration or
graphical extent of the concessions. 53B With respect
her own integrity, she declares that when she
a
tral, sh~ will observe the obligations of neutrality
and, what is more, in the Sixth Plenary Session of
Washington Conference, she placed upon record the
emn declaration: 55

is
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"China upon her part is prepared to give an undernot to alienate or lease any portion of her teror littoral to any Power."
Thus, the first condition for the successful application of
China to observe the practice of the Open
Door Doctrine has been fulfilled.
Again, in the Nine Power Treaty, the United States,
in conjunction with the other Powers, is obligated to
'participate directly in the maintenance of the Open Door
Doctrine. She is not only to observe it, as she preaches,
'but also to communicate fully and frankly with the other
.
Powers whenever a situation arises which
involves the application of the doctrine or the provisions
of the treaty. Coupled with her leadership in the New
International Banking Consortium, her direct participation in the interest of the Open Door Doctrine in China
is thus assured. And so the second condition is fulfilled.
Furthermore, all the other Signatory Powers are committed to" the Doctrine, not only the original Powers addressed by John Hay, Great Britain, France, Italy, Japan,
'excepting Germany and Russia, but also Belgium, The
, and Portugal. What is more, Powers not
which have governments recognized by the
Powers and which have treaty relations with
are to be invited to adhere to the present treaty,
:the invitation to be undertaken by the Government of
the United States. Thus, the observance of the Open
Door Doctrine is to be made universal, as far as possible,
til the foreign relations of China.
Hitherto, the Powers have conditioned the observance
the Open Door Doctrine by the qualification that all
other nations should likewise accede thereto, which,
in actual interpretation and practice, has meant that as
soon as any Power should violate the doctrine, the other
,Powers would no longer be bound by the undertaking.
On the contrary, they would be compelled to enter into
the race for concessions leading to the frustration of the
Sl.<'''~'''·'''
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application of equal opportunity of trade and the
ment of China's sovereignty and integrity. In
the Open Door Doctrine has hitherto not been
and binding. But now, as an outcome of the W
Conference, the Powers have not only reaffirmed,
serted, revitalized, specified and amplified the
but also solemnly undertaken not to violate its
regardless of the observance by the other Powers,
abandoning the original reservation or qualification
rendered the Doctrine ineffective and non-obligatory.
Moreover, to secure the successful application of
Doctrine, whenever a situation arises which involves
application of the provisions, the Powers agree that
should be full and frank communication between the
tracting Powers concerned. As a further means of
ing with the questions that may arise in connection
the execution of the provisions relating to the
opportunity of trade, they resolve that there should
established in China a Board of Reference to which
questions arising in connection with the execution of
aforesaid provisions may be referred for investiga
and report. The detailed plan for the constitution of
Board is to be formulated by the Special Conference
vided in the Treaty of February 6, 1922, with t'Ptpt'P'''",,,
to the Chinese Customs Tariff. 56 Thus, the third
tion of the cooperation of the Powers interested in
observance of the Open Door Doctrine is fulfilled.
In conclusion, reference must be made to the New
ternational Banking Consortium. This is a living
physical personification of the Open Door doctrine.
embodies the leading principles of the policy. It
by an international pooling of interests, to maintain
equal opportunity of trade. It aims, moreover, to
serve, as far as feasible, the territorial sovereignty
administrative integrity of China. Regarding the
conditions necessary for the successful application of
Open Door policy, it already enjoys two-the direct
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of the United States and the cooperation of
interested. Its remaining need is the cooperaof China herself, which, under favorable conditions,
be obtained by proper approach and fair dealing.
success, therefore, of the new Consortium spells the
of the Open Door doctrine, while the failure of
new Consortium means the failure of the Open Door
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PART III
THE POLICY OF JAPAN IN CHINA

X
DEVELOPMENT OF JAPAN'S POLICY IN
CHINA
development of Japan's policy in China turned
three successive wars-the Chino-Japanese War
1895), the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905) and
World War (1914-1918). At each of these succesmilestones, it took a new turn and a new develop-

THE

The first stage of Japan's policy was reached in the
Japanese War. It was characterized by the innational desire to recover judicial and tariff auand to achieve the status of national equality.
policy of this period, both internal and external,
directed primarily to the upbuilding of a new Japan
could stand on the footing of equality with the
Powers. In 1897, when the goal of national
had been reached, Count Okuma said in the
of Representatives: "The national policy, the soopening and development of the country, or in
words, this principle of attaining an equal footwith the Powers was, I firmly believe, the motive
has enabled Japan to become a nation advanced in
. and respected by the world." 1
this period, while the primary concern of Japan
her own development, she was none the less conwith the independence of Korea, and this because
ind:pendence of Korea is indispensable to her safety.
IS so located geographically in relation to Japan
any attempt to invade the latter from the mainland
first conquer Korea and make that nation a stepil!!'-stCIflP to Japan's SUbjugation. So, to allow any for181
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eign Power to hold Korea therefore is, as the Jap:lne~i>
statesmen put it, to allow that Power to hold a
at the heart of Japan. For measures of self-m~tellse;
therefore, she must maintain the independence of
Holding such a policy, Japan's first object of attack
naturally China, who claimed suzerainty over Korea.
free Korea from the control of China was therefore
of the cardinal principles of her foreign policy. As
have seen,2 as early as 1876, she had concluded a
with Korea 3 recognizing the independence of that
thus ignoring the suzerainty of China. Again, in
to settle the collision between the Chinese and the J
ese troops in Korea, a convention was arranged that,
case of despatching troops to Korea, previous notice
writing had to be given each to the other,4 thus
fully limiting the suzerain rights of China, and
while asserting Japan's joint influence over Korea.
nally, in 1894, when, on account of the Tonghak '-"'-IJ'-'""
the forces of the two states were brought face to face
Korea, and although the rebellion had already been
pressed by the Korean soldiers, and China had
suggested a simultaneous withdrawal, J apan P"<·1"1-~\",I,,
refused to retire. On the contrary she insisted on
erating for the reformation of the internal
.
of Korea, to which China refused to accede.
could have been avoided, had Japan so desired,. but
had already determined on her policy which was to
tinguish the suzerain claims of China, achieve the
dependence of Korea, and attain a footing of
'
equality with a defeated China, Thus resolved, and
incident of Kowshing having offered the pretext,5
forced the war.
Having demonstrated her national prowess, she
good use of her victories to consolidate her own
of national equality. By the treaty of Shimonoseki,
from the recognition of Korean independence, the
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Pescadores, Formosa and Liaotung, and the inof 200,000,000 Kuping taels, she obtained the
""hrOE:(l.LJLUH of an previous treaties and the conclusion of
to be based on "the treaties, conventions and
".e~~!<n1~""~ now subsisting between China and European
6 thereby placing herself on a par with the
Western Powers in relation to China. Subsequently, in
pursuance of the provision, she concluded the Treaty of
Commerce, signed at Peking, July 21, 1896, by which she
secured extraterritorial jurisdiction 7 and the most favnred nation treatment. 8 Meanwhile, vis-a.-vis the Western powers, she concluded one treaty after the other, re__ .,.~",'''(J" her judicial and tariff autonomy, until June 30,
when "the operation of all the old treaties came
to an end and for the first time in hislarge, rich and intelligent European communities
subject to the unfettered jurisdiction of an
Non-Christian Power." 9
Although the goal of national equality had been
a new menace, more threatening than Chinese
influence in Korea, arose upon the horizon of the J apanmind, and dominated the second stage of the deve1opof Japan's policy. This new menace was the Rus·sian advance in Manchuria, In concert with France and
Germany, Russia interposed the tripartite intervention
.
Japan's possession of Liaotung, which oompelled
to disgorge the territory for an additional indemnity
30,000,000 Kuping tae1s,10 This act of intervention,
'initiated by Russia, n so incensed Japan that thenceshe made the grim resolve to face the new
lei","",'-",

"It became to her as clear as daylight that the new
PO,sltl'lon she had acquired in the Orient by her victory
China could be maintained, and even her independmust be guarded, only by an armament powerful
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enough to give her a voice among the first class .-.....".~ ..-.
of the world. If she could not retire into herself,
finally cease to exist, she must compete with the gr4eat,eRt
nations, not only in the arts of peace, but also
of war. Moreover, a far vaster conflict than
ever known in her history, excepting the Mongol UH'iiS11(l"
of the thirteenth century, was seen to be awaiting
. . . . The only course to save her seemed to be,
as at any other recent crisis of her Hfe, to go
and become equal to the new expanding situation." 12
Actuated by this high resolve, she bent all her
on the day when she would come to grapple with
new menace.
Working day and night in preparation for the '-V'.lHHlJ,
crisis, Japan abandoned her old hostility toward
and espoused the Open Door policy. Responding
to Secretary Hay's circular note of 1899, she gave
"assent to so just and fair a proposal of the U
States, provided that all the other Powers concerned·
shall accept the sa.me." 13 During the Boxer Uprising,
soldiers exemplified both courage and orderly
and in the negotiation for settlement, she sided,
with Great Britain and the United States.14 As ag::Linsl;;
the Russian Convention in regard to Manchuria,
the Seven Articles, joining Great Britain and the U
States, she entered repeated protests. 15 During the
tiation attending the conclusion of the
Alliance, Count Hayashi, in response to Lord LanS(lOVme'S
inquiry as to Japan's policy in China, replied: "As
have before stated, we entirely agreed with the B
policy in Eastern countries. That is to say, we wish
maintain the territorial integrity of China and the
pIe of equal opportunity." 16, 17
Finally, in the negotiation with Russia just prior
the declaration of war, Japan repeatedly insisted on
integrity of China in Manchuria; the observance of
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repeatedly refused to pledge. Thus, during the
when she was feverishly preparing for her clash
Russia, Japan was a consistent upholder of the Open
doctrine in China.
After the victories she achieved in :he Russo:Japa~ese
the policy of Japan took a radIcal turn m Chma .
TH""~~'- of setting her face against Russia, she set it in
direction of the mainland of Asia. In other words,
$he launched her policy of continental expansion. When
Komura left for Portsmouth, he had already formulated
the plan of a Greater Japan.
"On the Asian continent he would create a Greater
Japan. . . .
Manchuria and the road to Europe must be won. . . .
Russia agreed to share with Japan all her special rights
in the. Chinese Empire, and accordingly turned over to
her the texts of all her previous treaties. . . .
What was wanted was that which could guarantee
's future-a foothold on the Continent, control of
seas to Europe, preponderance in the development
anchuria, the subordination of China, and the friendship of Russia. . . .
All these points-the ends for which the war had
been fought-had been settled in Komura's mind before
leaving Japan and were won at Portsmouth." 18
Upon his transfer from London to the Japanese Foreign Office, Hayashi, like Komura, laid down the policy.
that was to be carried out by all diplomatic agents of
Japan. This policy was a peaceful penetration of China
by means of commercial and economic expansioi1, backed
by diplomatic pressure and armed force, with a view to
eventual political control. Industrial expansion was to
be assisted by political expansion, and vice versa. Without commercial expansion, political control would be hol; without political control commercial expansion would
unsafe and unstable.19
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To execute this. policy of continental expansion, J
had to make certain strategic moves. The first was
subjection and annexation of Korea. Just as any
attempting to invade Japan from the direction of
mainland must first c{Jnquer Korea, so likewise J
must first subjugate and control Korea and make
state a first step toward the domination of Eastern
After her declaration of war ,on Russia, she
her protectorate over Korea,2° appointed advisers to
trol finance and foreign relations,21 and took over
communication systems-post, telephone,
amalgamating them with her own. 22 Immediately
the conclusion of the war, she took over the foreign
lations of Korea, as the first step towards final
tion. 23 In the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, dated
12, 1905, she ,obtained the recognition of her
over Korea and of her right "to take such measure
guidance, control and protection in Korea as she
deem proper and necessary" 24 (Art. 3). In his
to Sir C. Hardinge, the British Ambassador to
Lord Lansdowne said: "It has, however, become
dent that Korea, owing to its close proximity to
Japanese Empire and its inability to stand alone,
fall under the control and tutelage of Japan." In
the administration of Korea was placed under the
trot of the Japanese Resident-GeneraI.26 In 1910,
annexation of Korea was consummated. 27 Thus, J
completed her first step in continental expansion.
Having made Korea a stepping-stone, she was
to pursue her policy in China. She wanted to
the latter's natural resources. She desired to uV,'UU.,Q,L'V.
if not actually to annex, South Manchuria and .c.a:S(eI·~
Inner ~ongol~a; she was anxious to displace foreign
fluence m Chma by her own paramount influence;
yearned to establish an Asiatic Monroe Doctrine
above all, designed to obtain the control of the '
Government. All these things she aimed to do, but
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there was one great obstacle in her way, and that
the presence in China of the. \i\T estern Powers. Beof the balance ·of power, she was not able ~o move
direction she wished, without arousing the Jealousy
~pposition o~ the other Powers. She had to wait
the opportumty.
But the Great War came in 1914, and the chief attenof the rival Powers was ·transferred to the battleof Europe. By Japan, this was regarded as an
portunity sent by Providence. A Black Dragon Society
op
and urged the government to solve the Chinese
':i!uestlon at the opportune moment,28 by the formation of
defensive alliance with China, based on a set of terms,
well reflected those of the subsequent TwentyDemands:
"Now is the most opportul!e moment for Japan .to
solve the Chinese questlOn. Such an opportumty
not occur for hundreds of years to come. Not 0!1~y is
Japan's divine duty to act now, but present condltIons
China favor the execution of such a plan. We sh?~ld
all means decide and act at once. If our authonties
not avail themselves of this rare opportunity, great
will surely be encountered, in future in the
of this Chinese question." 29

:aU1CKIY

Japan struck while the iron was hot. She ousted Gerfrom Shantung and made herself that nation's sucthus extending her influence over the Yellow River
She then lowered the mask she had been wearing
of the presence of the other Powers in the Orient,
revealed her real intentions regarding China. She
the now celebrated Twenty-one Demands. Havfailed to force Group Five on the Chinese Governshe changed her tactics and resorted to indirect
through indiscriminate bans and the manipulation
the Pro-Japanese Anfu Club then in control of the
Government. This, however, also failed, because
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of the termination of the World War and the rn1~~&_.
return of the Powers, and especially because of
torious arms of General Wu Pei-fu who p~t''''''''a.:l
power of the Anfu Club and saved the Peking
ment from its deadly grip. When, therefore, Hara
to office in 1918, he was compelled once more to put
the mask which Okuma had discarded, and resumed
policy toward the Powers of international
..
As, however, the Washington Conference
together with the other Powers, she covenanted to
serve the Open Door Doctrine in China and to
the practice of the spheres of influence. She
to China all the former German rights in ..;ua.WCUIll!
return for compensation of the assessed value
Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway. She yielded her n .. "+,,,,~~_.
claims to the railway concessions, and loans to be
cured on local revenues in South Manchuria and
Inner Mongolia, and to the appointment of advise
instructors in South Manchuria, and withdrew the
vation, for future discussion, from Group V of
Twenty-one Demands:
rf'

During this period, Japan supplemented her policy
advance in China by various agreements with the
so as to avoid unnecessary conflicts. This was one of
policies laid down by Hayashi-the policy of "Ul,HULa,,,,,
political and economic expansion, facilitated by
tional agreements. 31 Discarding her old hostility,
fore, and adopting a policy of friendliness toward
she concluded the agreement of 1907, pledging to
tain their respective status quO.32 As a result of
understanding, she failed to protest against the
establishment of the municipal administration in
bin in 1907, which right she had denied Russia
the Russo-Japanese War. Reacting against the
of the Knox neutralization plan, she entered the
agreement with Russia, on July 4, 1910, engaging to
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measure against outside interference with their
within their respective spheres of influence.ss
the War, she entered into a secret treaty of allith Russia in 1916, mutually promising armed asin case of war.34 Likewise in 1907, she arranged
with France,35 Russia's ally in the Dual AIfor mutual support in their respective spheres in
thereby incidentally facilitating the flotation of her
in Paris and promoting her own trade in Annam.
hile, her relations with the United States bemore and more unsatisfactory and, at times, even
In launching her policy in China, she realized
e power that would most likely stand in her way
was the United States, who with her
of the Open Door doctrine, stood as a guardian
China. She took offense at the terms of the PortsTreaty, and, more 'so, at the Anti-Alien Land Law
the California School Incident. In concert with
she rejected the neutralization plan of Secretary
During the World War, resenting Wilson's
note of 1917 to China which, it was claimed,
the special position of Japan in China, she desthe Ishii Mission and obtained recognition from
United States Government of her special interests in
her relation with Great Britain became less
The Anglo-Japanese Alliance of 1911 exempted
United States from the force of the Alliance-the
nation against whom she would have the Treaty
its application 36 (Article 4). Article five of Group
of the Twenty-one Demands asked for railconcessions in the Yangtze Valley which conwith British interests (Article 5, Group 5).37 The
aggressive nature of the Twenty-one Demands,
Group Five, brought forth a storm of protest
British press.as As a reaction, especially after the
of Group Five, the Japanese press conducted an
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anti-British campaign 39 and the Japanese entered
while, in 1916, into a secret alliance with Russia.
all, the Japanese ambition of winning trade
in China conflicted irreconciliably with the
of maintaining commercial supremacy.
Nevertheless, the Four Power Treaty, December
1921,40 between the United States, Great Britain,
and Japan (which,· in effect, is an entente cordiale,
viding for conference and consultation in case of
putes between themselves and of external menace by
other Power), respecting their insular possessions
insular dominions in the Pacific, has alleviated the
tions between these Powers and improved their
relations, preserving to Great Britain the friendship
Japan and relieving the United States and J
mutual suspicions and fears for war.
Summing up the development of Japan's policy
China, it may be said that, during the first stage
nating in the Chino-Japanese War, her policy was
rected primarily to the achievement of national
and the independence of Korea; that during the
period, ending with the Russo-Japanese War, it was
tered on the coming struggle with Russia and the
tenance of the Open Door Doctrine in China; but
with her victory over Russia, came a sharp change in
policy, and she launched upon a career of continental
pansion, treading down a martyred Korea and
the integrity of China; but that, with the advent of
Washington Conference, she pledged to the
of the Open Door Doctrine, settled the Shantung
tion, waived preferential claims to certain rights in
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia and
the reservation to Group V.
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XI
POLICY OF ECONOMIC EXPLOITATION
policy of Japan toward China had five clearly
objectives in view. They were: Economic
Territorial Expansion, Paramount Influpolitical Control and the adoption of an Asiatic
D.octrine.
, this policy turns on two fundamental prob. The first is that of Japan herself, arising out of
growing population and the limitations of territory
natural resources of the islands. This results in
adoption of the policy of territorial expansion, and
policy of economic exploitation. The other problem
of China arising out of the international struggle
concessions and the latter's apparent inability to
Western aggression. This predominance of Westfluence endangers the safety of Japan. The second
leads to the adoption of a policy of paramount
political control and an Asiatic Monroe Doc-

....

s already stated, the policy of economic exploitation is
of two alternative ways of m,eeting the population
As population increases, territory must be ex, and the art of living raised; otherwise the standof living will be lowered. Excluding consideration
llowing the standard of living to deteriorate, increaspopulation must be met either by territorial expanand economic exploitation abroad, or industrial deat home, or by both. Japan chooses to solve
nrlJmem by both means.
population in Japan proper is 57,070,936 1 (on
M~h
31, 1918), and the land area of Japan proper
193
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amounts only to 148,756 square miles. 2 Dividing
land area by the population, the density of population
square mile is 384. In comparison with the .
other nations, Japan ranks next only to BelgIum
659.4 and Holland with 474.3, and rivals Great
with 370.8.3 Adding to this density, the annual net
crease is about 700,000, or 12.75 per thousand.4 At
rate, the present population will be doubled in
half a century.
Closely associated with the problem of increasing
lation, and in fact constituting an integral part of
same problem, is the question of food supply. It
been estimated that in Japan the per capita '-VJ.';:'Ull1IL
of rice in a year is one Koku (5.11902 bushels U. S.
Calculating on this basis, and Japan's population
bering 57,070,936, the consumption in 1918 was
reckoned at approximately 57,070,936 Koku.
this the total yield of rice in a normal year is
or 5,070,936 iess than the need. 6 Balancing
export of from 600,000 to 700,000 Koku for the
Japanese residing abroad with the import of 1
Koku fr:om Korea and Formosa and a little over
000 from Saigon, the supply is still short by about
or four million Koku, which means that three or·
million mouths would be left unfed, unless the
supply of rice could be procured elsewhere. 7
Confronted with the intense pressure of
against food supply, Japan is driven to become an
trial and commercial nation. Just as Great Britain,
gium and Holland-all with growing populations
comparatively small areas~met their population
lem,s through the development of industry and
so likewise Japan bends all her energy toward a
course of development.
In her attempt to do so, however, she finds
deficient in coking coal, iron and steel-the ess,en1:miS
modern industry. She was able to produce in 1918,
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m. tons of coal, 8 but she was not able to secure
coking coal, indispensable to the steel industry.s
with the estimates of the Japanese EcoInvestigation Commission, created during the
Ministry, the demand for pig iron, while not exthe supply in 1918, will be 743,000 tons for 1928,
the production of the same in Japan proper, in 1921
thereafter, will be only 611,500 tons, thus giving rise
shortage which must be filled by the production in
Manchuria and China; 10 and the demand for steel
1918 was 1,113,000 tons, and the output in Japan
,only 765,000 tons, and in 1928 the demand will be
and the yield in 1921 and thereafter only 1,tons,ll thus giving rise to a shortage of steel in
at 348,000 tons and in 1928 at approximately 1,022,~
ns.
the World War, Japan relied upon Belgium and
Britain for her supply of steel. After the outbreak
war, she turned to the United States. But when,
, 1917, the United States put an embargo on steel,
supply was cut off, and her ship-building indusand iron-works almost came to a complete halt.
before did Japan realize so keenly as on that
the precarious nature of her industrial strucdepending upon foreign countries for the supply of
" 12

handicapped by nature, and yet at the same time
by circumstances to become an industrial and comnation, Japan devoted attention to finding a field
she might obtain the necessary elements for the
of her economic structure. Surveying the regions
.world, she finds China, her next-door neighbor,
logIcal and natural field for commercial expansion.
the teeming millions offer a market for Japanese
products. There unbounded natural reespecially coal, iron and steel, furnish the neces-
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sary sinews for Japanese industries. There the
tive shortness of distance, the affinity of
race and the potential increase of Chinese
aU i~dicate that nature has provided a special field
economic activity for the Japanese. Conceiving this
be her destiny, she sets her face like a flint toward
with the policy of economic exploitation.
The first region in China to be exploited is
Manchuria. By virtue of the Treaty of
she obtained from Russia transfer of the lease of
Arthur and Talienwan and the cession of the
Eastern Railway from Changchun to Port Arthur,13
the adjoining mines. Possessed of these railway
mining interests, the Japanese Government organized
South Manchuria Railway Company. The capital is
000,000 Yen, one-half held by the Japanese
represented by the Manchurian railway and
and the coal mines at Fushan and Yentai, the other
offered to private investors, the Japanese
guaranteeing a profit of six percent on the paid-up
tal for fifteen years. a Actually, however, the
ment owns four-fifths of the paid-up capital and
the president, vice-president and directors. 15 It can
fore be said that the South Manchuria Railway
is merely a name, and that the Japanese :""",,.,,n-,,,
the real factor exploiting the resources of South
churia.
The company runs its main line from Dairen to
chun, the Port Arthur Branch Line, the Yingkow,
and Yentai Branches, and the Mukden-Antung Line,
ing 692.7 miles in all. l6 Besides the railways, it also.
tains a regular shipping service between ShanghaI
Dairen, and also a South China coastwise service.
has rebuilt the second quay, and constructed b
and a third quay, in the harbor of Dairen, all of
have been completed. Further, it operates electric
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at Dairen, Mukden, Changchun, Antung, Fushan
Yentai, and electric tramways and gas industries at
and Fushan. 11 In addition, the company manages
hotels-aU bearing the name of the "Yamato
Dairen, Hoshigaura (suburbs of Dairen),
Arthur, Mukden and Changchun. Besides these, in
railway zone, it maintains, according to the report at
end of March, 1918,18 eleven hospitals, twenty prischools, eleven Chinese common schools, thirty-two
schools, ten girls' practical schools, one medical
(at Mukden), a technical school, and a teachers'
institute at Dairen, one polytechnic laboratory,
agricultural experimental stations, thirteen farms and
water works. ls
the company is engaged in the operation
mines, which form one of its most important underThe Fushan Colliery, situated about twentymiles east of Mukden, contains a deposit of an
of 130 feet in thickness, "runs for about twelve
parallel to the River Hun," and yields a total outof 6,000 tons a day, (or 2,275,905 tons in 1918).
quality, too, is excellent, being of strong caloric
and containing very little sulphur." 20 The YenCoal Field, northeast of Liao-yang, yields an output
247 tons daily or (113,679 tons in 1918).21 "The
is soft and pulverizable and emits but little smoke." 22
the new undertakings, the iron foundry at Anyields an initial output of 150,000 tons which
be ultimately increased to 1,000,000, "the ore at Anbe~ng almost inexhaustible." 23 The glass works,
orcelam and the fire-proof tile factory have begun
forth their new products.24 ;25
J.JC::HUt;:; the activities of the South Manchuria RailCompany, the Japanese Government has other railinterests in South Manchuria and even in Eastern
Mongolia. In accordance with the treaty of April,
, she completed the construction of the Kirin-Chang-
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chun Railway on October 16, 1912.26 Th~ South
churia Railway furnished half of the capItal,
by the Chinese Government twenty-five years
date of the opening. 27 In the Treaty of May 25,
the revision of the Kirin-Changchun Railway loan
ment was stipulated, "taking as a standard the ......""i,,;,
in railway loan agreements made heretofore
China and foreign financiers," (Article 7), and a~so
gaging the Chinese Government to extend to thIS
way any better terms which might be granted to
railway contractors (Article 7). "The effect of
undertaking," said the Chinese official statement of
"is to transfer the capital originally held by the
as well as the full control and administration of the
way, to the Japanese." 28 By the exchange of notes
October 5, 1913,29 Japan obtained the railway.collcess1c
from Ssupingkai via Chengchiatun to Taonanfu,
Kaiyuan to Hailungcheng, and from Changchun to
nanfu. By the preliminary agreement for loans to
four railways in Manchuria and Mongoli~ on
28, 1918,30 the construction of the four railways was
tracted, from Jeho! to Taonan, from. Changchun to
nan from Kirin via Hailung to Kal-Yuan, and
poi~t between Jehol and Taonan some. point or: the
coast. All these railway conceSSIOns, WIth the smgle
ception of the Taonanfu-Jehol Railway and t?e
connecting a point on the Taonanfu-Jehol RaIlway
a seaport, are to be outside of the scope of the New
ternational Banking Consortium. 31 Aside from
under the Terauchi Cabinet, the Kirin-Hueining
way loan was contracted in 1918,32 and a loan of
000000 Yen was made with all the forests and
33
mi~es in Kirin and Heilungkiang as securities.
same year, a concession for continuing the
chun line to the Korean border was granted. 3 4,
More than these, the Treaty of May 25, 1915,
ing South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia,
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greater economic privileges on the Japanese in
Manchuria than ever before. The terms of the
Manchuria Railway and the Antung-Mudken railare to be extended to ninety-nine years (Article 1).
whole of South Manchuria is to be opened to the
(Article 3). Japanese subjects are to be perto lease, by negotiation, land necessary for buildtrade, manufacture and farming (Article 2).35 The
"lease by negotiation" is understood "to imply a
term lease of not more than thirty years and aI'so the
of its unconditional renewal." 36 Finally, the
subjects are granted privileges to prospect and
mines in the following areas in South Manchuria: 37

District

Mineral
.......... Coal
«

(southern portion)
District
Mineral
ung Kang ......Holung .......... Coal & Iron
Yao .......... Chi-lin (Kirin) ... Coal
P'i Kou ........ Hua-tien ........ Gold
now from South Manchuria to Shantung, we
Japan pursuing the same policy of economic exploitaAs we have seen, by the Treaty of May 25, 1915/ 8
Shantung, she caused China to agree "to give
assent to all matters upon which the Japanese Gov.
may hereafter agree with the German Governrelating to the disposition of all rights, interests and
ceSl,lOllS which Germany, by virtue of treaties or other-
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wise, possesses in relation to the Province .of
(Article 1), thus virtually compelling the Chinese
ernment to a full assent to the contemplated
of Japan to the German rights in Shantung. By
156, 157, 158 of the Treaty of Peace with
signed at Versailles on June 28, 1919, she obtained
transfer by Germany of all the German rights in
tung, including the lease of Kia.ochow, the
cables from Tsingtau to Chefoo and from
Shanghai, the Tsingtau-Tsinan Railway and the
ing mines. Thus, she made herself the sole successo
Germany in that Province. In addition, by the T
of May 25, 1915, respecting Shantung, she obtained
concessions to finance the railway from Chefoo or
kow to connect with the Kiaochow-Tsinanfu
and by the Treaty of September 28, 1918, respecting
.
construction of railways in Shantung, the
the Chinan-Shunteh and Kaomi-Hsuchow
It is, however, to be noticed, in this connection,
at the Washington Conference, Japan came to an .
cable settlement with China respecting the
question. 4z -45 The Leased Territory of Kioachow,
public properties, was to be restored to China.
ential rights with respect to foreign assistance in
sons, capital and material stipulated in the
of March 6, 1898, between Germany and China,
renounced by Japan. The Tsinanfu-Shunteh and
Hsuchowfu concessions were to be thrown open to
common enterprise of the New International
Consortium, but as to the Chefoo-Weihsien Railwa
pan undertoek net to press the opening .of the
to the New Consortium, if China ceuld constru
road with her own capital. The submarine cables
Tsingtae and Chefee and between Tsing-tao and
hai were to be restored to China, save those
thereof used by the Japanese Government for the
of a cable between Tsingtae and Sasebo, which
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a subject for separate adjustment. The former
mines of Tsechwan, Fangtze and Chinlingchen
be turned over to a company to be formed under
charter of the Chinese Government, in which
lUIlVUJ.~' of the Japanese capital should not exceed
of the Chinese. Finally, the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railwas to be restored to China. In return China was
,mlDerl~aIX Japan with the assessed value of the line
of 53,406,141 gold marks, or its equivalent,
the amount for permanent improvements and addiless a suitable allowance for depreciation.
\n_.~~''''n'

from Shantung, the next field of exploitation
considered is the Hanyehping Company and its aca company composed of the Hanyang Iron
the Tayeh Iron Mines and Pinghsiang Colliery,
~~VV!lI.1J·'H'<; in significance and influence to the BethleSteel Corporation. The Tayeh iron field is among
richest in the world. "It consists of a range of nine
hills, containing sixty-seven percent of iron ore.
official Japanese survey of the mine proper states
the iron vein is 265 feet thick and of immeasurable
and depth, the amount of ore being estimated at
46
.VVl.I.VIJ'V tons.
It yields an annual output of 700,000
The Pinghsiang coal field in Kiangsi covers a
area of over 200 square miles, of which only twentysquare miles are yet being worked. It has a possupply of 500,000,000 tons and an annual output of
tons. 48
. re the Chinese Revolution, Japan had contracted
the company for the supply .of pig iron and iron
which went to the Japanese Imperial Iron Works
During the Revolution, when the Hanwas closed, the Japanese Imperial Iron Works
akamatsu had to stop and make contracts with the
Company at Bombay.49 After the revolution, in
Japan effected a loan of less than £2,000,000 to the
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Hanyehping Company through Shen Kun-pao, the
share-holder of the Hanyehping. Yuan Shih-Kai
the loan agreement as being contrary to the mining
of 1913, but it was of no avaiPo, 51, 52
As this loan did not give Japan the control of
Company, a Sino-Japanese Corporation was formed,
ing over the interests of Shen Kun-pa-o; but the
.
mining law of 1913, prohibiting foreigners from
more than fifty percent of the stock of a Chinese
company, prevented the consummation of the plan. 53
sequently, Group Three of the Twenty-,one Demands
lating to the Hanyehping Company forced the
.
Government to give assent to a joint enterprise if
Japanese and the Chinese capitalists should agree
cooperation in future. The pledge was also secured
the Chinese Government "not to confiscate the said
pany, nor, without the consent of the Japanese '-"'IJH'Ul0~:;
to convert it into a state enterprise, nor cause it to
row and use foreign capital other than J apanese."54
Further, Group Three of the original Twenty-one
mands revealed the designs of Japan, not only upon
Hanyehping Company, but also as to the mines of
Central Provinces in the Yangtze Valley,-Hupeh,
nan, and Kiangsi. It practically aimed at the
of the minerals of these provinces. Article Two of
Three -of the original demands read:
"The Chinese Government agrees that all
the neighborhood of those owned by the Hamvehr)ll
Company shall not be permitted, without the ,"Vl",,-,,,,
the said company, to be worked by other persons
of the said company, and further agrees that if it
desired to carry out any undertaking which, it is
prehended, may directly or indirectly affect the .
of the said company, the consent of the said company
first be obtained." 55
The language of this article was so general that
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be practically made to mean the monopoly of the
in Hupeh, Hunan and Kiangsi, where the operations
Hanyehping Company were carried on. The mines
neighborhood of those owned by the Company were
to be worked by other persons outside of the comand the neighborhood was purposely left indefinite
~ndefined. Thus, the doors of the Central Yangtze
would be closed to the mining enterprises of
other party but the Hanyehping Company, of which
sought to make a Chino-Japanese joint concern.
the second part of the article requiring the conthe company for any undertaking which might
or indirectly affect the interests of the said Comwas worded so vaguely, as to be capable of being
to cover all kinds of enterprises that might
with the company or affect its interests in any
This would mean that, throughout China or at
Central China, the Hanyehping Company would enthe monopoly of the iron industry and exclude any
or conflicting interests. In short, had the
article been granted, Japan would have, through
instrument of the Hanyehping Company, practically
the monopoly of the mines of the Central YangProvinces and a monopoly of the iron industry in
56,57, 59, 60.

In addition, it has been reported, Japan has
several attempts of greatest significance to exploit
riches of China. She sought to obtain the wine and
monopoly, both in trade and tax collection, by
offer of a loan of 30,000,000 yen. 61 Nishihara sought
acquire the monopoly of the foreign trade of China
fh,.""ICfh the organization of the Chung Hua Trading Co.,
which the United States protested. 62 In her
to remit the balance of the Boxer indemnity, the
·,Ia.IJa.U.t:"t: Government stipulated, besides the requirement
the presence of a Japanese adviser at the conference
considering proposals to be submitted by the Chinese
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Government at the Peace Conference, and of the
stention from foreign loans other than Japanese
ing the war, that Japan should direct the use Df the
demnity so remitted, and control the export of
iron, cotton and woo1. 53 Finally, Japan made
efforts to control still other iron mines of China.
Japanese financiers, together with some Chinese,
ized the Mulling Co., to develop the famous FCIHTml~1
shan iron mines near Nanking, which has sought to
a license from the Chinese Government for the
taking. In 1918, Japan proposed a loan of 1vv"cJvvoV'
yen on the hypothecation of the various iron deposits
China, including those at Lung-Kwan, Shienhwa,
Yochow, Fenghuangshan and those in Shantung and
hui. 54
Furthermore, at the Washington Conference, the J
anese Delegation publicly asked the Chinese ~,-.H_"'<l.LH
to make a pronouncement that the natural resources
China would be opened to foreign capital and a"'"a~.~_'"
"It is to be hoped that, . . . China may be
to extend to foreigners, as far as possible, the
of cooperation in the development and
China's natural resources. Any spontaneous
by China of her policy in that direction will be
with much gratification . . . . " 66
In response, the Chinese Delegation
reply, stating:
"Consistent with the vital interests of the
nation and the security of its economic life, China
continue on her own accord, to invite cooperation
foreign capital and skill in the development of her
resources." 67
In recapitulation, we may state that with respect
railway concessions, Japan has dominated South
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and Eastern Inner Mongolia with strategic
. that with reference to mines, she owns or conI the two greatest collieries of China-the Fu~h~n
e Pingshiang-and controls a large share of Chma s
production of coal and the ()utput of modern
mines. 55 The conclusion may also be inferred
er recent attempts indicate her desire to have a
share in, if not to control, the foreign trade and iron
of China. Thus, persistently, Japan has pura policy of econo~ic expl.oitation. in regard to C?ina,
policy which she, qUlte obvIously, mtends to contmue.
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XII
THE POLICY OF TERRITORIAL EXP
As we have already indicated, the policy of t-",...i~,,":_'
expansion is one of two ways for solving the
problem of Japan. Barred by the Gentlemen's
ment with the United States, and by the colonies of
Britain, Japan was forced to alleviate the
and consequent economic misery of surplus
by finding an outlet on the Asiatic mainland.
within the narrow limits of her small islands, she
in constant fear of being some day deprived of
channels of expansion and smothered. Unless she
stagnation, congestion, and misery, she must seek some
territory to which she can send her surplus sons
daughters.1A
Searching for an outlet, she finds that her first
able region of colonization is her own northern Island,
Hokkaido, which can hold five times as many people
as its present population of 2,200,000. 1 But the
'
is mountainous and its winter severe and protracted.
The second available territory is Korea, which can at
least support twice as many people as her present population of about 15,000,000. But Korea has a density .
population of 169 per square mile and offers no
attraction for Japanese settlers.2 The third region that
Japan logically looks to for amelioration on the mainland is South Manchuria. Though as thickly populated
as Korea, great natural resources and the fertility of
soil nevertheless offer many attractions for Japanese
colonization.
Aside from the natural attraction afforded by the
country, Japan feels that she has a special claim to South
208
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By the Sino-Japanese War, she obtained
of the Liaotung peninsula forming the proof the southern half of Manchuria, but because
tripartite intervention she was constrained to disthis territory. Though deprived of the cession,
cherished the desire and hope of some day reit. What is more, she fought Russia and so
Manchuria from her clutches. She staked
whole national existence on the struggle; she spent
a billion yen and lost over one hundred thousand
Therefore,
~'Considering

that every inch of South Manchurian soil
soaked with Japanese blood and that their coffers
left sadly depleted by the war, it would not have
surprising if the Japanese in the wake of the great
had been tempted to regard Manchuria as their
territory by right of conquest, and to adopt these
.
.
measures calculated to advance their

"Manchuria is consecrated to Japan by the blood of
Japanese soldiers." 4
Furthermore, the traditional ambition for a Greater
impels the government to the policy of territorial
eXlJ<111.I>J·lVH in the direction of Eastern Asia.
Yoshida,
great teacher of "Patriotic Schools," among whose
disciples were Kido, Inouye and Ito, advocated
expansion of Japan in Asia by force of arms. His
included the acquisition of the Kurile Islands,
.vo'l;!Udl1'CH, Kamchatka, Formosa, Korea, Manchuria, and
large part of Eastern Siberia-with a view to the expansion of Japan into an Eastern Asiatic power.5
For these reasons therefore-the economic pressure of
population, the special claim to South Manchuria

v_........ ~
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and the traditional ambition of a Greater J~fJ''''U--1r
Y amato race has set her heart on the domination,
not the annexation, of South Manchuria. In
memorandum submitted by the Black Dragon
advocating a defensive alliance between Japan
China, which was believed to be the forerunner
the Twenty-one Demands, among the terms set
there was the provision which betrayed the .
to seize the sovereign rights of South Manchuria
Eastern Inner Mongolia: "China agrees to
Japan's privileged position in South Manchuria
Inner Mongolia and to cede the sovereign rights of
regions to Japan to enable her to carry out a scheme
local defense on a permanent basis." 8
Thus, bent on the control, and if possible, the
sion of South Manchuria and Eastern Inner ~,~·~u,~v"
Japan used, as the, basis of her expansion, Article 6
the Railroad Omvention between Russia and China
1896, 9 which she had inherited from Russia by virtue
the cession of the Southern Portion of the Chinese
ern Railway from Changchun to Dalny and Port
and by virtue of the confirmation of the transfer by
Chinese Government by the Treaty of December
1905/° providing that Japan's rights in South
should, "as far as circumstances permit, conform to
original agreements concluded between China and
sia" (Article 2). Article 6 of the original grant to
read: "la societe aura Ie droit absolu et exclusif de
ministration de ses terrains." 11 By virtue of this
although the original grant was qualified by special
visions for the protection and preservation of the ,-,u"m;.,,,;
sovereignty,12 she exercised actual sovereignty over
railway zone of 70.54 square miles. 13 She permitted
Chinese soldiers and police to enter the zone except
special permission, and on the other hand, she Hla,,,u,au
exclusive police and military guards within the
Thus, she divided the sovereignty of South Manchuria
,'-'.LC'll\.-,"'",
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of this narrow strip of railway zone which is
under Japanese jurisdiction, or, to use another
she thus created an imperium in imperio,
could be used for the future expansion of Japajurisdiction over South Manchuria. Further, she
Japanese settlements at most of the stations
the railway and attempted thereby to found a series
Japanese towns.-"Thus, there will be a strip of terrunning through the heart of South Manchuria
to all intents and purposes will become a Japanese
" 15

More than this, she adopted the policy of settlement
the Japanese jurisdiction and sovereignty. By
the interpretation of the extra-territorial rights,
established police boxes, and even jails and houses
detention in connection with her consulates. She mainthat the assumption of the police power over her
subjects was but a corollary of extra-territorial juriswhich, however, was not claimed by the other
Powers enjoying similar privileges. 16
And, maintaining this contention, she made repeated
to secure the recognition of the right to stapolice in South Manchuria and Eastern Inner MonOn October 18, 1916/8 she submitted this demand:
"The Imperial Government of Japan considers it necesto station Japanese police officers in these regions
the purpose of controlling and protecting their own
ects. It is a fact that a number of Japanese police
have already been stationed in the interior of
Manchuria and they have been recognized by the
officials of the localities concerned since intercourse
been conducted between them. The Imperial Govof Japan proposes gradually to establish addistations for Japanese police officers in the interior
South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia whenand wherever necessary."
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Thus, Japan aimed to extend her police P?wer
her subjects should go in ~outh ~1anc~una an.d
Inner Mongolia. Followmg thIs pollcy to ItS
conclusion, and especially in view of the fact that
whole of South Manchuria has been thrown
Japanese subjects by the Treaty of May 25, 1915, .
ing South Manchuria and Eastern Inner MongolIa
ticle 3), she can extend her police power, wherever
subjects go. Thus, under the g~ise o~ peacef~l.
ment, the process might become~ m. reahty, a polIttcal
vasion, paving the way for terrItonal absorptlOn.
Not contented with the policy of settlement
Japanese jurisdiction and sovereignty, J~pan, in
made the bold attempt to capture the sovereIgnty of
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia by means of
Twenty-One Demands. In group Two of the
demands Article Two provided for the Japanese
ship of l~nd. It read: "Japanese s~bjects in South
churia and Eastern Inner Mongoha shall have the
to lease or own land acquired either for erecting
buildings for trade and manufacture or for f""""i11a
Land in South Manchuria and Eastern Inner
being very cheap, the grant of the privilege ~f
it would give her and her subjects the ?pportumty to
the entire territory of these two reglOns by
purchase and manipulatior; of land p~ices throu!5h
nesebanks operating therem. The Chmese OfficIal
ment of 1915 regarding the Chino-Japanese Ut:!!ULla..,
on the Twenty-one Demands said: "Should Japanese
jects be granted the right of owning land, .it wo~ld
that all the landed property in the reglOn mIght
into their hands, thereby endangering China's
•
integrity." 20
Side by side with the demand for the nght
land, Japan demanded the exercise of police
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places in China. In Group V, Article 3, of the
demands, we read:
as the Japanese Government and the
Government have had many cases of dispute
Japanese and Chinese police to settle cases which
no little misunderstanding, it is for this reason
that the police departments of important places
) shall be jointly administered by Japanese
Chinese, or that the police departments of these
shall employ numerous Japanese, so that they may
he same time help to plan for the improvement of
Chinese Police Service."
the police power is a concrete symbol of sovereignty,
demand for the joint administration of police is
to a demand for the sovereignty of China.
however, the demand covered the whole of China,
meant to apply particularly to South Manchuria.
Chinese official statement of 1915 regarding the negoruns as follows:
"The proposal that there should be joint administraby China and Japan of the police in China was
an interference with the republic's domestic affair,
consequently an infringement of her sovereignty.
that reason the Chinese Government could not take
demand into consideration. But when it was exby the Japanese minister that this referred only
Manchuria, and he suggested that his governwould be satisfied if China agreed to engage Japapolice advisers for that territory, the Chinese Govaccepted the suggestion." 21
the intention of this demand, had it been
Japan would have acquired the power of jointly
the police in important places of China,
Manchuria and probably Eastern Inner
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Mongolia, which would have virtually mea~t the
of sovereign rights in these regions,-whlch the
Dragon Society had p~titioned .the J apanes~
to obtain. Coupled wlth the nght of ownmg land,
an arrangement would have rendered the regions in
tion actual colonies of Japan.
Finally, when the new Consortium was being
in 1919-1920, Japan qualified the participation
financial group with the reservation that South
and Eastern Inner Mongolia should be excluded
its scope. 2a ;24 Thus, by this diplomatic stroke, she
tempted to secure the recognition of the Great
to her special political status in these regions
25
right to exclusive exploitation of the same.
Nevertheless, in the Nine Power Treaty,
1922, respecting the policies and principles in
China, together with the other Powers, she ,,,,,rtA,,.,,,,,,,,
respect the territorial integrity of China:
"To respect the sovereignty, the independence,
territorial and administrative integrity of China."
Whether the territorial integrity of China is. to .
that of Manchuria and Mongolia, whether the
is to be scrupulously observed, future alone can tell;
granting no vital change of the Far Eastern Sl
it is almost safe to state that in view of the solemn
above undertaken Japan's policy of territorial
will have hereafter, subject to certain conditions,
dormant. 25B
It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that Japan
entertain the design of controlling, if not of
South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia.
pelled by the economic pressure of an increasing
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at home, supported by the special claim growing
of the Russo-Japanese VI/ar, and inspired by the traambition of a Greater Japan, she did set her
on the policy of territorial e~pansion in these two
Using Article Six of the Russo-Chinese RailConvention of 1896 as a basis, she planned to extend
sovereignty over these regions, by the creation of the
.
in imperio in the railway zone, the establishof police stations, and the repeated attempts to wrest
police power from the Chinese Government. 26 But
the conclusion of the Nine Power Treaty, she
to respect the territorial integrity of China,
obligated to suppress her policy of territorial expan-
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XIII
THE POLICY OF PARAMOUNT INFLUENCE

IN the two preceding chapters we have examined the
of economic exploitation and territorial expanof Japan's solutions for her population probWe come, now, to the third policy-that of parainfluence.
This policy was actuated in the first place by Japan's
to obtain and possess the largest Chinese sphere
influence. Being China's closest neighbor and of the
racial and linguistic family, she felt that she should
have the largest influence. When the battle of concessI'ons commenced in 1898-which resulted in the Powers demarcating their respective spheres of influence on
the map of China-Japan was not yet a full-fledged
She had therefore to be content with the deof Fukien as her humble share. When, by
of extraordinary exertion, and by reason of her vicover Russia, she had achieved the position of a
Power, she found, to her regret, that all the rein China had already been occupied as spheres of
Powers, and she had again to be contented with
Manchuria which she had won by sword and
Inner Mongolia attained by cordial agreement
Russia. 1 When, however, the World War broke
leaving China free for her expansion, she promptly
the opportunity and extended her sphere of influas far as China and the other Powers would allow

A)()l1Clt::>

This policy is again animated by Japan's desire to disthe predominating Western influence by her own
interest. She feels chagrined over the pres217
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ence of such an influence in a land where, by virtue
the similarity of language and race, she feels that
ought to have the largest share. She is also afraid
the presence of a dominating Occidental influence
imperil the independence of China and so jeopardize
own existence. Therefore, to check the further
sion of such an influence, she proposes to displace
with her own paramount interest. 2- 3
This policy is, moreover, motivated by Japan's
eration of her own special position in China. She
war with Russia, partiaIIy because of China's u· "'-"I-'d';l
to resist Russian aggression in Manchuria. By dint
supreme sacrifice she saved Manchuria, and so
China a distinct and invaluable service. She also
the exalted mission to be guardian of China. Being
only nation in Eastern Asia that has been able to
successfully the Western onslaught, she feels that
has the duty of extending her protection to the
nations of Eastern Asia, particularly China.
her own economic, and to a certain extent, her own
cal existence depends upon China's prosperity and
pendence. Should her neighbor ever come under
ern control, or what is worse, should she ever be
titioned, Japan would be left alone in the world.
the Western Powers entrenched on the opposite
of her sea, her own days of independence would be
bered. As preserver of Manchuria and protector
China, dependent as she is upon her and insepara
interwoven as is her destiny and well-being with
of China, she is therefore impelled by a high sense
justification to put forth her claim of a special po:sitioni
in that country.
Turning now to the ways in which this policy has
executed, we find that Japan first established her
mount influence in South Manchuria. As we have seen,
soon after she had obtained the transfer of the railway'
and mine leases, she organized the South Manchuria Rail-
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Company, which was the Japanese Government all but

:va~ame and which dominated the economic life of South

Manchuria. Besides .this, she c1os:d the door of S?uth
Manchuria to the railway enterpnses of other natlOns.
She vetoed the Hsinminting-Fakuman concession granted
to British interests in 1907, by producing a secret agreement alleged to have been signed in connection with the
Treaty of December 22, 1905, pledging the Chinese
Government not to construct, prior to the recovery
by them of the said railway (the South. Manchuria
Railway), any main line in the neighborhood of and
parallel to that railway, or any branch line which
might be prejudicial to the interest of the above mentioned railway.4
The great extension, however, of her sphere of influence came when the World War broke out. To repeat,
she first ousted Germany from Shantung and seized all
German interests-leaseholds, railways, mines, cablesand this in vi91ation of the sovereignty of China. Having accomplished this, she presented the now celebrated
Twenty-one Demands, which, had they been fully
aranted, would have given her the largest sphere of influence or the position of paramount influence. By
Group I, she demanded the assent of the Chinese Government to any arrangement Japan might make with Germany at the end of the war relating to the German
rights in Shantung (Article 1).5; 6 By Articles 156, 157,
and 158 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany signed
at Versailles, June 28, 1919, she was made the sole
successor to aU German interests and rights in Shantung, thus adding this Province to her sphere of influence.
Not only this, but by Group II of the original Twentyone Demands, she demanded the right of owning land
in South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia, which,
coupled with the demand for the police power in "important places" in China, would; in due course of time,
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have made South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia Japanese territories. Again, according to the same
group of demands, she attempted to put Eastern
Mongolia on the same status as South Manchuria,
was, however, successfully frustrated by the skill of
the Chinese diplomats, who caused Japan to be content
with the mere opening of some commercial ports in that
region. Notwithstanding the failure of these deeper designs, she was nevertheless successful, by the Treaty of
May 25, 1915, in tightening her control over South
churia and Eastern Inner Mongolia. For contracting foreign loans for the construction of railways in South
~anchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia and for pledgmg the taxes of these two regions as securities for
Japan had first to be consulted. "If foreign advisers
or instructors on political, financial, military or police
matters are to be employed in South Manchuria, J apanese may be employed first." 7
In addition, by Article 6 of Group V, Japan attempted
to consolidate her position in Fukien and make the province an exclusive sphere of influence. The Article read:
"If China need foreign capital to work mines, build
railways and construct harbor works (including dockyards) in the Province of Fukien, Japan shall be first
consulted."8 Had this demand been fully granted, Japan
would have closed another door-and this time in the
Province of Fukien. The final exchange of notes, however, gave only a voluntary declaration, on the part of
the Chinese Government, in response to the Japanese
inquiry, that no permission to foreign nations had been
given, nor had foreign loans been contemplated, "to con-~
struct on the coast of Fukien Province, dock-yards, coaling stations for military use, naval bases, or to set up
other military establishments." \}
Furthermore, J ~pan also attempted, by the original
Twenty-one Demands, to extend her influence into the
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As

• ill be recalled, by Group III relating to the Hanyehping

~ompany, besides the privilege of joint concern, she demanded the monopoly of mines in the neighborhood of
those owned by the company (Art. 2), which, had it been
granted, would have given her the monopc:1y of the
mining privileges of the Central Yangtze Provmces, thus
excluding Great Britain, with reference to mining enterprises, from her own sphere. 10 What is. worse, by Article 5 of Group Vp she demanded the nght of construcing certain railway~ in t~e Yangtze Valley. "T~,e d~mand
of railway conceSSlons m the Yangtze Valley, sald the
Chinese Official Statement of 1915, "conflicted with the
Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo Railway of March 6, 1908,
the Nanking-Changsha Railway agreement of March 31,
1914, and the engagement of August 24, 1914, giving
preference to British firms for the projected line from
Nanchang to Chaochowfu." 12 Thus, had this demand
been granted, Japan would have added to her sphere of
influence the Southeastern Provinces of China.
Moreover, when the Russian Soviet Revolution oc.curred in 1917, resulting in the recession of Russian
influence from North Manchuria and Outer Mongolia,
Japan again took advantage of the situation and attempted to extend her influence into North Manchuria.
She dispatched troops to occupy and guard the Chinese
Eastern Railway, and this in spite of the fact that the
protection of the railway was distinctly assigned by the
Inter-allied Agreement concerning the guarding of the
Chinese Eastern Railway, to the Chinese Government,
which had well performed the task.13 Simultaneously
with the coup of Vladivostok, she increased the number
of her troops along the Chinese Eastern RailwayY-15-l6
And it was only the Inter-allied Railway Technical Commission that prevented Japan from openly seizing it, as
she had the Tsingtau-Tsinan RailwayY-18
Nevertheless, with the conclusion of the Nine Power
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Treaty, respecting the Open Door Doctrine in
Japan's policy in respect of the extension of her
of influence took a radical turn. She not only had
call a halt to her efforts for extension, but also to
nounce her spheres. The Nine Power Treaty
equal opportunity of trade as debarring the nr:>r"' ....a
the spheres of influence,18A she restored to China the
man concessions in Shantung, and relinquished the
entia! rights with respect to foreign assistance in
material and persons, as stipulated in the Convention
March 6, 1898, between Germany and China. She
turned over the Tsinan-Shunteh and -'-"-"V'U'--'--'-<'U\..l1UW
concessions to the joint activity of the New
Banking Consortium, thus renouncing Shantung as
sphere of influence. Further, in pursuance with
definition of the principle of equal opportunity of
and in response to China's agitation for the aU'U~(1L,
of the Treaties of May 25, 1915, she relinquished
preferential claims to the railway concessions and
loans to be secured on local revenues in South IVl;an(:nttna
and Eastern Inner Mongolia, and threw them open
the activities of the New International Banking
sortium, excepting the understanding reached
the Governments and financial groups participating
the new Consortium relating to the scope
She also declared her intention of not insisting on
preferential right under the Treaty of May 25,
respecting South Manchuria and Eastern Inner .LV.1.\JH/;;Ull...,;
concerning the engagement by China of Japanese
or instructors in political, financial, military or
matters in South Manchuria,180 thus renouncing ",,.,,t,,,,'.1.'
ential rights in South Manchuria and Eastern Inner
golia, retaining, however, the economic
therein.
Apart from the extension of her sphere of influence,
Japan also aims to win the predominance of trade. When
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eat war came and European competitors tempo-

gr disappeared, she forged her way straight ahead
she became a formidable rival of Great Britainalso bent on trade predominance. Had it not been
h~r loss of China's goodwill, due to the Twenty-one
in 1915 and for the boycott subsequent to the
Decision in 1919, she would have probably,
this time, outstripped all other commercial rivals in
The following available statistics show that,
1913 to 1917, she almost doubled her share in the
percentage of China's foreign trade: 19
i~

TABLE SHOWING PERCENTAGES OF TRADE WITH CHINA,
1915 TO 1917

1913
Japan ..... :... 19.7
British Emplre.. 48.0

1914
21.1
49.0

1915
23.4
47.2

1916
28.3
40.9

1917
33.4
39.7

Incidentally, this attempt to win trade predominance
serves as an additional impetus towards winning that
coveted prize, the position of Inspector General of the
Chinese Maritime Customs. Although China did not
promise that whatever nation gains trade predominance
wins the office in question, it is nevertheless understood
that, upon the losing of trade predominance, Great Bri~ain
will automatically lose the office, and once she acqUlres
trade predominance,zo Japan may assert her claim to the
office, under the "most favored nation" clause.
In attempting, however, to attain this predominance,
Japan has often been tempted to re.sort. to u~fair. me~ns
(particularly in Southern Manchuna) m plam vlOlatlOn
~of the Open Door principle of equal opportunity of trade.
A system of rebates was inaugurated by the South Manchuria Railway, of which, in the very nature of things,
only the Japanese could avail themselves, and which because of voluminous protests, was abolished in September, 1909.21 The British-American Tobacco Company
{built a factory in Mukden and paid the production tax
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a.s required by Chinese law, but the Japanese
ment Tobacco Monopoly also built a factory in
chuang and failed to pay it. The retail dealers of
British-American Tobacco Company submitted to
payment of the tax, but the agents of Japanese to[)al','"
refused to pay the same, not infrequently backed
Japanese consuls. 22 In the 1914 report of the American
C:0ns?I~Ge~eral at Mukden,23 the following evidence of
dlscnmmatlOn appeared:
"The only bank in Mukden doing foreign business is
! okohama Specie Bank. . . . A general preference
IS gIven to Japanese merchants and traders.
Rates for
advances on c:;rgo expected are as follows : Japanese
7 I?,ercent;. forelg!1ers, 8 percent; Chinese, 10 percent. '
In selImg theIr products, the Japanese have been favored by cheap home labor, government subsidies, special
ratIw.ay rates,. preferential customs treatment and exemptIOn from mternal taxation. . . ."

~he

Other evidences may be offered, but suffice it to summarize the disabilities which other foreign merchants
have experienced in Manchuria and Shantung. 24 Goods
of these merchants were delayed on various pretexts
whil~ the goods of the Japanese were promptly moved:
SpeCial favors were accorded the Japanese by the railway under their control, "including an obscene system of
rebates." 25 Public utilities controlled by the Japanese
were manipulated "to give advantages to Japanese merchants." Spacious Japanese ships refused to ship American cargoes because of competing Japanese firms, and
lower rates or ~ebates were giv~n to Japanese shippers. 26
However, WIth the conclusIOn of the Nine Power
Treat~, ~ebru~ry 6, 192~, respecting the Open Door
Doctnne m Chma, to whIch Japan is a party, it is expected that she will hereafter endeavor to win her trade
predomin.ance in accordance with the principle of equal
opportulllty. ,!,he Treaty defines the principle of the
equal opportulllty of trade as outlawing monopolies and
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abridging the rights of other nationals or
the application of the principle of equal op.~. .rtunity
virtue of their scope, duration ar:d geographextent. 21 This means that, to be cons1stent, Japan
h to abandon all practices of such monopolies and pref. a5nces
The Treaty further obligates all the Powers
ere their. nationals holdmg
.
I 'm
the control 0 fral'ways
~i~a not to practice unfair discrimination of any kind
hatever, particularly with respect to railway charges
W d facilities on ground of nationality. This means that
iapan must discard any practices of unfair discrimination
'n her management of the railways in China.
1 Besides Japan's own declaration as to preferential
economic'rights in China renders any unfair and discriminating practices inconsistent with her own plighted
words: 27A

kl

"Nor are we actuated by any intention of securing
preferential or exclusive economic rights in China. \i\Chy
should we need them? Why should we be afr.aid ~f
foreign competition in the Chinese market prOVIded it
is conducted squarely and honestly? Favored by geographical position, and having fair knowledge of the
a.ctual requirements of the Chinese people, our trade~s
and business men can well take care of themselves 111
their commercial, industrial, and financial activities in
China without any preferential or exclusive rights."
Next to commercial paramountcy, Japan aims at cultural predominance in the regeneration of China. Having acquired Western civilization earlier than any other
Asiatic nation, and claiming to be the harmonizer of
the Eastern and Western civilizations, she feels called to
the national mission of propagating the newly harmonized culture in the Orient, especially in China. Here
is Marquis Okuma's own statement:
"I have no doubt that Japan will propagate to China
and other countries in the Orient whose standard of
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civilization is low, her new civilization, which is a
uct of harmonizing the Japanese and European
tions. In a sense, Japan may be said to have the Hl1~~l(}tl
of harmonizing Eastern and Western . . .
propagating the new civilization. Nay, I do not
to declare that this is her mission." 28
To this end, by Articles 2 and 7 of Group V of the
ina! Demands,29 she demanded the right of owning
in the interior of China for the use of Japanese hospitals,
churches and schools, and also that of missionary
ganda in China, both of which were not granted h,..·..,"'·..
A_

The last phase of Japan's policy of paramount
ence is her claim to special interests in China.
Lansing-Ishii agreement recognizes this.ao While it
reasonably certain that Mr. Lansing did not recognize
Japan's special interests in China any more than he
the special interests of the United States in Canada
Mexico,31 Japan's interpretation, however, is
less different. It tends to favor the construction of a
tion of paramount influence. The testimony of
tary Lansing before the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations furnishes evidence that Viscount Ishii attemlDt~!d
to put the construction of this influence on
"special interest" during the negotiation. 32
"SENATOR BORAH. ·He (Ishii) said that his idea
that Japan had special interests in China which
was to be recognized, and by those special interests
meant paramount control?
"SECRETARY LANSING. Yes; and I
not consider it.
"SENATOR BRANDAGEE. 33 Did he at any time ,~~,,...,,',.,,
that it meant paramountcy or interest different from
of any other nation, other than from Japan's ~~r.....i",_
quity to China?
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"SECRETARY LANSING. My only recollection as to that
that he wi~hed to have inserte~ the wor1s '~pecial inand mfluence' and I objected senously to the
of the words 'and influence,' and they were
ctricke~n out."
Besides Mr. Lansing's testimony, the letter of the Russian Ambassador at Tokio of that time again revealed
the Japanese intention to interpret "special interest" as
paramount influence.
"The Japanese are manifesting more and more clearly
tendency to interpret the special position of Japan in
inter alia, in the sense that other Powers must
undertake in China any political steps without previously exchanging views with Japan on the subjecta condition that would to some extent establish a Japanese control over the foreign affairs of China." 34-35-36
Again, commenting on the interpretation of the
Lansing-Ishii agreement, a Japanese author frankly
that what Secretary Lansing conceded was the
recognition of Japan's paramount influence in certain
.. secti()ns of China as long as the exercise of that infludid not conflict with the principles of the Open Door
doctrine.
"The understanding was concluded in flexible terms
of various interpretations. But if we may
. the official sentiment at Washington through the
dispatches from the capital at the time the underliLa.!lUll!~ was consummated, the American Government
was prepared to go a long way towards the establishof the principle that Japan was entitled to secure
paramount influence in certain sections in China, as
as she does not encroach upon the "Open Door prin" 87

Nevertheless, at the Washington Conference, Japan's
special interest in China took a new imprint of interpre-
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tation. It was not to connote political domination,
territorial aggression, or preferential privileges, or
antagonism to the principles of the Open Door
It meant simply a special relation between Japan
China due to geographical proximity and the
of the former upon the latter for national prosperity
existence. 38
" . . . With our own national existence
pendent on that of our neighbor, we are
ested in that country to a greater extent than any of
countries remotely situated.
"To say that Japan has special interests in China
simply to state a plain and actual fact. It intimates
claim or pretension of any kind prejudicial to China
to any other foreign nation.
"We do not seek any territory III China, but we
seek a field of economic activity beneficial as much
China as to Japan, based always on the principle of
open door and equal opportunity."
Concluding, it may be said that Japan's policy of
mount influence was dictated by her desire to
the largest sphere of influence, to displace Western
ponderating influence, and to maintain her own
position; that she sought to execute the policy
the establishment of the largest sphere of
the attainment of trade predominance, the
tion of her new culture, and the maintenance
special position; but that with the conclusion
Nine Power Treaty, which outlaws the practice of
spheres' of influence, exclusive privileges and unfair
criminations, she relinquishes these practices, and
to execute the policy through the attainment of
predominance, the propagation of her new culture,
the maintenance of her special position.
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XIV
THE POLICY OF POLITICAL CONTROL
we have already seen, Japan's whole policy turned
fundamental problems-the problem of the
population of Japan and the question of China.
of
first the policy of economic exploitation and
policy of territorial expansion developed, manifesting
also in the policy of paramount influence. Out of
second, the Chinese question, there arose her policy
a,u.,vu,u< influence and that of political control which
the theme of our present chapter and the
Monroe Doctrine which will be discussed in
next chapter.
policy of political control was largely an outof the conditions in China. Ever since the
Revolution in 1911, the control of the Central
renlm1ent had relaxed and weakened, and the provinces
practically become independent states. Armies were
iIllLaH.'''U by the various provinces, over which the Presihad little control. As a result, the provinces could
their independence, almost at will. Thus, over
issue of the constitutionality of the dissolution of
Parliament in 1917, the provinces split into North
South. Again, taxes, other than those under foreign
",."i"j,,,, were, in the main, collected by the provinces,
could refuse to remit quotas as requisitioned. As
the provinces failed to send remittances,
the Central Government was compelled to live on
As it did not enjoy the confidence of the people,
forced to resort to foreign financial aid. In doing
it mortgaged one asset after another, thereby placing
country under the danger of foreclosure. Added
this was the corruption of some of the leading
231
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officials who in exchange for the rich commission
could gain from the loans passing through their
did not hesitate to contract foreign loans,
future consequences. Such a combination of
civil war, foreign borrowing, and official
could not but give rise to the apprehension of
bankruptcy and Western control.
If the conditions existing in China were free
foreign influences, Japan would probably have been
anxious. As it was, the \Vestern Powers had made
a happy hunting ground for gaining concessions and
ploiting natural resources. They would not hesitate,
for the rise of Chinese nationalism, to make the
a second Africa or Egypt. And yet, in face of the
eign menace, China remained divided, incapable of
ing alien aggression, and headed toward the abyss
bankruptcy and foreign control. To the mind of J
granting the continuance of existing conditions, and
vided no new factors of salvation should arise,
control would be China's well-nigh inevitable fate.
was said, "If this unhappy condition is permitted to
tinue much longer, the outside Powers interested in
will sooner or later combine their influence to
international supervision over that country." 1·2
Besides, had China been located far away and had
not been of the same racial and linguistic family, J
would not have been so much impelled to action.
it is, China is situated at the door of Japan and is
the same family in race and language. Should
ever pass under Western control, thus losing her
pendent existence, Japan would be left all alone in
world-to face the increasing domination of the
What is worse, Japan's destiny and welfare are
mately related to those of China. Japan depends
her for the supply of basic materials, particularly
iron and steel, for a market for her manufactured
ncts, and for mutual cooperation against the W
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Should China fall, Japan would undoubtbe crippled. "With the history of European diploin the Near and Far East before them, the Japacannot but shudder at the thought of the day when
shall be held fast in the grip of Western Powers." S
o Japan, therefore, the Chinese question is one of
and death, and upon its proper and successful soludepends her future prosperity and well-being:
"For many years to come Japan's efforts will be conupon the solution of the Chinese question.
or not she is equal to the task, she must here
efforts, for her place in world politics
lies in the molding of Asia's destiny. She will
spurred to play the leading role in the disposition of
Chinese situation, not from any motives of empire
but from the necessity of self-preservation.
map of China, and mark out the territories
out by various European Powers as their spheres
influence. Then you will begin to realize why the
,l.lllUIC;;:"", deep in their heart, still cherish the fear of the
OC{:ldt~nt."

4

this reason, Japan would not hesitate to take such
measures as were necessary for her own self-preservation
regards China. Consequently, she endeavored to forestall Western control by Japanese control.
Aside from existing conditions and the fear of
the Western control of China, there is yet another vital
reason why Japan desired to attain political control, and
that is the futUre of China and its relation to herself.
Should China be partitioned, Japan would again be isolated, and have to face the West alone. If she should be
Cbntrolled by the Western Powers, Japan would again
lose the economic support and political cooperation which
China can give her. If China should remain weak and
divided, Japan's own welfare and safety would be
jeopardized by frequent rebellions and insurrections
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and possible foreign intervention. If, however,
should become strong, Japan would have to
the alternative of a strong and friendly China or a
but hostile China. Frankly speaking, a strong and
tile China, possessing ten times the strength of J
is the last choice Japan wishes to have to make.
other hand, a strong and friendly China would be
cult to secure. Having attained her own status of .
national equality at the expense of China's defeat,
entertaining territorial designs on South Manchuria
Eastern Inner Mongolia, she is quite aware of the
sible revenge that a strong China is likely to take.
from the possibility of revenge, the rise of a
China, granting it to be friendly, is bound to stand
the way of Japan's territorial expansion and to
shadow her strength and importance. It would probably wrest from her the leadership of the Orient, which
she would never willingly yield. While it must be
in all fairness that there are Japanese who believe sincerely that a strong and friendly China is the best pro~
tection Japan can have, there was an overwhelming rna.;
jority who held to a contrary opinion. Prince Yamagata
once remarked: "A strong Emperor is what is needed
rejuvenate China, and to enable her to surpass Japan.
Japan, therefore, does not want a strong Emperor in
China. Still less does Japan want a successful republic
there. Japan wants a weak and incapable China; and
a weak China under a weak Emperor, subject to Japan's
influence, would be the ideal state." 5-6-7-8 It is, therefore,
fair to infer that Japan did not wish to see a partition
of China, nor a Western control of China, nor a strong
China, nor a hostile China. -What she desired was her own
control of China. That was her ideal. By this means she
could not only forestall Western control, but also safeguard her own future against China. With control
assured, she could, as a matter of course, carry out at
will the rest of her policies in China-economic exploita-
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territorial expansion, paramount influence and an
Monroe Doctrine.
more than as a measure of self-defense against
rising China, Japan desired to control the former counso as' to use her as an instrument for what might be
world domination. Japan dreamed of a day when
would rule the entire Orient, and be able to measure
with the West, if not actually to dispute Western
and domination. While this dream was not
,.proall!""u by all Japanese, it was nevertheless the ambisome of them, particularly the Jingoists. A
.Tal)anese Imperial Pronouncement written in the autumn
1916 contained the following: 9
"Fifty million of our race wherewith to conquer and
mossess the earth! I t is indeed a glorious problem!
begin with, we now have China; China is our steed!
shall we ride upon her! Even as Rome rode Latium
conquer Italy, and Italy to conquer the Mediterranean,
as Napoleon rode Italy and the Rhenish States to
Germany, and Germany to conquer Europe;
as England to-day rides her colonies and her so"allies" to conquer her robust rival-Germanyso shall we ride China. So become our 50,000,000
500,000,000 strong; so grow our paltry hundreds of
millions of gold into billions! . . . But using China as
our steed, should our first goal be the land? India?
or the Pacific, the sea that must be our very own, even as
the Atlantic is now England's? The land is tempting
and easy, but withal dangerous. . .. It must, therefore,
be the sea; but the sea means the Western Americas and
the islands between and with those must soon come
India, and then the battling for the balance of
"""""'1_r",,,,,p,., for the rest of North America. Once that
is ours, we own and control the whole-a domination
worthy of our race!"

It is, therefore, fair to conclude that certain Japanese,
especially the Jingoists, entertained the dream of consoli-
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dating the yellow race under the banner of Dai
and of disputing vVestern domination, at least in
Orient, through the instrumentality of a subjugated
enthralled China.
With such a policy determined on, she waited for
opportunity for its execution. When the Powers
present in China, she was not able to disclose
desire. When, in consequence of the war, the
ropeans retired, the opportunity came, which, as
Japanese said, would "not occur again for
of years to come." 10 At that opportune moment the
Dragon Society appeared, urging the Government to
a defensive alliance with China, as a means to control
her, and. to resist the post-bellum Western aggression.
It read m part:
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Among the terms set forth in the secret alli';l.llce were
foHowing, which related to the control of China.
read in the light of the subsequent Group V of the
Twenty-one Demands, no impartial mind can remain un.convinced that they were the forerunners of these
demands:
"For the reorganization of the Chinese army China
shall intrust the training and the drilling of her army to
i ' 0 f Ch'ma,s fi rearms and
' .
Japan.
"For the um' fcahon
mumtlOns
of war, China shall adopt firearms of Japanese pattern
and at the same time establish arsenals (with the help
of Japan) in different strategic points.
"With the object of creating and maintaining a Chinese
navy, China shall intrust the training of her navy to

"It is a very important matter of policy whether
Japanese Government, in obedience to its divine m1:SS1()n_
shall solve the Chinese Question in a heroic llid.ilii't:1
ma~ing China voluntarily rely upon Japan.
To
Chma to such a position there is nothing else
Imperial Japanese Government to do but to take
tage of the present opportunity to seize the reins of
litical and financial power and to enter by all means
a defensive alliance . . . ." 11

.. h er fi nances and Im.
Japan:
h b'Ject 0 f reorgamzmg
"Wlth teo
proving the methods of taxation, China shall intrust the
work to Japan, and the latter shall elect competent financial experts who shall act as first-class advisers to the
Chinese Government.
"China shall first consult with and obtain the consent
of Japan before she can enter into an agreement with
another Power for making loans, the leasing of territory,
or the session of the same." 13

"From date of the signing of this Defensive
Japan and China shall work together hand in
Japan will assume the responsibility of saf"""1~ •. A;,"~'
Chinese territory and maintaining the peace and
China. These will relieve China of all future anXle:tles"
and will enable her to proceed energetically with her
forms, and, with a sense of territorial security, she
wait for her national development and
Even after the present European war is over and
is restored China will absolutely have nothing to fear
in the future of having pressure brought against her by
the 'foreign Powers. It is only thus that
'
peace can be secured in Far East." 12

Upon the urge of this memorandum and selzmg the
opportunity offered by the World War, Japan dropped
the mask, disclosed her designs, and presented the
Twenty-one Demands, among which was Group V. In
the formal demands as presented, it will be noticed that
the secret terms as proposed by the memorandum of the
Black Dragon Society have been carefully reduced to
three cogent but all-inclusive demands. The first article
required that "the Chinese Central Government shall employ influential Japanese as advisers in political, financial
and military affairs." 14 This would cover the control
of the Chinese army and navy, finance and the foreign

.

.
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relations; in short, the administration of the Peking Go'Vernment. Had this been granted, the Japanese would
have dominated the Peking Government, and as the
memorandum of the Black Dragon Society put it, seized
"the reins of political and financial power." Although
the defense might be made that the numerous Japanese
advisers to be employed would not necessarily be given
executive power, the danger would nevertheless be present that the employment of so many of them would
mean the domination of the Peking Government by the
Japanese influence, and, what is worse, could easily
serve as a prelude to her eventual seizure of the reins
of power.
The third article of Group V demanded the joint administration of police, in "important places" in China, or
the employment of numerous Japanese in the police
departments of these places. As the police power is
a concrete symbol of sovereignty, the grant of this demand would be tantamount to the transfer of China's
sovereignty to Japan. Although during the negotiation it
was disclosed that the Japanese Government meant to
apply the police power only to South Manchuria,l.5 the·
language of the demand was nevertheless so general as
to include important places in China, irrespective of their
location, and extending throughout the Republic, thus
giving rise to the peril of an indefinite extension of the
Japanese police power throughout the length and breadth
of China.
Article 4 of Group V demanded that "China shall purchase from Japan a fixed amount of munitions of war
(say fifty per cent or more) of what is needed by the
Chinese Government or that there shall be established
in China a Sino-Japanese jointly-worked arsenal. Japanese technical experts are to be employed and Japanese
material to" be 'Purchased." 16 It is to be observed that
this demand corresponded closely to the original secret
specification, as set forth by the Black Dragon Society,
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of unifying China's firearms and munitions of war according to the Japanese pattern and of establishing SinoJapanese arsenals at different strategic points of ~hi~a;
and that its grant would have meant the Japamzatlon
of the Chinese army and the consequent control thereof
by Japan. While this might shield China temporarily
from European aggression, it would nevertheless deprive
her of the means of defense against the encroachments
of Japan. Thus, had all these demands been granted,
the independence of China would have become a thing
of the past.
Significant as these demands were, Japan had, as is
well known, to withdraw Group V excepting the clause
respecting Fukien, largely because of the stubborn resistance of the whole Chinese nation and of the opposition of Great Britain and the United States. In the
ultimatum, however, Japan reserved the right to discuss
Group V separately in subsequent negotiationsP Meanwhile, the Japanese representative insisted "that the
Chinese Government should specifically state in their
reply to the ultimatum that Group V had been 'postponed
for later negotiation.' "18 It is to be observed that this
reservation clearly proved that Japan did not give up
the policy of political control by detaching Group V
from the ultimatum, but that Japan did intend either to
bring it up for future discussion or to resort to other
means to attain the end, which was fully borne out by
the subsequent moves of Japan. Hence the statement
of the Chinese Government: ". . . Since the date of the
ultimatum, Japanese policy in China appears to be expressing itself in terms of specific principles worked out
in these demands in Group V 'postponed for later negotiation.' " 19
Failing in this direct assault through diplomatic channels, upon the change in the cabinet from Okuma to
Terauchi, Japan modified the method of attack. She
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adopted the indirect method of loans and alliance
the pro-Japanese clique in the Peking Government,
pathway to the control of China. From 1915,-the
of the Twenty-one Demands,-to October 25, 1918,
loaned to China no less than a total of from ,",V'V.u'U\'
yen to 391,430,000, varying in amount, of course,
ing to the authenticity of the reported loans.
to the estimate of a noted author,2° while Japan has
to China from January 1, 1909, to the World War
17,670,000 yen, and to the Hanyehping 32,000,000
she loaned to the Chinese Government, from August
1914, to October 25, 1918, no less than 391,430,000
'
-almost eight times as much as the pre-war loans.
ducting the unconfirmed and other loans susceptible
doubt, a safe and conservative estimate would be from
200,000,000 to 250,000,000 yen.
In addition to the loans, Japan also tried to control
the Chinese army, which was one of the primary objectives of Group V. Under the name of the War Par""
ticipation Board, ostensibly organized for effective participation on the part of China in the European War but
in reality for strengthening the northern military party
against the South, a new army of about 50,000 men was
created. Japanese generals assisted in the organization
of this force. 21 Japan also supplied the money, officers
and ammunitions.
The motive of Japan's activities in the sale of arms
and other military supplies was indirectly revealed as
follows: 22
"In reply to my question as to the credibility of the
rumors alleging that Japan is prepared to sell to the
Chinese Government a considerable quantity of arms and
munitions, Viscount Motono (then Japanese minister of
foreign affairs) confirmed them, and added that the
Peking Government had promised not to use the arms
against the Southerners. It was evident from the minister's words, however, that this promise possessed only
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value of a formal justification of this sale, infringing
latter does the principle of non-intervention in the
Chinese feuds, proclaimed by Japan herself . . . .
is most likely that the Japanese are aiming principally
obtaining the privilege of rearming the entire Chinese
and making China dependent in the future on J aparsenals and the supply of munitions from Japan.
arms to be supplied are estimated at 30,000,000 yen.
the same time, Japan intends establishing an arsenal
in China for the manufacturing of war materials." 23
Aside from the control of her army, Japan likewise
to control the currency of China. In 1918,
agents proposed to reform the currency by the adoption of a gold standard. The plan was to issue gold notes
on the reserve of 80,000,000 yen of bank notes to be borrowed from Japan, which, in turn, were to be secured by
the gold reserve in Japan. In accordance with this plan,
China was thus to have a gold standard currency without any gold reserve of her own, but based on Japan's
gold reserve. 24 Had this scheme been adopted, her currency would have been under the control of Japan. This
would have especially been so should there have been
a war between Japan and China, in which event Japan
could cut off the support of the gold reserve and thus
throw China into financial disorder.
When the Great War ended and the European Powers
were ready to return to China, Japan, perceiving the
disapproval of the Powers as to her attempt to assume
control of that country, once more put on her mask and
resumed the pre-war policy of international cooperation.
Rara, having succeeded to Terauchi as Prime Minister,
immediately reversed the policy of irresponsible loaning
and put an effective injunction on further loans to China
pending the unification of the North and the South. 25
Meanwhile, at the Paris Peace Conference, the New
International Banking Consortium came to birth; and
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that effectively neutralized the Japanese efforts to gain
control of China.
Further, at the Washington Conference,
the vital changes of the situation, which would
any attempt on her part to gain the control of
futile and impracticable, in response to the Chinese
tion for the abrogation of the Treaties of May 25,
Japan astutely withdrew her reservation to Group V
the Twenty-one Demands: 26
"Japan is further ready to withdraw the ,pc:p,."",+;,
which she made, in proceeding to the signature of
Sino-Japanese Treaties and notes of 1915, to the
that Group V of the original proposals of the J
Government would be postponed for future
This withdrawal indicates that Japan is ready to
her policy of political control in recognition of
that if there should be any foreign control of
would not be a Japanese control, but rather an
national control, the Powers being determined that
single Power should have the exclusive control of
Finally, with the conclusion of the Nine Power
relating to the Open Door Doctrine in China, F
6, 1922, Japan covenanted, in conjunction with the
Powers,21
"To respect the sovereignty, the independence, and
territorial and administrative integrity of China;
"To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed
portunity to China to develop and maintain for
an effective and stable government."
That is, she undertook to respect China's integrity
to help her develop and maintain for herself an
and stable government, which is tantamount to
that Japan's policy of political control is no longer
sistent and harmonious with her plighted faith.
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XV
THE "ASIATIC" MONROE DOCTRINE
THE policy of an "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine is
ated by Japan's desire to preserve the territorial'
and political independence of China. She feels that
is a close relative of China and therefore her logical
natural guardian. Casting her eyes far and wide,
finds European dominance has planted its flags
Africa and carved the Dark Continent into
rule and exploitation. Coming nearer home, she
that European domination has extended over the
of Asia with the possible exception of China and
Even at her own doors she finds China's'
already partially surrendered, with her
look pointing to bankruptcy and eventual foreign
tro1. Yet, once again casting her glance to the
she sees the Latin-American Republics enjoying
pendence and territorial integrity unmolested and
hampered, and that this is due to the protecting wing
the American Monroe Doctrine, which holds E
aggression at arm's length. . Thus, surveying the
situation, Japan reaches the conclusion that the only
to preserve China is to follow the example of
and declare a doctrine similar to the Monroe Doctrine
Eastern Asia, if not for the whole Orient.
In addition, Japan feels the call of a national
By the Russo-Japanese War, in which an Oriental
vanquished a Western Power, and a yellow people
cess fully demonstrated their skill in warfare, she
tingly asserted the principle of racial equality. She
fore feels called to champion the cause of her subj
neighbors and to deliver the struggling peoples from
244

of Western domination. She consequently entertains
noble and exalted resolve to maintain the independof whatever nations in Asia that are still independor that may achieve independence in the course of
and to recover the lost rights of the weaker nations
Asia.
vVhat we want is simply that we become indeof the whites or free yellows of the rampancy of
whites . . . .

<to • •

The Asiatic Monroe Doctrine is the principle of
Autopomy, that is, of Orientals dealing with
questlOns.
". . . It is incumbent upon the Yamato race to try to
recover for the weaker nations of the East their rights,
have been trampled underfoot by other powers." 1-2

Thus conceiving her mission, Japan waited for an opto proclaim her newly adopted Asiatic Monroe
Before the Great War she dared not assert
for fear of the relative insufficiency of her power when
against a combination of Western nations. With
coming of the great struggle, she seized the opporand boldly announced her policy. In the TwentyLlt:111<1,UU::;, she stipulated that "the Chinese Governengages not to cede or lease to a third Power any
or bay or island along the coast of China"
ur' ____ .,_ 4).3
This was finally changed to a voluntary
:prcmo uncernellt by China that "no bay, harbor, or island
the coast of China may be ceded or leased to
." 4
Thus, she successfully asserted the docthat hereafter the coast of China would not be open
any further European aggression. Further, she proChina from employing foreign capital, or from
,,,,,,,ueu!>' permission to foreign states or interests to work
build railways, and construct harbor works (inf

-,OW"",-,,,",
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cluding dock-yards) in the Province of Fukien
V, Article 6).5'6 Thus, once more, Japan SU(~cessf'
asserted the principle that Japan would not permit
alien military or naval establishment in Fukien to
her own position in Formosa.
Having thus pledged China to the observance Qf
"Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine, she again waited for a
to proclaim it to the Western Powers, and if
to secure its recognition by formal in1:erna1tiolilal
ments. The opportunity came when Mr. Wilson
a note of friendly advice in June, 1917, counseling
Chinese people to compose their differences and to
struct a central, responsible and united
Japan immediately took offense at the direct
tion of the note without being first consulted.
claimed that Japan enjoyed a special position in
to China and that any advice to be given the
should be given through Tokio or with her
or approval. Just as the United States enjoys a
position with regard to Mexico, so Japan claimed
special interest in China. Commenting on this
the Yamato of Tokio said: "Moreover, America must
aware of the superior position enjoyed by America
Mexico. Yet while Japan has abstained from taking
step whatever in Mexico, in deference to America's
cial position there, America has interfered in
domestic politics by ignoring Japan's position there." 7
Taking advantage of the opportunity afforded by
Wilson note and emulating the example of other
in sending War Missions to the United States, the
nese Government sent a delegation to America
the leadership of Viscount Ishii. Prior to the
of the Ishii mission, a confidential report reached
Department of State, which clearly heralded the
tion and purpose of the mission: "that Japan has no
rior motives in respect to the integrity of China;
she adheres to her Open Door pledges; that nothing
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of China's integrity is contemplated; that Japan's
object is, by means entirely pacific, to bring order
of chaos in China with no special privileges in view;
Japan understands China better than any other naand owing to her geographical proximity and special
position and interests in the Far East, she should,
when essential, take the leading role in dealing
China as the United States does with the nations
the Western Hemisphere." 8 Thus, the ostensible purof the mission, as it related to China, was to seek
';"""'nfTmtlon from the United States of a similar position
in the Orient as the former enjoyed in the
Uf.,d,'rn Hemisphere.
the landing of the Japanese Mission, in August,
. and while the negotiation was in session, Viscount
'openly announced the Asiatic Monroe Doctrine in
speech delivered in New York, September 29, 1917, and
amplified it in another speech made in the same
October 1, 1917, which constituted the first official
or()UOluncernellt of the Japanese "Asiatic" Monroe DocWe quote extracts from his addresses:
"We wish to be, and to always continue to be, the
friend and helper of our neighbor, for we are
interested than anyone else except China in good
there, and we must at all times for self.ort'lte(:ticm prevent other nations from doing what we have
to do. Not only will we not seek to assail the
, ... tt>",.·it" or the sovereignty of China, but we will eventuprepared to defend and maintain the same inand independence of China against any aggressor.
we know that our own landmarks would be threatby any outside invasion or interference in China." 9
•

•

•

0

•

..

•

"In a speech delivered on Saturday night I made parreference to the policy of Japan with regard to
This reference took the form of a repetition of
and promise that Japan would not violate the
independence or territorial integrity of China;
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would at all times regard the high principle of
Door and equal opportunity. Now I find that this
ance of mine is taken as the enunciation of a
Doctrine in Asia.' I want to make it very
that the application of the term 'Monroe
this policy and principle, voluntarily outlined and
by me, is inaccurate."

than the principles of an Asiatic Monroe Doctrine.
is statement to the press, he declare~ that the ,ag::eeintroduced a new principle-that IS, the prmclple
non-intervention, which is the cardinal principle of
American Monroe DoctrineY- In ~is statement}o
Chinese Government, Mr. Lansing reIterated the Slgof the introduction and recognition of the
of non-interferenceP His testimony before
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations further
L_.,~ncth.~nf'ti the belief that the special interests of Japan
which he recognized in China. were not d.ifferent from
tne special interests of the Untted St.ates m Ca~ada .or
Mexico. I? other words, ~e r~co~ntzed Japan s claIm
to an Asiatic Monroe Doctnne, If It were based on the
same principle:

"There is this fundamental difference between
'Monroe Doctrine' of the United States as to
and South America and the enunciation of Japan's
tude toward China. In the first place, there is on
part of the United States no engagement or
while in the other Japan voluntarily announces that
will herself engage not to violate the political or
torial integrity of her neighbor, and to observe the
ciple of the Open Door and equal opportunity,
at the same time other nations to respect these
pIes." 10
Thus, Viscount Ishii, as official spokesman of
announced, in essence, that his country would
territorial integrity and political independence of
and would eventually be prepared to defend the
He also pointed out the difference between the
Monroe Doctrine and Japan's doctrine in that the
States did not pledge abstention or protection,
Japan voluntarily engaged not to violate the <:n'J"Pt'Pio"
and integrity of China, while, at the same time,
the other Powers to do likewise. While Ishii did
definitely brand the doctrine as "Asiatic" Monroe
trine, the principles he enunciated were such as to
stitute a real "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine-that is, J
undertook not to violate the sovereignty and integrity
China, nor permit other nations to do so.
Mr. Lansing's statements further substantiate
Viscount Ishii proclaimed and declared it to be

"SENATOR BORAH. In view of the twenty-one dewhat construction did you place upon the question of Japan's special interest in China?
.
"SECRETARY LANSING. Only the specIal mterest that
comes from beine- contiguous to another country whose
peace and prospe~ity were i.nvolved.
. .
"SENATOR BORAH. No dIfferent specIal mterest from
that which we have in Canada?
"SECRETARY LANSING. No.
"SENATOR BORAH. Or which we have in Mexico?
"SECRETARY LANSING. Exactly." 13
Lansing also testified that Viscount Ishii, in insisting on the inclusion of a recognition of Japan's special
interests did mention that there should bea Monroe
Doctrin~ for the Far East, in response to which Mr.
Lansing explained that what special interest the United
States had in the Latin-American Republics was not
paramount influence, nor exclusive or special privileges, but rather the preservation to these Republics of
the power of self-development and immunity from out.
side interference:
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. "At a~oth~r interview we discussed the phrase
!nt~rest, which the Japanese Government had been
mSlstent upon, and which, with the explanation I
made, I was ~ot very strongly opposed to, thinking
the re~ffir~tlOn of the Open Door policy was the
essentIal thmg that we could have at this time'
;ve d~scu?sed the,phrase which appeared in the draft
special mterest, and I told him then that if it
:paramount interest,' I could not discuss it further'
1~ ?e meant special i?-terest based upon geographicai
sltlOn, I would cons1der the insertion of it in the
,:!,hen i~ was, during that same interview, that we
tlOned paramount interest' and he made a T"f>lrpT",p""'6
the Monroe Doctrine, and rather a suggestion that
should be a Monroe Doctrine for the Far East.
. "And I told him that there seemed to be .
hon ~s to the underlying principle of Monroe....·J~v.L!\
~hat It was not an assertion of primacy or
mterest by the United States in its relation to
can republics; that its purpose was to prevent
Powers from interfering with the separate rights
any nation in this hemisphere, and that the whole
was to preserve ~o each republic the power of
development. I said. further that S? far as aiding in
development the Untted States claimed no special
leges over other countries." 14
It ,is, therefore, clear that the special interests
Lanslllg recognized as Japan's in China, are no
than, and not different from, the special interests
~he Unite~ States in the other American republics.
l~ also. plam that the essential principle that he
?lzed III the u~derstanding was the principle of
~nterference, With the territorial integrity and
llldependence of China, either by Japan or other 'rnw"T";:~_
the same cardinal principle which governs the .n.urrer:ICJ
Monroe Doctrine. It is consequently not unsafe to
clu~e that in recognizing Japan's special interests
Chllla, due to the geographical proximity, Sf'C'T"f'tl'lln7
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inadvertently extended his recognition to Japan's
Monroe Doctrine.

Let us now compare and contrast Japan's "Asiat!c"
).{onroe Doctrine with the American Monroe Doctrme
try to discover the similarities and differences of
two policies. With respect to similarities, both are
on the principle of self-preservation. Just as the
United States would not permit further extension of the
European system in the Western hemisphere, for fear
that such an occurrence would endanger her own peace
and safety,15 so Japan would not permit any further
European aggression in China and Eastern Asia lest it
menace her own tranquillity and well-being.
Again, both doctrines are founded on the fundamental
principle of non-interference. While permitting the usual
intercourse based on international law and even war for
redress of wrong, collection of debts, vindication of justice, so long as such acts do not affect territorial integrity
and political independence, the United States would not
allow other non-American states to interfere with the
.territorial integrity of sister American Republics, by conquest, or colonization or extension of boundaries, or
transfer by purchase; nor would she allow any nonAmerican interference with the political independence
thereof by destruction of existing governments, or establishment of new governments, or control of government
through political and financial concessions. Likewise,
Japan would, while permitting usual commercial and political intercourse, put a similar injunction, as far as possible, on any further European aggression in China and
Eastern Asia that would interfere with the territorial
integrity and political independence of the same.
With respect to differences, however, there ar-e two
fundamental distinctions. In the first place, the American Monroe Doctrine carried a corollary of non-interference in the affairs of purely European or Asiatic
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concern. Hence the policy of no entangling
In other words, as the United States would not
non-American states to interfere with affairs of
American concern, so the United States reciprocates
measure by abstaining from affairs of purely E
or Asiatic concern. Thus the American Monroe
trine is founded on the principle of the Golden
This, however, does not place an absolute bar on
United States with reference to intervention in affairs
Europe or Asia. If her own interests should be
or the cause of humanity at stake, she would not
to intervene-a right sanctioned in international law.
But the "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine carries no
corollary; at least it does not up to the present
Japan did not abstain from affairs of European
Instead of avoiding entangling alliances, she ""1·., ..,,..-1
an alliance with Great Britain, and another with
in 1916. Instead of standing aloof from affairs
European concern, she participated in the World W
not as a disinterested belligerent but as an active ally
Great Britain, ousting Germany from Shantung
guarding the transportation routes between Great
and India and Australia. Once more, she
agreements with Russia in 1907 and 1910,
Russia to perpetrate in Outer Mongolia and North
churia what she herself intended to do in Eastern
Mongolia and South Manchuria.
In the second place, the American Monroe
prohibiting non-American states from interference
the Western hemisphere applies the similar injunction
the United States with equal force. That is, in
to other nations the doctrine of non-interference she
tices the doctrine herself and thus sets the
Further, she does not claim any primacy or
interest or special privileges. This restriction upon
self, however, does not preclude the possibility of
venti on, when her own interests are involved, or when
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Monroe Doctrine is jeopardized. Thus, she tempotook over the Governments of Haiti and San
'mrningo, not to extinguish the political independence of
states, but rather to preserve the same, and thus
safeguard the sanctity of the Monroe Doctrine.
But Tapan did not place the same restriction upon herInstead of observing the doctrine, she assaulted
sovereignty of China by the presentation of Group V
of the Twenty-one Demands. Instead of protecting the
territorial integrity of China, as Ishii pledged, she entertained territorial designs upon South Manchuria and
Eastern Inner Mongolia, and attempted to acquire the
sovereignty thereof by the demand for police power.
Instead of preserving the Open Door in China for the
trade of the world, she resorted to unfair means to attain
commercial predominance, to the· exclusion and therefore
detriment of the merchants of other foreign states. Thus,
she did not abstain from interference with the sovereignty
and integrity of China, which she asks the other powers
to do. In short, she did .not practice what she preached,
thus failing to set the necessary example.
The conclusion can, therefore, be reached that Japan's
'IAsiatic" Monroe Doctrine is like the American in that
it· is based on the principles of self-preservation and
non-interference, but unlike the American in that its
promoter did not reciprocate its spirit by refraining from
interference in affairs of European concern, nor set the
example of applying the same restriction on herself.
In closing, let us observe one further fact, that is,
the actions of the Washington Conference. It is to be
admitted that no pronouncement of the Asiatic Monroe
Doctrine was undertaken at the Conference, by J apim
or: any other Power, and yet it is to be noticed with significance that the principles thereof are embodied in the
fundamental principles adopted. The Powers other than
China 16 agree to respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial and administrative integrity of
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China, which cannot mean anything less than the
tion of foreign aggression on China's integrity and
ritory. They further undertake to provide the fullest
most unembarrassed opportunity to China to develop
maintain for herself an effective and stable
which signifies nothing less than non-intervention iR
political conditions of China. Thus, the basic n,.··'''~i~
of the Asiatic Monroe Doctrine, to wit, the <""p"".,i·i~
of foreign aggression and the non-intervention, are
embodied in the two fundamental principles adopted
the Washington Conference.
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XVI
WISDOM OF JAPAN'S POLICY IN CHINA
is but fitting and proper that we should at this
discuss the wisdom of Japan's policy. While
of her policies may have been affected by the actions
the Washington Conference, it is still necessary to
out the intrinsic wisdom of the various policies,
that the world may know what policies are harmful
wrong for Japan to take regarding China.
As we recall, Japan's policies in China turn on two
fundamental problems, the population problem of Japan
and the Chinese question. As we have also seen,
population problem of Japan results in the ad?ption
two policies towards China-those of economIC exploitation and terr~tor!al expansion. . Regarding the ~olicy
of economic explOltatlOn, we entertam for her the hIghest
good-will and the expectati0t; that she may s~cceed ~n converting herself from an agncultural to an mdustnal and
commercial nation. Particularly with reference to Japan's
needs for iron, coal and steel, we sympathize with our
neighbor and are quite willing to extend ou: cooperation.
What we desire in this matter, however, IS that Japan
should try to reach her ends in fair and legitimate ways,
What we do oppose is Japan's policy of territorial expansion in South Manchuria and East.ern Inner M~n
golia which form integral parts of Chma. . She ~lalms
that inasmuch as she has preserved the mtegnty of
Manchuria by her sacrifice in the Russo-Japanese War,
she is entitled to the territory.l But she should recall
that she fought the war, not primarily for the preserva255
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Hon of Manchuria, but rather for self-preservation.
indirect effect happened to be the preservation of
churia, but that does not entitle her to the
and sovereignty of South Manchuria and Eastern
Mongolia. The best she can ask is that she should
compensated for her sacrifice in forms of economic
cessions in these regions, and these China has
granted. To claim that inasmuch as she has n,.,,~o._.
South Manchuria in a war of self-defense she is ."~"'-''u
entitled to the t-erritory, is to claim
and equity would allow her.
Further, these regions, while not yet thickly
lated, are nevertheless quite well peopled by
20,000,000 Chinese. 2 For Japan to expand her tp"'ritt,~",t;,
limits so as to include this territory is to bring
her jurisdiction regions already well occupied by
Chinese. Hence any attempt on the part of Japan'
annex these lands will meet the hostile opposition
the people therein and the Chinese residing in
proper. For Japan to cut these integral parts of
from the body of the Chinese nation will create a
dition of Chinese irridenta, which will set up
walls of hatred between the two peoples. Besides,
though she might be able to absorb these regions,
would be confronted with the alternatives of being
by the united resistance of the Chinese in these rp('J",..",Q'
and in China proper, or of subjugating the
China proper. As Japan is bound to attempt the
gation of the Chinese in China proper as a measure
self-defense, the annexation of South Manchuria
Eastern Inner Mongolia will inevitably lead to """,,,t,,;;1",
struggle between the Chinese and the Japanese.
therefore, the Japanese are prepared to go the length
fighting the Chinese people and making them
enemies, her policy of territorial expansion in
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia is fraught
serious perils.

.."
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Furthermore, just as Japan needs an outlet for her
population, so China needs an outlet for her own.
increasing population needs Manchuria for
China's 400,000,000 will likewise increase and
the same relief. If Japan's claim to Manchuria,
based on the need of an outlet for surplus populabe valid, then China's claim to the same territory,
addition to her recognized ownership and occupation
is ten times better than that of Japan. Supthis claim of China, it is well said by an impartial
~l-.<,o..,,,pr' 3

"Told, as we have been over and over, that Japan
must have an outlet for her excess of population and
that Manchuria is the natural outlet, it is well to bear
mind that China also has a crowded population and
in the new condition in which the awakening Chinese
find themselves a movement toward the relief of
congested conditions is bound to manifest
in an attempt at redistribution. This will mean
outward. Manchuria is a natural outlet for
excess of China's population more truly than that
J
; and, as far as rights to this open field are conChina has, the better claim. The pressure of expopulation seeking an emigration outlet will probbe greater from China than from Japan-for there
are 400,000,000 Chinese as compared with 70,000,000
Japanese and Koreans, and the former are also no less
adept at 'replenishing the earth' than are the latter.
" ... To enter Manchuria the Chinese have but to step
through the breach in the great wall at Shanhaikwan or
to sail across the ninety miles of water between the Shantung Peninsula and the Liaotung Peninsula. As many
Chinese farmhands come and go between Chili and Shantung Provinces and Manchuria each year as there are
Japanese in South Manchuria after ten years of occupation. What people, then, would it seem, have the best
natural right to Manchuria; and what people, if events
are left to their natural course, will settle this great potenoutlet for excess population?"
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Moreover, Japan does not need other land, and
cially land well occupied by the Chinese, for
~_~
of finding an outlet for her surplus population.
has unused land within her own confines sufficient
support the growing population of Japan for the
half century. According to the estimates of an
expert, Japan has now about 15,400 square miles
cultivable land unusued and with these she can <::111""",,,....
a total population of from one hundred to one UU.liUI:e«
and fifty million, whereas the population numbered
December 31, 1918, only 57,070,936. 3A The
follows: 4
IJll·rn ....

"The Island Empire of Japan stretches along the
atic Coast through more than twenty-nine degrees
latitude from the southern extremity of Formosa
ward to the middle of Saghalien, some 2,300
miles; or from the latitude of middle Cuba to
north Newfoundland and Winnipeg; but the total
area is only 175,428 square miles and less than that
the three states of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota.
this total land area only 23,698 square miles are at
ent cultivated; 7,151 square miles in the three lU(:l,UUamlS
are weed and pasture lands. Less than fourteen per cent
of the entire land area is at present under cultivation.
"If all lands having a slope of less than fifteen
may be tilled, there yet remain in the four main "'''',111.1''
15,400 square miles to bring under cultivation, which is
an addition of 65.4 per cent to the land already cultivated.
"The lands yet to be reclaimed are being put under
cultivation rapidly, the amount improved in 1907 .
64,448 acres. If the new lands to be reclaimed can be
made as productive as those now in use, there should he
opportunity for an increase in population to the extent
of about 35,000,000 without changing the present ratio
of 3.4 people to the acre of cultivated land.
"While the remaining lands to be reclaimed are not as
inherently productive as those now in use, improvements
in management will more than compensate for this,
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empire is certain to quite double its present maincapacity and provide for at least a hundred milwith many more comforts of home and more
for the common people than they now enjoy.
1872 there has been an increase in the populaof Japan amounting to an annual average of about
cent, and if this rate is maintained the one hundred
mark would be passed in less than sixty years.
probable, however, that the increased acreage
cultivation and pasturage combined will more
keep pace with the population up to their limit, while
improvements in methods and crops will readily pera second like increment to her popuktion, bringing
for the present empire up to one hundred and fifty
Against this view, perhaps, is the fact that the
crop of the twenty years ending in 1906 is only thirtyper cent greater than the crop of 1838."
the aforesaid testimony clearly shows that Japan
enough land available for cultivation not yet
which can yield support to at least twice as many
for the next half century. Besides, Japan holds
Korea and South Saghalien, which offer a
opportunity for an expansion of popUlation of
20,000,000 to 25,000,000. 5
More than this, Japan has so far failed to prove her
CalJac:i't:y as a colonizing race. Despite her occupation
Formosa since 1895, and her efforts to stimulate
~migration thereto, through subsidies and financial assistof all sorts, only 148,831 Japanese (on December
1918) have been induced to settle there, constituting
4.06 per cent of the total population. 6 Similarly, in
case of Korea, in spite of the fact that it is the size
the British Isles, and has only about one-third of the
of Britain,1 although it is only eleven hours' sailfrom Shimonoseki, in all, 332,456 Japanese 8 (on
;lJt!cernb(!r 31, 1917) had settled there. Likewise, in the
of Manchuria, in spite of fifteen years or so of
exploitation and colonization, the number of Japanese
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residing there is reported to be only 122,367 9
1918).
This evident failure of Japan's attempts at ~VL'JUli,a
is due to three main reasons. The first is a
Japan is a warmer land than either Korea or
where cold weather prevails in winter. For this
Japanese farmers prefer Japan to Korea or
The second reason is the clan psychology of the
They do not like to leave their relatives and native
for life. They prefer to remain at home, if
and if driven to Korea or Manchuria, they will stay
only as long as is necessary to accumulate a
amount of money, and then return to Japan. The
reason, probably the strongest, is the inability of
Japanese to compete with the Chinese. Given equal
the Chinese invariably excel the Japanese, both in
earning capacity and work. In face of this
economic competition, Japanese settlers have
retire (which many of them do) or to secure
mental aid or to resort to unfair means, which
them not infrequently employ to gain a livelihood.
short, given equal terms, the Japanese have often
prove to be the equal to the Chinese in economic.
petition.
-".UQ,Ll\;

"Amongst many things that impress one on
Manchuria, after an interval of years, most
is the evidence which confronts one on
the economic inferiority of the Japanese, when
with the Chinese, either as merchants, farmers,
or manual laborers. The Japanese have firmly
their Imperium in Imperio throughout :S0111thern
churia: . . . but the basic factor of the
ever in the Chinaman's ant-like qualities of sober
and ceaseless labor." 11
It is, therefore, quite evident that however Japan
attempt to absorb Manchuria, none but the Chinese
ever really inherit the land.
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What is worse, any attempt on the part of Japan to
South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia
be fatal to herself. Not only will this create hatred
the two peoples, but will inevitably cause the
of Japan. She fought Russia for the integrity
China in Manchuria, and now eats her own words
desires to annex the very same territory which she
not allow Russia to take. If Russia met her defeat
the seizure and occupation of Port Arthur and Dalny
she had dispossessed Japan of the same, would
not meet the same fate if she should follow the
that once led Russia to defeat?
Obviously, the solution of Japan's problem of excess
JUL<HW'U should not take the form of territorial expanin South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia,
she is bound to meet the opposition of the Chinese.
should rather take the form of industrial and commerexpansion. In this regard, she should follow the
path of other nations who have successfully solved
same problem. Take for example Germany. Prior
1880, before her industrial and commercial developlarge numbers of Germans had to emigrate, but
industries were established, the population increased
about forty to approximately seventy millions, and,
of emigration, immigration began. Belgium and
more thickly populated than Japan, do not have to
emigration, the increase of their population being
by growing industries. If Japan would learn
the experiences of other nations, she would abandon
policy of territorial expansion and devote her enerto the policy of industrial and commercial expansion.
Conceding, for argument's sake, that Japan must have
outlet for her surplus population, for which, as we
shown, there is as yet no necessity, Japan ought
direct her policy of territorial expansion toward realready well occupied by the Chinese or other
; rather she should seek territories unoccupied or
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only sparsely populated. Still better, she should
the land to be occupied by the Japanese, thus
the seizure of any territory which she cannot
without a clear conscience. Finally, should she
find any such unoccupied or sparsely populated land
colonization, or should she fail to effect purchases,
could send her surplus population to South
and Eastern Inner Mongolia, provided they were
to settle under Chinese sovereignty.
Passing from the population problem of Japan, we
come to the Chinese question. For reasons
stated, she considers the Chinese question as one
affecting her own welfare and destiny, in conseq
which she maintained the policy of an Asiatic
Doctrine toward the Western Powers and that of
control toward China. Regarding the policy of her
Monroe Doctrine, if it were a genuine one, we
have no quarrel with Japan, but, on the contrary,
would have full respect therefor; but as regards
policy of political control, we differ and take open
In the first place, granting for argument's sake
the political instability of a state, as it affects the
and safety of a neighboring nation, justifies political
tr01, there is as yet no imminent necessity for such a
in the case of China. However dark the outlook
her political conditions may be, for Japan to
Chinese sovereignty in 1915 by the presentation
Group V of the Twenty-one Demands is nothing
than a flagrant disregard of the sensitiveness of
Chinese. The United States acquired political
of Haiti and San Domingo, but this was done only
her Monroe Doctrine was in danger and only in
preserve the sovereignty of these states and not to
nate or subjugate them. Japan desired to playa
in China similar to that of the United States in Haiti
San Domingo, but Japan made a premature move,
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was as yet no exigency, and especially when Japan
failed to live up to a genuine Asiatic Monroe Doctrine.
the second place, frankly speaking, Japan is not
nor worthy to obtain political control of China.
she desired political control primarily to forecontrol, she nevertheless had the unworthy
of controlling China so that she might always
able to keep her a subordinate and a tool of Japan.
she desired control, not for the welfare of China,
for her own interest-not to hold it as a secred trust,
as a means of exploiting China's immense natural
and to dominate all the races of the Orient.12
Japan's record in Korea has been such that few
men will contend that she is qualified to
her control any further into the mainland of Asia.
of treating the Koreans as equals and of the
race, as she now professes in regard to the Chinese,
treated them as inferiors-the hewers of wood and
of water for the Japanese. Instead of preserving
integrity and nationality of Korea, as she professes
he case of China, she aimed to absorb Korea and to
Korean nationalityY In view of such a
abuse of political power over a subject people,
she changes her Korean policy, the impartial mind
but declare Japan unworthy and disqualified to
further political control over other peoples in
Asia.
the third place, were Japan qualified, her policy of
control would no doubt meet the bitter opposiof the Chinese. They are determined to preserve
independence and sovereignty, just as any selfpeople would. Nay, pacific as they are, they
ready to fight and die for their home and liberty.
began the Revolution of 1911, partly to overthrow
yoke of the Manchus, but largely to gain the reins
government so that they could save themselves from
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partition or control. Will a people capable of
this be so low as not to resist foreign control,
larly that of Japan? The student strike and ecclUomir
boycott following the Shantung decision further
denced the true spirit of Chinese nationalism. Can
nation that is able to rise as one man to protest
the wreckage of their heritage and injustice to
national cause be so supine as not to give a death
to any Power that would deprive them of their
pendence? It is certain that any policy on the
of Japan to control China will meet the united
of 400,000,000 democratic and liberty-loving Chinese.
In the fourth place, Japan's policy to control
will inevitably encounter the opposition of Western
ers. China is such a large and rich country and
commercial interests of the other Powers therein are
immense that the VV-estern nations will not permit J
to control her alone. Should there be any necessity
control, the Powers would unite and effect a scheme
international control, rather than allow Japan to
China alone. "In the long run, if China requires
or control, it must come from an international
cert. . . ." 14 Again, the formation of the New
national Banking Consortium at the close of the
War should convince the Japanese that the
Powers would not let Japan gain a stranglehold
China's finance, but, if necessary, would
the control. The failure to exempt South Manchuria
Eastern Inner Mongolia from the scope of the New
sortium should further convince Japanese statesmen
the Powers, by the advent of the New Consortium,
determined to forestall any attempt on the part of J
to gain territorial expansion or political control
China.
Finally, were she able to overcome these obstacles
acquire control of China, it is doubtful whether J
would be able to solve the Chinese question.
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the Chinese must solve their own questions, detertheir own destiny, and work out their own salvation.
may render assistance in the solution, but she can
perform the task which the Chinese must do
themselves.
The solution of Chinese questions does not lie in politicontrol. It lies r~ther in sympathetic assistance and
.It does not permit of insolent affront to
~"'TP,.,~iO',ntv of China. It rather calls for the proof a genuine "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine. It does
require that Japan should be the overlord and master
China. It rather desires that Japan should be the helpand friend of China.
Turning now from the Chinese question, we come to
's policy of paramount influence. As we have seen,
policy is a product partly of the popUlation problem
Japan and partly of the Chinese question. Based on
needs of a surplus population, this policy aims to acthe largest sphere of influence and trade predomiFounded on the necessity of the Chinese question,
policy proposes to secure a leading role or a special
;pC.sIt·lon in China. Regarding this policy we wish to rethat Japan should attain her ends in a fair and
'lq;ll!J.ll<1"'" way.
First of all, she must not achieve her paramountcy in
trade by unfair means. 15 She must not try to exclude
competition by preferential rates or other means
judicial discrimination. On the contrary, she must
1Ua.nncHH. the principle of the equal opportunity of trade,
as reqUlred by the Open Door doctrine.
Secondly, she must not attempt to achieve her parainfluence by disre~arding Chinese sovereignty.
should not have occupIed the Tsingtau-Tsinan Raillying within Chinese jurisdiction and in defiance of
repeated protests of China. She should not have
"~'4UJlL"'1"'U police stations in Shantung and Manchuria ill
evident usurpation of Chinese sovereignty, nor should
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she have stationed her troops along the Chinese
Railway, which was assigned to the protection of
Chinese Government.
Finally, to claim special interests in China, she
fulfill special duties toward that country. As right
duty are correlatives, Japan cannot enjoy special
in China without fulfilling special duties. As it is,
ever, she not only has failed to fulfill special duties
ing from geographical propinquity and racial
but has grossly disregarded her duties and
upon the rights of China. Her seizure of the
railway and mines in Shantung, her police stations,
troops along the Chinese Eastern Railway, not to
tion Group V of the Twenty-one Demands-all
so loud to the violation of her special obligations
she has almost forfeited any special rights that
might have acquired by reason of her sacrifices in
Russo-Japanese War, or by virtue of geographical
pinquity and racial kinship. If, therefore, Japan
to claim special rights in China, she must fulfin
duties arising out of such propinquity and kinship.
other words, the similar natural advantages that
her, as she claims, special rights in China, impose on
corresponding special duties.
We have so far dealt with the errors 17-23 of J
solving her own population problem and the
question, and in reaching the position of paramount
fluence. We will now see how she should change
policy. She cannot apply her five policies at the
time, as she has so far attempted to do. They
reconcilable and inconsistent with one another. She
not adopt the policy of territorial expansion and
control, and yet at the same time expect to achieve
mercia! expansion or to enforce the Asiatic Monroe
trine. Similarly, she cannot adopt the policy of
exploitation or of commercial expansion and the
Monroe Doctrine, and yet at the same time aim to
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expansion and political control. She must
the one or the other.
she choose the policy of territorial expansion
political control, she should then abandon the policy
ommercial expansion, outright, for such a policy will
kill the good-will of the Chinese and hinder
relations. Similarly, she should honestly disthe "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine, for a policy of terriexoansion and political control will so violate the
~__;_Mn'p" of her "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine that it will
"'_,.,.,W1P like sounding brass. Besides, she must be fully
to fight the Chinese, as the latter are deterto preserve their homes and liberty. In that case,
will have to lay upon herself and her people the
burden of militarism, with the inevitable conof exorbitant taxation, the high cost and low
of living, a low intellectual and moral standing,
the backwardness of industry and degeneration of
24
She must further be prepared to meet the united
opposition of the Great Powers, particularly Great Britain
the United States, who, pledged as they are to the
Door doctrine, will not let Japan alone to extend
territorial limits in China or gain the political conthere. It is practically certain that any attempt on
the part of Japan to seek territorial expansion or political control will result in the ruin of Japanese trade in
China, the nullification of her "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine,
the bitter opposition of the Chinese, the curse of militarism and the opposition and disapprobation of the
Powers. 25
On the other hand, should Japan adopt the policy of
commercial expansion and an "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine,
she must first abandon the policy of territorial expansion
and political control, which, as we have seen, are inconsistent and irreconcilable with the policy of commercial
expansion and her "Asiatic" Monroe Doctrine. Having done so, she can then consistently seek the good-
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will of the Chinese by the maintenance of a genuine
roe Doctrine which she proposes to employ as a
to protect the territorial integrity and political ,,...-10., ___
ence of China. Having thus won the good-will of
Chinese, her commercial expansion and position of
mount influence will naturally and inevitably follow.
other words, she should revert to the days preceding
victories over Russia and observe strict adherence to
the principles of the Open Door, with this difference
however, that the passive pledge to respect the integrit~
and independence of China should be changed to a positive engagement to defend the same. In this case, Japan
can remain in peace with China and maintain friendship
with the other Powers. Thus can she attain her destiny
of becoming the leader and defender of the Far East for
the next generation.
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JAPAN'S POLICY AFTER CONFERENCE

XVII
THE CHANGE OF JAPAN'S POLICY AFTER
THE WASHINGTON CONFERENCE
So far we have looked at the fivefold policy of Japan
and discussed the wisdom thereof. We will now forecast the future or the change of her policy in view of
the actions of the Washington Conference.
It is at the outset to be understood that when we say
of the change of Japan's policy in China, it does not
mean that Japan throws overboard the five policies or
ignores the two fundamental problems actuating these
policies. It simply means that Japan has recognized the
vital change of the Far Eastern and world situations
and that any further pursuit of her cherished policies
will be impracticable, and, what is worse, ruinous. It
is evident that, as long as the two fundamental problems
exist,-Japan's population problem and the Chinese question,-should a favorable opportunity again present itself, as it did during the World War, Japan would not
hesitate to revive her fivefold policy,-Economic Exploitation, Territorial Expansion, Paramount Influence,
Political Control, and the adoption of the Asiatic Monroe Doctrine. That is, should the Powers again be withdrawn to the battlefields of Europe and China once more
left divided and helpless, Japan would not hesitate to
lower the mask again and disclose her original designs.
With this understanding, let us proceed to forecast
the change of Japan's policy. As I have said, the change
of Japan's policy after the Washington Conference is
partly due to the recognition of the vital changes of the
Far Eastern and world situations and partly because of
the actions of the Washington Conference. She recog270
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nizes first the opposition and hatred of the Chinese, particularly with regard to her policy of political control
and territorial expansion, developing into an intense
boycott against. the Japanese goods, resulti?g in ~he fail'ure, if not rum, of the Japanese trade m Chma. In
other words, while intending to solve her own population
probleu: by mea~s of both economic exploitation and
territonal expanSlOn, she brought to her own harm the
boomerang of the Chinese boycott, which effectually frustrated her commercial expansion in China,-so vital a
measure for her economic prosperity and the solution of
her own population problem.
Again, she took cognizance of another vital fact,the return of the Powers from the battlefields of Europe
to the concession-hunting ground of Cathay. Observing
the formation of the New International Banking Consortium, the exclusion of her reservation regarding South
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia from the scope
thereof, the rise of the United States as a world leader and
her determination to maintain the Open Door Doctrine in
China,-she realized that the opportunity of a thousand
years, as the Black Dragon Society called it, had passed,
and that her cherished policies of political control and
territorial expansion would undoubtedly meet the united
disapprobation of the other Powers, and that she had
to modify her policies to such an extent as to fall in line.
Besides, at the Washington Conference, together with
the other Powers, she covenanted to observe the principles of the Open Door Doctrine in China: 1
"( 1) To respect the sovereignty, the independence,
and the territorial and administrative integrity of China;
"(2) To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed
opportunity to China to develop and maintain for herself
an effective and stable government;
"(3) To use their influence for the purpose of effectually establishing and maintaining the principle of
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equal opportunity for the commerce and industry of
nations throughout the territory of China;
"( 4) To refrain from taking advantage of COIld11:ic
in China in order to seek special rights or .
would abridge the rights or citizens of
or from countenancing action inimical to the
such States." (Article I, The Nine Power Treaty
Moreover, she not only undertook to observe
fundamental principles, but also firmly declared her
tention, in conjunction with the other Powers,
eluding China, not to violate them:
"The Contracting Powers agree not to enter into
treaty, agreement, arrangement, or understanding,
with one another, or, individually or collectively,
any Power or Powers, which would infringe or .
the principles stated in Article I." (Art. II, Nine
Treaty.)
Unless treaties are mere scraps of paper and the
ers do not mean what they solemnly covenant, this
firmation of the principles of the Open Door
on the part of Japan cannot mean anything less
that she is, hereafter, committed to the
thereof, and that her policies with regard to China
to be modified accordingly.
Further, in the Nine Power Treaty, conjointly
the other Powers, Japan outlaws the practice of
spheres of influence (Article III and IV) and
lies and preferences abridging the rights of other
tionals or frustrating the application of the principle
equal opportunity by virtue of their scope, duration
geographical extent.
ARTICLE III
"With a view to applying more effectually the
ciples of the Open Door or equality of opportunity
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for the trade and industry of all nations, the ConPowers, other than China, agree that they will
nor support their respective nationals in seek(a) any arrangement which might purport to estabin favor of their interests any general superiority
rights with re.spect to co~mercial ~r economic developin any desIgnated regIOn of Chma;
"(b) any such monopolies or preferences as would deprive the nationals of any other Power of the right of
undertaking any legitimate trade or industry in China,
of participating with the Chinese Government, or with
local authority, in any category of public enterprise,
which by reason of its scope, duration and geographextent is calculated to frustrate the practical appliof the principle of equal opportunity. .
"It is understood that the foregoing stipulations of
Article are not to be so construed as to prohibit the
';~nt1i~it1rm of such properties or rights as may be necesto the conduct of a particular commercial, indusor financial undertaking or to the encouragement
invention and research.
"China undertakes to be guided by the principles
in the foregoing stipulations of this Article in
with the applications for economic rights and
from Governments and nationals of all foreign
, whether parties to the present Treaty or not."
ARTICLE IV
Contracting Powers agree not to support any
by their respective nationals with each other
.tleE:tgrled to create Spheres of Influence or to provide for
of mutually exclusive opportunities in
"deSl~nal:ed parts of Chinese territory."
"',"U''''UL''

cannot mean less than the end of the practice of
spheres of influence and the abandonment of all
monopolies and preferences as above described.
, to be consistent, Japan will have to
her practice of the spheres of influence
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and discountenance such monopolies and
Again, together with other Powers, while -~""'''''-n
primarily placed on the shoulders of China not
tice nor permit any unfair discrimination
whole of her railways, particularly with respect to
way charges and facilities on ground of nationality,
pan undertakes a corresponding obligation to
the same injunction.
"China agrees that, throughout the whole of the
ways in China, she will not exercis~ nor permit
crimination of any kind. In parttcular there shall
discrimination whatever, direct or indirect, in
charges or of facilities on the ground of the
of passengers or the countrie.s .from which <?r to
they are proceeding, or the onglll or ownershIp of
or the country from which or to wh~ch they are
signed, or the nationality or ownershIp of the shi
other means of conveying such passengers or goods
fore or after their transport on the Chinese Rail
"The Contracting Powers, other than China,
a corresponding obligation in respect of any of the
said railways over which they or their nationals
a position to exercise any control in virtue of any
cession, special agreement or otherwise." (Article
This means that Japan can no more practice any
fair discrimination throughout the whole of the
in China under her control or management.
Finally, in the Nine Power Treaty, conjointly
the other Powers, Japan undertakes to communicate
and frankly with the other Contracting Powers,
ever a situation arises involving the application .of
provisions.
"The Contracting Powers agree that, whenever a
uation arises which in the opinion of anyone of
involves the application of the stipulations of the
Treaty, and renders desirable discussion of such
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there sh~lI be full and frank communication between
Contractlllg Powers concerned." (Article VII.)
signifies ~hat, in undertaking to communicate, J ahas commItted herself to the policy of international
~ co:nmon policy of the Powers in vogue
Chlllese Revolution of 1911.
d.,-HJH.-

v"',,,,',,10' from the vital changes of circumstances and

actions of the Washington Conference, which have
to the changes of Japan's policy, let us now observe
the five policies of Japan in China are to be modified
Re~spcectlilg the policy ?f economic exploitation, Japan'~
.
a?d dy?amiC ~eeds which find their expres10 the polIcy WIll remam the same, that is, the presof th~ populati?n against food supply, the need of
matenals, pa:-t1cularIy in iron, steel, coking coal,
of a commercIal market in China for the manufacproducts of Japan. As is well said by the Japanese
. at the Washington Conference:

i~, in~eed, to the Asiatic Mainland that we must
prImanly for raw. materials and for markets where
manufactured artIcles may be sold. Neither raw
nor the m.arkets can be had, unless order hapand prospenty reign in China, under good and
government." 2
he ways an~ means, h?wever, of executing this policy
be apprec~abl'y ~odlfied. Instead of carrying on
explOItatIOn 111 South Manchuria, Eastern Inner
Shantung, and Hanyehping, she surrendered
former Ger~an rights. in ~hantung, 3 retaining, how.the economIC concessIOns 111 the other regions above
Instead of insisting on the exclusive enjoyof .ce:-tain industries and resources of China, what
wlth111 the scope of the New Consortium she will
turn over thereto and join in a common policy of
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cooperative exploitation. . Instead of infringing
China's sovereignty, she wIll have to pay due
she has solemnly pledged to do so. Instead of
the door of equal opportunity, she will be
.
uphold the principle. and keep the door of e~onomlc
prise in China as wide and as open as possIble.
It is therefore, within reason to expect that wIth
vital change of international situat~ons ~nd the
of the Washington Conference, whtle s~lll
policy of economic exploitation, s?e will np.vp,.th"l",
shape and modify it as to make tt compahb~e and
sistent with the policies of th~ New }nternatl.onal
ing Consortium and the principles laId ?own III the
Power Treaty, or, in other words, with the
international cooperation and the Opel: D.oor
With reference to her policy of terrItorIal
which, as we have seen, together with that of
exploitation, constitutes one of the t.wo ~ays of
the Japanese population pr:oblem, Ill. view of
pledge to respect the s~v:relgr:ty, ~he 11l.~ltfJ'Cll'UCll\X.
the territorial and admmlstratlve mtegrIty of
stipulated in Article I of the Nin.e P.ower .Treaty,
expected that unless the terri tonal 1l1tegnty of
does not cove: that of Manchuria and unless J .
not mean to live up to her own covenant, the
territorial expansion in the direction of oSouth.~u.,,,,u,.u ...
and Eastern Inner Mongolia, incompatible WIth
unequivocal and solemn undertaking, will ll'-J,,-a.."'-L
dormant. This does not, however, mean tdh.a~ Jaran
forthwith abandon a cherished and tra 1t10n~
merely with the conclusion of a treaty .. She ~I11 on
contrary demand the fulfillmer:t of certa1l1 specIfic
tions for the burial of her pollcy.
.
· t t'nasmuch as South ManchurIa
F Irs,
. 1 and
d Eastern
ner Mongolia are so geoographlc.a ly an
·1 ted as to constitute the first hne of defense
old
oca possessions on the A"
pan's
slatIc ma1l1
an an d
0
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safety as an insular empire, she will insist that these
regions should not be menaced by any foreign agor encroachment. Just as the Russian advance
aggression in 1900-1904 in Manchuria threatened
own safety and thus brought about the conflict
1904-1905, so Japan would be compelled to keep a
watch over these regions, if not for the sake of
at least for the sake of her Own preservation.
ond, inasmuch as the integrity of these two regions
be endangered, not only by foreign aggression, but
by the waywardness and weakness of China, she
insist that Chin~ sho~Id assume the full responsibility
the 1l1tegrIty of these regions as against
outside intruder. This condition is rendered all
more necessary, when account is taken of the fact
when Russia in conjunction with Germany and
had forc~d J ~pan to disgorge the Lioatung Penby the Tnpartite Intervention of 1895 and China
regained the possession of the strategi~ land, she
leased Port Arthur and Talienwan to Russia
1898, thus leading to the subsequent Russo-Japanese
of 1904-1905.
Third, in view of the strategic importance of South
.. .an? Eastern Inner Mongolia to her security,
wIll 1l1SlSt that the strategic railways and concesshe holds therein, exclusive of those transferred
the New International Banking Consortium 4 and the
. strongholds which she now occupies, namely,
. and Dalny, sho:t!d not be unnecessarily disor vItally n:en~ced eIther by China or any other
these constItutIllg a part of her national defense
unless the integrity of South Manchuria and
Inner Mongolia should be menaced by any forPo,:er, or China fail to mai~tain the integrity of
reglOns, or unless the strategIc holdings and safeof Japan in these regions should be menaced,
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it is expected that Japan would pocket her p~licy of
ritorial expansion and let it lie dorman:, until the
national situations should change agam, or the
conditions be violated. Conversely, with the
of the three conditions, she will be obligated to
her policy of territorial expansion.
With respect to the policy of pa:amount influ~nce,
desire for the largest sphere of 111fluence, whIch
actuated the policy, will have to be abandoned. The
of the New International Banking Consortium,
definition of the principle of equal opportunity of
in the Nine Power Treaty, as debarring the
the spheres of influence, render this desire for the
sphere of influence impracticable .and .unwe1co~e.
Japan relinquished the preferent=al nghts relatm~ to
eign assistance in capital, matenal and persor:s 111
tung previously enjoyed by the Germans by vIrtue
Convention of March 6, 1898, restored all the
German rights in Shantung for the. repaym~nt of
assessed value of the Tsingtao-Tsman RaIlway,
opened the Tsinan-Shunteh and Kaomi-Hsuchowfu
cessions to the joint activities of the New
thus renouncing Shantung as her sphere of ini1ut!nc'
In addition, she renounced her preferential
certain rights in South Manchuri~ and Eastern
Mongolia. In response to the Ch111ese clamor f
abrogation of the Treaties of May ~s.. 1915,. s~:
her readiness to throw open to the J0111t act1VItles of
New Consortium the right of option granted
in favor of Japanese capital, with regard to loa~s
the construction of railways in South Manchuna
Eastern Inner Mongolia and to loans to be
taxes in these regions, excepting the agreement or
standing reached between the governments ar:d the
cial groups participating in the New ConsortlUm
to the scope thereof, the said agreement being as
lows: 5

W. Lamont to N. Kajiwara, May 11, 1920.
1)

That the South Manchuria Railway and its
branches, together with the mines which are subto the railway, do not come within the scope of
consortium;
(2) that the. projected T~onanfu-Jehol Railway and
ratlway connectmg a pomt on the Taonan.
Railway with a seaport are to be included within
of the Consortium Agreement;
that the Kirin-Huining, the Chengkiatun-Taothe Changchun-Taonanfu, the Kaiyuan-Kirin (via
), the Kirin-Changchun, the Sinminfu-Moukden
the Ssupingkai-Chengkiatun Railways are outside the
of the joint activities of the- consortium."
, she waived her preferential right under the
of May 25, 1915, respecting South Manchuria and
Inner Mongolia, concerning the engagement by
of Japanese advisers or instructors in political,
1l1<1,11t:,LCU, military, or police matters in South Manchuria.
by renouncing or waiving these rights of option
preference, she virtually surrendered the practice of
of influence in these regions, notwithstanding her
~{;t:I!lHJIl! of all the economic concessions and strategic
'HU!UU.!<!::> therein.5A
Again, the attainment of trade predominance through
. discriminations and preferences will have to be
The Nine Power Treaty having defined
equal opportunity of trade as outlawing, not only
practice of the spheres of influence, but also monopand preferences abridging the rights of other naor frustrating the application of the principle of
opportunity of trade by virtue of their scope,
and geographical extent, and imposed upon
and other Powers alike the obligation not to pracor permit any unfair discrimination throughout the
of the Chinese railways, particularly with respect
to railway charges and facilities on ground of nation-
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ality, it is but evident that, to be consistent, Japan
have to abandon such monopolies and preferences
unfair discrimination in railway matters and {'n'.... ~ •• L
the commercial arena on basis of equal opportunity.
is well said by a Japanese official spokesman at
Washington Conference:

Japan will yet make the best endeavor to win the
predominance,-a goal which she would have
during the World War, had it not been for the
of the Shantung Question, the Twenty-one
and the consequent Chinese boycott. Aptly
the Japanese spokesman declare:

"N or are we actuated by any intention of securing
erential or exclusive economic rights in China.
should we need them? Why should we be afraid of
eign competition in the Chinese market provided
conducted squarely and honestly? Favored by
kal position, and having fair knowledge of
requirements of the Chinese people, our traders and
ness men can well take care of themselves in their
mercial, industrial, and financial activities in China
out any preferential or exclusive rights." 6

"We are vitally interested in a speedy establishment
and unity in China and in the economic developher vast natural resources. It is, indeed, to the
mainland that we must look primarily for raw
and for markets where our manufactured armay be sold. . . .

The abandonment, however, of the practice
spheres of influence and such monopolies, nrc~tf'l'pn
and unfair discrimination in railway matters, as are
the purview of the Nine Power Treaty, does not
the relinquishment of the policy of paramount .
On the contrary, the policy will be executed with
vigor as ever, save in harmony with the vital change
the situation and the principles of the Nine
Treaty. Japan will still endeavor to attain trade
dominance in China. In fact with the settlement 0
Shantung question and the emasculation of parts of
Treaties of May 25, 1915, and the withdrawal of
reservation to Group V of the Twenty-one
Japan expects that the Chinese boycott against
goods may break down and that good will, so
to trade prosperity, may yet revive. In view of the
sible and probable change of sentiment, or at least
relaxation of the strains between the two peoples,
the possible breakdown of the boycott and the
of good will and amicable relations, it is safe to

"We do not seek any territory in China, but we do seek
field of economic activity beneficial as much to China
to Japan, based always on the principle of the open
and equal opportunity." 7
Further, as another means of carrying out the policy
paramount influence, Japan will still aim to attain
predominance in China by the propagation of
new culture and civilization,-a product of the har.
of the Eastern and Western civilizations,she conceives to be her national mission to proseFinally, she will strive to maintain her special position
uphold her special interests in China. Whatever the
of the special claim, be it geographical proor the dependence on China for national exand prosperity, and whatever the purport and
f....'w ..btinf1 of "special interests," be it paramount inor non-intervention, it is evident that she will
this claim as strenuously as ever, consistent
with the principles of the Open Door Doctrine
the policy of international cooperation. Barring the
by the United States of her special interests
China through the Lansing-Ishii Agreement, the J apa,UH\,Q.L'VU
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nese Delegation at the Sixth Plenary Session
Washington Conference, that is, after the
the observance of the Open Door Doctrine as
in the Nine Power Treaty, made the public
that special interests of Japan in China was a fact
that she purported to continue and maintain the
"W,ith hundreds of thousands of our nationals
in China, with enormous amounts of our capital
vested there, and with our national existence largely
pendent on that of our neighbor, we are naturally
terested in that country to a greater extent than any
the countries remotely situated.
. "To say that J ap~n has special interests in China
sImply to state a plam and actual fact. It intimates
claim or pretension of any kind prejudicial to China
to any other foreign nation." 8
It is, therefore, obvious that consistent with the
ciples of the Open Door Doctrine, while <l.U,ilH..lUnmll
practice of the spheres of influence and such mCll1olpo:[il
preferences and unfair discriminations in
ters, as are covered by the stipulations of the Nine
Treaty, Japan will yet endeavor to continue her
of paramount influence in China, through the
of trade predominance, the propagation of her new
ture and civilization, and the maintenance of her
position or special interests in China.
Relating to the policy of political control,
that the Powers, returning to China as their
ground for concessions, would not permit Japan
to control China, and having covenanted to respect
sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial and
ministrative integrity of China and to provide the
and most unembarrassed opportunity to China to
ve10p and maintain for herself an effective and
government, which banishes any scheme of the DOJlIUC:at,
J
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of China, it is manifest that Japan will have to
the policy of political control. Hence, at the
Conference, in reply to the Chinese clamor
aI1l:rUl.lU\o.llL of the Treaties of May 25, 1915, she
her readiness to withdraw the reservation to
V of the Twenty-one Demands which symbolized
policy of political control:
is further ready to withdraw the reservation
she made, in proceeding to the signature of the
Tatlanese Treaties and Notes of 1915, to the effect
V of the original proposals of the Japanese
would be postponed for future negotiation." 9
withdrawal of the reservation signifies that Japan
recognized the futility and impossibility of the policy
that she is relieved of the apprehension of a Westcontrol of China by the adoption of the principles
the Nine Power Treaty. Such being the case, it is
contingent on two requirements. First, the
that make a Japanese control of China impossible
futile, such as the return of the Powers and the
International Banking Consortium should continue
exist. The disappearance of these checks might cause
revival of the policy. Second, the Powers should obthe fundamental principles in relation to China as
.~LJ!I.JWLdL'AJ in Article I of the Nine Power Treaty, holding
off from any aggression on China. Any vioof the same might give Japan the excuse to resume
old policy. With the fulfillment, however, of these
vital conditions, it is safe to state that Japan's policy
political control will hereafter lie dormant.
With regard to the Asiatic Monroe Doctrine, as we
seen, its basic principles are already embodied in
the fundamental principles adopted at the Washington
Conference and embodied in the Nine Power Treaty.
respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the terand administrative integrity of China cannot mean
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anything less than the cessation or prevention of the
eign aggression on China to be undertaken by the
tracting Powers. To provide the fullest and most
barrassed opportunity to China to develop and
for herself an effective and stable government
mean anything less than non-intervention and
assistance. As the Asiatic Monroe Doctrine
to preserve China or other states in the
against aggression and intervention from
states, it is manifest that these high purposes are
embodied in the above principles. Whether Japan
reassert the Doctrine in future or not, she alone can
but no matter whether she does so or not, Article I of
Nine Power Treaty embodying the above principles
already enunciated and rea:lized the basic principles
the Asiatic Monroe Doctrine.

PART IV
AIRMENTS OF CHINA'S SOVEREIGNTY
XVIII
EXTRATERRITORIALITY AND CONSULAR
JURISDICTION
have so far surveyed the policies of the Great
in China, dealt in Part II with Russia, France,
, Great Britain and the United States, and in
III, exclusively with Japan. We will now proceed
consider the impairment of China's sovereignty, as
ire~;entea by Extraterritoriality and Consular JurisdicSettlements and Concessions, Leased Territories,
of Influence, the Most Favored Nation Treatand Tariff Autonomy. We will begin with the
Extraterritoriality and Consular J urisdic-
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By extraterritoriality is meant "a form of privilege or
consisting of a limitation of territorial sovwith regard to certain persons and certain places,
under international law enjoy the privilege of
. outside the jurisdiction of the state in whose
they are situated;" 1 or, in short, it is "an exexemption from the operation of the !.ocallaw." 2
Defined as such, it is a privilege granted in limitation of
sovereignty. In international law it is a fundaprinciple that the territorial sovereign exercises
power over all the people, natives or aliens, rewithin the limits of his territory. With the conof this privilege, however, the supreme power
the territorial sovereign is limited or impaired to the
that aliens enjoying this form of special privilege
exempted from the jurisdiction of his tribunals.
Again, it is a privilege that confers the right to exercise
,ns,dicti'lon over the nationals in a foreign territory.
285
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This right is usually exercised by legislation
legislative organ of the government, thus making
to govern nationals abroad, and through the '''''','<--authorities accruing from laws thus made in
diplomatic officers residing abroad, and also in the
lishment of consular courts and other
courts for the administration of justice in the
nationals. In brief, it extends jurisdiction Over
re~l~ of .anothe~ st~te and functions with respect to
mmlstratlOn of Justice over nationals abroad on
of the territorial sovereign.
Besid~s, .it is a p~ivilege granted with the consent
the terrItorIal sovereIgn by way of conventions or
which form the basis of the privilege and without
no foreign Power has the inherent right to enjoy
same. Considered in this light, it is, consequently,
a. delegated power from the territorial sovereign to
elgn states enjoying the privilege. As such, in
with the established rules of interpretation, the
of. the delegated power must be founded on express or
phed grant; any undelegated or un surrendered
construed to remain intact with the territorial
and, in case of doubt, the uncertainty will be a
favor of the sovereign grantor. In other words, the
of strict construction will apply.
:t:urther, it is a. pr~vilege gr~nte~ only for so long
pe~lOd as the terrItorIal sovereign IS not capable of
fillmg the duties of administering justice and
protection to life, liberty and property in accord
modern or Western standards .of civilization. This,
facto, means that as soon as the territorial
.
cap~ble and ready to fulfill the necessary duties,
pnvIlege should be surrendered. It is thus a T"11' ....r',.·
privilege exacted to penalize the territorial '<(\1,,,,..,,,0'' '
the :elat~ve bac~wardness of its judicial system, and
the lmplIed obhgation to surrender the same as soon
the judicial administration of the territorial
H'
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advanced to a certain degree of proficiency. "The
of Japan is an example of the readiness of the
to consent to the withdrawal of consular
in such states as soon as they have reached a
level of civilization." 3
Having stated the general principles underlying extrawe will now briefly sketch its historical deChina. Prior to the advent of the Maritime
China was accustomed to make reciprocal conof extraterritorial jurisdiction to the neighboring
states. That is, in extending extraterritoriality
the other Oriental states, she demanded and acquired
reciprocal privileges. So, in the very first treaty
of Nerchinsk with Russia in 1689,-reciprocal conof extraterritoriality were granted (Art. 2).4
Again, in the Treaty of 1727, similar concessions of reciprocal extraterritoriality were provided (Art. 10),5
which were, however, altered and amplified by the· suptreaty of 1768, minutely stipulating the proof arrest and delivery of criminals. 6
Even in the Treaty of Kouldja in 1851, which took
place about a decade after the Maritime Powers had
exacted the privilege of extraterritoriality from China,
the arrangement was still for a reciprocal concession of
extraterritoriality (Art. 7).7 And it was not until 1858,
when Russia sought concessions similar to those accorded
to the Maritime Powers under the regis of the British and
French arms, that Russia secured the same privilege of
extraterritoriality as were enjoyed by the maritime powers (Art. 7).8 Likewise, in the Treaty of Commerce and
Navigation with Japan in 1872, the privilege of extraterritoriality was not granted unilaterally, but a reciprocal concession thereof was made (Art. 9).9 And it was not
until Japan had defeated China in the War of 1894-5 that
she obtained privileges of extraterritoriality such as were
enjoyed by the Maritime Powers. In the Treaty of Shi-
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monoseki in 1895, the grant of the most favored
treatment was made (Art. 6),10 which naturally'
the privilege of extraterritoriality. In the
Treaty of Commerce and Navigation in 1896
lege was specifically stipulated ( Art. 20)" 11
in the Treaty of Amity and Commerce with
1899, despite the fact that the other Powers had
tically enjoyed extraterritorial privileges for about
a century, Korea was given, not the privilege .of
territoriality as enjoyed by the other Powers, but
reciprocal concession of extraterritorial jurisdiction (
5)"12 Thus the thesis can be ventured that, prior to
advent of the Maritime Powers, China was "("{""",rn
to the practice of reciprocal concessions of extra
jurisdiction in her relations with neighboring
states, and, as we shall see presently, that the
of extraterritoriality as now enjoyed by the Powers
ilaterally was originated by the Maritime Powers.
As the Maritime Powers arrived (particularly
Britain), the history of extraterritoriality turned a
leaf. They insisted on the enjoyment of the privilege,
yet at the same time, relying upon the superiority of
own civilization, would not consider the idea of
cating the same. Thus, China insisted on the
of territorial jurisdiction over these
whereas the Maritime Powers resisted and
exemption. Relating the instances of this conflict, it
said: 13
"When crimes had been committed there by for·ei!.l'nelrcS;
other than Portuguese, the Government had never
to assert its jurisdiction to seize the accused if ac(~eS:SlIlJ!e'
on land, and to demand his surrender if on board
ship. The claim of surrender had sometimes been
cess fully resisted, and some times acquiesced in.
1780, a French seaman, who killed a Portuguese '"..<l,U.c.,...
in one of the hongs of Canton, was delivered up to
local authority, by whom he was tried, convicted, and
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In 1784 the gunner of an Englis~ merchant ~hip,
firing a salute, had killed a. Chlllese, was g!-,:en
executed. . . . Captain E111ott, of the Bntlsh
however, at an early stage of ~he controversy ?ehis Government and that of Chllla, refus~d to gl,:e
some English sailors who were charged WIth homlS pporting this firm position, as early as 1833, a Brit~ourt of Justice for China was proposed and passed,14
carrying out of which, however, was unsucc:ssful.
. in 1838, the same measure was proposed In the
of Commons: 15 "with even greater power and
"16
This was, however, withdrawn on acof strong opposition in the House. And, despite
repeated efforts, it was not until after the Opium
ar that England obtained the privilege.
In the Treaty of Nanking in 1842, t~ere. w.as no sp~
mention of the grant of extraterntonalIty, but 1ll
subsequent general regulations governing British trade
the five ports of Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo, and
concluded on October 8, 1843, the first proof the concession of extraterritoriality appearedP
"Whenever a British subject has reason to complain of
Chinese, he must first proceed to the cor:sula~e a~d state
• grievance; the consul will thereupon mqUlre l!!-to t~e
merits of the case, and do his utmost to arrange It amIcably. In like manner, if a Chinese have rea~on to con;plain of a British subject, he shal~ n.o less !lsten to hIS
complaint, and endeavor to settle It m a. fnendly manner. If an English merchant have occaSlOn to address
Chinese authorities,. he shall send such address through
consul who shall see that the language is becoming;
if otherwise will direct it to be changed, or will reto convey the address. If, unfortunately, any distake place of such a nature that the consul cannot arrange them amicably, then he shall request the assistance of a Chinese officer, that they may together ex-
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amine into the merits of the case, and decide it
Regarding punishment of English criminals, the
Government will enact the laws necessary to a
end, and the consul will be empowered to put
force; and regarding the punishment of Chinese
these will be tried and punished by their own laws,
way provided for by the correspondence which took
at Nanking, after the concluding of the peace" 18
13).
In the subsequent Treaty of 1858, which confirmed
Treaty of Nanking and abrogated the
treaty and the general regulations of trade, the
of which was incorporated in the treaty in question (
1), the above provision was consequently likewise
gated, but its substance was embodied in the
Articles: 19

LVLLVVlIIl

"Article 15. AU questions in regard to rights, Wh,"th,,~
of property or person, arising between British
shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the British
ities.
"Article 16. Chinese subjects who may be guilty
any criminal act toward British subjects shall be
rested and punished by the Chinese authorities
ing to the laws of China.
"British subjects who m'ay commit any crime in
shall be tried and punished by the consul, or other
functionary authorized thereto according to the laws
Great Britain.
"Justice shall be equitably and impartially
tered on both sides."
The British having thus set the precedent, the U
States obtained a similar privilege by the Treaty
Wanghia, July 3, 1844 20 (Arts. 21 and 25).
France obtained the same concession by the Treaty
Whampoa, October 24, 1844 21 (Arts. 25, 27,28).
Following France came the other powers which
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the privilege of extraterritoriality by their respectreaty stipulations, as follows:
NORWAY AND SWEDEN, March 20, 1847 (Arts. 21, 25
22
June 13, 1858 (Art. 7).23
GERMANY September 2, 1861 (Arts. 34, 35, 38, 39).24
DENMAR~ July 13, 1863 (Arts. 15, 16, 17).25
NE~HERL":NDS, October 6, 1863 (Art. 6).26
SPAIN October 10, 1864 (Arts. 12, 13, 14).27
BELGI{;M November 2, 1865 (Arts. 16, 19, 20).28
ITALY O~tober 26, 1866 (Arts. 15, 16, 17).29
AUST~IA-HUNGARY, September 2, 1869 (Arts. 38, 39,
June 26, 1874 (Arts. 12, 13, 14).31

BRAZ~L October 3, 1881 (Arts. 9, 10, 11).32
PORTU~AL December 1, 1887 (Arts, 47, 48, 51),38

JAPAN Juiy 21, 1896 (Arts. 20, 21, 22).34.
CONCX: FREE STATE, July 10, 1898 (Art. 1),35
MEXICO, December 14, 1899 (Arts. 13, 14, 15).36
SWEDEN, July 2, 1908 (Art. 10).31
CHILE, February 18, 1915.38
SWITZERLAND, June 13, 1918.39 ,4.0
Passing from this brief sketch of extraterritoriality in
.
we now come to the exercise .of extraterritorial
l~U"'-""VLL as it exists in China. With respect to the
extent of extraterritorial jurisdiction, certain principles
can be deduced from the treaty provisions stipulating the
extraterritorial privilege. If the dispute is wholly of
vu .•u,-",- parties in which no foreigners are involved, the
""U",-,.•',,-'U belongs exclusively to Chinese courts, and
case should be settled according to the Chinese law
procedure. If a controversy is between the
parties of the same treaty Power enjoying the privilege of extraterritoriality, the jurisdiction lies exclusively
the consular and other courts established by the
Power in question, and the case is to be settled
I'N1,,.rl"t"l0' to the law and procedure of that state. If the
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case is between the nationals of two or more
ers enjoying the privilege of. extraterrit?rial .
the jurisdiction lies, not wIth the ChIlles~
with the authorities of the States concerned III
with agreements they have made covering such
If the controversy is between the parties of
treaty Power and the treaty Power, the j
determined by the nationality of the defendant; if
of the treaty Power, the jurisdiction is in the
the treaty Power in question; if of the non-treaty
the jurisdiction is in the courts of China; if the
are aU ,of non-treaty Powers, the jurisdiction lies
in Chinese courts. If, however, a controversy is
the Chinese and the nationals of the treaty
general principle governing such cases is that the
diction goes with the nationality of the defendant.
other words, "the plaintiff follows the defendant
the court of the latter's nation." 41
Thus it may be observed that extraterritorial
diction follows the person of the national. In other
it is personal, and follows the nationals wherever
go or reside. It is not alone limited to the
and concessions or treaty ports, where aliens are to
but it extends as far, and as wide, as the Udl.!UJL1d!:
It can therefore be said that the extent of the
torial jurisdiction is only limited by the realm of the
torial sovereign, or to employ another expression,
co-extensive with the confines of the Empire." 42
Further, extraterritorial jurisdiction exempts
nationals enjoying the privilege, not only from the
dicial process of local tribunals, but also from the
ity ,of search. Their houses or ves~els. within
ports are immune from search by tern tonal
Fugitives from law hiding in the~e. ?ouses or
can be extradited only "on due reqUlsltlOn by the
authorities, addressed to the British consul." 43 In
during the second revolution, the Chinese
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that under warrants vised by the consul, the
and vessels of foreigners should be subject to
thus checking any collusion between the Chinese
foreigners, but the proposal was rejected as be~ng
to treaty rights. H This privilege of immumty,
is not absolute. It does not mean that the
can so abuse the privilege as to defy the terrilaws or to menace public health or public safety,
case the territorial sovereign will have the right
reasonable restraint. 45
these general principles governing the scope and
of extraterritorial jurisdiction, there are three speceptions. First, there is the special status of Koin Chien tao. While they are placed on an equal
with the Chinese, they are denied the full priviof extraterritoriality, and are accorded only a limited
diminished form of extraterritorial right. Both in
and criminal cases, they are subject to Chinese jurisalthough the Japanese consular officers may be
and, in case of injustice, can ask for a new trial.
is only in the cases concerning the lives of persons
previous notice must be given to the Japanese offi(Art. 4).46
econd, there is the special status of the foreign nain Chinese Government service. In general, they
remain within the extraterritorial jurisdiction of their
authorities. In particular cases, however, they are
In acts done in official capacity, they may not
liable in consular courts; 41 and in criminal
they may plead the act of state. 48 In civil emwhen they are placed under discipline, their
have the authority to enforce obedience.49 In
service, by virtue of the necessity of the situathey are supposed to have voluntarily waived their
protection and placed themselves under
jurisdiction of the territorial sovereign.50
Third, there is the special status of the Chinese in the
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employ of foreign nationals. As a rule, they
subject to Chinese jurisdiction just as other Vi,l1',ue,:p
zens. They are, however, not to be arrested'
notice to the consul of the employer. 51
Apart from these special cases, the
jurisdiction is nevertheless subject to certain
These are numerous, but it will suffice to H>\OULIUr
more important ones. Limitations can arise from
proVISlOns. For instance, foreigners violating
laws are subject to the confiscation of their
goods. 52 Limitations can also be founded on
tional law. In accordance with well-established
of interpretation, extraterritorial jurisdiction being
gated power, the unsurrendered power is
remain intact with the territorial sovereign, and
doubt as to the grant must be absolved in favor of
territorial sovereign. Under this construction,
of non-treaty powers or of treaty powers enj
extraterritorial privileges are subject to the j
of China. Being so, they cannot claim the
of the other treaty powers having extraterritorial
leges, nor can the treaty powers claim the right of
tection. 53 And herein lies an important difference
tween the practice of extraterritoriality in Turkey
other countries of the Levant, and that in China.,
Turkey and other states of the Levant, the treaty
are permitted to take under their protection, as
the nationals of non-treaty Powers, but in China,
right does not exist. 54
Further, the exemption from the jurisdiction of
courts does not mean exemption from obedience to
laws and municipal ordinances. The nationals,
enjoying extraterritorial rights, are still bound to
local ordinances for public health and order.55
In addition, limitations can also arise from statutes
erning the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction.
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courts, exercising the delegated power and
under the direction of the statutes, are subject to
limitations set by legislation or treaty stipulations.
though the act may be within the extent of the
.
jurisdiction, if it is not included in the
the extraterritorial jurisdiction is limited to that
, as the extraterritorial jurisdiction is personal,
fact in itself constitutes an inherent limitation. Concourts have jurisdiction only over their respective
and not over any other subjects. Consequently,
,cannot punish Chinese plaintiffs for perjury or conof court, nor can they entertain any counter-claim
set-off, however just it may be. 57
Having seen the scope and the limitations of extrajurisdiction, we now proceed to the extraterricourts that are vested with the authority to exerthis jurisdiction. In general, all consuls of the
powers are authorized to exercise extraterritorial
such courts being known as consular
For the purposes of appeal the diplomatic offiat Peking are, in the main, empowered to exerappellate jurisdiction, but in the case of Great Britain
British Supreme Court for China was established b;
Order in Council of October 24, 1904,58 and in the
of the United States, the United States Court for
was instituted by the Act of June 30, 1906.59 From
Britannic Majesty's Supreme Court for China where
. than ~SOO a.re involvt;d, further appeal may be taken
HIS Majesty 111 CouncIl, and in other cases, the Su.Court may 6~ive leave, as it sees fit, to appeal to
Pnvy CouncIl.
From the United States Court for
further appeal can be taken to the United States
Court of Appeals of the Ninth Judicial Circuit
from thence to the Supreme Court of the United
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The laws applied in these extraterritorial courts are
laws of the nations exercising the extraterritorial
diction.
"So long as the laws of the two countries differ
each other there can be but one principle to guide
proceedings in mixed cases in China, namely,
case is tried by the official of the defendant's UQ.l.1UIJlai
the official of the plaintiff's nationality merely
to watch the proceedings in the interest of justice.
the officer so attending be dissatisfied with the
ings, it will be in his power to protest against
detail. The law administered will be the law
officer trying the case" (Art. 3, Sec. 2, The British
of Chefoo, 1876).
With respect to procedural law, there is a general
ment that it is the procedural law of the Powers
extraterritorial jurisdiction that is applied. With
erence to substantive law, however, there is a
of opinion. Obviously, foreigners enjoying
toriality should be adjudged according to the
law of their own countries; and yet, as they are in
bound to obey local laws and municipal ordinances,
must also be adjudged and punished according to
substantive law of China. On the one hand, it is
fore maintained that 62
"while it may be admitted that justice and fair
ing require that foreigners offending against laws
ered necessary in China, as well as elsewhere, by a
regard to the safety and convenience of the
ties in which they reside and of the
for
whose soil they stand, should be
.
fences, it appears difficult to admit the broad ...,,.,,...,,,,,,;+'
that they are amenable to Chinese law in the same
as natives of China are, or in point of fact, in any
which would allow us to assent to the Chinese Dt(>DOSl'
don."
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the other hand, it is contended that 63
reference to the Treaty Powers themselves, it may
said that extraterritoriality entitles them to exercise
much authority over their nationals in China as is
>ne(:es~''''l'y to enforce effectively, by judicial methods, the
to be in force by the Emperor of China."
Despite this difference of opinion, the law of real
as applied in the extraterritorial courts is well set"It is a fundamental principle ,of all systems of
that rights of realty should be determined
according to the lex situs." 64 It is consequently decided
that the law governing real estate in China should be the
local law or custom of China. In MacDonald v. Ander65 Justice Bourne, delivering the opinion of the Court,
"1 hold that the law of China ought to be applied to
the facts of this case. The Court administers the law
of England (1863 Order in Council, Art. 5), but what
is the law of England in regard to immovable property
situated within the dominions of the Emperor of China?
Undoubtedly rights in respect of such property shall be
governed by the lex situs, that is, by the law of China."
In the Chino-Japanese Treaties of May 25, 1915, it
was expressly stipulated that
"mixed civil cases between Chinese and Japanese relating to land shall be tried and adjudicated by delegates of
both nations conjointly in accordance with Chinese law
and toeal usage" (Art. 5).66
J

Turning to the Chinese side of the subject, the tribunals that have jurisdiction over mixed eases between a
''vlllW:~1; defendant and a foreign plaintiff have been comknown as "mixed courts." As in such cases the
are Chinese, the courts having jurisdiction
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are Chinese courts, and the laws applied are Chinese
both substantive and procedural. A foreign
however, as provided in the treaties, is usually
to attend the trial. He is usually a properly a
official of the plaintiff's nationality. "He shall be
all proper facilities for watching .the proceedings
interest of justice. If he so deSIres, he shall have
right to present, to examine, and to cross-examine
nesses. If he is dissatisfied with the pnClce:edin!!s.
shall be permitted to protest against in detaiL" 67
Among the so-called "mixed courts," the Shanghai
ternational Mixed Court has developed to be a unique
ception. Originally it was a mixed cour~
the International Settlement of ShanghaI, for the
of cases where the Chinese are defendants with the
ten dance of the foreign assessor on behalf of the
eign plaintiff. In such cases the approval of the
is necessary to the judgment of the Court. S8 Later,
ever, the jurisdiction of the Court was .extended t?
where both or all of the parties are Chmese. WhIle
dently it is contrary to the treaty stipulation which
vides that the foreign assessor can attend only
foreigner is the plaintiff, the extension of the j
tion is nevertheless maintained on the ground that it
necessary to have foreign oversight in the case where
parties are residents of foreign settle~e~ts, and that it
essential for the enforcement of mumcipal
Since 1911, the Shanghai International Mixed
has assumed a new status. Because of the
and the temporary collapse of Chinese authority,
court was taken over by the consular body of
including the prisons attached thereto. 7o Ever since
annexation, the court has remained virtually an .
national court administered by the consular body
Shanghai. Negotiations have been carried on for
restoration, but so far no agreement has yet
reached. 71
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passing from the system of extraterritoriality
exists in China, we must observe some unwarrant~d
committed by the Treaty Powers under the regIs
and in excess of such jurisdiction,
sometimes in apparent defiance of China's sover. First, there are the foreign post-offices established
the treaty ports by the Powers. Their establishment
not sanctioned by treaty stipulations, and conseit is an infringement on the sovereignty of China.
are not established with the consent of China,
spite of her. . . . Their establishment materially
with and embarrasses the development of the
postal service, and is an interference with Chinese
." 72
Besides, there are foreign wireless and
installations in China which are there in conof China's sovereignty.
Second, there are police boxes, or stations, established
Japan in Manchuria. "Since 1905 the Japanese Govhas established and gradually extended police
in Manchuria, notwithstanding the repeated prothe Chinese authorities. The number of such
as reported in 1917 by the local authorities of
and Kirin Provinces, has reached twenty"73
The establishment of these police boxes, or
has no legal justification. While China has
to the maintenance of foreign police in concesand settlements either by way of treaty provisions
"land regulations," she has in no wise ever given
sanction to the stationing of a police force elsewhere
the territory of China. On the other hand, Japan has
'UH.au",_" that the establishment of police is but a corolof extraterritorial jurisdiction. 74
reply to this, the Chinese Government ~ontended
the stationing of police cannot be regarded as a corolof extraterritoriality, and China has not recognized
legitimacy of the measure, but, on the contrary, has
lodged protests against it. 75
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Third there is the maintenance of foreign troops
China. 'While there are troops whose presence is
tioned by treaties, such as the lega~ion guards at
and the Allied guards on the Peklllg-Mukden
whose usefulness and raison d'etre, however, has
beyond the original purpose of their .maint:nanc~,
are nevertheless foreign troops statlOned III Chllla
tir~ly unauthoriz~d by law or treaty, and i~ violation
China's sovereignty. In Manchuna, Russla and J
stationed railway guards on the Chinese E:astern
and the South Manchuria Railway, to whIch the
Government has not given assent. 76 Since 1909,
has stationed troops at consulates in such
Liutowkow in Fengtien, and Yenki in Kirin, and
1911 Russia followed suit and put military guards at
sulates in such places as Kirin and Y enki. 77 Upon
outbreak of the Chinese Revolution in 1911, Japan
patched troops to Hankow, 800 m~les up the Y
Valley and in the very heart· of Chllla, and
permanent barracks and maintained soldie:-s ~here, 78
soon after the Washington Conference, It IS
Japan withdrew her troops from Hankow i? 1922.
Passing from this brief survey of the practlce of
territoriality in China with the unwarranted
under its regis, we will now consider the re~en~ '-!1".'11~~;:>
and developments connected with extraternt?nal J
diction in China. On account of the declaratlOn of
against Germany and Austria-Hungary in 1917,
treaties existing between the Central Pow~rs and
have been abrogated, and with the abrogatlOn the
territorial rights once enjoyed by the Germans and
Austrians have been duly extinguished. In the case
Russia, because of the Soviet revolution and the
quent collapse. of the ol,d .regime, Chin~ has. +-0"""''''''
all relations wIth that regIme, by a presIdentIal Hl","'-"""
of September 23, 1920,79 withdrawing recogni~ion
the officials of the old regime and temporanly
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the interests of Russia pending the eventual estabof a stable government there. During this inChina is to act as trustee of all Russian interests
in China, and the extraterritorial rights hitherto enjoye? b~ the ~ussiat;s remain as before. Special courts
are lllstltuted III Chllla for the trial of cases involving
Russians, and Russian counselors are to be employed
to advise on the administration of justice in accordance
Russian laws.
n:Olll""V".

Having completed our discussion of the history and
practice of extraterritoriality and consular jurisdiction in
China, we will now deal with the defects and disadvantages of the system with a view to its eventual aboliLet it suffice to mention the main ones only. The
defect is the conflict of consular duties. As consul,
must protect and promote the interests of his nationals. As judge in extraterritorial cases, however he
is obliged to observe impartiality and administer Justice. Not infrequently, either because of bias or a preponderance of duties as protector of his nationals' inhe fails to do justice. "Such a practice is obviously contrary to the modern principle of the separation
of administrative and judicial functions." 80 Further,
consuls are frequently not well versed in law and beeause of this limitation in training are often ~nable to
administer justice adequately.
.~he second defect is the diversity of laws applied. The
Gh1l1ese apply Chinese law; the British, British law;
the French, French law; the American, American law.
As a consequence, while the facts may be the same the
applied is different and hence the decision v~ries
giving rise to the evils of judicial uncertainty and dis:
of judgment and punishment. 81
The thir~ defect is the lack of control over the plaintiff
the WItness. The jurisdiction being personal, the
Court has control only over the defendant and the wit-
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ness of the defendant's nationality. If, however,
plaintiff commits perjury ,or. conte~pt of c?urt, he
be proceeded against. SImIlarly, If the wItness of
tionality different from that of the defendant
refuse to appear, or, after appearance, should
testify or commit perjury or contempt of court, the
would be powerless in these matters. On the other
should the defendant have a counter-claim or
against the plaintiff, no matter how valid it might
the Court would have no jurisdiction over such
it not being permitted to entertain any suit brought
the plaintiff who is not of his nationality. It; s~C?
the defendant will have to resort to the plamttff s
for the adjudication of the counter-claim or set-off.
The fourth defect is the difficulty in obtaining .
for cases where the foreigner commits a crime in the
rior of China. In accordance with the treaty
"if he be without a passport, or if he commit any
against the law, he shall be handed over to th~
consul for punishment, but he must not be subJecte9.
.
. excess 0 f
tres'
t" 82
any Ill-usage
m
necessary
ram.
"This rendered into plain language means that a
eigner who commits a rape or murder a thousand
from the seaboard is to be gently restrained, and
to a consul for trial, necessarily at a remote point,
testimony could hardly be obtained or. ruled on," 88
consequence of this arrangement a foreIgner cOltnnlitt
a crime in the interior is to be brought to the
consul who may be many miles away and the
connected with obtaining evidence from thousands
miles away is often tremendous.
The fifth disadvantage is that, under the present
tern of extra-territoriality, so long as it lasts, it is
tically impossible for the Chinese Government to
up the whole country for foreign trade and
.
For as long as foreigners carry extra-territorial
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'herever they go or reside, the Chinese Government

~hampered in administration and protection. Thus,
.

trade will be limited to the treaty ports and the
voluntarily opened by China, and cannot therefore
as rapidly and extensively as otherwise. Put in
way, extra-territoriality is a real hindrance to
extension of foreign trade in China.
n view of these serious defects and disadvantages,
abolition of extra-territorial jurisdiction has become
cided aspiration of the Chinese Government. Great
the United States, Japan and Sweden, on their
have already consented to its relinquishment upon
successful judicial reform to be undertaken by China,
found in the Treaty with Great Britain, September 5,
89 in the Treaty with the United States of America,
8, 1903,90 in the Treaty with Japan, October 8,
and in the Treaty with Sweden, July 2, 1905.91A
The Chinese Government on its part has taken defisteps toward its eventual abolition. On the one hand,
has refused to grant the privilege to the states recently
treaty relations. It has been reported that Greece,
Jugo-Slavia and Czecho-Slovakia were given to
that China, in view of judicial reforms reundertaken or yet in process of adoption, would
henceforth concede any extra-territorial rights. 92
the Sino-German Agreement, May 20, 1921,92A Gerwas made to declare to consent to the abrogation of
consular jurisdiction in China. On the other hand,
has availed herself of several international occato seek the abrogation of consular jurisdiction
extraterritoriality, and the withdrawal of foreign
wireless stations and foreign post offices. At
Peace Conference, 1919, she submitted her rewhich were, however, not regarded with favor.
Washington Conference, 1921-1922, she again
ma,mltested her desire. 94
Responding to China's claims, with respect to extra-
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territorial jurisdiction, the Powers represented
Washington Conference, other than China, willing
linquish the same as soon as judicial reforms Of
should warrant so doing, authorized the C"LcLUJ'l~llInf't1
an International Commission consisting of one
tative from each of the Powers signatory or
make necessary inquiries relating thereto.s5 It was
ther resolved that the non-signatory Powers,
treaty extraterritorial rights in China, might
the Resolution by depositing within three months
the adjournment of the Conference a written notic
accession with the Government of the United States
that China should appoint a representative to sit'
member of the Commission and should afford
for the successful accomplishment of its task.
With reference to foreign armed forces including
lice and railway guards, maintained in China without
authority of any treaty or agreement, the Powers
than China expressed their willingness to withdraw
armed forces as soon as China could assure the
tion of the lives and properties of foreigners, and
to instruct their Diplomatic Representatives at
whenever China should so request, to associate
selves with three representatives of China to
collectively a full and impartial inquiry relating
Respecting radio stations, the Powers representated
the Conference decided that those legitimately UlCUUlC(UlJ
in China should limit their uses only to official
save in the case of the interruption of commercial
stations, or in accordance with the terms of the
sions, and that those stations illegitimately
in China should be handed over to the Chinese
ment upon due compensation.91 As, regards the
post offices, the four Powers maintaining postal
in China, to wit, the United States, France, Great
and Japan, agreed to withdraw the same, not later
January 1, 1923, save from the leased territories or
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specifically provided by treaty, on conditions
China should maintain an efficient postal adminisand contemplate no change in the present postal
so far as the status of the foreign Co(a Frenchman) was concerned. sa
Thus, with respect to foreign post offices and radio
without the sanction of any treaty or agreement,
aspirations for their abandonment have been
. With reference to the extraterritorial jurisdicand foreign armed forces, while the Chinese request
not been granted, the Powers have expressed their
to honor the Chinese aspirations as soon as
judicial reforms have attained a requisite
and the Chinese Government can assure the
of foreign lives and properties, thus opening
avenue of hope for the ultimate realization of the
abolition of extraterritoriality and consular
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XIX
CONCESSIONS AND SETTLEMENTS
PASSING from extra-territoriality and consular jurisdiction, we now come to another form of impairment of
China's sovereignty, the foreign concessions and settleAs these terms are often used interchangeably,
is not safe to attempt to distinguish them, and so
suffice it to state that by concessions and settlements are
meant the areas reserved for foreign residence where
foreign communities, either through their consuls or
their municipal councils, constitute self-governing bodies
politic.
The origin of concessions and settlements dates back
to the opening to foreign trade and residence of the five
ports at Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo, and Shanghai
in 1842 and to the setting aside of certain reserved areas
for foreign residence and trade as provided in the Supplementary Treaty of 1843 (Art. 7).1

"The Treaty of Perpetual Peace and Friendship provides for British subjects and their families residing at
the cities and towns of Canton, Foochow, Amoy, Ningpo,
and Shanghai, without molestation or restraint. It is
accordingly determined that ground and houses, the rent
or price of which is to be fairly and equitably arranged
for, according to rates prevailing amongst the people
without exaction on either side, shall be set apart by
the local officers in communication with the consul. . . ."
The origin of
land regulations
currence of the
land regulations

local self-government dates back to the
made by the treaty powers with a conChinese authorities. For instance, the
of 1845 governing the Shanghai settle309
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ment was made with the approval of the Chinese
ity, and gave foreign renters the power and duty
build and repair the stone and wooden bridges,
order and cleanse the streets and roads, put up and
street lamps, establish fire engines, plant trees to
the roads, open ditches to drain off the water, and
watchman" (Art. 12).2 In the Land Regulations of
1869 governing the Foreign Settlements of
north of Yangkingpang, the preamble read in part:
"Whereas certain regulations . . . were settled
agreed upon by the Representatives of England,
and the United States of America, . . . in co:mnl1Ullic;i::
tion with his Excellency Woo, the chief local aU1:nOlrI1V
representing the Chinese Government at Shanghai; " 2A
And as concessions and settlements became
and established self-governing communities, treaty
lations were provided. For instance, Article 1 of
protocol between China and Japan respecting J~ . . _u.~""
settlements and other matters 3 reads:
"It is agreed that settlements to be possessed
sively by Japan shall be established at the. towns
ports newly opened to trade. The management of
and local police authority shall be vested solely in
Japanese consuls."

There are four kinds of concessions and settlements
China. The first is the concession. It is a reserved
granted in perpetual lease by the Chinese Government
the treaty power interested for the residence and
of its nationals and with the. delegated power to
ister the municipal government thereof, such as the
cessions in Hankow and Tientsin. The second kind
the settlement. It is the reserved area set aside by
Chinese Government for the residence and trade
foreigners where they are permitted to organize
selves into a municipality for self-government, but it
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a lease in perpetuity to the foreign Power concerned,
as the International Settlement of Shanghai. The
kind is the settlement in the ports voluntarily
."",~ne:a by China. It is an area set apart for international settlement where the municipal administration is
in the hands of the Chinese authorities. The fourth
kind is the settlement by sufference. It is "one within
which the residents have acquired without any formal
agreement on the part of the territorial sovereign, the
tacit right to govern themselves as a municipality," 4 such
as the settlement in Chefoo. 5
The local government in the concessions and settlement varies from the rule by the consul of the treaty
power concerned as sole administrator to the government
by a municipal council elected by the rate payers residing
therein. In the Japanese, Belgian, and Italian concessions
of Tientsin, the consul is the sole administrator.6-7-s In
the French concession of Tientsin, the municipal control
lies in a council composed of the consul as ex-officio
president, and six land owners paying the highest taxes
and three tenants paying the highest rents. 9 In the
British concession of Tientsin, the power is vested in the
consul as de jure and ex-officio ruler, and in the municipal council elected by a vote of land renters. The British
consul has the power of approval over all actions of the
municipal council, presides over annual and special meetings, and has jurisdiction in all questions of landed property and in which "a non-British European is not
defendant." 10
In the International Settlement of Shanghai, the local
government is based on the land regulations of 1866-1869
as last amended and passed by the Foreign Ministers in
Peking, which with certain modifications constitute the
ruling charter of the Shanghai International settlement.l l
The government is vested in the municipal council consisting of not more than nine and no less than five coun-
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cHors elected annually by a popular vote of the
land renters and rate payers. The electorate consi
every foreigner "having paid all taxes due, and
owner of land of not less than 500 tae1s in value
'
annual payment of assessment on land, or
both, exclusive of all payments in respect of
shall amount to the sum of ten tae1s and upwar
who shall be a householder paying on an assessed
of not less than 500 taels per annum and upwards .
(Art. 19). The electorate meets at least once a
and as often as necessary, at the notice of the
hear the reports of the past year, to consider the
for the next year, and to authorize taxation and
ment (Art. 9). The municipal council is vested
the executive power of the municipality. It elects
own chairman and vice-chairman (Art. 21) and
committees out of its own members, "for all or any
the purposes wherein they were empowered to
(Art. 23). The municipal council can be sued
through the "Court of Consuls" established at the
ginning of each year by the whole body of treaty
(Art. 27).
The judicial power over foreigners is vested in
territorial consular courts, and the judicial power
the Chinese, or the mixed cases where the Chinese
defendants, is vested in the mixed courts. "No
can, as a general rule, be made except upon the
of the proper court, and in case of the mixed
countersigned by the Senior Consu1. Since 1911
execution of mixed court summons and warrants has
intrusted to the municipal police." 12
The landholding in concessions and settlements,
varies with different localities. In concessions,
Hankow, foreigners obtain their titles to land from
consuls and must register their deeds with their own
sulates.13 The Chinese are not supposed to hold
but in practice they do so under the name of
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the international settlement of Shanghai foreigners
acquire the land from the original owner, taking
him the title deed and the tax receipts. Through
own consulates they must then apply to the Chinese
office for new title deeds. Three copies of the new
deed are required, one to be deposited with the conone to be kept by the new owner, and one to be
with the Chinese land office, whose seal gives the
validity.15 Further, they are not to acquire fee
title deeds, but can hold land in perpetual leases.
the ports voluntarily opened by China, they must regtheir deeds with the Chinese authorities and are
allowed to acquire a lease for a term longer than
years. 16
The legal status of concessions and settlements has
Although under
municipal control of the consul or the council, the
is still considered Chinese territory, over which
's sovereignty remains unsurrendered. What foracquire thereby is the delegated power of fiUadministratoin, while the reserved powers lie intact
the sovereign grantor. For example, it is stipu-

"'A .• n~'" quite definite and determined.

Majesty the Emperor of China, being of the
>ovinicm that, in making concessions to the citizens or
ects of foreign Powers of the privilege of residing
certain tracts of land, or resorting to certain waters
that
for purposes of trade, he has by no means
his right of eminent domain or dominion
said land and waters, hereby agrees. . . . It is
agreed that, if any right or interest in any tract
land in China has been or shall hereafter be granted
the Government of China to the United States or their
"'.Ji, for purposes of trade or commerce, that grant
shall in no event be construed to divest the Chinese authorities of their right of jurisdiction over persons and
.VtL....
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property within the said tract of land, except so
that right may have been expressly relinquished
treaty."
Exercising the unsurrendered jurisdiction, the
Government exacts an annual land tax on the COIlceiSS
from the Powers; and collects land tax from
holding real estate in the settlements. Again, as a
ercise of sovereignty, she maintains her judicial
in the concessions and settlements. In the case of
eigners, she delegated the power to the consuls by
grant of extra-territorial jurisdiction; in the case
Chinese, she establishes native courts or mixed courts
the trial of cases in which the Chinese are defendants.
Again, as incident to her sovereignty, China reserves
power to declare neutrality of these concessions and
tlements in time of war, allowing, however, the right
self-defense in case of a hostile attack. As an
tion, it is provided: 18
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of self-defense is to deny her of the right of indeand self-preservation. It is to be understood,
that as soon as the military necessity has disclosure, or any other measure of self-defense,
be forthwith removed. Thus, in the Sino-French
of 1885, China closed Canton where there were
settlements or concessions, which was acquiesced
the Powers. Subsequently, after the war, the
States, while protesting against the delayed reof the obstructions, nevertheless admitted the right
China to take due measures of self-defense.

"It is unquestionable that a belligerent may, during
war, place obstructions in the channel of a belligerent
for the purpose of excluding vessels of the other
which seek the port either as hostile cruisers
as blockade-runners . . . . But while such is the law,
is equally settled by law of nations that when war ceases
obstructions . . . must be removed by the territorial
" ""th()t'lj-lf'!,; " 19

" . . . No such concession or grant shall be construed
give to any Power or party which may be at war or
tile to the United States the right to attack the
of the United States or their property within the
land or waters, and the United States, for LU""U1"<::1
h.e~eby agree ~o abstain from offensively attacking
CItIzens or subjects of any Power or party or their
erty with which they may be at war on any
of land or waters of the said empire. But
this Article shall be construed to prevent the
States from resisting any attack by any hostile Power
party upon their citizens or their property."
Further, as territorial sovereign, China may take
ever measure regarding the concessions and settlelnell
in time of war as are necessary for her own safety.
may close the ports for military necessity, whatever
be the number of foreign settlements and
located therein. To deny the territorial sovereign of

Besides, because uf the unsurrendered sovereignty, the
residing in the concessions and settlements are
still under obligation to render allegiance to the Chinese
Government. While in a limited sense they are under
the jurisdiction of the municipal councilor consul, in
consequence of which they are not liable to arrest by
Chinese authorities except with the consent of the consul
or council, it is nevertheless decided that, except in the
respects wherein China has by treaty or otherwise delegated her power of jurisdiction to the local government,
they are still under the jurisdiction of the Chinese Government. For instance, in 1862, the Shanghai taotai
attempted to levy an impost upon the Chinese in the
British settlement and asked the cooperation of the
consul. The latter refused to cooperate, but the
British Minister repudiated the refusal and conceded the
request, saying:
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"The Taotai is entitled to levy taxes as he
and as long as he merely seeks to impose taxes
sons resident in the concession, which are paid by
in the city or suburb, I see no reason for objecting
at a time when it is our interest as well as that
Chinese that the Government shall not be deprived
resources."
This view was supported by Earl Russell, who
"The lands situated within the limits of the
settlement are without doubt Chinese territory,
cannot reasonably be held that the mere fact of a
dence within these limits exempts Chinese subjects
fulfilling their natural obligations." 20
In addition, the grant being by lease or voluntary
vation for the residence and trade of foreigners,
the implied condition or obligation on the part of
eigners to use the settlements or concessions only
the condition of quiet enjoyment. Should the
<;ommunities at any time prove to be inimical to
welfare and safety of the sovereign grantor, the
torial sovereign can abate the nuisance or impose
restraint. To deny him this right is to deprive
only of the right of self-defense, but also the
of a landlord or territorial sovereign and to place
interest of the concessions and settlements above
paramount well-being of the territorial sovereign.
Thus, in view of the unsurrendered sovereignty,
to some extent, jurisdiction of China over the
sions and settlements, the observation can be
that the self-governing or independent
located therein possess no more power than the
delegation of purely local, corporate, and municipal
ers and functions. They are to attend to police,
tation, roads, and other local and administrative
tions of a municipal government. But they are not
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bodies, nor do they act as agents of the territorial
except when the territorial sovereign wishes
them so. In short, their powers are delegated,
hence limited, and subject to strict construction; and
for local, corporate and municipal purposes, and not
political and governmental purposes. Supporting this
the following instructions given by the foreign rep~f..,·t""'C: at Peking, on Augut 6, 1863, to the rate
of the Shanghai settlements clearly show the
as well as the limitations of the municipal gov21

That whate-:er territorial authority is established
shall be denved dtrectly from the Chinese Government, through the rate payers' ministers.
That such shall not extend beyond simple municipal matters, roads, police, and taxes for municipal
objects.
That the Chinese not actually in foreign employ,
shall be wholly under the control of Chinese officers, as much as in the Chinese city.
That each consul shall have the government and
control of his own people, as now; the municipal
authority simply arresting offenders against the
public peace, handing them over, and prosecuting
them before their respective authorities, Chinese,
and others, as the case may be.
There shall be a ~hinese element in the municipal
system, to whom reference shall be made, and assent obtained to any measure affecting the Chinese
residents."
Recent developments in regard to the concessions and
also deserve our attention. Upon the severof diplomatic relation with Germany on March 14,
the Chinese Government availed itself of the opporand took over the German concessions in Tientsin
Hankow. Two weeks later, on March 28, 1917, the
of the Interior communicated to the Ministry of

rtlPmpnt"c:
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Foreign Affairs the rules of procedure governing
sumption of control of the German concessions. 22
concessions were recognized as special areas, and
for the Provisional Administration of the Special
were created. A Chief of Bureau was appointed
each of the special areas on the recommendation of
Ministry of Interior, "to control police and other
istrative affairs therein and also to carry out
other administrative measures" (Art. 1). The
municipal council of the area was, under the
of Chief of the Bureau, to deal with aU matters
ing to self-government, but "resolutions passed at
payers' meeting of the municipality shall not be
without the approval of the chief of the Bureau" (Art.
Simultaneously with the declaration of war on
many and Austria-Hungary on August 14, 1917,
Government Gazette (August 14, 1917) promulgated
regulations governing the Bureaux for the
administration of the German concessions at Tientsin
Hankow and the Austrian concessions at Tientsin.23
Provisional Bureaux were changed to Bureaux for
municipal administration of the special areas.
bureau is to have a chief, who, under the
of the Governor of the province, attends to the
and administrative functions of the municipality:
matters relating to foreign relations, however, are to
dealt with in conjunction with the special cotnrrtlssio
of foreign affairs for the province (Art. 1).
tions promulgated by the chief of the Bureau
submitted by the Governor to the Ministry of the
rior for approval" (Art. 4). Thus, it is to be 0
that the recovered concessions are placed under the
of the Municipal Bureaux for the Special Areas,
in turn are under the direction of the Ministry of
Interior.
Further, as China terminated all relations with
old Czar regime of Russia by the Presidential
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September 23, 1920,24 and as she did not extend her
to soviet Russia, she likewise availed herself
opportunity and took over the Russian concessions.
Chinese commissioner for foreign affairs takes the
of the Russian consul in the municipal government,
the municipal council is to remain as before. That
.e municipal government of the Russian concessions
as of old, with the exception that the Chinese
for foreign affairs steps into the shoes of
Russian consuls. "The existing administrations,"
the Waichiaopu, "will be maintained with the mucouncils functioning as heretofore. It is not the
of the Chinese Government to alter the status
the concessions, Chinese control amounting only to
commissioner of foreign affairs taking the place of
Russian consul (as Chairman of the Municipal Counthat is to say, the powers and privileges formerly
.
by the Russian consul will be transferred to the
of Foreign Affairs . . . . The main questhat of the continued functioning of the Municipal
~V!"'U"',U'" has never been in doubt." 25 It is thus seen that
policy is to take over the control of the Russian conCe!,SlO'm;, only as a trustee, pending the establishment of
stable government in Russia which will be recognized
China and the other Powers. "The Government conto emphasize that there will be as little interferas possible with the present administrations of those
'<~nC(,SSl:ons, and that it is merely acting as a trustee on
of a future Russian Government recognized by
and the other Powers with which China was reassociated in war." 26
We cannot conclude this discussion without pointing
the advantages and disadvantages of the concessions
settlements with a view to their eventual restoration
China. It must be observed that they have been in
ways beneficial to the Chinese people. First, they
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have supplied an example to the Chinese as to how
administer a municipal government which will
the welfare and happiness of the inhabitants.
as they are at the door of the Chinese nation, they
in many cases, real object lessons to the Chinese
in municipal administration. Second, they have been
infrequently the zones of safety for the common
suffering from internal disorders. For example,
the Taiping Rebellion, thousands of Chinese flocked
the Shanghai settlements for safety. Again, in the
disorders during and following the Revolution of
they have often served as fortresses of Chinese
liberty and property.
Despite these advantages, their existence results
serious disadvantage to the Chinese Government,
in some ways, to the Chinese people. First, while
Chinese constitute the bulk of the inhabitants and
tribute by far the l.argest share of the revenue of
municipalities, they are yet denied the right of
tion in the municipal council. This is generally so,
the sole exception of the Kulangsoo International
ment, where the municipal council has a Chinese
appointed by the local Chinese authority. In the
hai International Settlement, the Chinese
ninety-five per cent of the residents, have no rpf1rp'~P"T""
tion whatever in the municipal council, but
granted the privilege of having an advisory
elected annually by the Chinese commercial bodies. 21
is not unreasonable to state that the existing situation
tantamount to taxation without representation.
Second, while China has never surrendered her
ereignty, and has only granted or delegated the powers
municipal government for local and corporate
and not for political and governmental, her nVI'TP1fO't1:hr
is much impaired and infringed, and her a.UJ,uu· U'><,H"','~
much obstructed by the practices and claims of the
cessions and settlements. The Chinese residing

cannot be arrested except with the consent of the consul,
ur in the case of the Shanghai International Settlement,
the senior consul; and in the case of Chinese conneoted
with foreign firms, consent must be obtained of the conof the Power to whose nationality the firm belongs.
Chinese fugitives from justic~ cannot be arrested save
with the concurrence of the authorities of the concessions
or settlements. Chinese residents, even when no foreign
interests are involved, must be tried in the mixed court.
In the case of the Shanghai International Settlement,
the foreign assessor not only attends the proceedings,
but virtually acts as judge, trying and deciding the case.
Though parts of Chinese territory, Chinese troops are
not permitted to pass through these concessions or settlements. "This assertion of exclusive authority and the
power has made each concession virtually 'un petit etat
dans l'etat' to the impairment of China's rights as territorial sovereign." 28
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In view of these serious disadvantages, the Chinese
Government, through its delegation at the Paris Peace
Conference, declared its desire for the restoration of the
foreign concessions and settlements. 29 It proposed that
the powers should enter into negotiations with China for
the return of these areas, and, to obviate the objections
of vested interests, it further suggested that the restoration should take place "at the end of five years from
the date of such arrangement."
Before
. the consummation of the measure ' however,
the Chmese Government proposed four immediate changes
ih order to remove certain unsatisfactory features in connection with the foreign concessions and settlements, as
follows:

"1. The Chinese citizens shall have the right to own
land in all the concessions and settlements under the
same conditions as foreigners;
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2. That Chinese citizens residing in the
shall have the right to vote in the election of
of the municipal councils and to be elected thereto; "
3. That warrants issued and jUdgments delivered
competent Chinese courts outside the concessions
be executed in the concessions, without being subject
any revision whatsoever by the foreign authorities;
4. That in no foreign concessions shall a foreign
sessor be allowed to take part in the trial or decision
cases wherein Chinese citizens alone are concerned." 30
It is manifest that the Chinese Government is
mined to recover these concessions and settlements.
this end, on the one hand, it has recovered the
and Austrian concessions, and has also temporarily taken
over the control of the Russian concessions pending the
coming negotiations with the recognized government
Russia. On the other hand, it has expressed its
desire to recover the other foreign concessions and
ments as manifested in the claims made public at
Paris Peace Conference. It is hoped that the
progress of the Chinese Government in municipal
ministration will soon secure the restoration and . . ",.""""~...
of the foreign concessions and settlements, so that
phase of the impairment of China's sovereignty may
remedied.
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LEASED TERRITORIES
MORE detrimental to the sovereignty of China
cessions and settlements are leased territories.
usually naval bases forcibly wrested from China
great Powers in the general scramble for concessions
leases in 1898. They have virtually become l'Jl<1l'!pe:u(
principalities located at the strategic points of
coast.
By leased territories are meant the areas leased
foreign Powers for a fixed term of years, during
period the Chinese Government withholds the
her jurisdiction over these areas, and instead the
diction of the lessee state is substituted. They
concessions and settlements in that they are still
territories and that they derive their just powers
the grant of the territorial sovereign,but they are
concessions and settlements in that they exercise,
only the proprietary and municipal powers, but also
cal and governmental jurisdiction.

It is needless to narrate in detail the origin of
leased territories. Suffice it to reiterate that they
the direct consequences of the general scramble
leases and concessions in 1898. It will be
that Germany, using the murder of two
Catholic priests in Shantung as a pretext, seized
chow and acquired its lease for ninety-nine years
convention of March 6, 1898. 1
On the very same day on which the German
concluded, Russia demanded the lease of Port
and Talienwan and obtained the same by the
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27, 1898,2 for a period of twenty-five years. Imby the necessity of preserving the balance of
Great Britain secured the lease of Kowloon, op'Hongkong,3 on June 9, 1898, including Deep Bay
Mirs Bay for a term of ninety-nine years, and the
of Weihaiwei, on July 1, 1898, "for so long a
as Port Arthur shall remain in the occupation of
France leased Kwangchouwan for ninetyyears, 1898.
Subsequent changes in the control of the leased terrialso deserve our notice. As we all know, by the
Japanese War, Japan succeeded to Russia in the
of Port Arthur and Talienwan by the treaty of
(September 5, 1905),5 and later obtained
consent to the transfer by the Agreement of De22, 1905. 5A To reiterate what has been said, as the
Russian lease was only for twenty-five years, she
its extension to ninety-nine years by the Treaty
May 25, 1915, relating to South Manchuria and EastInner Mongolia. 6 Again, during the World War,
succeeded to Germany in Kiaochow and Shantung. 7 S
0

The concession of leased territories generally consist
a strategic base, a neutral zone, and jurisdiction over
territories in question. The first earmark of a leased
is the strategic base, which is often vested with
right of fortification. In the Kiaochow lease conventhis provision was found (Article 2).9
"... His Majesty the Emperor of China cedes to
on lease, provisionally for 99 years, both sides
the entrance to the Bay of Kiaochow. Germany ento construct, at a suitable moment, on the terriceded, fortifications for the protection of the
to be constructed there and of the entrance to

f;",rm<lnv

Port Arthur and Talienwan, it is stipu-
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"The governments of the two countries agree
Port Arthur is solely a naval port, only Russia
Chinese vessels are to be allowed to use it, and it
be considered a dosed port as far as the war and
chant vessels of the other Powers are concerned"
tide 6).9A
Again, in the French lease of Kwangchowwan, it is
dared :
"Le Gouvernement Chinois, en raison de son
pour la France, a donne a bail pour 99 ans Kouangououan au Gouvernement fraU(;ais pour, y etabir
station navale avec depot de charbon,-(Artide 1).
France pourra eIever des fortifications, faire tenir
rison a des troupes ou prendre toute autre mesure
fensive dans Ie terrain loue" (Article 4) ."0
Similarly, in the lease of Kowloon the preamble
"whereas it has for many years past been recognized
an extension of Hongkong territory is necessary
proper defense and protection of the Colony." 11.
It is further provided that the area so leased should
dude the waters of Mirs Bay and Deep Bay,
strategically necessary for the safety of
Finally, in the lease of Weihaiwei it is stated:
"His Majesty the Emperor of China agreed to
to the Government of Her Majesty the Queen of
Britain and Ireland, Weihaiwei, in the Province of
tung, and the adjacent waters . . . . Great
have in addition the right to erect fortifications,
troops, or take any other measures necessary for
sive purposes. . . ." 12
Thus, the leased territories are obtained primarily
strategic bases with the right of fortification.
The second earmark of the leased territories is
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zone. It is established largely for the protection
the strategic base. In Kiaochow a neutral zone of fifty
__ ,,,tp',-,, surrounding the Bay at high water was demarwithin which China engaged to permit the free
of German troops and "to place no obstade in
way of any regulation of the water courses which may
to be necessary." She also engaged not to issue
ordinances or take any other measures or station
without previous consent of the German Govern(Article 1).13 In the Russian lease of Port Arthur
Talienwan, a neutral zone was likewise provided
5) :
"To the north of the territory leased there shall be
a piece of territory, the extent of which is to be
.. 1"1"'~m:Ted by Hsu Ta-Jen and the Russian Foreign Office.
piece is to be entirely left to the Chinese officials,
no Chinese troops are to enter it except after arratlgelmeJtlt with the Russian officials.".13A
In the French lease of Kwangchowwan, while there
was no specific mention or provision of a neutral zone,
the demarcation of the leased territory was so made as
include a large area surrounding the Bay of Kwangwhich, for all practical purposes, took the
of a neutral zone. H Similarly, in the lease of Kowalthough there no neutral zone was provided, the
or rather the lease itself, extended so far into
interior as to create a small buffer area which served
purpose of affording protection to Hongkong, just as
neutral zone would to Kiaochow or Port Arthur and
Again, in the lease of Weihaiwei, instead of
neutral zone, a belt of land ten English miles wide
the entire coast line of the Bay of Waihaiwai and
the sole jurisdiction of Great Britain was conceded,
which was tantamount to the neutral zone, if not better.
In short, the leased territories, whose primary purpose is
intrenchment of the Powers concerned in their re- .L._• • ' __•
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spective strategic naval and military bases, are
either by a neutral zone, ?r by a belt ~f land u?der
jurisdiction of the foreIgn Power m, questlon of"
cient width and length for the protectlOn of the
bases,
. ,
The third earmark of the leased territones IS the
sive jurisdiction of the foreign Powers concerned
the leased areas. During the term of the lease,
engages to suspend the exercise o~ her jurisdi~tion,
exclusive jurisdiction of the forel,gn Powe:s IS
tuted. The Kiaochow lease conventlOn had thIS n"'I~""'"
"In order to avoid the possibility of conflicts, the
perial Chinese ~overlll:nent will abstain. from 1 •
rights of sovereIgnty m the ceded te~ntory GUrlng
term of the lease, and leave the exerCIse of the same
Germany . . ." (Art. 3).
The Russian lease of Port Arthur and Talienwan
vided (Art. 4):
"Within the term fixed, in the territory leased to
sia and in the adjacent waters, all movements of
whether naval or military, and the appointment of
officials to govern the districts, shall be entirely left
Russian officers. . . ."
The French lease of Kwangchowwan states:
"Le territoire sera gouverne et administre r~n,dant
99 ans de bail par la France seuie, cela afin d eVlter
froissement possible entre les deux pays" (Art, 3).
The lease of Kowloon stipulates that
"Within the city of Kowloon the Chine,se 0ffic~als
stationed there shall continue to exerCIse
.
except so far as may be inconsistent with
.,
requirement for the defense of Hongkong. vVlthm
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of the newly leased territory Great Britain
have sole jurisdiction." (On account of the reof the natives of Kowloon to the entrance into,
assumption of the control .of, the city of Kowloon,
or!. .... " .., " jurisdiction was discontinued on May 16, 1899).15
Finally the lease of Waihaiwai contains practically the
same stipulation, respecting jurisdiction and administraIn consequence of this grant of exclusive jurisdiction
during the term of the lease, Chinese troops are not
~~••<Yt1·'''''{ to pass except with the consent of the lessee
state. For instance, in the Russian lease of Port Arthur
and Talienwan the stipulation was found (Art. 9) :
"No Chinese troops .of any kind whatever are to be
allowed to be stationed within this boundary."
Fugitives from justice have to be extradited as if from
foreign jurisdiction (Art, 6) ,16 The Chinese customs
are relinquished and removed to the frontiers of the
leased territories.
<lAs regards the reestablishment of Chinese customs
stations which formerly existed outside the ceded territory but within the 50 kilometer zone, the Imperial German Government intends to come to an agreement with
the Chinese Government for the definite regulation of
the customs frontier, and the mode of collecting duties" 17
(Article 5).
Chinese residents are placed under the protection of
the foreign governments concerned and must observe the
established law and order,ls
In fact, so complete is this grant of jurisdiction that
even the foreign nationals enjoying extraterritorial
rights, upon entrance into the leased territories, lose their
extraterritorial privileges and must submit themselves to
the jurisdiction of the lessee state,19 This position was
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accepted by all the Powers, except Japan, who,
after supplanting Russia in Port Arthur and
also changed her position. Supporting this
Hay said: 20
" ... The intention and effect of China's
leases having apparently been the relinquishment by
during the term of the leases and the conferment
the foreign power of all jurisdiction over the
such relinquishment and transfer of jurisdiction
to involve the loss by the United States of its
exercise extraterritorial consular jurisdiction in
tories so leased, while, as you remark, as these
have practically passed into the control of peoples
jurisdiction and method are akin to our own, there
seem to be no substantial reason for claiming the
tinuance of such jurisdiction during the foreign
pancy or tenure of the leased territory."
On the other hand, notwithstanding the grant of
clusive jurisdiction, China's sovereignty over the
territories during the term of the lease is in no way
rendered or waived. In fact, this was clearly .
in some leases and in the others partially recognized.
"His Majesty the Emperor of China, . . . '-LLj;""j:;"".
while reserving to himself all rights of sovereignty
zone of 50 kilometers (100 Chinese Ii) surrounding
Bay of Kiaowchow at high water, to permit the
passage of German troops within this zone at
time, ... " 21
"This act of lease, however, in no way violates
sovereign rights of His Majesty the Emperor of China
the above-mentioned territory." 22
In the convention for the lease of Kowloon and W
haiwai, however, there is no mention of the rp('PT"uOlf",r
of China's sovereignty, but the civil jurisdiction
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city of Kowloon and Waihaiwai was reserved to
Chinese authorities, "except so far as may be in~O!lSlE,rerlL with the naval and military requirements for
defense of the territory leased." 23
Again, the sovereignty of China is affirmed by the
regarding China's special right of navigain the leased waters. With the exception of Kiao, where the Chinese ships were treated like those
of. other nations, the other leased waters gave them special privileges. Port Arthur, being a closed port, admitted only Russian and Chinese vessels.
In the waters of Mirs Bay and Deep Bay,

"It is agreed that Chinese vessels of wat', whether neutral or otherwise, shall retain the right to use these
waters."
The same right is reserved in the lease of Waihaiwai. In
the Bay of Kwangchowwan, however, the Chinese vessels enjoy the privilege only on condition of neutrality:
"Le mouillage en eau profonde Ie plus voisin de ce
point d'abontissement (eaux territoriales) sere excIusivement reserve aux navires de guerre fran<;ais et chinois,
ces derniers en situation de neutralite seulement" (Art.
8).
Further, the sovereignty of China is recognized by the
fact that the lease, without the consent of China, is untransferable. The lessee state possesses no right to let,
or sublet, or transfer, or alienate the lease in any form
to any other foreign Power without the express consent of the territoriat sovereign who grants it. In the
Kiaochow lease, it was specifically stipulated:
"Germany engages at no time to sublet the territory
leased from China to another Power." 24
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In the other leases, there is no such express
tion, but the precedent set by the transfer of Port
and Talienwan to Japan in 1905, with the conse
China, indicates conclusively that, in the absence of
press stipulation, the consent of the territorial
is essential to the validity of the transfer. Thus, in
treaty of Portsmouth, it was provided:
"The Imperial Government of Russia cede to the
perial Government .of Japan, with the consent of the
ernment of China, the lease of Port Arthur, of
wan, and the territories and adjacent territorial

"
"The two high contracting parties mutually engage
obtain from the Government of China the consent
tioned in the above stipulation." 25
In pursuance of this stipulation, on December 22, 1
Japan obtained the consent of China:
"The Imperial Chinese Government consent to all
transfers and assignments made by Russia to J
Articles 5 and 6 of the Treaty of Peace above me:ntl.Oll1e(
(Art. 1).26
And the fact that the grant is personal to the
and made in derogation of China's sovereignty
renders the transference, without the consent of
unthinkable and unjustifiable.
Besides, the sovereignty of China can also be
by virtue of the implied conditions or covenants
must be included in the leases. The lessee states are
enjoy their privileges of tenancy only on good
and quiet enjoyment; and should the lessee states
themselves to be nuisances or menaces to the
and safety of the territorial sovereign or other
ing states, the territorial sovereign who granted
would have the right to abate the nuisance or to
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menace. Further, the lessee states must restore, at
expiration of the leases, the leased territories "in as
a condition, allowing for reasonable wear and tear,
when the latter first conveyed it to him;" 27 and should
territories, on restoration, prove to be deteriorated or
impaired in any way, due to the negligence of the lessee
states to keep them in repair, the territorial sovereign
would be entitled to due compensation or indemnity.
In addition, as incident to her sovereignty, China retains the right to declare the neutrality of the leased
territory. As long as her sovereignty over the areas in
question is retained, so long is she entitled to place them
under the protection of her neutrality. On the other
hand, in exercising the right of neutrality, she at the
same time assumes the responsibility to see that strict
neutrality is observed by the lessee state in the leased
areas. While conceding the right of self-defense, as
otherwise the lessee state would not be able to restore
the leased territories, she nevertheless requires that, in
time of a war between the lessee states and other states,
the lessee state must observe neutrality in the leased areas
and retain the territories only on condition of quiet enjoyment. Should the lessee Power make the leased area
a belligerent base of action, thus menacing the rights of
other belligerents and thereby violating the neutrality of
the area, the territorial sovereign would be obliged to enforce strict neutrality by either prohibiting the belligerent
activities of the lessee state or by abating the nuisances
and removing the sources of menace, thus fulfilling her
own responsibility arising from the status of neutrality.
If, however, she should fail to do so, the other belligerent states interested could lodge protests and require
the territorial sovereign to restrain or remove the nuisance
or menace, but if the menace should prove to be "instant,
overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no time
for deliberation," 28 then the belligerent Powers concerned
might ab9-te the nuisance or remove the menace them-
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selves. In this case the rights of the territorial
remain unimpaired, and the eventual disposal of
leased area requires the sanction of the territorial
eign.
We now come to the disadvantages of the leased
tories with a view to their restitution to China.
these leased territories, located as they are at
points, weaken and hamper the national defense of
By their continued existence, they deprive her of her
military and naval bsaes, which cannot but
materially to the relative military weakness of the
Besides, in a war between the lessee state and China
will be used inevitably by the lessee state as a b;se
~ction. against her, ~hu~ threaten.ing the very safety
mt:gn~ of th~ ternt~nal ~overeIgn. Second, being
tegIc pomts wIth fortIficatIOns, they are likely to be(:omll>
the objects of struggle in a war, wherein the lessee
is a party. Thus war is brought to Chinese tP1·rit"",.,,,
although she may not be a party thereto. In the
Japanese War, the great battles were fought around Port
Arthur, although China was technically a neutral. Further, in the event of their occupation by the other Powers
in consequence of war, they would become a source of
complication to China. As an outcome of the Russian
defeat in the Russo-Japanese War, China had to consent
to the transfer of Port Arthur and Talienwan to Japan.
Further, as a result of the capture of Kiaochow by
Japan, China was again involved in a controversy with
Japan in the Shantung Question.
Hence at the Paris Peace Conference, the Chinese Government asked for the restitution of these leased territories,29 which was, however, unsuccessful. At the Washington Conference, it again entered its claims. This time
~he Powers holding leased territories expressed the opinIOn that these leased territories, once seized for the maintenance of the balance of power, now a thing of the past,
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such as Vleihaiwei and Kwangchouwan, could be restored
special conditions, but those obtained for strategic
necessity, and at a sacrifice, could not be returned at
present, such as Kowloon and Port Arthur and Dairen.
Accordingly, France declared her willingness to restore
Kwangchouwan, provided China should respect all private rights, and pledge not to alienate or lease to any
other Power the territory thus restored, and all the Powers holding leased territories should restitute them to
China parri passu. Subsequently, discovering that Great
Britain would not yield Kowloon, nor Japan Port Arthur
and Dairen, France, upon the inquiry of the Chinese
Delegation, detached the last condition of simultaneous
restitution and reaffirmed her willingness. Similarly,
Great Britain announced her willingness to restore Weihaiwei under the same conditions as those of France, but
added that as it was the policy of the British Government
to make the surrender of Weihaiwei an aid in the settlement of the Shantung Question, she would make the
restoration contingent thereupon. Later, the Shantung
question sett:ed and Kiaochow to be restored by Japan,
she voluntanly, subject to suitable conditions, tendered
the relinquishment of Weihaiwei. She, however, declined
to restore Kowloon, due to its strategic necessity for the
protection of Hongkong. Likewise, Japan engaged to
restore Kiaochow as part of the final settlement of the
Shantung question, but she refused at present to relinquish Port Arthur and Dairen, because of their strategic
importance to Korea and Japan and the enormous sacrifice entailed in their capture from Russia. Meanwhile,
to vindicate China's rights as a neutral and to prevent
the repetition of the violation of China's neutrality, China
caused the Powers to resolve "to respect China's rights
as a neutral in time of war to which China is not a
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XXI
SPHERES OF INFLUENCE OR INTEREST
STILL another form of the impairment of China's sovereignty is the sphere of influence, or the sphere of interest. These two terms have been used interchangeably, but
some distinction may be made between them. Spheres of
influence generally carry a political significance, while
spheres of interest usually connote preferential economic
exploitation. "The technical meaning of the term sphere
of interest is an area or territory within which a nation
claims the primary right of exploitation of commercial
and natural resources. The term sphere of influence is
by some thought to refer to a certain degree of political
control, however slight it may be. . . ." 1
Bearing in mind the distinction, it can be observed
that the sphere of influence or interest as claimed by
the Powers in China are nothing more than spheres of
interest, wherein the claimant Powers maintain priority
in economic exploitation, and oppose the inroads of other
foreign influences. They are portions of territory
"wherein a nation expressly or impliedly declares that
it will permit no other nation to exert political influence,
and that itself will lead in exploitat,ion of natural resources." 2

It is unnecessary to narrate the origin of the spheres of
interest in China. In a former chapter on the International Struggle for Concessions, the story has been told,
-how Germany first created her sphere of interest in
Shantung by the seizure of Kiaochow and the subsequent
Convention of March 6, 1898; 3 how Russia followed
suit and established her sphere of influence in Manchuria
337
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and Liaotung by the occupation of Port Arthur
Talienwan and the Convention of March 27, 1898; 4
France obtained her sphere of interest in Y
Kwangsi and Kwangtung; how Great Britain won
recognition of her sphere of interest in the Yangtze
ley and Tibet; and, finally, how Japan extended
influence over Fukien.
vVe should, however, point out the later
which deserve attention. In consequence of the
Japanese War, Japan succeeded to Russia in South
churia and Liaotung as her sphere of interest, while
sia retained North Manchuria as her sphere. By
agreements of 1907, 1910, and 1916, while there was
specific mention as to any division of sphere of u· ULU"HI,;
it was generally understood, at least from subsequent
tions,5 that Russia regarded North Manchuria and
Mongolia as her sphere of interest, and Japan
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia. Again,
advantage of the W orld War, Japan ousted
from Shantung and established herself as
which was confirmed by Articles 156, 157 and 158
the Treaty of Peace with Germany signed at V"T'<""'I"~'
on June 28, 1919. Finally, in view of the tp111nn,,.,, ...,,,,.
retrea.t of the Russian influence in North
Outer Mongolia in consequence of the Soviet 1<"""''',1",
Japan made repeated endeavors to acquire
sian sphere of interest. s
Thus, as a result of the elimination of the German
possibly the Russian sphere of influence, and the n,.(,nn,.,;
tionate expansion of the Japanese sphere, it can be
that there lately existed in China only three
French sphere in the Three Provinces h","rl"·,.,,,
kin, the British sphere in the Yangtze Valley and
and the Japanese sphere in Fukien, Shantung, South
churia and Eastern Inner Mongolia, and possibly
in North Manchuria and Outer Mongolia. A report
been made, which, however, has not yet been
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that these thr~e Powers entered into a tripartite
at the Pans Peace Conference as to their re""_A~tn1P spheres of influence in the whole of Asia. Those
which concern China are as follows:
British sphere: ~ibet, Szechuan, the K wangtung region
f?rmm~ the httoral of Canton and equal commercial
nghts m the Yangtze Valley;
French sphere: Yunnan, Kwangsi, Kweichou and
Western K wangtung ;
. Japanese sphe~e: All of China, except the regions
above mentIOned, and Mongolia. SA
might b~ said as to the authenticity of the rethe fact remamed that there lately existed in China
three spheres of interest-those of France Great
. and Japan,-and that Japan occupied the most
i...,·"n,·t<l"t if not the lion's share, of these spheres.
Having considered the origin and the recent developwe now come to the characteristic features of the
of interest in China. The first feature is the
base, suc~ a~ K~aochow, Port Arthur, Kwang'"l1r",,,,,,,,,, and WelhalweI. While appertaining mainly
:ease~ territories, . they serve, nevertheless, as
d appUl for the enbre spheres of interest which
generally adjacent thereto. That is to say, they bethe bases of action, alike as the bases of the ecoexploitation which must be carried on within the
~nd as the bases of military defense for their
hon.
The second feature is the railway. In order to exthe natural resources and to dominate the economic
of. the spheres, the Powers interested projected railmto . them. ~ermany co,nstructed the TsingtaoR~llway, w?lch was selzed by Japan in 1914;
bUllt the Chmese Eastern Railway the southern
of which from Changchun to D~lny and Port
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Arthur was transferred to Japan in consequence of
Russo-Japanese War. in 1905; France ~or:struct~d
Tongkin-Yunnanfu hne, and Great Bntam bUIlt
Shanghai-Nanking, the Shanghai-Hang.ch?w-.Ningpo
the Canton-Kowloon railways. The dIstmchon
pointed out, however, that ~hile t~e other
adopted a more or less exclUSIve polH~y, Great
has on several occasions, shared the ratlway COllce:ss
in 'the Yangtze Valley with the other Powers,
Tientsin-Pukow Railway with Germany, t~e
Sinyang with France, and the Hukuang wIth
Germany and the United Stat~s..
. .
The third feature is the claIm or nght of pnon
first option in loans and concessions.. Expressly or
the Powers claiming spheres of mfluence assert
prior rights, particularly .with respect to railways
mines within their respectIve spheres. In the
lease convention this was stipu1ate~, besides the
lege of mining rights within ten mIles of the
Tsinan Railway.7
"If within the Province of Shantung any matters
undertaken for which foreign assist.anc~, ,,:he~her in
sonnel, or in capital, or in matenal, IS mVlted,
agrees that the German merchants concerned shall
be asked whether they wish to undertake the works
provide the materials. In cas~ the German
.
do not wish to undertake the Sal? works ~nd p~ovlde
materials, then as a matter of faIrness Chl?a wIll be
to make such other arrangements as SUIt her
ience." 8

This right of first option was inherited by J~pan
virtue of Article 156 of the Treaty of Peace WIth
many of 1919, which reads:
"Germany renounces i~ favor of Japan all.
title and privileges,-particularly those concernmg
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of Kiaochow, railways, mines and submarine
hich she acquired in virtue of the Treaty conbv her with China on March 6, 1898, and of all
arr-;'ngements relative to the Province of Shantung."
September 26, 1914,9 France received a pledge from
Chinese Foreign Office giving preference to French
lLilllUH'UJ in railway and mining enterprises in the Provof Kwangsi. In an exchange of notes annexed to
Treaties of May 25, 1915/° Japan obtained first option
railway loans and those secured on local taxes in South
and Eastern Inner Mongolia. In the Treaty
Outer Mongolia of September 30, 1914,11 Russia obIiher not to grant any railway concessions without
.consulting Russia.
fourth feature leading to spheres of influence is
declaration of non-alienation. Practically in all rethe Powers interested made China declare that she
not alienate in any way the regions in which they
interested. Thus, France obtained the declaration
non-alienation regarding the Island of Hainan on
15, 1897,12 and of the provinces bordering on Tonon April 10, 1898.13 Great Britain procured a simideclaration respecting the Island of Chusan,14 and
~ ,!;"~.u and Kiang Hung. 15 She also received the same
regarding the Yangtze Valley:

,J..... ..

"The Yamen have to observe that the Yangtze region
of the greatest importance as concerning the whole poeor interests) of China, and it is out of the questhat a territory Cin it) should be mortgaged, leased,
ceded to another Power." 16
obtained from Tibet through the Treaty of Septem7, 1904,17 a pledge that British consent must first
obtained before making territorial concessions to other
Powers (Art. 9a), which was subsequently recJlgll1Zt~d by China in the Treaty of April 27, 1906.18
In the tripartite agreement between Russia, China and
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Outer Mongolia, the latter was to have no
conclude any international treaty with foreign
respecting political and territorial questions (Aft.
regarding which the Chinese Government should be
gated to come to an agreement with the Russian
ernment through negotiation in which the a
Outer Mongolia should participate (Art. 3),
tantamount to, and inclusive of, the declaration of
alienation respecting Outer Mongolia. In 1898
obtained the declaration of non-alienation
Fukien. 19 In an exchange of notes annexed to
Treaty of May 25, 1915, respecting Shantung,2o J
was assured of the non-alienation of that
Among the now celebrated Twenty-one Demands,
demanded the non-alienation of China's coast (
IV) .21 This was finally changed to a voluntary
nouncement by China to that effect.22
The fifth and last feature which, like the previous
is also a method of establishing or safeguarding
sphere of interest is the international agreement
the Powers interested pledging to respect the spheres
taining to each. On January 15, 1896, Great Britain
France agreed that they would make Yunnan
Szechuan their common sphere of influence,
common to both Powers all privileges and rI,,'.~+,.~
that China might grant to either of them (Art. 4) :
"The two Governments agree that all commercial
other privileges and advantages conceded in the
Chinese provinces of Yunn~n <l;nd Szechu~n
Great Britain or to France, 111 vIrtue of theIr
Conventions with China of the 1st March, 1
the 20th of June, 1895, and all the privileges and
tages of any nature which may in the future be
in these two Chinese provinces, whether to Great
or France, shall, as far as rests with them, be
and rendered common to both Powers and to
tionals and dependents, and they engage to use
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and good offices with the Chinese Government
th1s purpose." 23
September 2, 1898, the Bankers of Great Britain
Germany covenanted to define and respect their
of interest for applications for railway con;'I.-The British sphere of interest, viz.-the Yantze
, subject to the connection of the Shantung lines
Yangtze at Chinkiang: the provinces south of the
the Province of Shansi with connection to the
12-.Ll(;LUl'I.V.
line at a point south of Chengting and
hne to the Yangtze Valley, crossing the
sphere of interest, viz.-the Province
Shantung and the Hoangho Valley with connection to
. and Chengting, or other points of the Pekingline, in the south with connection to the Yangtze
or Nanking. The Hoangho Valley is unto
subject to the connecting lines in Shansi
part of the British sphere of interest, and to
connecting line to the Yangtze Valley, also belonging
the said sphere of interest." 24
a further recognition of the German sphere of
in connection with the occupation of Weihaiwei,
Britain declared to Germany:
in establishing herself at Weihaiwei, she has no
. of injuring or contesting the rights and interGermany in the Province of Shantung, or of
difficulties for her in the Province of Shantung.
especiaIIy understood that England will not construct
railway communication from Weihaiwei and the
leased therewith into the interior of the Province
..JlJalliLUIJlj.! " 25

April 28, 1899, Great Britain and Russia engaged
define and respect each other's sphere of interest.
was to have the region north of the Great Wall
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as her sphere of interest, and Great Britain the Y
Valley:
"1. Great Britain engages not to seek for her
account, or on behalf of British subjects or of
any railway concessions to the north of the Great
of China, and not to obstruct, directly or indirectly,
cations for railway concessions in that region
by the Russian Government.
"2. Russia, on her part, engages not to seek for
own account, or on behalf of Russian subjects or
others, any railway concessions in the basin of
Yangtze, and not to obstruct, directly or indirectly,
cations for railway concessions in that region C111'~~''''
by the British Government." 26
Similarly, on June 10, 1907, Japan and France
to support each other "in the regions of the Chinese
pire adjacent to the territories where they have
of sovereignty, protection or occupation." 27 On July
of the same year, Japan and Russia covenanted "to
tain and defend the maintenance of the status
which, rendered into ordinary language, means to
the spheres of interest pertaining to each. 28 On Jul
1910, Japan and Russia again entered into an
this time not only to maintain the status quo, but
to take common measure against external
(Art. 3).29 Finally, on July 3, 1916"Japan and
entered into two covenants, an open convention
secret treaty, the latter a secret alliance. so
We now come to the legal status of the spheres
interest. It is to be understood that these spheres
not recognized in international law. Postulating the
ciple of territorial sovereignty as supreme and
in each state, international law does not admit the
ity of spheres of interest, except by virtue of
stipulations and international agreements. Like
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jurisdiction, they come into existence and berecognized, not because of any principle of inter-•• "n;iiU~I"W law, but rather by virtue of the consent of the
sovereign as provided in treaty stipUlations and
of the international agreements entered into by the Powers between themselves. Hence, whatever rights the
powers interested have in their respective spheres are
limited to the treaty stipulations. "It cannot be irrelevant to remark that 'sphere of influence' and the theory
or practice of the 'Hinterland' idea are things unknown
to international law and do not as yet rest upon any
recognized principles of either international or municipal
law. They are new departures which certain great European Powers have found necessary and convenient in
the course of their division among themselves of great
tracts of the continent of Africa and which find their
sanction solely in their reciprocal stipulations." 31
Further, the declarations of non-alienation made to the
various Powers concerning the different spheres do not
confer any rights on the Powers concerned, save probably the right to protest in case China should violate
her own declaration. These declarations do not in any
way earmark these spheres for the eventual control or
annexation by the Powers concerned. They still remain
Chinese territory, full and complete. Even should control or annexation prove to be necessary, it would have
to be done through treaty stipulations. Thus, these declarations do not detract from the territorial sovereign any
iota of his prerogatives and rights, except the right of
alienating the regions concerned. If they should have
a~y effect it must be in relation to a third Power. They
wIll probably preclude the other Powers from obtaining
similar special positions in these spheres. In case of
a break up of China, which was imminent when the
spheres were created in 1898, but which has become a
thing of the past since the Chinese Revolution of 1911,
the Powers in whose favor the declaration of nonL __
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alienation was made, and especially those who have
ther diligently safeguarded their spheres by
agreements, will have preemptions as to the
spheres. "The assurance mereiy signifies that, if
should arise in the remote future which may
him (the territorial sovereign) to choose between
claims of different states, those of the state
favor the declaration has been made will be ""'~~6,.L_
to the exclusion of all others." 32
We ~annot .conclude this subject without pointing
the senous dlsadvantages of the spheres of interest
China with a view to their eventual renunciation or
lition. First, the spheres of interest constitute a
hindrance to the economic development of China.
the Powers dominate these spheres, China cannot
velop her natural resources, if she needs foreign . . 'LlJ1l.d.l.
as freely as she pleases, but generally she must
give the first option to the Powers claiming the "'''' ....n·..
This virtually gives a monopoly to the foreign
in question, particularly with respect to foreign
This naturally results in restraint of trade, in ,,.,t-,,,,.{',,,.. :;
ence with the natural operation of the economic law
supply and demand; and in infringement of China's
erty of action. What is worse, "there have been several
instances of one nation or another who was unable herself to supply the necessary capital or the proper
for a particular enterprise in a region it claims for
sphere of influence or interest and yet who refused
allow the enterprise either financed or carried out
other nations who could supply both the money and
men." a3
Second, these spheres of interest vitiate the
of equal opportunity of trade. The Powers do:millating
the regions generally possess preferential or
rights, which preclude the possibility of competition
an equal basis. The Powers in question often so
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themselves in their various spheres of interest,
into their hands all the basic industries and
communication, that they become the dominant
.:,iOf.onlomlC Power in the spheres, rendering equal opporof trade practically non-existent.
Third, and worst of all, the spheres of interest menace
the well-being of the nations and hence of the world.
They tend to build up in China rival economic kingdoms,
competing with one another for supremacy and aggrandizement. Thus, they not only grind down the integrity
and independence of China in the mills of their economic
imperialism and struggle, but induce among themselves
antagonism and hatred, giving rise to international friction and possibly to war.
In view of these serious disadvantages, the Chinese
Government, through its Peace delegation at the Paris
Conference, asked for the renunciation on the part of
the Powers concerned of their claims to spheres of interest in China and the revision of treaties in consequence
of such renunciation. 34
The request failed; but in its place a new champion has
arisen that is liable to demolish the economic barriers
ereCted by the institution of spheres of interest. That
is the New International Banking Consortium. While
paying due respect to vested interests, it proposes to pool
all options of the Powers and the concessions in which
no substantial headway has as yet been made. 3s The
significance of this measure cannot be overestimated. It
means that the Powers joining the Corsortium surrender
their prior claims or rights to first options in all the loans
that come within the scope of the New Consortium and
that it chooses to undertake. Thus, the New Consortium
obliterates one of the leading features of the spheres of
interest-the right of first option or th~ claim of priority. This likewise indicates that while permitting the
economic dykes as erected by the spheres of interest to
remain intact, the New Consortium puts an injunction
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on any f~rther walls of exclusion that tend to block
common mterests of the Powers as well as China's
nomic development. Moreover, in pooling options
~onc~ssion~ in rail ways, the ~
Consortium tacitly
ImplIedly mtroduces the pnncIple and practice of
international finance of Chinese railways. When
rialized, this will have the salutary effect of
royal roads of freedom running through several
of interest and of promoting the untrammeled
development of China and the general well-being of
Powers concerned. Thus, the New Consortium .
nating as it does the Open Door doctrine, is the '
and demolisher of the spheres of interest.

e:v

At the Washington Conference, China again
her claim for the renunciation of the spheres of
Great Britain, relating thereto, declared:
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Contracting Powers agree not to support any
by their respective nationals with each other
to create Spheres of Influence or to provide
the enjoyment of mutually exclusive opportunities
in designated parts of Chinese territory."
'lOTt.;Ul"-,""U

Thus, it is solemnly covenanted that the practice of the
spheres of influence is inconsistent, contradictory and inimical to the Open Door principle of equal opportunity of
trade, and that the Powers, even including China, are
obligated not to seek, nor to support their nationals in
seeking, nor to support any agreements by their respective nationals with each other designed to create, any special arrangement which may tend to establish spheres of
influence. a6
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XXII
THE MOST FAVORED NATION TREATMENT
form of the impairment of China's soveris the operation or rather the abuse of the most
nation clause. It was originally conceived in
.-spirit to preserve the equality of treatment in her relawith foreign states, but in actual practice, it has
a fruitful source of embarrassment and restraint,
re~UU.llL5 in the infringement of her sovereignty.
the most favored nation treatment is meant that
..,l-."t,'vf'r privileges, favors or immunities, with respect
commerce and navigation, granted to a given state,
be granted to others also. This places the states
a footing of equality so far as the privileges, favors
immunities in matters regarding commerce and naviare concerned. This further rules out any exor discriminating rights in commerce and navithat the territorial sovereign may grant. It likecreates a community of interest among foreign
inasmuch as the privileges, favors or immunities,
relation to commerce and navigation, granted to one,
ipso facto, regarded as granted to all enjoying the
favored nation treatment.
The origin of this most favored nation clause goes back
the supplementary treaty signed between Great Britain
China in Hoomun-Chae, on October 8, 1843, followthe Treaty of Nanking, August 29, 1842. It was
(Art. 8) : 1
ANOTHER

"The Emperor of China having been graciously pleased
grant to all foreign countries whose subjects or citihave hitherto traded at Canton, the privilege of re351
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sorting for purposes of trade to the other four
Foochowfoo, Amoy, Ningpo and Shanghai on
terms as the English, it is further agreed, that
the Emperor hereafter, from any cause whatever
pleased to grant additional privileges or immuniti;s
any of the subjects or citizens of such foreign
the same privileges and immunities will be extended
and enjoyed by, British subjects; but it is to be
stood, that demands or requests are not on this plea
be unnecessarily brought forward."
In the Treaty of Peace, Amity and Commerce,
the United States and China, signed at Wanghia,
3, 1844/ the most favored nation treatment was
(Art. 2) :
"Citizens of the United States . . . shall in no
be subject to other or higher duties than are or shall
required of the people of any other nation whatever.
And if additional advantages or privileges, of
description, be conceded hereafter by China to any
nation, the United States, and the citizens thereof,
be entitled thereupon to a complete, equal and
participation in the same."
In the Treaty of Whampoa with France, October
1844, 3 similar most favored nation treatment was
(Arts. 6 and 35). Thus in practically all the
quent treaties of commerce, the most favored
clause was found.
Now there are several forms of the most
nation provision in the Chinese treaties. The first
the unilateral and unqualified form. That is to
provides for unconditional most favored nation
by China without at the same time including the
engagement of the Powers in question to render the
privileges in return to China or her citizens. For
stance:
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"The British Government and its subjects are hereby
in all privileges, immunities, and advantages
on them by previous treaties: and it is hereby
stipulated that the British Government and its
will be allowed free and equal participation in
immunities, and advantages that may have
or may be hereafter, granted by His Majesty the
of China to the Government or subjects of any
nation" (Art. 54).4
In fact, this provision proved to be so efficacious that
when Japan, having defeated China in 1895, made the
of Commerce on July 21, 1896, the same provision,
mutandis, was repeated (Art. 25).fi Again, in
the French Treaty of Tientsin, June 27, 1858, it was specifically stipulated that the French, while enjoying the
favored nation treatment, were, nevertheless, not
ect to obligations not expressly provided in the
convention:
"II est d'ailleurs entenduque toute obligation non consignee expressement dans la presente Convention ne
saura etre imposee aux Consuls ou aux Agents Consulaires, non plus qu'a leurs nationaux, tandis que, comme
it a ete stipuJ.e, les Fran<;ais jouiront de tous les droits,
privileges, immunites et garanties queIconques qui auraient ete ou qui seraient accordes par Ie Gouvernement
Chinois a d'autres Puissances" (Art. 40).6
The second form is the reciprocal, which means that
not only China, but also the other contracting party
undertakes identical obligations. In other words, it is
bilateral and reciprocal, and not unilateral. For example:
"The contracting parties agree that the Government,
public officers, and citizens of the Republic of Peru shall
fully and equally participate in· all privileges, rights, immunities, jurisdiction, and advantages that may have been,
or may be hereafter, granted by His Majesty the Em-
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peror of China to the Government, public officers
zens or subjects of any other nation.
'
"In like manner, the Government, public officers
subjects of the Empire of China shall enjoy in
'
the rights, privileges, immunities and advantages
kind which in Peru are enjoyed by the
lic officers, citizens, or subjects of the most
nation." 1
As a further illustration, take the Treaty with
land:
"It is understood that a Treaty of Establishment
Commerce shall be negotiated in due time. Until
a treaty shall have been concluded, the citizens of
High Contracting Parties shall in all respects enj
same privileges and immunities as are now or
after be granted to the subjects of the most
nation." 8

The third form is the conditional. It signifies
favors granted conditionally must be shared only
the fulfillment of the conditions specified.
"If any concession is granted by the Chinese
ment to any foreign Government under special cOtldl1:i(
Portugal, on claiming the same concession for
for her own subjects, will equally assent to the COltlaltlO:
attached to it." 9

The fourth form relates to the special treatment
out of geographical contiguity or propinquity.
the special treatment is accorded only for the
geographical relations or positions, while the other
ers, though enjoying the most favored nation
cannot share the same except upon fulfilling the
geographical relation or propinquity. For example:
"II est entendu que la France jouira de plein
sans qu'il soit besoin de negociations preambles, de
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privileges et immunites, de quelque nature qu'ils
et de tous les avantagescommerciaux qui fouretre accordes dans la suite a la nation la plus
par des traites ou conventions ayant pour objet
regiement des rapports politiques ou commerciaux
la Chine et les pays situes au sud et sudouest de
chinois." 10

"It is agreed that the commercial stipulations conin the present convention being of a special nature
the result of mutual concessions, consented to with
w to adapting them to local conditions and the pecunecessities of the Burma-China overland trade, the
'dHl.a,,'_0 accruing from them shall not be invoked by
subjects of either Power residing at other places
the empires are coterminous, excepting where the
conditions prevail, and then only in return for
concessions." 11

Governments of Japan and China engage that in
that relates to frontier trade between Manchuria and
most favored nation treatment shall be reciprocally
" 12

Among the Powers having treaty relations with China
having unilateral and unqualified provisions and
modified by subsequent treaties are Belgium,13 Den14
Norway,!5 France,16 Netherlands,17 Russia,18
19A The states having the reciprocal form of the
favored nation treatment in China are (Austria19B), Brazil,20 Congo Free State, 21 Mexico,22
Sweden,24 and Switzerland. 25 The state having the
form of the most favored nation treatment
PortugaP5A Those states enjoying special treatment
account of geographical continguity were those states
. territories coterminous with that of China: namely,
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Great Britain,26 France,27 Russia,28 and Japan. 29
however, is in a special class: she stipulated, in
Treaty of October 26, 1866, the unilateral and
form of the most favored nation treatment,BO but
this additional engagement:

"It is agreed that subjects of the two Powers shall each
the territories of the other enjoy all the privileges,
"'UJ.;"·'"~" and advantages that may have been, or may
be, accorded to the subjects of any other

"Similmente, se aIcune delle Potenze Europu
alla China quaIche utill concessione, la quale nOn
preguidice-vole ag'l'interesse del Governo 0 dei
Italiani, i1 Governo de Sua Maesta' il Re' farebbe
sforzo per adorirvi."

Likewise, the United States began with a unilateral and
form, as we have seen in Article 2 of the
of Wanghia, July 3, 1844,34 but in the Treaty of
28, 1868, she permitted the reciprocal form to be

The Great Powers, except Russia and France,
ing the unconditional and unilateral form of the
favored nation treatment, have all passed through
cessive stages of modification. Great Britain began
the unilateral and unqualified form, as we have see
Article 8 of the treaty of October 8, 1843, which
again confirmed by Article 54 of the treaty of
June 26, 1858,31 but by Article 1 of the
convention of October 23, 1869, she assented to the
ditional form:

"Citizens of the United States visiting or residing in
shall enjoy the same privileges, immunities, or
'"HUL'''""''' in respect to travel or residence as may there
oyed by the citizens or subjects of the most fanations: and, reciprocally, Chinese subjects visitresiding in the United States shall enjoy the same
immunities or exemptions in respect to travel
n:::,lU1CU\_C as may there be enjoyed by the citizens or
jects of the most favored nation; " 35

"China having agreed that British subjects shall
ticipate in all advantages accorded by tr~aty to the
jects of other Powers, it is further agreed that
subjects desiring to participate in the advantages
by treaty to the subjects of other Powers shall
pate in such advantages on the same conditions on
they have been accorded to, and are participated in
the subjects of such other Powers." 32
In the subsequent treaty of March 1, 1894,
Burma and China, she conceded the reciprocal
provided, however, that the language employed
could be interpreted to include, not only Burma andparts of China continguous thereto, but the whole
Great Britain and China:

the rights of education and the establishment of
institutions (Art. 7), but excepting the right
naturalization (Art. 6). While there is no treaty
conceding the conditional form, it is reasonto believe, inasmuch as the United States has permaintained the interpretation of the most fanation treatment that, in absence of any qualifithe provision is to be construed as implying the
of conditions or concessions, that there is
necessity for any express provision in the treaty.
as the United States maintains that rule of inter"'."'.iV,l!, it is within reason to believe that the United
will, to be consistent, construe her treaty stipulaas conditional or qualified, even in the absence of
mention of qualifications or conditions.
Similarly, Japan commenced with a unilateral or un-
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qualified form, as we find in Article 6 of the Treaty
April 17, 1895/6 and in Articles 9 and 25 of the
of July 21, 1896. 37 In the treaty of commerce,
8, 1903, however, she conceded the reciprocal
"It is hereby expressly stipulated in addition that
Japanese Government, officers, subjects, commerce,
gation, shipping, industries, and properties of all
shall be allowed free and full participation in all
leges, immunities, and advantages which have
may hereafter be granted by His Majesty the
of China or by the Chinese Government or by
vincial or local administrations of China to the
ment, officers, subjects, commerce, navigation,
industries, or property of any other nation.
"The Japanese Government will do its utmost to
cure to Chinese officers and subjects, residents in J
the most favorable treatment compatible with the
and regulations of the empire." 38
Germany also set out with a unilateral and
form.39 In the subsequent supplementary convention
March 31, 1880, however, she agreed to the lOUJ,lUILlUi[!al'
form, engaging to observe the necessary regulations
tached to the privileges, favors, or immunities:
"Article XL (referring to most favored nation
ment, quoted above) of the ~reaty of !he 2nd Se.'ptemtlef¥
1861, is not affected by thIs regulatlOn, and IS
expressly confirmed.
"Should German subjects, on the strength of this
de, claim privileges, immunities or advantages which
Chinese Government may further concede to anottlet,'
Power or the subjects of such Power, they will
submit to the Regulations which they have agreed
in connection with such concession." 40
Turning now to the interpretation and the li'mi"tatlbt1lS
of the most favored nation treatment, we find that
are two schools of interpretation. The first school is
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of a strict and literal interpretation, and it finds its exponent in Great Britain, who is at the same time the champion of free trade. It maintains that, in absence of any
specific stipulation limiting or qualifying the most favored nation clause, the treatment resulting therefrom
is to be construed as unconditional or without equivalent.
That is to say, no matter whether the favor or privilege or concession is granted on condition or for a consideration, the same favor or privilege or concession
must be shared by the most favored nation states without fulfilling the requisite condition or rendering the same
reciprocal concession or compensation. Voicing the sentiment of Great Britain, Earl Granville, in 1885, wrote:
"From this (the American) interpretation Her Majesty's Government entirely and emphatically dissent. The
most favored nation clause has now become the most
valuable part of the system of commercial treaties, and
exists between almost all the nations of the earth. It
leads more than any other stipulation to simplicity of
tariffs and to ever-increased freedom of trade; while
the system now proposed would lead countries to seek
exclusive markets and would thus fetter instead of liberating trade.
"It is, moreover, obvious that the interpretation now
put forward would nullify the most favored nation
clause; for any country, say, France, though bound by
the most favored nation clause in her treaty with Belgium, might make treaties with any other country involving reduction of duty on both sides, and, by the mere
insertion of a statement that these reductions were
granted reciprocally and for a consideration, might yet
refuse to grant them to Belgium unless the latter granted
what France might consider an equivalent.
"Such a system would press most hardly on those countries which had already reformed their tariffs, and had
no equivalent concession to offer, and therefore Great
Britain, which has reformed her tariff, is most deeply
interested in resisting it." 41
.
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The second school is that of liberal and practical .
pretation which finds its spokesman in the United
who is also at the same time the champion of pn)tecti(jlfi
It contends that, in the absence of any specific V.'I",U>ii~;..
tion limiting or qualifying the ordinary simple
favored nation clause, the treatment is construed to
only gratuitous favors and does not apply to
granted for a consideration or on condition: Hence
clause is not to be interpreted literally, but to be '
an implied understanding of excluding its
from favors granted for a reciprocal concession or
condition. Expressing the view of the United States Gov..
ernment, Mr. Bayard in 1886 said:

have been secured by other states at a price or on condition or. for special consideration will tend to destroy
the equahty of treatment which the clause aims to preserve, and thus make that state more favored than the
most favored, which the clause purposes to prevent.
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"You will doubtless have understood that where
words 'qualified' and 'unqualified' are . . . applied to
most favored nation treatment, they are used merely
a convenient distinction between the two forms such
clause generally assumes in treaties: one
proviso that any favor granted by one of the rrvn,. .. ., ...t·.~~
parties to a third party shall likewise accrue to the
contracting party, freely if freely given, or for an
lent if conditional; the other not so amplified.
proviso, when it occurs, is merely explanatory,
~"r1
out of abundant caution. Its absence does not impair
the rule of international law that such concessions are
only gratuitous (and so transferable) as to third parties
when not based on reciprocity or mutually reserved inter-:
ests as between the contracting parties. This
has been long and consistently maintained by the
States. It was held by two of my predecessors, Mr.
and Mr. Livingston, that a covenant to extend to
parties privileges granted to a most favored nation
refers to gratuitous privileges, and does not cover
leges granted on the condition of a reciprocal
tage, i.e., for a consideration expressed." 42
;1'1CA ..

It is further maintained that the extension of the
privileges or favors to a most favored nation state
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" ... ~he allowance of the same privileges and the
same sacnfice of revenue duties, to a nation which makes
no compensation, that have been conceded to another
nation for an adequate compensation, instead of maintaining, destroys that equality of market privileges which
the most favored nation clause was intended. It concedes
for nQthing to one friendly nation what the other gets
only for a price. It would thus become one source of
international inequality and provide international hostility." 43
Holding the same view, the United States Supreme Court
laid down the decision in Bartram vs. Robertson: 44
"Our conclusion is that the Treaty with Denmark
does not bind the United States to extend to that country, without compensation, privileges which they have
conceded to the Hawaiian Islands in exchange for valuable concessions."
In conjunction with the two different schools of interpretation, the limitations or legitimate bounds of the most
favored nation clause should also be noticed. Within
certain limits, it is a precious article. It guarantees
equality of treatment and prevents discrimination. But
beyond its legitimate bounds it occasions inequality, injustice, and unreasonable restraint of liberty of action
on the part of the grantor. As there are t1umerous limitations, suffice it to point out the important ones.
The first limitation is that the clause applies mainly
to matters of commerce and navigation. It is intended
to prevent discrimination in commercial affairs, particularly in tariff, tonnage and transportation rates. Its scope
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does not extend to political and other privileges. In
regarding the Japanese protest against the Alien
Holding Act of California, it was said:
"The most favored nation clauses universally
to matters of commerce and navigation; that alien
ership of land has seldom been treated in the
of the United States as a matter of most favo
treatment, but has been secured only by special
stipulations." 45
The second limitation is the reciprocal concession.
a favor or privilege is granted for a consideration or
reciprocal compensation, the same favor or privilege
be shared only upon offering the same consideration
compensation. This is in accord with the practice
reciprocity.
"This quality of reciprocity, which takes a
of the category of gratuitousness, belongs, I
to all our concessions to foreign states. . . .
cessions are based on reciprocity. We give the
to them because they give the right to us. Hence
privileges cannot be claimed under the most Ia"VOl~erl
nation clause by foreign Governments to which they
not specifically conceded." 46
The third limitation is the conditional grant.
is, if the concession or favor is granted on certain
ditions, the same concession or favor can be shared
claimed by another power only upon fulfillment or
ance of the stipulated conditions. As the conditions
qui red for the enjoyment of the favor or concession
usually provided so as to safeguard its proper use,
is essential that the conditions specified should be
filled before the enjoyment of the favor or
can be sanctioned. Upholding this view, Mr. Olney,
connection with the question of American citizens
ing themselves of Japanese protection in regard to IJ(t'xuu"c
trademarks, and designs, wrote in 1896:
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"The Japanese contention is . . . that if a favor for
specific condition be stipulated with any other nation,
other may enjoy the favor except upon identical or
equivalent cOfl:ditions. 'The. theo.ry o~ which this
Government VIews the questIOn IS akm to that of
Japan., . . . " 47
The fourth limitation is special treatment due to geographical propinquity. Thus, if one state adjoins an, and, by virtue of geographical contiguity, it conspecial privileges to the other, the other states,
enjoying the most favored nation treatment, cannot claim the same special privileges, unless they can also
come into an identical geographical relationship. In a
note of February 16, 1886, while protesting against discrimination in tonnage dues under the authority of the
act of June 26, 1884, the German Government admitted:
"It cannot be doubted, it is true, that on grounds of
a purely local character, certain treaty stipulations between two Powers, or certain advantages automatically
granted, may be claimed of third states not upon the
ground of a most favored nation clause. Among these
are included facilities in reciprocal trade on the border,
between states whose territories adjoined each other. It
is, however, not to be doubted that the international practice is that such facilities, not coming within the scope
nf a most favored nation clause, are not admissible save
within their restricted zones . . . . " 48-49
The frontier trade between China and France, or Great
Britain, or Russia, or Japan, enjoyed a reduction of
about one-third of the prevailing tariff rates not claimable under the most favored nation clause except upon
the fulfillment of identical geographical relationships.
This privilege was, however, affected by the stipulation
in the Treaty relating to Chinese Customs Tariff, February 6, 1922, providing for the principle of the uniformity
of tariff duties on all frontiers, land or maritime.~9A
The fifth limitation is the retaliatory discrimination.
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A state can retaliate for unequal and unreasonable
ment, which does not fall within the protection
of
.
most favored nation clause. For instance, m response
a protest, based on the most favored nation
made by Columbia on March 23, 1892, against the
lamation in pursuance of the McKinley Act of
1, 1890, authorizing the President of the United
to retaliate in tariff rates upon certain products,
Blaine said: "The law cited applies the same
to all countries whose tariffs are found by the
to be unequal and unreasonable." 50
The sixth limitation is the bounties. By this is
that a state can levy additional duty on goods which
received bounti~s at home, so as to equalize the cost
these goods. "Lord Salisbury, July 15, 1899, replied
the Russian system, under which the excise duty
sugars is repaid in case of exportations, created an
ficial stimulus,' which had the same effect as 'a
of a more direct character.' . . . Wherever an
preference was produced by the direct legislative
of a Government which was a party to the most
nation stipulation, the other Government might
the balance of trade which has thus been artificially
turbed.' . . ." 51 Again, on "November 20, 1902,
Lansdowne, replying to the Russian memorandum,
that . . . the course they had taken was . . ,
solely by a desire to secure 'equality of conditions'
those engaged in the production and refining of
and as other states did not hesitate to impose high
prohibitive tariffs for the protection of their trade in
own markets, His Majesty's Government failed to
with what reason the Russian Government could
plain of a measure out of favor, but of simple and
mentary justice to British trade.''' 52
With these limitations in mind, let us now consider
abuses or excesses in the operation or application of
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itbis not
First,
•

•

· 'ted to matters of commerce and navlgatlOn, ut ex1nUl
.
. 1 d
l't'lceeding its legitimate bounds, it claims
to me
u e pO.1

eal and other privileges. . For example, the first arttcle
f the Treaty of July 10, 1898, with the Congo Free State,
o edfically mentions that the most favored nation treatSPent is to include privileges of jurisdiction which cannot
:ean any other than political privileges:
"All privileges of person, property, and jurisdiction enioyed by foreign nations under the Treaties concluded by
china shall from henceforth be granted to the Congo
Free State." 53
As a further illustration, in demanding the right to propagate Buddhism in China, in 1915, Japan based her demand
on the most favored nation clause, arguing that inasmuch as the other Treaty Powers were given the right
to propagate Christianity by the operation ~f ,the ~ost
favored nation clause, she should have a slmtlar nght
to propagate Buddhism in China; to which China replied
that the scope of the most favored nation clause was
limited to mere matters of commerce and navigation and
did not extend to religious propagation except by specific
treaty stipUlations. 54
Second, it is unilateral and not reciprocal, unqualified
and unconditional. As we have seen, in the treaties with
Belgium, Denmark, France, the Netherlands, Russia,
Norway, and Spain, the unilateral and unqualified form
of the most favored nation treatment is stipulated. Thus,
no matter whether China concedes favors or advantages
for consideration or on condition, these Powers may
claim the favors or advantages in question and yet refuse
to offer the same consideration or concession or fulfill
the same condition. In consequence, these states enjoying the unilateral and unqualified form of the most favored nation treatment can enjoy more privileges than
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the other states obligated to give concession or to
conditions, thus resulting in inequality of treatment,
national friction and want of reciprocity, and so
ing the very purposes for which the clause was nr",.,.,.,_"
invoked.
Third, because of existing practices in connection
this clause, China practically cannot carry out
reforms or undertake several vital measures without
unanimous consent of the Powers enjoying the most fa..
vored nation treatment. Having conceded to one Power
the right to be consulted on certain matters, by the
justifiable application of the clause, all the other Powers
claim the same right. Thus, China cannot regulate
change her tariff without the unanimous consent of
Powers enjoying the most favored nation treatment;
this experience has proved to be quite impossible, or
least extremely difficult, to obtain.
In view of these serious disadvantages resulting
the present operation of the most favored nation clause
in China, the Chinese Government, through its .LJCj,",V:~_
tion, applied to the Paris Peace Conference for
insertion, in the preliminaries of Peace with Germany
and Austria-Hungary, of a provision for the adoption
of the principles of equality and reciprocity as the
of a new treaty of commerce and for the relinquishment
of the most favored nation treatment. The desired insertion reads:
"Germany engages to adopt the principles of ~~ ..,_l".C_
and reciprocity as the basis of a new treaty of COlllltlerlCe
and general relations to be concluded with China
relinquish therein on her part the principle of the
called most favored nation treatment; and the said
treaty, when concluded, shall guide all intercourse
tween the two countries in future." 55
It must, however, be observed that this policy of
quishing the most favored nation clause from the
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.treaties of commerce of Chi~a, ~s evidently adopted at
the Paris Peace Conference, IS dIfficult to carry out and
robably unwise to pursue. In th~ first place, the. Pow~rs enjoying the most favored natIOn t~eatJ?ent w;ll not
be willing to relinquish the clause ,:hlC~ IS c?nslde.red
s the cornerstone of their commercial rIghts m Chma.
;n their eyes this little provision is priceless. It contains
all the essentials of their commercial privileges in China.
In the second place, judging solely from the point of view
of China, it would not be wise to relinquish the clause
totally, however obnoxious is. its operation at pres.en~.
For if China demands that thIS clause should be elimInated from all future treaties of commerce, to be consistent, she will have to relinquish the same clause or
rather the same treatment which she now enjoys, or will
enjoy, in other states. Hence, in following the. principle
of reciprocity, inasmuch as she would not glVe other
states the most favored nation treatment, she would not
receive the same treatment from other states. If she does
not desire to enjoy this treatment, she may consistently
ask for the relinquishment of the clause by the other
states; but if she does desire to retain the same privilege, then such a policy of relinquishment will merely
injure herself.
Relinquishment being practically impossible and unwise, the solution of this problem seems to lie in a
compromise, that is, in retaining the clause and yet at
the same time limiting its operation within legitimate
bounds. The clause should still be retained in all China's
commercial treaties that have been, or may be, concluded,
thus satisfying the foreign states and at the same time
preserving the most favored nation treatment for herself. It should, however, be hedged about on all sides.
It should be limited exclusively. to commerce and navigation, and should not be permitted to extend to political
and other matters. It should be bilateral and reciprocal,
and not unilateral and non-compensating. It should be
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qualified and conditional, and not unlimited and
ditional. 66
Another solution seems to lie in retaining the
of the clause and yet not mentioning it. That is,
ity of treatment in privileges relating to commerce
navigation should be stipulated, and yet no mention
the clause need be made, thus limiting the
only to the specific privileges it covers. In the
German Agreement, May 20, 1921, this solution was
ployed:
"The nationals of one of the two Republics
in the territory of the other shall have the right in
formity with the laws and regulations of the country
travel, to reside, and to engage in commerce or .
in all the places where the nationals of another
are allowed to do so.
They shall not pay any imposts, taxes, or
tributions higher than those paid by the nationals of
country." 57
C(

•

•
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XXIII
TARIFF AUTONOMY
now come to another form of the impairment of
's sovereignty, and that is, servitude with respect
tariff autonomy. It is a principle in international law
every state with full sovereignty has the right to
:.-,,'r11l:~Ie its own tariff by legislation or otherwise but
China, this prerogative of sovereignty is denied by
foreign Powers. In fact, tariff autonomy has become
much impaired that, either by virtue of express state
provisions or through the operation of the most
nation clause, China can not regulate or change
tariff, made it; convention with the foreign Powers,
first securmg the unanimous consent of the Powconcerned. And experience has demonstrated that
securing of such a unanimous vote is extremely diffiif not well-nigh impossible.
The origin of Chinese servitude in tariff autonomy
back to the Treaty of Nanking, August 29, 1842.
X of the treaty stipulated:
;WE

"His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to estabat all the ports which are, by Article II of this treaty,
be thrown open for the resort of British merchants
fair and regular tariff of export and import custom~
other dues, which tariff shall be publicly notified
promulgated for general information. And the Emfurther engages, that when British merchandise
have once paid at any of the said ports the regucustoms and dues, agreeable to the tariff to be
fixed, such merchandise may be conveyed by
merchants to any province or city in the inteof the Empire of China, on paying a further amount
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as transit duties, which shall not exceed _
on the tariff value of such goods." 1

per

In accord with this, in the supplementary Treaty of
tober 8, 1843, the tariff of import and export
was agreed upon, averaging five per cent ad
except in some instances when the rate went up as
as ten per cent. 2
In the subsequent American Treaty of July 3,
and the French Treaty of October 24, 1844;" there
attached in each case a tariff of duties. In the
Treaty, it was specifically stated that the consent of
United States was required for any modification in
tariff list:
"Citizens of the United States resorting to China
the purposes of commerce will pay the duties of .
and export prescribed in the tariff, which is
and made a part of this treaty. . . . If the Chinese
ernment desires to modify in any respect the said
such modifications shall be made only in
with consuls or other functionaries thereto duly
ized in behalf of the United States, and with the
thereof . . . " (Art. 2).6
In 1858, when Great Britain and France had
China in the so-called Arrow War (the Second War
Great Britain), the British Treaty of Tientsin, June
1858, provided for a revision of the tariff 6 which
to endure for a period of ten years, subject to a
for revision by either party at the end of the term,7
for the fixation of the transit duties at the rate of
and a half per cent ad valorem. s In pursuance of
above provision for tariff revision, a subsequent
ment was made on November 8, 1858,9 containing
of trade and a tariff list. 1o In general, a five per
ad valorem duty both on imports as well as on
was provided. "Articles not enumerated in either
(export and import), nor in the list of duty-free
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pay an ad valo:,em duty of five per cent, calculated
he market value (Rule 1). The transit duties were
fixed at one-half 0.£ the tariff duties (Rule 7). A
__ ;J'~~,,,,, sy~tem of taxatIOn was provided: "It is agreed
one umform system shall be enforced at every port"
10).
duty-f~ee list was stipulated consisting
gold an~ ~I1ver bulh~m, foreign coins, flour, and the
necessIties of foreIgn. residents in China (Rule 2).
ban? goods compnsed gunpowder, ammunition
oth~r Implements of war and salt (Rule 3).11 Simi~Ith the French ~reaty of June 27, 1858 12 a new
hs~ and commercIal regulations were attached. 13
Umted States drew up a separate convention at
':)ll<U'SU'''', November 8, 1858,14 with a new tariff and
of trade and transit. Russia simply stiputhat her merchants should pay the same duties as
levied on other foreign merchants.15
Sin~e 1858, despite the provision for periodic revision
tanff at t.ht; end of ten years, for one reason or anthe p~1V1lege has not been availed of but on two
UI."""'V"",-m 1902 and 1918. In the final protocol for
settl~I?ent of the Boxer Trouble, September 7, 1901,16
MantIme Customs, the Native Customs, and the Salt
U"1UCBC, we~e made the securities of the Boxer indem. amountml? to 450,000,000 Haikuan taels to be paid
m ann~a.l Installments until 1940 (Art. 6), and the
tanff was to be raised to an effective five per
and the ad valorem duties, as far as feasible
to be converted into specific duties, calculated o~
average value of merchandise at the time of
during the three years, 1897-1899 (Art. 6).
of these provisions, the Agreement of
":"-"'''U·5"o." Au?,u:,t 29, 1902, was made, signed by the
commIssIOn.er: of Austria-HungaiTY, Belgium,
....."-,,,.,,,,. , Great Bntam, Japan, Netherlands Spain and
by those of the United States, France, ~nd S~eden
Norway, and providing for a new tariff Ii stY The
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values of the goods were revised, but the uniform
of five per cent remained unmodified.
Meanwhile, in the Mackay Treaty of
1902, the abolition of likin was provided, and as a
pensation, import duties were to be raised to not
than twelve and one-half per cent, and export dut
not more than seven and one-half per cent ad
The Preamble of Article VIII of that treaty reads: 18
"The Chinese Government recognizing that a
of levying Likin (Inland Transit Tax) and other
on goods at the place of production, in transit
destination, impedes the free circulation of cOln'nrJ.o(iiti
and injures the interests of trade, hereby undertake
discard completely these means of raising revenue
the limitation mentioned in Section 8.
"The British Government, in return, consent to
a surtax in excess of the tariff rates for the time
in force to be imposed on foreign goods imported
British subjects and a surtax in addition to the
duty on Chinese produce destined for export
coastwise.
"It is clearly understood that, after Likin
and other stations for taxing goods in transit have
removed, no attempt shall be made to revive them
any form or under any pretext whatever; that in
case shall the surtax on foreign imports exceed
equivalent of one and a half times the import
leviable in terms of the Final Protocol signed by
and the Powers on the 7th day of September, 1901;
payment of the import duty and surtax shall secure
foreign imports, whether in the hands of Chinese
non-Chinese subjects, in original packages or "tl'''''·m;'''ti.~
complete immunity from all other taxation, ex;amina~tio
or delay; that the total amount of taxation
native produce by export abroad shall, under no
stances, exceed seven and one-half per cent ad valorem
This consent, however, for an increase of the
tariff to twelve and one-half per cent, and of export
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seven and one-half per cent ad valorem in recompense
the abolition of likin was made under the following
That all Powers who are now or who may herebecome entitled to most favored nation treatment in
enter into the same engagements.
"2. And that their assent is neither directly or indirectly made dep~ndent on the granting by China of any
poli~ical conceSS1On or of any exdusive commercial coneeSSlO n .
"3. Should the Powers entitlea to most favored nation treatment have failed to agree to enter into the
engagements undertaken by Great Britain under this
Article by the 1st January, 1904, then the provisions of
the Articles shall only come into force when all the
powers have signed their acceptance of these engagements." 19
"1.

Similar consent was also granted in the American Treaty
of October 8, 1903,20 and in the Japanese treaty of the
same date. 21 Inasmuch, however, as the unanimous consent is required of the Powers that are enjoying or
may enjoy the most favored nation treatment, as stipulated in the British conditions, the provisions have so far
been non-effective.
The last revision of the tariff took place in 1918. It
waS in connection with China's entrance into the World
War in 1917 that the Allied Powers again consented to
a revision, but this only to bring the tariff to an effective
five per cent. 22 They assented to "the principle of increase of the Maritime Customs duties to an effective
rate of five per cent ad valorem, a commission including
Chinese delegates to be intrusted with the modifications
to be adopted in the system of customs tariffs in the
interests of all the contracting parties, and the Allied
Governments lending the Chinese Government their good
offices in order to obtain the acceptance by the neutral
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Powers of this increase in the Maritime Customs
at .the same time demanding the promulgation
Chmese Government of a general tariff for all
without
. . treaties.
. " In pursuance of this consent, a
reVISIon commIssIon met m Shanghai in January
Th~ basis of revision was to be "the average .of the'
of Imports as they appeared upon invoices durin
years 1912-1916." 2B The rates thus fixed which g
effective in August, 1919, are to last for at'least two
after the end of the war, at which time another
m~>: be ~ade. Estimated in accordance with the
vallmg pnce of 1918, the new tariff now in force
only to about four per cent effective. 24
Adverting to the foreign administration of the
Maritime Customs, the beginning of such
?ated back to the time of the Taiping Rebellion
111 September, 1853, the Chinese city of Shanghai
cat:tured by the Taiping rebels. In consequence,
. Chll:ese customs was closed and foreign merchants
offiCials to receive customs duties. In order to meet
emergency the foreign consuls collected the duties
~ while, but this soon proved to be quite irksome.
June 29,. 1854, therefore, the following agreement
entered mto by the Shanghai Taotai and the
American and French consuls for the establishment
a foreign board of inspectors:
. "Rule 1. The chief difficulty experienced by the
1!~t.endent of <:u~toms having consisted in the npc)ssl:
blhty of obta111111g Customs House officials
necessary qualifica!ions as to probity, vigilance,
knowledge of foreIgn languages, required for the
forcement of a close observance of treaty and
hou~e regul~tions, t~e only adequate remedy appears
be 111 the mtroductlOn of a foreign element into
customs house establishment, in the persons of
carefully selected and appointed by the taotai, who
11'
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the deficiency complained of, and give him efficient
trUstworthy instruments wherewith to work." uA
Under this agreement a board of three foreign inwas appointed, of which Captain Sir Thomas F.
was the chief executive officer. On his resignaa year later, Mr. Horatio Nelson Lay was appointed.
continued until 1858, when the tariff commission
and agreed to rules of trade of which the tenth
ted for the appointment of a British subject as
Inspector-General to assist the High Commissioner appointed by the Chinese Government: 25
"The high officer appointed by the Chinese Government to superintend foreign trade will accordingly, from
time to time, either himself visit, or will send a deputy
to visit, the different ports. The said high officer will
be at liberty, at his own choice, and independently of
the suggestion or nomination of any British authority,
to select any British subject he may see fit to aid him
in the administration of the customs revenue; in the
prevention of smuggling; in the definition of port boundaries; or in discharging the duties of harbor-master;
also in the distribution of lights, buoys, beacons and the
like, the maintenance of which shall be provided for out
of the tonnage dues."
Under this provision Mr. H. N. Lay was appointed
Inspector-General in 1859, but he soon fell into disagreement with the Chinese Government over the purchase of a fleet of gunboats for the suppression of pirates,
because of which he was permitted to resign in 1863. The
successor of Mr. Lay was Mr. Robert Hart, who was
knighted in 1882 for his distinguished service in the organization and administration of the Chinese Maritime
Customs. He held the office unti11908, when he was succeeded by Mr. F. A. Aglen. Thus, abiding by the pledge
of 1898 26 that a British subject should be appointed
Inspector-General while British trade predominates, the
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Chinese Government has successively appointed
British to that important post.
Turning to the ta~iff system and its administration, the
rate of duty on Imports, we find, is five per cent
calculated on the average of the prevailing price •
o~ 1912-1?16, inclusive. The rate of duty on expon:
sttlI remams five per cent ad valorem as fixed in the
treaties of 1858. A drawback of the duty paid can be
obtained if the imported goods are reexported within
threeo/ears, eithe~ to another open port or to a foreign
port.- Goods shIpped from one open port to another
are to pay five per cent on departure and two and a half
per cent on arriva1. 28 The frontier trade with Russia
Korea, Annam and Burma obtained a reduction usual1;
of one-third of the usual rate at the treaty port. The
foreigner further is permitted the option of paying the
transit dues in the inland trade through tolls at the
different stations or by a single payment at the rate of
half of the tariff duties, or two and a half per cent
which will exempt his goods from all further exactions i~
transit. 2M
There are four kinds of customs in China. The first
is the Maritime Customs located at the treaty ports and
under foreign supervision. The second is the frontier
customs located at the boundaries between China and
Russia, Korea, Annam and Burma, which are also under
foreign supervision. The third is the customs in the
leased territories. situated usually at the frontier between
the borders of the leased territories and China. They are
likewise under the control of the Inspector-General of
Maritime Customs, although the commissioners in charge
are usually of the nationality to whom the leased ter-.
ritory pertains. The fourth kind is the native customs
for the collection of inland duties. They are generally
under the control of the Central Government at. Peking,
except those located within fifty Ii radius of the treaty,
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ports which have been annexed since 1901 to the Maritime Customs.29
The Maritime Customs, despite foreign supervision,
remains, nevertheless, a branch of the Chinese Government. While an autocrat in his administration, to whom
the Chinese Government does not dictate nor interfere in
appointments or administration, the Inspector-General
is yet under the authority of the Chinese Government, and
administers the service in conformity with the wishes
and commands of the Peking Government. The customs
receipts, while. accounted for by foreign customs commissioners, do not pass through their hands, but are paid
by the importer and the exporter to the bank or depository designated by the Chinese Government. The receipts, however, cannot be drawn upon by the Chinese
Government until the obligations of the foreign debts
for which the customs revenue has been pledged as
security have been discharged.
We now come to the disadvantages of the tariff system in China. In the first place, the tariff as fixed lacks
the element of reciprocity. That is to say, it is a onesided or unilateral tariff, imposing restrictions on China,
but offering no concession or compensation in return.
Thus, foreign importers pay only five per cent ad valorem,
but Chinese importers have to pay whatever foreign
states levy.
In the second place, the tariff as now fixed at a
uniform rate of five per cent ad valorem is unscientific.
It does not differentiate raw materials and manufactured
goods, taxing all alike at five per cent ad valorem, which
practice has long been discarded by modern states adopting a scientific tariff. Further, it fails to distinguish
luxuries from necessities, levying the same uniform duty
of five per cent on both, which distinction all scientific
tariffs make. The glaring contrast between Chinese tariff
duties and those of the Great Powers can be seen in the
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following table of the tariff duties on tobacco and
as levied in 1913: 30

ENGLAND
UNITED STATES

FRANCE
JAPAN

CHINA

Tobacco
£. s. d.
8 6 per lb.

1

18 9

355%
5%

"

7 20"

"and 25%

"

Spirits

t.

s. d.

15
10

2
10

On the other hand, articles which should be

1IT'1·"~~·h.3

fr~e of duty, such as the necessities of life, pay the same
~lll:fo~m rate of five per cent ad valorem. The disparity
IS mdlcated ~n th~ following table of the percentage of

value of artIcles Imported free of duty into China and
the other countries in 1913: 31
CHINA . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . .
JAPAN • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
FRANCE . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .
UNITED STATES . . . . . . . . . . , .••..
ENGLAND • . . • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . •

6.5%
49.5%
50.0%
54.5%
90.7%

In the third place, duties are rigid and inflexible. The
rate cannot increase nor decrease as the needs of revenue
re~uire. It is constar;tly out of adjustment with rising
prIces. Its rates for Imports are estimated on the basis
of the average price of 1912 to 1916, inclusive, that is,
five years ago, and except for a revision in the immediate future, in the face of the rising tide of price levels
they will soon be out of adjustment with market prices:
The rates for export are still based on those fixed by
the treaties of 1858, which were concluded more than half
a century ago.
In the fourth place, the operation of the present tariff
system results in a shortage of revenue. Based on the
average of the prevailing prices of 1897-8-9 until 1919
and since then, on that of the prevailing prices of 1912~
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1916, inclusive, the revenues collected, in view of advancing prices, are wholly incommensurate with the fiscal
needs of the Government. The uniform rate of five per
cent ad valorem being so low and unchangeable, it is no
wonder that customs receipts should constitute a relatively small percentage of the total income of the Chinese
Government.
What is worse, out of the shortage of revenue, there
arises another great evil, and that is the likin or the inland
transit dues. Because of the dire needs of the Government, this cannot be abolished without a compensating
increase in tariff which, as we have seen, cannot be obtained without the unanimous consent of all the Treaty
powers enjoying, or that may enjoy, the most favored
nation treatment. In view of the privilege of commutation granted to foreign traders who are required to pay
only two and a half per cent at the Maritime Customs,
Chinese merchants denied this privilege have to pay all
the tolls collected at the successive likin stations varying
from ten per cent within the province to some twenty
per cent for transit through several provinces. Thus in
commercial competition foreign merchants are favored
through the likin reduction, equivalent to the difference
between the two and a half per cent paid by the foreign
merchants and the ten to twenty per cent, or more, paid
by the Chinese. Thus, the likin system tends to destroy
the Chinese inland trade and to deter the growth of
Chinese industry, while it favors foreign commerce. 32
In the fifth place, the present tariff system deprives
China of one of her most important attributes of sovereignty, the right of taxation, or, to be more accurate,
the right to regulate her own tariff. As it is, China is
crippled to such an extent that she cannot alter her tariff
without the consent of the Powers,-nay, what is worse,
their unanimous consent. Therefore, in so far as the
control of the tariff is in the hands of the foreign Powers,
to that extent is China's sovereignty impaired.
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In view of these serious disadvantages, the Chines
Governr.nent is determin~d to recover tariff autonomy':::
the :arhest moment possIble. In 1906 she established the
ShUl-wu-chu, or Board of Revenues, to supervise and
centralize the administration of the revenue departments
of the Government, including the Maritime Customs
which step, however, did not do away with t h e '
supervision of the Chinese Martime Customs. In 1
a Customs Training College was established at Peking
to prepare students for customs service when her control of the customs should be recovered. Besides these
preparatory measures, at the Paris Peace Conference
the Chinese Government, through its Delegation, an~
nounced its claim for the restoration of her tariff
autonomy.3S
As a practical measure, the Chinese Government pro:posed to supersede the conventional tariff two years thereafter by the general tariff now applicable to the nontreaty Powers, that is, by 1921. Prior, however, to the
complete restoration, it proposed to enter into negotiation
with the Powers with a view to arranging a new conven~ional tariff on the articles in which they are especially
mterested, and, under these conditions:

tends to hinder the development of trade may be removed
once for aU." 34
Notwithstanding the failure of her claim, China recovered her tariff autonomy from Germany and AustriaHungary. Article 128 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany reads: "Germany renounces in favor of China all
benefits and privileges resulting from the provisions of
the finat Protocol signed at Peking on September 7, 1901,
and from all annexes, notes and documents supplementary
thereto." This includes the relinquishment of German
rights in Chinese tariffs. Article 129 further stipulates:
"China, however, will no longer be bound to grant to
Germany the advantages or privileges which she allowed
Germany under these arrangements." This refers to the
arrangement of August 29, 1902, regarding the new
Chinese Customs Tariff, thus specifically eliminating Germany from the list of the privileged nations in the
Chinese tariff agreement. In the Sino-German Agreement, May 20, 1921, it was specifically stipulated: 34A

"1. Any favorable treatment must be reciprocal.
"2. A differential scale must be established so that
luxuries should pay more and raw materials less than
necessaries.
"3. The basis of the new conventional rate for necessaries must not be less than twelve and a half per cent
in order to cover the loss of revenue resulting from the
abolition of likin as provided for in the
treaties of 1902-1903.
"4. At the end of a definite period to be fixed by new
treaties, China must be at liberty not only to revise th~
basis of valuation, but also the duty rate itself.
"In return for such concessions China is willing to
abolish the undesirable tax of likin so that anything

Similarly, tariff autonomy was recovered from Austria
and Hungary.35
At the Washington Conference, China again entered
her claims relating to tariff. Complete restoration of
her tariff autonomy was asked to take effect after a
certain designated period. Prior, however, to full restoration, a maximum rate was requested, within which
China could exercise the right of differentiating rates,
as for example between luxuries and necessaries. In
view, however, of the pressing needs of the Chinese Government, an immediate raise of the import rate to 12,%
percent was asked,-a rate mentioned in the Mackay
Treaty of September 5, 1902, and the American
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"The two High Contracting Parties recognize that all
the matters concerning tariff are regulated solely by the
internal legislation of each of them." (Art. IV.)
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Treaty of October 8, 1903.36 Three stages
thus proposed, first the immediate raise to 12%
cent, second the granting of the right of
rates within a maximum, and third and lastly
complete restoration of tariff autonomy after a
period.
China's request, nevertheless, for the complete
tion of her tariff autonomy was not regarded with
In view of the lack of an effective and stable P"O'ITPr"n->,Q':'l
in China, it was deemed inadvisable to grant tariff
tono?JY' even after a certain designated period, it
consIdered uncertain when China could evolve a
ment capable of assuming all the obligations of
ei.gnty. .N?r was it fe!t ~afe to grant her the right
dlfferentlatmg rates wlthm a maximum, for fear
the additional revenue in excess of the actual
of the government should be dissipated in the mitinten,alll~e
of ex~ess.ive t.roops, thereby rendering worse the present
chaotIc sltuatlOn. 37
.
Meanwhile, it was nevertheless felt that inasmuch
the solemn undertaking had been pledged to provide
fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity to China
develop and maintain for herself an effective and stable
government, which required an adequate supply of stable
revenue,38 and especially in view of the fact that Great
Britain, the United States and Japan had already
their treaties of 1902 and 1903, agreed to the
'
of the import rate to twelve and one-half percent
up~n ;he abolition of Likin, it was necessary to grant
Chma s request to the extent of the first stage, that is
the raise of the import tariff to twelve and one-half per~
cent upon the abandonment of Likin.
Accordingly, the treaty was made. An immediate reo;
vision of the customs schedule of duties on imports to
make the rates of duties equivalent to five percent effective was authorized, the revised tariff to become effective
as soon as possible, without awaiting ratification, but not

earlier than two months after the publication by the Re'!fision Commission. a9 A Special Conference was to be
in China composed of the representatives of
the powers, signatory and adhering, to prepare the way
for the abolition of Likin and for the fulfillment of the
other conditions laid down in Article VIII of the Treaty
of. September S, 1902, between Great Britain and China,
in Articles IV and V of the Treaty of October 8, 1903,
,between the United States and China, and in Article I of
the Supplementary Treaty of October 8, 1903, between
Jilpan and China with a view to levying the surtaxes provided for in these articles. (Art. II.)
Pending, however, the fulfillment of these objects, and
during the interim period, the Special Conference should
consider the levying of a uniform surtax on dutiable imports not exceeding two and one-half percent ad valorem,
except in certain cases of luxuries on which a greater
surtax might be imposed not to exceed five percent ad
valorem. (Art. III.)
Following the completion of the immediate revision,
there should be a further revision of the customs schedule of duties on imports four years thereafter. Following the further revision, there should be periodic revisions
every seven years, in lieu of the decennial revision as
authorized in existing treaties. (Art. IV.)
In all matters relating to customs duties, there should
be effective equality of treatment and opportunity for all
the Contracting Powers (Art. V). The charge for transit passes should remain at the rate of two and one-half
percent ad valorem until the abolition of Likin should
take effect (Art. VII). Powers not signatory, whose
Governments are at present recognized by the Signatory
Powers, and whose present treaties with China provide
for a tariff on imports and exports not to exceed S
percent ad valorem, should be invited to adhere to the
present treaty, the said invitation to be undertaken by
the Government of the United States (Art. VIII).
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The provisions of the present treaty should
all stipulations of treaties between China and the
tive Contracting Powers inconsistent therewith, save
ulations according most favored nation treatment
IX) . The last provision relating to most favored
tion treatment was included with the purpose of
guarding the interests of the Contracting Powers in
eventuality when other Powers, non-signatory
adhering, and yet enjoying conventional tariff
in China, should decline to fall in line with the
or adhering Powers, thereby maintaining the
ilege of enjoying a lower rate of customs duties.
case, the Powers under the most favored nation
could claim the same privilege, thus practically
lating the work of the Conference. In this event it
deemed justifiable for the Chinese Government to
nounce the treaties with the recalcitrant states and
bring into effect the present treaty.40
There is yet another distinctive feature of the
which should not be overlooked, that is, the re(:oE"niti
of the principle of the uniformity of the rules of
duties levied at all the frontiers, land or maritime.
erto, the Powers having land frontiers contiguous
those of China enjoyed the special privilege of a
duction of tariff rates of generally one-third of the
rates levied at the maritime customs. In this
however, this inequality was abolished and the TWlt1t',r.I<i
of unif ormity was recognized (Art. VI.), thus
dentally asserting the open door principle of the
opportunity of trade in Chinese tariff rates.
Meanwhile, in order to retain the confidence of
Powers, China on her part made the declaration not
disturb the present maritime customs administration:
"The Chinese Government have no intention to
any change which may disturb the present adminis:rralti(Jltl
of the Chinese Maritime Customs." 41
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however, subsequently qualified by

"It could not be reasonably construed to preclude
's legitimate aspirations gradually to make this imbranch of the Chinese Government more nain character." 42
On the other hand, in order to avoid the possibility of
her present assent to the treaty as foreher claims permanently to tariff autonomy, China
the declaration and reservation that she would
the question for discussion on future suitable
.
the Chinese Delegation feel in duty bound to
declare that though this committee does not see its way
consider China's claim for the restoration of the tariff
""UloVUVU,y, it is not their desire, in assenting to the agreement now before you, to relinquish their claim; on the
contrary, it is their intention to bring the question up
again for consideration on all appropriate occasions in
future." 42
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XXIV
THE NEW INTERNATIONAL BANKING
CONSORTIUM
IF there is any factor destined to affect the foreign re'lations of China in the next decade or so, it is the New
International Banking Consortium. From a business
of view, it is nothing more than an international
COlHU,LU'-' of the banking groups of the United States, Great
France, and Japan, for the purpose of cooperative investment in China; but from the viewpoint of history and the political situation in the Far East, it signifies
,1ll0re than mere business, and is pregnant with tremenpolitical potentialities.
The new consortium is not a novel invention; it has
its predecessor. To recall what has been said, the old
was formed in 1910, consisting of the bankers
France, Great Britain, Germany, and the United States,
which concluded the Hukuang Railway loan of May 20,
1911,1 The same consortium also negotiated the curand industrial development loan of April 15, 1911,2
, this quadruple syndicate was expanded into
a sextuple consortium, adding to its membership Russia
Japan, which, despite the withdrawal of the American
concluded the Reorganization Loan of April 26,
3
With the advent of the World War, the sextuple
which had been reduced to a quintuple group,
into oblivion.
To be brief, the formation of the new consortium dates
1917, when a suggestion was made as to an AmerLoan to China so that the latter could be equipped
an effective participation in the World War. In
une of 1918, the Department of State called together
389
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a number of American bankers interested in
finance. As an outcome of the conference, it was
that in addition to the American Group 0 f Bankers,
United States Government would request the
ments of Great Britain, France, and Japan, to
their respective banking groups and participate
new consortium, on the basis of full equality and
ship. Accepting the principles of the American
the representatives of the Allied Powers concerned
the Paris Peace Conference on May 11 and 12,
when several resolutions were passed and an
was reached. Upon approval of the governments
cerned, the representatives of these banking groups
in New York City in October, 1920, and signed the
ment.
To be more specific, the formation of the new
sortium is a long story, and marked by several ULIJLV~Ul'"
events of great political significance. The beginning
the project goes back to the month of June, 1918,
the State Department called together the
bankers interested and experienced in Chinese
At the conference, the project of loaning to China
the best way of doing so were discussed. On July
1918, the banking firms interested (J. P. Morgan &
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., The National City Bank of
York, the First National Bank, New York, the
National Bank, the Continental and Commercial
Savings Bank of Chicago, Lee Hegginson & Co.,
the Guaranty Trust Commpany of New York).
the Department of State that in their opinion a
of the banking interests of the {our Powers-the
States, Great Britain, France and Japan-should
formed, that one of the conditions of membership
be the relinquishment of existing or future options,
that in case of a loan issue, the Department of
should make a declaration announcing that the loan
rf"\11C"rT
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be made at the suggestion of the Government.' In
to this communication, the Department of State
~71"e1DllCU, on July 9, 1918, that it would comply with the
of the American Bankers.4A
As a fuller statement, the Department of State gave to
press on July 29, 1918, the statement which we have
quoted in the chapter on The Policy of the United States
in China, setting forth the essential features of the new
policy.5
;,rel;po:n::>t:

(1) The formation of a group of American bankers.
(2) The cooperation of the bankers with the Department of State, particularly with reference to policies.
(3) The approval by the Department of State of the
names of banks composing the group.
(4) Approval of the terms and conditions of the loans
by the Department of State.
(5) Diplomatic support in the execution of equitable
contracts.
(6) T~e ~ormation of the national banking groups of
Great Bntam, France and Japan and their association
with the American group.
. ~eanw.hile, the Department of State entered into negotIatIon wIth the Governments of Great Britain, France
and Japan. On August 14, 1918, the British Foreign
Office asked for an elucidation of the scope of the new
consortium; whether the contemplated loan was to be a
second or supplementary Reorganization Loan or an
enti~ely dif!erent one; whe~her it was to include only
admlntstratlve loans or also mdustrial and railway loans
the latter of which were excluded from the scope of th~
former consortium by the intergroup agreement of Paris,
~eptember 26; 1913; whether the relinquishment of opbons was to mclude only the options on administrative
loans or also on industrial in which case the British Government feared to concur until they should have consulted
the British interests involved; and finally, whether the
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policy of maintaining the political independence and
ereignty of China was to preclude any possibility
foreign supervision in collection of revenues pledged
securities and the employment of foreign advisers
supervise the introduction .of re£orms. 6 In reply,
Department of State, on October 8, 1918, despatched
memorandum covered by a note, to the French,
and Japanese Embassies explaining that it was not
intention of the United States Government to rejoin the
old consortium, but that a new one was to be organized >,
that the relinquishment of options was to cover all option~ .'
of whatever nature; that the loans were to include both
administrative and industrial loans; and that the policy '
of maintaining the political integrity and sovereignty 0'£
China did not preclude the possibility of foreign supervision in the collection of revenues pledged as securities.
and the employment of a foreign adviser as prescribed
in the terms of the loan. 7
On March 17, 1919, the British Foreign Office accepted
the proposals of the United States Government for a
new consortium, setting forth as their understanding that
the formation of the four Power group should not prejudice the claims of Belgium and Russia, that financial
.operation not involving a Chinese Government guarantee
or a public issue should remain open to all, that "the
groups will pool all existing and future options except
such concession as may be already in operation," that
each national group will receive the active and exclusive
diplomatic support of its government, and further adding.
that the contracts for the execution of the engineering or
other works to be built out of the proceeds of the loan
and for the supply of the necessary materials should be
put up to public tender and that the loans to be made in
the immediate future, in view of the dire need for re..
construction in consequence of the World War, should
be of moderate dimensions. s
On May 11-12, 1919, the representatives of the bank- "
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ing groups of Great Britain, France, Japan and the United
States with the sanction of their respective governments,
met at the Paris Peace Conference for the purpose of
organizing the new consortium. A set of resolutions was
unanimously adopted and submitted to the four governments concerned for approval. On May 31, 1919, the
United States Government, in a note to the French, British and Japanese Embassies announced its acceptance and
approval of the resolutions and at the same time urged
the ether governments te give similar cenfirmation, "in
order that the formation .of the new consortium may be
cempleted, prior to the expiratien of the old consortium
agreement en June 18, next." 9
On June 7, 1919, the British Foreign Office signified
its acceptance and appreval of the resolutions with the
exceptien, however, to "the statement in the preamble .of
the agreement that the groups are entitled to the exclusive support of their respective Gevernments," giving as
its reason that the British Group "have hitherto failed to
comply with the cenditions on which alone His Majesty's
Gevernment are prepared to guarantee exclusive official
suppert." 10 In view of this exception of the British Foreign Office, at the suggestion of the French Government,
the formula regarding diplematic suppert was slightly
medified, the principal change being "in pledging each
gevernment te the support .of its respective national greup
rather than te the consertium cellectively." The modified
form which was communicated, on July 3, 1918, te the
French, Japanese and British Embassies, reads as follews:" 11
"The governments of each of the four participating
greups undertake to give their complete support to their
respective national greups members of the consertium in
all operations undertaken pursuant te the resolutions and
agreements of the 11th and 12th of May, 1919, respectively, entered into by the bankers of Paris. In the event
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of competition in obtaining of <l;ny spe~ific loan
the collective support of the diplom,abc
in Peking of the four governments ':"1!1 be assured to
consortium for the purpose of obtammg such
On July 17, 1919, the British Foreign Office
the American formulaP
On June 18,1919, Mr. Odagiri of the Yokohama
Bank communicated with Mr. Thomas W. Lamont of
P. Morgan & Company, setting forth the Japanese
vation of Manchuria and Mongolia from the scope
the new consortium, claiming special interests
arising from historical and geographical relations and
ing as a precedent the same Japanese reservation made
a meeting of the Six Power Groups held at Paris
June 18, 1912. A similar communication, ntutatis nb·"Haln~·
dis, was dispatched. to the representatives of the
and French Groups. His letter follows:
"With reference to our interview in Paris, and Mr.
Tatsumi's conversation with you on the 16th instant
connection with the proposed new consortium for L-HHl<:;::.t:.
business, for your information I would wish to communi-,
cate to you that we ha~e been instru.cted by our principals
in Japan that all the ngh.ts and optlOns ~eld by Japan
the regions of Manchuna and Mongoha, where Japan
has special interests, should be excluded from the arrangements for pooling provided for in tl~e prop~sed
agreement. This is based or; the very sJ?ecl~l relatl,!us
which Japan enjoys geographIca~ly, and hIstoncally, ':"lth,
the regions referred to, and whIch have been recogll1z~d
by Great Britain, the Unit.ed States,. France and ~USSla
on many occasions. In thIs connectlOn I would wIsh to
specially draw your attention to a Note from the S.ecre:
tary of State to the Japanese Ambassador, dated, Wash"
ington, November 2nd, 1917.
"Furthermore the following matter which was dealt
with under the present Group Agreement, was reserved
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b: the Japanese Group at the time of signature of the
~inese Reorganization Loan Agreement,
"On the 18th of June, 1912, at a meeting of the Six
GroUPs held in Paris, when discussing the agreement for
the Chinese Reorg:anization Loan about to be iss~ed, the
following declaratIOn was made by Mr. Takeucht on behalf of the Japanese Group and was recorded in the minutes of the conference:
"The Japanese Bank declared that it takes part in the
loan on the understand.ing that nothing connected with
the proj<:cted loan s.hould operate to th~ prejudic~ of the
special rIghts and mterests of Japan m the regIOns of
South Manchuria and of the Eastern portion of Inner
Mongolia adjacent to South Manchuria."
On June 23, 1919, Mr. Lamont acknowledged the receipt of the letter, but in a firm tone rejected the reservation. "Mongolia and Manchuria," he said," are important parts .of China, and any attempt to exclude them from
the scope of the Consortium must be inadmissable." At
the same time he informed the Japanese representative
that he would refer the question to the Department of
State, it being "beyond the immediate competence of
the financial group to discuss." In refutation of the precedent cited by Mr. Odagiri respecting the previous reservation made on June 18, 1912, he observed that the British, German, French and American Groups had not accepted the reservation at the conference of that date.
"For your information I beg to recall to you that at the
same time there was recorded in the minutes of the conference the following declaration: 'The British, French,
German and American Groups stated that they were unable to accept or consider either of these declarations
upon the ground that they were not competent to deal
with political questions.''' 13
Its attention having been called to the Japanese reservation, the Department of State expressed its views, on
July 30, 1919, politely declining to entertain the special
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reservation of Japan. "Reservations of regions can
impair its (the consortium's) usefulness as an instrument
for good, and limitations on its activity can only detract
from its utility as a means for promoting international
cooperation among those most interested in China.
.
over, as all the other parties in the arrangement ha
agreed to pool their rights and options without other
vation than that contained in the terms of the agreement;
itself, it is only equitable that the same rule should apply
to all alike." 14
Meantime, on August 11, 1919, the British Foreign Office called the attention of the Japanese Government to
the fact that her special reservation would be contrary to
the principle of the new consortium and would tend to
give Japan a preferred and special status in the conSOi'tium. 15
In response, the Japanese Government, on August 27,
1919, accepted the resolutions adopted at the Paris Peace
Conference in May, 1919, but still insisted on the reservation of South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia
from the scope of the new consortium with this modifi~
cation, however, that Manchuria and Mongolia had been
changed to South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia,
thus limiting the area of Japan's special interest. The
note follows: 16
"The Japanese Government accept and confirm the
resolution adopted at the meeting of the representatives
of the bankers groups of the United States, Great Britain,
France and Japan at Paris on May 11 and 12, 1919, for.
the purpose of organizing an international consortium for.
financial business in China; provided, however, that the
acceptance and confinnation of the said resolution shaH
not be held or construed to operate to the prejudice of
the special rights and interests possessed by Japan in
South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia."
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In response, on October 28, 1919, the Department of
State declared that such a measure would revive the
doctrine of the sphere of influence even in a worse form
than was followed during the days when China was on
the brink of disintegration, but assured the Japanese Government that the vested interests and even the extension
thereof in these regions would be excluded from the
scope of the consortium,17
Similarly, echoing the sentiment of the United States
Government, the British Foreign Office, on November 20,
1919, notified the Japanese Government that her reservation, based as it was on territorial claims, would be contrary to the principle of the new consortium to abolish
the sphere of influence, and to open the whole of China
to world commerce. Further, while assuring Japan that
vested interests, including railways in South Manchuria,
would be exempt from the operation of the new consortium, it pointed out that inasmuch as Japan had not as
yet established any vested interests in Eastern Inner Mongolia, though holding options therein for railways, and
especially in view of the strategic location of Eastern
Inner Mongolia in relation to Peking, whose southern
boundaries extended and practically envelop the capital
of China, the reservation of such a sphere of influence
would be irreconcilable with the principle of the maintenance of China's independence and territorial integrity.
It concluded with the friendly suggestion that Japan
should give prompt attention to the situation, "in view
of the disastrous situation on the verge of which China
appears now to find herself," hinting apparently at the
possible insolvency of China.l1 A
Called forth by the remonstrances of the United States
and Great Britain, Japan, on March 2, 1920-after a
silence of aoout six months-once more reenforced her
insistence on the reservation by the argument of national
defense, contending that South Manchuria and Eastern
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Inner Mong;olia, located as they are, are vital to Japan's
national defense and economic existence, especially in
view of the growing menace of the Russian situation
Siberia, and meanwhile offering instead a revised T(W'n->'..l~
of reservation retaining to Japan the power of veto,
freedom of action, in case of loans affecting South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia calculated to menace:
the economic life and national defense of Japan,
giving a list of Japanese railways in South Manchuria
which are to be excluded from the control of the cO'n~
sortiumY A similar communication was handed to the
British Foreign Office on March 16, 1920.19
Meanwhile, to disentangle the situation, at the request
of the American Banking Group, and with the apprO'val
of the Department of State and of the British and French
Banking groups, Mr. Lamont had sailed for the Far
East and was in Japan throughout the month of March;
1920, and conducted negotiations in person with the
Japanese Government. 20 While Mr. LamO'nt was in Japan,
the Department of State, on March 16, 1920, O'nce more
uttered the remonstrance that in view of the general
recognitiO'n accO'rded to the right of national self-preservation, and further of the Lansing-Ishii Agreement of
September 2, 1917, there was no real necessity even for
a reservation under the fO'rm of the revised formula. At
the same time, it pointed out the inconsistency of including in the reserved list the projected line from TaO'nanfu
to' J ehol, and thence to' the coast, which is not essential
to the national safety or economic existence of J apan. 21
Likewise, on March 19, 1920, Earl Curzon responded'
to Viscount Chinda, rejecting the revised formula as being "so ambiguous and general in character that it might
be held to indicate on the part O'f the Japanese GO'vern~
ment a continued desire to exclude the cO'operatiO'n of
the other three banking groups for participating in the
develO'pment, for China's benefit, of important parts O'f
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the Chinese Republic," and declining to believe that "it
is essential for Japan alone to construct and control, for
instance, the three railway lines mentioned in t~e thi:d
reservation lying to the west of South Manchuna Railway, and finally pledging the assurance that the J apanese Government need have no reason to apprehend that
the consortium would direct any activity affecting the
.secunty
. an d natlOna
.
Idf
economIC
e ense 0 fJ apan. "21.A
In view O'f the persistent opposition of the United
States and Great Britain, Japan yielded. Relying upon
their assurances, she relinquished the request for the acceptance of the revised formula, on condition that the
other Powers should give similar assurance. Respecting
the railway from Taonanfu to J ehol and thence to' a seaport, while admitting that it was projected "with the
strategic object of making it a means of common defense on the part of China and Japan against foreign invasion coming from the direction of Ourga," Japan likewise yielded and assented to the inclusion of the line or
lines in Mongolia within the operation of the new consortium. In relinquishing the concession, however, she
attached two conditions which she asked the Powers 'concerned to accept.~2 A similar despatch was sent to the
British Foreign Office ,on April 14, 1920.22A
(1) In the event of the new consortium projecting in
future a scheme of extending the Taonanfu-Jehol railway
to the north with a view to connection with the Eastern
Chinese Railway, the assent of the Japanese Government
thereto must be obtained bef,orehand through the J apanese group, inasmuch as such an extension being tantamount to a renewal of the so-called Chinchou-Aigun railway scheme against which a protest was lodged by Japan
when the question was motioned some years ago, is calculated to have a serious effect upon the South Manchuria
Railway.
(2) In consideration of the particular desire O'f Japan
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that these two lines should be built as speedily as
the Japanese group, after due consultation with
groups, may be permitted to undertake their COltlstrt1l'
single handed in the event of the other three
sodated in the new Consortium being reluctant to
it. In that case, having regard to the fact that these
ways must cross the Peking-Mukden Railway at a
tain point, the American group will give their support
the overture which the Japanese financiers will make
their British colleagues with a view to perfecting
junction of these lines."
Regarding the two conditions, Earl Curzon replied
April 28, 1920, counseling the Japanese Foreign ,
to forego the conditions and be satisfied with the 2"erlf>,l·!,j
assurance as given above, for "granting to anyone
to the consortium the p.ower to veto in advance the
sible construction of a railway would appear to be
trary to the principles upon which the idea of the
sortium is based," and because the second
would be included in the articles of the Inter-Group
Agreement of May 12, 1919. At the same time he
withdrew the objection of the British Government to
exclusion from the consortium of the two projected lines·
from Taonanfu to Changchun and from Taonanfu to
Chengkiatun. 28 In the same way, the Department of
State, on April 29, 1920-one day after the British a~
swer-replied that the first condition of retaining the veto
power would be contrary to the principles of the consortium and the second condition "would appear to be
already provided for in Article IV of the Inter-Groap
Agreement at Paris on May 12th, paragraph 19, of which
the American Government has expressed its approval." 24
In view of this determined resistance, on May 8, 1
Japan yielded, this time completely. She waived the
conditions as above set forth, and consented to enter
consortium without any reservation or condition. 25 ·
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similar note was likewise despatched to the British Foreign Office on May 11, 1920. 26 On May 8, 1920, the Deof State expressed its gratification at the withof all conditions and reservations by Japan and
expectation-"that such practical joint endeavor is
the beginning of a new era of good will and accomfor both governments." 27 Similarly on May
17, 1920, the British Foreign Office expressed its gratification, and reiterated the assurance. 28
On May 25, 1920, the much belated word came from
the French Government pledging to observe the same
general assurance as given by the American Government. 29
Meanwhile, Mr. Lamont had already reached a compromise at Tokio, which consisted of transferring to the
Consortium the line from Taonanfu to Jehol' and another
Hne from any point on the Taonanfu-J ehol Railway
to a seaport and of excluding the other railways as
enumerated below from the scope of the consortium. On
her part, Japan engaged to withdraw all reservations in
toto. This compromise was embodied in an exchange of
letters on May 11, 1920, as follows: 30
N. Kajiwara to T. W. Lamont, May 11, 1920.
"We have now the honor to inform you that certain
points in the Agreement and in the operations of the proposed consortium, hitherto somewhat obscure, having
been cleared up to the satisfaction of our Government
and of ourselves, we are now able in accordance with
the instructions of the Japanese Government to withdraw
our letter dated 18th June last and announce that, conjointly with the American, British and French Banking
Groups and on like terms with them, we will accept the
consortium agreement. We beg at the same time to express our hearty concurrence with the general ideas and
objects of the consortium in respect to China."
T. W. Lamont to N. Kajiwara, May 11, 1920.
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"We beg to acknowledge with thanks, ~he
your communication of May ~ lth, 1920, mforming
in behalf of the Japanese Bankmg Group that, under
instructions of your Government, you have now
drawn your lette~ <;lated .June 18th, 1?19, and
adopted, in aSSOCIatIOn with the Bankmg
America, Great Britain and France and on like
with them, the agreement for the establishment of a
Consortium in respect to China.
"Inasmuch as some questions have arisen· during
discussions as to the status of specific railway
prises contemplated or actually begun in Manchuria
Mongolia, we hereby confirm that we have agreed
you as follows:
"( 1) That the South Manchurian Railway and
present branches, together with the mines which are
sidiary to the railway, do not come within the scope
the consortium;
"(2) that the projected Taonanfu-Jehol Railway
the projected railway connecting a point on the
fu-Jehol Railway with a seaport are to be included
the terms of the Consortium Agreement;
"( 3) that the Kirin-Huining, the Chengchia
anfu, the Changchun-Taonanfu, the
Hailung), the Kirin-Changchun, the . .
and the Ssupingkai-Chengchiatun Railways are rH,l'Qul,.
the scope of the joint activities of the consortium.
"The foregoing letter of acknowledgment,
written in behalf of the American Banking Group,
we are assured, the cordial approval of the British
French Banking Groups, also of the Governments of
United States, of Great Britain and of France."
Having thus smoothed the way by the compromise,
representatives of the four national banking groups
in New York City in October, 1920. At the conf
the application of the Belgian Banking Group was
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subject to the approval of the four governments
involved. The suggestion was also favorably
of welcoming a Chinese National Banking
provided such a unit should be formed in China.
iVas further agreed to inquire of the Chinese Governas to the possible measures to be taken to render
to the currency reform of China, Respecting
German-issued bonds of the Hukuang Railway Loan
1911, the interest charges of which the Chinese Govhad withheld, the conference resolved to ask the
£lnncese Government to recognize these bonds just as the
bonds of the entire issue. Particular attention was
also given to the new railways, improved methods of com.
the purchase of materials, standardization of
<~11'1l1.r"v equipments, etc.
On October 15, 1920, the Consortium agreement was
signed, and the New Consortium was formally organized.
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XXV
THE NEW INTERNATIONAL BANKING
CONSORTIUM (cont.)
constitution of the New Consortium is found in
agreement of October 15, 1920. 1 The purposes are
negotiate and carry out Chinese loan business and to
the Chinese Government with the necessary capieconomic reconstruction and improved communiThey are embodied in the Preamble of the
~a"'t"Yl,',.,r as follows;

THE

whereas the British, French, Japanese and
Groups were formed with the object of negoand carrying out Chinese loan business
"And whereas the said national groups are of the
. . . tha~ the interests of the Chinese people can
exlstt.ng cIrcumstanc~s best be. served by the coopera. actIOn of t.he vanous ban~mg groups representing
mvestment mterests of their respective countries in
for the Chinese Government the capital necesa program of economic reconstruction and
communications."
The requisites of the Consortium to operate in China
the diplomatic support given by each Government
to their respective national banking groups,
case of competition in contracts, to the Conas a whole, as set forth in the Preamble:
whereas their respective Governments have un. to give their complete support to their respecnatIOnal groups the parties hereto in all operations
405
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undertaken pursuant to the agreement hereinafter
tained and have further undertaken that in the
competition in the obtaining of any specific loan
the collective support of the diplomatic "P1"""'~M.L
in Peking of the four Governments will be
the parties hereto for the purpose of obtaining
contract."
The membership in the New Consortium is limited
the National Banking Groups. The admission of a
National Banking Group requires the unanimous
of the parties, subject to the approval of their
tive Governments. Each National Banking Group
sesses the right to increase or decrease its Own
bership, but shall not admit, without the consent of
other GrouPil, any new member that does not
to the nationality of the Banking Group and
in its market, and shall bind the withdrawing
to the observance of the restrictive provisions of
Consortium and the incoming member to abide by
same (Artide 1).
The scope of the New Consortium does not'
the vested interests nor the existing agreements as
industrial undertakings in which substantial progress
be shown to have been made, nor does it aim to .
the domain of private enterprises in banking,
or commerce. It covers, rather, the existing loans
which no substantial progress has been as yet made,
all future loans, administrative, political, industrial,
financial, to be made to the Chinese Government or
province. To be more specific, it aims "to include
its scope only those basic transportation systems,
ways, reorganization of the currency, etc., which
serve to establish sounder economic conditions
out China and thus form a firmer foundation for
encouragement of private initiative and trade." 2
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2 of the agreement sets forth the scope of the Conas follows:
"This agree~ent. relates to existing and future loan
!1O't'eelneltl.1:s wh1ch mvolve the issue for subscription by
publIc of loans to the Chinese Government or to
Chinese Government Departments or to Provinces of
China or to companies or corporations owned or conby or ~n ~ehalf of the Chinese Government or any
'A!J"Y'~~. Pn:Nmclal. Goyernment or to any party if the
transactlOn m questIon IS ~u<:ranteed by the Chinese Gov'ernment or Chmese Provmclal Government but does not
relate to agreements for loans to be floated in China. Existi!1g <:greements relating to industrial undertakings upon
whIch It can be s!:lOwn that substantial progress has been
made may be omItted from the scope of this agreement."
At the s~n:e time, however, it was mutually agreed
that the eXIstmg agreements or future loan agreements
within th~ .scope of the Consortium should be subject to
the prOVIsIOns of the Consortium Agreement (Article 3).
, The rights and th~ d?ties of the constituent groups
~re defined on the pnnciple of complete equality. That
15 to say, eve.ry ~roup enjoys the same rights and carries
the sam.e obhgatlOns as the other. To be more specific,
e~u~l nghts are accorded to all in all operations, the
slgnmg of contracts, the equal sharing in existing agreemen~s. an~ future contracts, and in the l'iberty to decline
participatIon. On the other hand, equal obligations are
pla~ed upon all gr?urs for expenses connected with any
busmess, for prehmmary advances in any transaction
excepting stamp duties and the profits and losses of each
group in their operations (Article 4).
. ~~~~ectin~ lia~i1~ty, each group is to liquidate its own

h~?lhttes, dlsclaImmg any responsibility for joint lia-

billty. Furthermore, each group is to realize its own
profits within its own market, on the understanding,
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however, that the issues in each market are to be
at substantial parity (Article 5).
Inasmuch as it is quite possible and probable
consequence of war, the groups will not be able to
the loans equally, in view of the needs for
tion in Great Britain and France, but must be
pelled to anow the group or groups, meaning
larIy the American group, to assume the greater
of the burden, it is therefore provided that the
or parties unable to take an equal share of the
allotted or entitled can ask, in writing, the other party
parties who are competent and willing to make the .
ditional issue for their account, which is known as
Residuary Participation" (Article 6).
As the system of Residuary Participation is liable
be abused and thus to imperil the interests of the
parties, rigid conditions are stipulated to safeguard
proper operation of the system. Notice of such
ary Participation must be given and received prior
the execution of the agreement. The party so rpr!1,pd",
is to be free to decide the apportionment of the
tionat issue among its own members, or else they
share them equally among themselves. The issues
pursuance of Residuary Participation shall be placed
a parity with the regular issue. The party issuing
Residuary Participation shall be free to decide upon
expenses in connection with its flotation. It is
to a commission of not more than one and one-half
cent of the nominal amount of the Residuary
tion and to charge the party or parties making the
quest for expenses in connection with the issuance,
to be calculated in accordance with the proportion
the Residuary Participation bears to the entire issue.
is not required to subscribe thereto, nor to cause
to do likewise. It shall "apply al'l subscriptions
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it pro rata bet-:"een the Residuary Participation by it
the amount Issued by such party on Its own acIt shall "use its best endeavors to obtain a
n11lltatJon on its own market for the total amount issued
it." Mutual agreement of the parties making the request and thos~ ;-eqt;ested is necessary to any issue of
.Residuary PartICIpatIon.
Each party enjoys exclusive control of its own market
as far as the issuance of the bonds is concerned. No
participation can be given to any outside its own market (Artide 7).
The duration of the New Consortium is fixed at five
years-that is, 1920 to 1925-but subject to this condition, that the majority of the parties can determine
its duration at any time by giving twelve months' notice
in writing to the other parties concerned, which means
that the majority of the parties can terminate, or
.shorten, or lengthen, the period of duration at will
(Article 8).
Such being the Constitution of the New Consortium,
let us now observe its dealings with the Chinese Government, so far as they have been made known to the public. On September 28, 1920, before the Conference in
New York City in October, 1920, the American, British,
.French and Japanese Legations at Peking despatched a
joint note to the Chinese Foreign Office, 3 informing the
latter of the formation of the NeIw Consortium, setting
forth its purposes, scope, and the amount of diplomatic
support the respective Governments are pledged to give,
together with a collection of documents dealing with the
negotiations for the formation of the New Consortium,
and ending with the wish, "for the early consummation
of a united Government in China so that the New Consortium may eventually be enabled to give practical expression to the desires of the four Governments con-
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cerned to assist in the future development of this
try."
On· receipt of this note, informal conferences
place at the Chinese Ministry of Finance.
the view of the Chinese people, although the note
the form of a personal opinion, Mr. Chow Tsu-chi,
llese Minister of Finance, communicated to the
sentatives of the Consortium Banks on November
1920, as follows: 4,
"In pursuance of our conversation at the Ministry'
Finance on November 23, I deem it expedient, in
to remove any misunderstanding as to my personal
tude with regard to the Consortium, to set down
following points:
.
"1. It is necessary that the Government of
should at this juncture secure financial aid for C'.01'",t'... ,,.~.
tive purposes.
"2. If the Government is compelled to resort to for,.
eign loans for this purpose (a) I personally cannot
vise that any agreement embodying conditions calculated
to establish a financial monopoly should be signed with
any bank or group of banks; nor (b) can I advise that
any loan agreement be negotiated where the Land Tax
of China should be set down as security and
.
under foreign jurisdiction.
"The Consortium has been formed with the object .of.
assisting China in her reorganization. China, particularly myself, heartily welcomes such evidence of. good
wiB vn the part of foreign financiers, but expects that
it will be manifested in a manner that will leave
doubt in the minds of the peopl'e of China as to
motives which animate the foreign bankers and which
will correct the impression now prevailing that their na"::
tiona! freedom is being mortgaged."
In reply, the representatives of the Banking
expressed their views as follows: 4
"At your Excellency's request the general scheme of
the Consortium for a' comprehensive constructive loan
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fa China for productive purposes, such as the construc-

tion of railways, was described, and the reasons for this
policy, as well as for the fact that our instructions did
not include the consideration of a loan for purely administrative purposes, were dearly explained. At the
; same time we communicated the conditions which in
the opinion of the Consortium were absolutely necessary
for the successful issue of any loan for China on the
foreign markets, viz.: (1) the recognition of all German Bonds and Coupons of existing Chinese Government Railway Loans, and (2) the provision of a separate security in the case of future railway loans. We
further answered Your Excellency's inquiries regarding
the present position of the Pacific Development Corporation Contract, and the views of the Consortium on
the question of taking over this agreement. It is therefore necessary to state as clearly as possible that. not
only was no proposal mooted on behalf of the Consortium which included 'conditions calculated to establish a financial monopoly,' but also that during the interview no mention was made on either side of the Land
Tax of China as a possible security for any loan to be
made. . . .

.

.

.
..
"If, as stated by Your Excellency, it is possible that
China can herself presently find the money necessary for
her reorganization, the groups will learn with the greatest satisfaction of the success of her efforts in this directio~, and we are certain that she will have not only the
entIre sympathy, but, as far as possible, the cooperation
of the Consortium in her endeavors to achieve that
end."
~

In view of this protest, Mr. Chow Tsu-Chi made a
polite retreat and answered that inasmuch as the New
Consortium entertained no motive or intention of establishing a financial monopoly or of obtaining the Land
Tax as security, he was much gratified at the assurance.
On January 13, 1921, the American, British, French
and Japanese Legations sent another joint note to the
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Chinese Foreign Office informing the latter of the sign_
ing of the Consortium Agreement on October 15, 1920
and of the full approval of the New International Asso~
ciation by the four Powers interested.s
The significance of the New Consortium cannot be
over-estimated. It is the physical embodiment of· th~
policy of the Powers-the policy of international co-.
operation and control. It will be remembered that, with
the realization of the evil consequences of cut-throat
competition, the Powers have, since the Chinese Revo:"
lution of 1911, adopted the poricy of international cooperation and control. In consequence, the old consortium was formed and contracted the loans for the
Hukuang Railway and the Currency Reform of 1911,
and the Reorganization Loan of 1913. Interrupted
partly by the withdrawal of the American Group reSUlting in the loss of a moral leader within the Old Consortium, but largely by the interposition of the World
War, which withdrew the struggling Powers from
"their happy hunting ground" of the Far East to the
ghastly arena of the European battlefiel'ds, this common
policy was temporarily laid aside. As soon, however,
as the V.,T orld War was over, the Great Powers resumed
the old policy, and hence the formation of the New
Consortium. It can therefore be said that the New
Consortium embodies and represents the policy of International Cooperation and Control during the present
period of China's history.
Further, the New Consortium is a practical assertion
of the Open Door Doctrine on the part of the United
States. While respecting vested interests, it proposes,
as far as possible, to demolish the walls of spheres of
interest or influence. By pooling ali existing options
in which no substantial progress has been made anda.ll
future options, administrative, industrial or otherwise,
and by offering to public tender the execution of engi-
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nee ring contracts and the purchase of materials, it establishes a condition of true equality of trade which did
not obtain under the old regime of international struggle
for concessions, or under the doctrine of Closed Spheres.
By mitigating the evils of spheres of interest or influence, and by requiring the submission of all agreements
to the approval of the Governments concerned, particularlY the Department of State of the United States, it
tends to maintain the political independence and the
sovereignty of China. Hence it is the incarnation of
the Open Door Doctrine.
Moreover, the New Consortium aims to put into
operation the new policy of the internationalization
of Chinese railways.
Asserting as it does the
Open Door Doctrine which, as we recall, with respect
to railways, must either adopt the principle of internationalization, or exclude them entirely from the scope
of its application,-because of the monopolistic nature
of railways,-it cannot enter into the field of Chinese
investment except in the path of the internationalization
of these concessions. With the existing railways, already
in operation or under construction, or in which substantial progress has been made, it does not aim to
interfere, except in so far as the Chinese Government
or the Provinces desire to make an international loan
to redeem the foreign railways, which, however, is conditioned upon the the consent of the New Consortium
to assume the burden and upon the willing cooperation
of the Powers owning and operating these railways.
With existing railway concessions, in which little or no
substantial progress has been made, and with all future
railway concessions and other public and basic undertakings, such as H ukuang, Second Reorganization, Currency Reform, Pukow-Sinyang, Nanking-Hunan, JeholTaonan, Tsinan-Shunteh, Kaomi-Hsuchow, Siems-Carey,
Grand Canal, and so forth, it proposes to apply the
policy of internationalization. Thus, what Secretary
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Knox hoped to carry out in his plan of the neutraliza.,
tion of Manchurian railways is now to be
.
openly to all the railways of China to be constructed
future, and to all other publ'ic and basic undertakings
falling within the scope of the New Consortium. A~
to whether this policy of internationalization includes.
only international finance, or also international admil1_;
istration and hence control, it remains to be seen in the
contracts that are to be concluded. It is, however, to
be hoped that the policy of internationalization will
cover only international' finance, and will not include,
international administration and control, which will infringe upon and impair the sovereignty of China.
Furthermore, the New Consortium neutralizes Japan's
efforts to control China. Had it not been for the early
formation of the New Consortium, as China tottered on
the brink of bankruptcy, Japan, by repeated loans, might
have this day fairly reached the goal of controlling
China through finance. As it is, and especially as the
Department of State and Thomas W. Lamont success~
fully warded off Japan's reservation as to South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia and brought her into
the foI'd of the New Consortium without any reservation
or condition, obligating Japan to observe the canons of
the Consortium, it has definitely neutralized her efforts
to control China, or at least, has placed an almost insurmountable difficulty before Japan's ambition in this
direction.
On the other hand, with the advent of the New Consortium, China is face to face with the moral crisis of
choosing the right way at the parting of the roads. She
can avail herself of the assistance the New Consortium
can render and use the loans contracted for constructive
purposes and thus build up her own economic structure
and stabilize her own political equilibrium. In this way
she can find her sal'vation and derive benefit from the
New Consortium without incurring its perils. Or, she
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can contract loans for administrative and consumptive
purposes, wasting the proceeds of loans and pawning
her national assets, one after the other. In this way,
she will inevitably follow the footsteps of Egypt and
bring her people to the brink of ruin and bankruptcy.
Which road will China take? May her responsible leaders select the right path!
Finally, the advent of the New Consortium brings
into being a great issue in the politics of the Far East,
which wil'l be the burning problem of the next decade
or so. That is the control of China. On the one hand,
if China should fail in her loan obligations, the Powers,
through the agency of the New Consortium, are bound
to impose international control. On the other, Chinese
nationalism, awakened to the seriousness of the situation, and having manifested itself so effectively and so
nobly in the Chinese Revolution of 1911 and the Students' Strike and Economic Boycott of 1919, would
not permit their inalienable right of nationalindepend.
ence to be mortgaged or extinguished, but would enter
upon a death· struggle for the preservation of their nationat liberty and sovereignty. Hence it is reasonable .to
believe that the next decade or so may witness the great
struggle of the Chinese people for their national independence as against the control of Japan, or of the Powers through the New Consortium.
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XXVI
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND CHINA
ANOTHER event that has affected, or is going to affect,
the foreign relations of China, is the League of Nations.
In this treatise, we do not propose to deal with the organization, operation, or efficacy of the League as it is,
which falls beyond the scope of this work, but we do
aim, rather, to treat of the effects it has upon the foreign relations of China and of the rights and duties
which she has incurred by virtue of her membership
therein.
Before the advent of the League, there was no guarantee or protection for the territorial integrity and political independence of any nation. To maintain its na.
tional existence, every nation was obliged to depend
upon its own armament or upon the help of its allies.
In other words, the rights of territoriat integrity and
political independence were not secured by any other
means than the armament of the nations themselves
and the arbitrament of war. Stated in another way, the
nations, for want of adequate remedy furnished by the
society of nations, had no more rights of sovereignty
than those which their own armament and other resources
could maintain and those which the other states were
willing or forced to accord to one another. For instance,
after China's disastrous defeat of 1894-5 by Japan, the
Powers proceeded to her and seized various strategic
bases.
In the eyes of the Powers, China had
no more rights of sovereignty than those which
her own armament and other resources could defend and those which the Powers accorded to her. In
short, under the old r,egime, the sovereign rights of ter416

'ritorial integrity and political independence were not secured by any international protection or guarantee, and
she was therefore exposed to the ill-treatment and
spoliation of the stronger Powers. Thus, the old regime
was the rule of might, and not of right.
The new order, however, as inaugurated by the League
of Nations, furnishes what was lacking in the oM regime.
no matter how inadequate and how impotent it may
prove to b~. That is, it provides for an international
guarantee or protection of the sovereign rights of territorial integrity and political independence. While formerly there was practically no court of appeal for the
vindication of national rights, now there is the League
which requires the submission of all disputes among
the members either to arbitration or to inquiry by the
Councilor the Assembly of the League. While under
the old regime there was no international guarantee or
protection for nationat rights as growing out of sovereignty, in the new order there are the sanctions provided in the League Covenant consisting of diplomatic
severance, economic boycott, international force upon
the recommendation of the Council, and expulsion from
the League by a unanimous vote of the Council and Assembly. Whereas in absence of a league each nation
had no other alternative than either to fight or to submit, in case of an ultimatum or actual invasion, as shown
in the case of Japan's ultimatum of May 7, 1915, now
under the protection of the League a member so threatened can appeal to the Councilor Assembly, or submit
to arbitration, in which cases, if the recommendation
of the Council is unanimous, or if that of the Assembly
is concurred in by the representatives of the Powers
on the Council and a majority of the other members, exduding in each case the parties to the dispute, or
if the award of the arbitration is properly made, the
party so threatened can abide by the award or recommendation and thus win the protection of the League. 1
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Thus, however inadequate, a remedy is provided
the rights of nations, which was non-existent under th~
old regime. This surely is a step forward in thepQ_
litical evolution of mankind.
•.
With this provision of an international guarantee
protection for national rights, China's foreign
undergo a change for better. Whereas formerly China
~ould not appeal. to ~ny tribunal ?r constituted authority
m case of the vlOlatlOn of her nghts, but had either to
submit or fight, she can now call for arbitration, or ap:
peal to the Councilor the Assembly for a recommenda~
tion; and should she choose to abide by an award or
recommendation made in pursuance of the provisions
of the Covenant of the League, she would obtain its
protection in case of an attack. While under the old
regime her rights of territorial integrity and pOlitical
independence were insecure except as her own armament, or jealousy among the Powers, or their friendly
assistance could maintain them, her territorial integrity
and political independence are now assured by the
League, or at least supposed to be so assured. To put
it concretely, under the protection of the League, the
threatened partition of 1900 is not likely to come to pass
again, nor the German seizure of Kiaochow, nor the
Japanese ultimatum of May 7, 1915. Herein lies a great
advance in the foreign relations of China as arising out
of the existence of the League. 2
Having seen the improvement in China's foreign relations as growing out of the existence of the League
and her membership therein, we will next consider the
rights and duties she has acquired as a member of the
League. At the meeting of the Assembly, she has the
right to cast one vote and to have no more than thre(!
representatives (Article 3). At the meeting of the
Council, by virtue of her recent election thereto/Ashe
has the right to cast one yote and to send one represen-
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tJ,t1ve (Article 4), although "any member of the League
represented on the Council shall be invited to send a
.fepres~ntati~e to sit as a .member at any meeting of the
counCIl dun~g the conSIderation of matters specially
the mterests of that member of the League"
(Article 4). As a friendly right of each member of the
League, she can '.'bring t<: the attention of the Assembly
or of t~e CounCIl. any CIrcumstance whatever affecting
jnternatlOnal relatlOns which threatens to disturb international peace or the good understanding between nations upon which peace depends" (Article XI).2B She
has also t?e ri~ht t~ wit?draw from the League, after
years notIce, prOVIded that all its international
obligations and all its obligations under this Covenant
have been fulfilled at the time of its withdrawal"
arise. between them any dispute likely to lead to a rup(Arucle I) ; and to refuse to be bound by any amendment, in which case she ceases to be a member of the
League (Article 26).
~hat .is more important, she can appeal to the Council
mqmry and recommendation, in case of any dispute
submit to arbitration.
'
~'The Members of the League agree that if there should
arIse betweez: them a?y dispute likely to lead to a rupture, ~hey. w1ll submIt the matter eIther to arbitration
or to mqUlry by the Council, and they agree in no case
to resor:t to war until three months after the award by
the arbItrators or the report by the Council.
In any case under this Article the award of the arbishall be mad~ within a reasonable time, and the
of the Councll shall be made within six months
the submission of the dispute" (Article 12).

. In "disJ?utes a~ to the. interpretation of a treaty, as to
any questlOn of mternatlOnal law, as to the existence of
fact which if established should constitute a breach
of any international obligation, or as to the extent and
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nature of the reparation to be made for any such
breach" . (Article 13),. w?ich are d~clar.ed to be generally
appropriate for submlsslon to arbItratIon, she can, with
the consent of the other party or parties to the dispute
submit the matter to arbitration, and if she abides
the a ward, gains the protection of the League (Article
13). In disputes likely to lead to a rupture, and which
are not submitted to arbitration, she can submit the mat~
ter to the Council by giving notice to the Secretary:
General. "If a report by the Councit is unanimously
agreed to by the members thereof other than the Repr~
sentatives of the one or more of the parties to dispute,
the Members of the League agree that they will not go
to war with any party to the dispute, which complies
with the recommendations of the report." This means
that in case of a unanimous report by the Council ~..
cepting the parties to the dispute, she gains the protection of the League by compliance with the report or
recommendation. If, however, tlte Council fails to
render a unanimous report, then she can adopt
measures she pleases "for the maintenance of right and
justice," which is tantamount to saying that she can
make war, if she deems it fit and desirable. On the other
hand, she can ask the Council to refer the matter to the
Assembly if she does so within fourteen days after the
submission of the dispute, in which case a report of all
"the representatives of the Members of the League represented on the Council and of a majority of the other.
members of the League, exclusive in each case of the
representatives of the parties to the dispute, shall have
the same force as a report by the Councir concurred in
by all the members thereof other than the representa~
tives of one or more of the parties to the ,+·i~n";-••"
(Article 15).
Finally, and what is equally as important as the
of appeal, she has the right of territorial integrity
political' independence as guaranteed by Article 10:

bi
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"The Members of the League undertake to respect and
preserve as against external aggression the territorial
integrity and existing political independence of all Members of the League. In case of any such aggression or
in case of any. threat or danger of such aggression the
Council' shall advise upon the means by which this obligation shall be fulfilled."
As Wilson remarked, this is the heart of the Covenant. "Article 10 seems to me to constitute the very
backbone of the whole Covenant. Without it the
League would be hardly more than an influential debating society." 3
On the other hand, since rights and duties are correlatives, in acquiring these rights, she also incurs corresponding duties. By subscribing to the Preamble of
the League which runs:
"in order to promote international cooperation and to
achieve international peace and security by the acceptance of obligations not to resort to war, by the prescription of open, just and honorable rel'ations between nations, by the firm establishment of the understandings of international law as the actual rule of conduct
among governments, and by the maintenance of justice
and a scrupulous respect for all treaty obligations in the
dealings of organized peoples with one another, the High
Contracting Parties agreed to this Covenant of the
League of Nations,"
she places herself under obligation to observe, as far as
feasible, the four ideals or methods of promoting international cooperation and peace, namely:
1. By the acceptance of obligations not to resort to
war"
2. By the prescription of open, just and honorable
relations;
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3. By the firm establishment of the
of international law as the actual rule of
among Governments, and
4. By the maintenance of justice and a
respect for all treaty obligations in the UCiiUIll!S
organized peoples with one another.
She also obligates herself to perform the nec:ess:!Lt
duties connected with the humanitarian tasks, labor
lation, colonial administration, traffic in women,
opium and other dangerous drugs, freedom of
cation and equitable treatment in international
merce, prevention of disease, and Red Cross. SA
She further engages to bear the expenses of the
retariat "in accordance with the apportionment of
expenses of the International Bureau of the U .
Postal Union" (Art. 6), which may include the
penses of any bureau or commission placed under
direction of the League (Art. 24). Without the
currence of the Council, she is also not to exceed
limit of armament as recommended by the Council
she has adopted the recommendation. She is to
change full and frank information as to the scale of
armaments, her military, naval, and air
and the condition of such of her industries as are
able to war-like purposes (Art. 8). Should she
come a mandatory for any colony she "shall
the Council an annual report in reference to the
tory committed to its charge" (Art. 22), besides
serving the requirements as set forth in the HLa.UU.::!.'''',
Respecting treaties, she must register every treaty
international engagement with the secretariat, and
it to be published by the League as soon as possible,
treaty or international engagement being binding
so registered (Art. 18). This means that she
enter into any secret treaties or alliances, but must
scribe "open, just and honorable relations between
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" She further pledges not to conclude any treaty
agreement inconsistent with the terms of the League
and in case she has assumed obligations intherewith, she wil'l take steps to obtain the
release therefrom. Article 20 reads:
"The Members of the League severally agree that this
"'--..~~~"''' is accepted as abrogating all obligations or uninter se which are inconsistent with the
ar:d solemnly undertake that they will not
enter 111to any engagements inconsistent with
thereof. In case any Member of the League
before becoming a Member of' the League, have
•• _.rio,.'"
any obligations inconsistent with the terms
this Covenant, it shall be the duty of such Member
take immediate steps to procure its release from such

"
Thus, by assuming this obligation, she recognizes the
of the League Covenant, which is to govern
past, existing, and future treaties and international
regard to the sanctions as provided in the CoveChina obligates herself to participate in and conher share in the enforcement and application of
sanctions. She is to resort to diplomatic severance
economic boycott against the covenant-breaking
state. She is to contribute her quota of the international force recommended by the Council. She is to
render mutual assistance in economic and financial
to resist any special measures aimed at any
of their number by the covenant-breaking state, and
allow passage of troops to the cooperating forces.
16 dealing with the sanctions of the League reads:
1 lI"a"IJI1 "''',

"Should any Member of the League resort to war in
of its covenants under Articles XII, XIII or
sha11 ipso facto be deemed to have committed an
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act of war against all other members of the
which hereby undertake immediately to subject it
severance of all trade or financial relations, the
tion of all intercourse between their nationals and
nationals of the covenant-breaking State, and the
vention of all financial, commercial, or personal .
course between the nationals of the
States and the nationals of any other State, whether
Member of the League or not.
"It shall be the duty of the Council in such case
recommend to the several Governments concerned
effective mjlitary or naval force the Members of
League shall severally contribute to the armed forces'
be used to protect the covenants of the League.
"The members of the League agreed, further
they will mutually support one another in the fin~ncial'
and economic measures which are taken under this
ticle, in order to minimize the loss and ;'.'~~'""'Cj~iCI"'''''
resulting from the above measures, and that they will
mutually support one another in resisting any special
measures aimed at one of their number by the covenantbreaking State, and that they will take the
steps to afford passage through their territory to
forces of any of the Members of the League which are
cooperating to protect the covenants of the League.
"Any Member of the League which has violated
covenant of the League may be declared to be no ''''~'~a~ <
a Member of the League by a vote of the Council concurred in by the representatives of aU other Members;'~
While China enjoys these rights and duties acquired
through her membership in the League, her territorial
integrity and political independence are, by no means,.
under an absolute, or even effective, guarantee of the
League. In accordance with Wilson's interpretation,
Article 10 entails no other than moral obl'igations on the
part of the member states. Whatever the recommendation of the Council may be, the state concerned can still
decide its own course of action. "The council of
League can only 'advise upon' the means by which
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obligations of that great article are to be given effect to.
unless the United States is a party to the policy or action
in question, her own affirmative vote in the Council is
necessary before any advice can be given, . . . The
United States will, indeed, undertake under Article 10
to respect and preserve against external aggression the
territorial integrity and existing pol'itical independence
of all members of the League, and that engagement constitutes a very grave and solemn moral obligation. But
it is a moral, not a legal, obligation, and leaves our congress absolutely free to put its own interpretation upon
it in all cases that call for action. It is binding in conscience only, not in l'aw." 4
Hence, whatever protection or guarantee of territorial
integrity and political independence China may obtain
from the League must necessarily proceed out of the
willing cooperation and good will of its Members.
Meanwhile, she must be prepared to resist sudden invasions, as shown in the recent Russian invasion of Urga,
the League having no instrument ready for action in
such an emergency. She must also be prepared for war,
in case the recommendation of the Council is not unanimous, or in case the report of the assembly is not
concurred in by the representatives of all the members
of the League represented on the Council and a majority
of the other members exclusive in each case of the representatives of the party or parties to the dispute, for, in
such cases, the League does not forbid war, but simply
delays war for the duration of the time covering the
consideration by the Councilor Assembly within six
months and three months after the delivery of the report or recommendation. It will, therefore, be a great
mistake on the part of China to discard her armament
or even to neglect it, trusting in the efficacy of the
League. It should rather be her duty to be fully prepared for war, just as if there were no League in existence, bending, however, her efforts henceforth to inter-
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national peace and devoting her military and naval
to the maintenance of the principles of the League.
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1. For the Covenant of the League of Nations, see ut:anl1I!'s"
before the Committee on Foreign Relations, the U
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2. Cf. Hearings, Conference at White House, Aug. 19, 1919
p. 552, Wilson's testimony before the Committee regarding th~
possible effect of the League on China.
2A. China was elected to the Council of the League on Dec)
15, 1920. The election is for one year only, subject to reelection:
-See New York Times, Dec. 16, 1920.
2B. Also see Article XIX.
3. Hearings before: the Committee on Foreign Relations, U. S
Senate, 66th Congress, First Session, Conference at WhiU;
House, August 19, 1919, p. 504.
3A. See Articles 23 and 25.
4. Hearings, op. cit., p. 504.

THE SHANTUNG QUESTION
THE Shantung Question was once a world problem.
Like the Alsace-Lorraine controversy, which was settled
by the World War, it once carried the potential germ
of another world conflict. Thanks, however, to the Washington Conference, it has been amicably settled to the
satisfaction of both Japan and China. N ow that the
controversy has been adjusted, an analysis of the question
is herewith presented, concluding with the terms of the
settlement.
To refresh the memory, we will recall that shortly
after the outbreak of the World War, China declared
her neutrality by a Presidential Mandate, dated August
6, 1914. On August 15, 1914, Japan presented an ultimatum to Germany advising unconditional surrender of
the leased territory on or before September 15, "with a
view to eventual restoration of the same to China," and
also advising the immediate withdrawal or disarmament
of all belligerent vessels within the Chinese and J apanese waters, asking for a reply by noon of August 23. 1
Failing to receive a reply at the appointed time, she declared war on Germany and proceeded to attack the German leasehold of Kiaochow. Meanwhile China did not
protest against either the ultimatum or the attack, but
on the contrary intimated her intention to participate
in the campaign, which, however, was not received with
favor.
During the campaign, on September 3, 1914, Japan
landed her troops at Lungkow, Shantung, outside the
leased territory. On the same day, China proclaimed a
war zone delimiting the belligerent area to approximately
one hundred miles west of Tsingtao, including Kiaochow
427
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and Laichow, but excluding \i\Teihsien and Tsinan. On
September 26, 1914, the Japanese troops, marching from
Lungkow to VVeihsien, captured the railway station
belonging to the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway, and on October 6, 1914, seized the railway station at Tsinan, the
capital of Shantung. Soon they took possession of the
entire line of the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway, displacing
its employees and substituting Japanese subjects. In
addition they also seized the German mines adjoining the
railway. Meanwhile the siege of Tsingtao proceeded and
on November 7, 1914, the stronghold was captured.
Thereafter, on January 18, 1915, Japan presented the
now celebrated Twenty-one Demands, among which was
the provision (Group I, Article 1) :

Japan to be established at a place designated by the Japanese Government.
"3. If the foreign Powers desire it, an international
concession may be established.
"4. As regards the disposal to be made of the buildings and properties of Germany and the conditions and
procedure relating thereto, the Japanese Government and
the Chinese Government shall arrange the matter by
mutual agreement before the restoration." 3

"The Chinese Government engages to give full assent
to all matters upon which the Japanese Government may
hereafter agree with the German Government relating
to the disposition of all rights, interests and concessions,
which Germany, by virtue of treaties or otherwise, possesses in relation to the province of Shantung." 2

"all the treaties of whatever nature between China and
Germany as well as Austria-Hungary are abrogated, as
also all such provisions of the Protocol of September 7,
1901, and other similar international agreements in so
far as they concern China and Germany as well as
Austria-Hungary." 4

On May 7, 1915, Japan presented an ultimatum, because of which China yielded. In consequence, the
treaties of May 25, 1915, were signed, one relating to
Shantung with three exchanges of notes, the other to
South Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia with ten
sets of exchange of notes.
In return Japan pledged to restore the leased territory
of Kiaochow, in an exchange of notes, May 25, 1915:

This was duly taken notice of by the legations addressed,
including that of Japan.
On September 24, 1918, in an exchange of notes between the Chinese Minister at Tokio and the Japanese
Minister for Foreign Affairs, respecting adjustment of
questions concerning Shantung, it was agreed that
(Art. 6) "the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway, after its ownership is definitely determined, is to be made a ChinoJapanese joint enterprise." 5
At the Paris Peace Conference of 1919, both China
and Japan contended for the former German rights in
Shantung. On April 30, 1919, the Council of Three
rendered the decision in favor of Japan, which was incorporated in Articles 156, 157, 158, of the Treaty of
Peace with Germany, signed at Versailles on June 28,
1919.

"When, after the termination of the present war, the:
leased territory of Kiaochow J3ay is completely left to
the free disposal of Japan, the Japanese Government will
restore the said leased territory to China under the following conditions:
"1. The whole of Kiaochow Bay to be opened as a
commercial port.
"2. A concession under the exclusive jurisdiction of

Then, on March 14, 1917, China severed diplomatic
relations with Germany, and on August 14, 1915, declared war on Germany and Austria-Hungary, abrogating
all treaties, agreements, and conventions she had had with
the Central Powers, to the effect that
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The question, as stated above, turns on these issues·
1. Whether Japan has the right
.
(1) To attack the leased territory of Kiaochow.·
(2) To land her troops at Lungkow and th~
march through Chinese territory; and
(3) To seize the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway and
the adjoining mines.
2. Whether China's Declaration of War abrogates all
treaties, conventions and agreements with Germany
and China thus recovers the German concessions in
Shantung.
3. Whether Japan's possession of German rights in.
Shantung is validated by
(1) The Treaty of May 25, 1915, and
(2) The Agreement of September 24, 1918.
As to whether Japan had the right to attack the leased
territory of Kiaochow, there seems to be an honest difference of opinion. On the one hand, China claims that,
inasmuch as she reserved her sovereignty over the leased
territory in Article 1 of the Lease Convention,6 she can
assert the neutrality of the leased territory in time of
a war in which the lessee state is involved. In other
words, arising from the reservation of sovereignty, she
deems the leased territory as neutral, and not subject to
the hostile operation of belligerents. Further, even in
case an attack should have become necessary to abate a
nuisance or to remove a menace, she contends that her
previous consent should have been obtained before the
attack could be legitimate.
On the other hand, Japan claims that, basing her action on the precedent of Port Arthur and Talienwan,
which leased territories she took from Russia in the war
of 1904-5, the leased territories are not neutral, but subject to the hostile operations of belligerents. The grant
of the right of fortification, she contends, and the surrender of the right of administration, during the term
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of the lease, all indicate that these territories are proper
objects of attack. She further maintains that, granted
she had no right to attack the territory, she had notified
the Chinese Government before the attack, and that the
Chinese Government did not make any strenuous objection, nor lodge any protest, but, on the contrary, requested
participation in the attack, which, though rejected, could
be taken as tantamount to tacit consent. 7
As to whether Japan had the right to land at Lungkow
and march through the Chinese territory, it is quite safe
to say that Japan had no such right, but, on the contrary, exceeded the limit of her rights and violated the
neutrality of China. China having declared her neutrality by the Presidential Mandate of August 6, 1914,8
Japan was under obligation to respect her neutrality.
She had no more right to move her troops and supplies
through the neutral territory of China than Germany had,
in 1914, to cross the neutral territory of Belgium in order
to attack France. "It is a principle of the law of nations
that no belligerent can rightfully make use of the territory of a neutral state for belligerent purposes, without
the consent of the neutral Government." 9
It has been contended by Japan that military necessity
justified the violation, inasmuch as she could attack
Kiaochow more easily from the rear than from the front
or side. This argument, however, does not seem to stand
the test of analysis. In the first place, there was no
military necessity calling for such a violation of China's
neutrality. Japan could have attacked Tsingtao just as
well by landing within the leased territory of Kiaochow
as by way of Lungkow, if not better. This was borne
out by the action of the British, who, in due respect of
China's neutrality, landed at Laoshan on September 23,
and because of the distance from Laoshan to Tsingtao
being less than from Lungkow to Tsingtao and fewer
natural obstacles in the way, they reached the scene of
action in time to participate in the first encounter with
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the Germans. 10 This action on the part of the
clearly proved that there was no such military IH:!I:eSSlbJi>
and this alone, in glaring contrast with Japan's
is sufficient to establish the guilt of Japan.
Granting for argument's sake that there was the military necessity, this still did not justify Japan's violation
of China's neutrality. Germany pleaded the guilt of her
own violation of Belgian neutrality on the ground of
military necessity. But the world did not condone Germany's crime on that account. If the violation of Bel.
gian neutrality is unjustifiable, as the verdict of mankind and the late World War have held it to be so, Japan's
violation of China's neutrality by landing in Lungkow is
equally unjustifiable, even more so, because of the absence of any ground of military necessity.
Perhaps it may be argued that China's proclamation
of the war zone, on the day of Japan's landing at Lungkow, seemed to give her implied consent and hence justified Japan's action. It must be understood, however,
that in proclaiming the war zone, China did not thereby
condone Japan's action, but rather aimed simply to protect herself from any consequences resulting from the
actions of betligerents within her territory, so that she
could be free from any charges of negligence as a
neutral. In fact, in the difficult and embarrassing situation, the proclamation of a war zone was probably
the only course of action for her to pursue. For China
to resist Japan at Lungkow, in the face of force
majeure, would have meant war, which would be
contrary to the spirit of the law of neutrality. On
the other hand, for China to remain silent would
have been equally inexpedient, since Germany could
then have claimed damage for injuries due to negl'igence on the part of China to preserve her neutrality.
Confronted with such a dilemma, China was therefore
constrained to proclaim the war zone, not to extenuate
Japan but rather to protect her own position of neu-
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trality. It is therefore plain that, notwithstanding the
proclamation of the war zone, Japan's landing at Lungkow remains a gross violation of China's neutrality.
Respecting Japan's right to seize the Kiaochow-Chinan
Railway and the adjoining mines, it is again evident that
Japan had no such right. On the contrary, she did so
in violation of China's neutrality. The railway and
mines in question were situated within Chinese territory, outside the leased territory of Kiaochow, and hence
were under the protection of the Chinese authorities. No
matter whether they were the public ,or private property
of Germans, the fact that they lay within the Chinese
territory was sufficient to clothe them with the protection of China's neutrality, and to exempt them from
seizure by any belligerent whatsoever.
In fact, Japan perpetrated the seizure in spite of the
repeated protests of the Chinese Government and thus
knowingly violated China's neutrality. As the war zone
delimited belligerent activities to the east of Weihsien
or within one hundred miles west of Tsingtao, and as,
on September 26, the Japanese troops proceeded to Weihsien and occupied the railway station, the Chinese Government protested on the next day, that is, September 27,
1914, as follows:
"On the 7th of September a dispatch received from
your Government stated that your Government understood, with some difficulty, what our Government meant
in that declaration. This Ministry (the Chinese Foreign
Office) further declared that the railroad from Weihsien
to Chinan should be under Chinese protection, and
through Your Excellency we requested your Government
to issue an order prohibiting your troops from advancing
to Weihsien, or any place west of Weihsien. But now
the troops of your Government have forced their way
into Weihsien and taken possession of the railway. Considering that the railway belongs to a Sino-German
corporation, that all the railway stations have also been
under Chinese protection, and in none of them has there
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ever been any German troop, and that Weihsien is
the purely neutral territory, the acts committed by
troops of your country are manifestly contrary to
declaration and in violation of China's neutrality." 11
Following this protest, on the next day, September 28,
1914, the Japanese Minister at Peking called at the
Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and, to the surprise
and indignation of the Chinese Government, informed the
latter that, because of military necessity, the Jap<mese'
troops would move westward from Weihsien and occupy
the whole line. In consequence of this, on September
30, 1914, the Chinese Government again protested:

/

"It is a settled principle that even the public property
of a belligerent while on a neutral territory, cannot be
attacked, or taken possession of by the other billigerent,
much more so in the present case when the property in
question is jointly owned by Chinese and German capitalists. . . . It has been a long while since the troops
of your country have begun to attack Tsingtao, and the
German troops in Tsingtao have been isolated, rendered
helpless, and entirely and long ago cut off from the communication through the Kiaochow Railway. Not only
our Government will never allow the Germans to make
use of the line, it is actually beyond their power to make
use of it. Therefore the contemplated action of your
country is decidedly not a case of military necessity." 12 .

. In response to these repeated protests, the Japanese
Government replied on October 2, 1914, that the German Kiaochow-Chinan Railway was of the same nature
and character as the leased territory and that the purpose of Japan's attack was not only to eliminate the
German base of Kiaochow, but to gain the control
administration of the railway in question. Reiterating
the argument of military necessity, it contended
lying at the rear of the leased territory, the control.01
the railway was essential to the safety of Japan
Kiaochow:
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"Regarding the Shantung Railway, . . . it is of the
same character as the leased territory. This fact is bedispute, in view of its origin, the special charter
by the German Government and the way in which
company draws its funds. . ..
"Moreover, a railway from its very nature positively
be treated one part separately from the other.
one part of this German-owned railway is
:vest of Weihsien, it cannot be held as having
Its character on the ground that a part remains
territory. Besides, the aim of the Imperial
is not only to overthrow the base possessed
enemy, but also to cause the control and admin'~T1r".LlILJl1 of this indivisible railway to fall into our posses"Although the Chinese Government holds that under
condition the Shantung Railway cannot be
UUllL'.~ by the German troops in view of its severance
Chinan, yet from the attacking troops' point of view,
railway being immediately behind Tsingtao, and in
of the present situation, it is a serious danger to
operation to leave a railway by the enemy
" 13

It can be seen, from these extracts from the official
that what China strove for was the
of her neutrality, and that what Japan aimed .
was not only the leased territory of Kiaochow, but
the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway with the adjoining
although they lay within Chinese neutral terriSuch facts cannot but compel a reasonable and
mind to declare that Japan, in gaining the
of the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway and the adjoinmines, violated the neutrality of China.
conclusion is all the more convincing and ineswhen the rules governing the inviolability of
territory, as summarized by John Bassett Moore,
taken into consideration: 14
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" . . . It appears (1) that the commission of
against another on neutral territory is a violation of
law of nations; (2) that such violation involves an
fense to the neutral nation, and that reparation from
offending belligerent is due to t~at. nation alone;
that, if property was captured, It IS the duty of
offending belligerent to restore it on the demand of
neutral; (4) that nations have, by numerous
pledged themselves as neutrals and to use 'all the
in their power' to protect or effect the restitution of
erty in such cases; but (5) that the manner in
this obligation must be discharged was not
by any express rule or by any general understanding."
Applying these rules to .lapan's seizure
Kiaochow-Chinan Railway and the adjoining mines
within the Chinese neutral territory outside the
area, it is clear that she violated China's neutrality
that, in consequence, she is under obligation, upon
demand of China, to restore the same.
We now come to consider whether China's
of war abrogates all the treaties of whatever nature,
legalizing China's recovery of Germany's former
sions in Shantung. The writers on international law
not agreed as to whether war abrogates all treaties.
tel maintains that war abrogates all treaties which
suppose the continuance of peace, except those
anticipation of rupture. 15 Like Vattel, Kent
that, "as a general rule, the obligations of treaties
dissipated by hostility, and are extinguished and
forever, unless revived by a subsequent treaty.
if a treaty contain any stipulations which COltltemp
a state of future war, and make provisions for
exigency, they preserve their force and obligation
the rupture takes place." 16 On the other hand.
says: "The extinction of all treaties and
concluded between the belligerent states cannot be
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imme~iate effect. of war, but only the termination of
which, b'y theIr nature and object, are necessarily
mrUll"""CUH wIth a state of war." 17
Another reasonable doctrine is that of Calvo which
18 "Th
l'
,
:
e so utton of these questions depends natuupon the particular character of the engagements
_ . T~us al~ are agreed in admitting the rupor conventlOnal ties concluded expressly with a view
state of peace, whose special object it is to promote
' ,,_~;,.~~ of h~rmony between nation and nation, such as
of .amIty, Of. ~11iance, and other acts of the same
havmg a polItical character. As to customs and
arrangements, conventions of navigation and comand agree~ents relative to private interests, they
ge~erally consIdered as suspended till the cessation of
~y ne~essary consequence, it is a principle
every stlpulatlOn written with reference to war as
as all clauses desc:ibed. as perpetual (qualifiee; de
ve!1Jet:ue!1e.s ) p~eserve m spIte of the outbreak of hostheIr oblIgatory force so long as the belligerents
no~, by common accord, annulled them or replaced
WIth others."
John. Bassett Moore presented his own conclusion on
subJe.c~ as follows: "It is evident that . . . there was
recogmtlOn of the principle, which is now received as
!U1,[UdlHCllli:U, that the question whether the stipulations
a treaty are annulled by war depends upon their incharacter. If they relate to a right which the
of war does not annul, the treaty itself reunannuled." 19
Taking as our criterion the conclusion arrived at b
that the question as to whether the stipul!of a treaty are annulled by war, depends upon their
charac~er, .it ~s evident that the treaties in quesof an mtnnSlC character which the war should
fy. The German lease convention of March 6 1898
extorted from China by the threat of the mail~d fist:
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It further alienated from China her jurisdiction over
leased territory for ninety-nine years. In the event
war the continuance of an alien jurisdiction on the
of China would be inimical to her safety, and it is
natural, therefore, that she should avail herself of
opportunity of war to remove that source of danger
recover the delegated, or rather wrested, rights of
ereignty. Further, the lease convention granted to
many the right of fortification, which meant th.at
many, in time of war, could use the leased terntory
a basis of action against China. It is plain, theref
that such a treaty should not be allowed to persist in
time of war, but should be abrogated upon the declaration of the same. As to the Tsingtao-Chinan .n.a""""'.\!
and the adjoining mines, while the agreements ."'.l<;'lH
were not intrinsically of a character incompatible
the status of war, their public character and "tT'''h'O'i~
and political relations to the safety of C~in~,
their being taken into custody by the ternonal
during the period of war, and pending the final
ment by peace negotiation.
It can, therefore, be fairly concluded that, m~LS1llIUCI1
as the declaration of war on the part of China had
gated the lease convention of March 6, 1898, all the
man rights in Shantung arising therefrom should
reverted to China automatically, and that Japan's
session of them from that moment was in defiance
contravention of China's rights. It can also be
that the Kiaochow-Tsingtao Railway and the adj
mines should have come into the custody and DOSSeSS1(
o£ China upon her declaration of war, and that
control and possession of the same was not only
summated in violation of China's neutrality, but
retained in defiance and contravention of China's

We now come to the third issue-that of
Japan's possession of the German rights in
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is validated by the Treaty of May 25, 1915, and the
Agreement of September 24, 1918. As regards the consent which Japan exacted from China by virtue of Article 1 of the Treaty of May 25, 1915, respecting Shantung,20 it must be observed that the assent, as provided
therein, conceding for argument's sake its validity, which
is contested, is not applicable to the final settlement at
the Paris Peace Conference. For the negotiation was
not between Germany and Japan as stipulated in the
provision, but between the Allied and Associated Powers
on the one hand and Germany on the other. Hence,
inasmuc~ as Japan wa~ "debarred from negotiating separately WIth Germany m respect to the latter's system in
Shantung owing to the decision of the Conference to
deal with German territories and concessions without
consulting Germany," it is evident that Japan did not
comply with the provision of coming to an agreement
with Germany regarding the free disposal of Kiaochow
and that "the article in question should be deemed inoperative." 21
Granting, however, for argument's sake, that the settlement as reached at the Paris Peace Conference came
within the scope of the provision, it is to be claimed
that the consent was not given of China's free will, but
rather was exacted under the duress of the ultimatum
of May 7, 1915, and the demonstration of naval and
military forces accompanying it. While international
law recognizes the validity of treaties imposed, even under
coercion, by victorious states upon the vanquished, it is,
nevertheless, not within reason to believe that international !aw recog~izes the validity of treaties imposed by
one fnendly natIon upon another, while in the relation
of peace and amity. It is true that "coercion while invalidating a contract produced by it, does not'invalidate
a treaty so produced. Thus there can be no question
of the binding force of the treaty which followed the
French-German War which led to the dethronement of
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Napoleon III, though its terms were assented to under
coercion. The same may be said of the consent of France
in the settlement enforced by the allies after Vvaterloo
and so of the treaty by which Mexico ceded Cali£orn~
and the adjacent territory to the United States." 22
is, nevertheless, to be noted that what is recognized
international law is the validity of treaties made in con.
sequence of war though imposed necessarily by the victor
on the vanquished under duress, and that it is not con.,
ceivable that international law, postulating as it does
the fundamental principles of territorial sovereignty
the equality and independence of states, will countenance
and give validity to an agreement or treaty, the consent
to which is exacted from a friendly nation in time of
peace, and this in consequence of the violation of the
latter's neutrality. Fiore says, while admitting the validity of treaties imposed by victorious states upon the
defeated in consequence of war: "Treaties concluded
between states must be freely assented to. Assent is not
valid if given by mistake, extorted by violence or ob.
tained by fraud." 23
The official statement given out by the Chinese Gov.
ernment regarding the Chino-Japanese negotiations of
1915, clearly proves that China's consent relating to the
disposal of the German rights in Shantung was not freely
and fully given, but was exacted under the duress of
the ultimatum of May 7, 1915. The statement records
that on February 2, 1915, at the first conference, while
she consented in principle to Article 1 relating to the
disposal of the German rights in Shantung, China never~
theless made certain counter-proposals as conditions
the grant of her consent, namely, Japan's pledge to
store Kiaochow, China's right to be represented at
negotiations between Japan and Germany when '-''-0,"'""",
with the disposal of Kiaochow, the indemnification
China's losses due to Japan's operations within
Chinese territory, the restoration of the control of
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Maritime Customs, the telegraph and the postoffices in the
possession of Japan, the removal of the Japanese military railway and telegraph lines and the withdrawal
of Japanese troops.24
Again, China's reply of May 1, 1915, to Japan's revised demands of April 26, 1915, while giving her consent to any settlement that Japan might reach with Germany at the conclusion of the war, the Chinese Government specifically inserted two provisions calculated to
preserve the sovereignty of China in Shantung and the
leased territory and to act as conditions to the grant of
the consent in question:
"The Japanese Government declare that when the
Chinese Government give their assent to the disposition
of interests above referred to, Japan will restore the
leased territory of Kiaochow to China; and further recognize the right of the Chinese Government to participate in the negotiations referred to above between Japan
and Germany.
"The Japanese Government consent to be responsible
for the indemnification of all10sses occasioned by Japan's
military operation around the leased territory of Kiaochow. The customs, telegraphs and postoffices within
the leased territory of Kiaochow shall, prior to the restoration of the said leased territory to China, be administered as heretofore for the time being. The railways and
telegraph lines erected by Japan for military purposes
are to be removed forthwith. The Japanese troops now
stationed outside the original leased territory of Kiao·
chow are now to be withdrawn first, those within the
original leased territory are to be withdrawn on the restoration of the said teased territory to China." 24A
Japan's ultimatum of May 7, 1915, contains a reference to these conditions as set forth by China which
proves beyond doubt that, except for the duress or coercion of the ultimatum, China would not have consented
to Japan's settlement with Germany regarding the dis-
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posal of the German rights in Shantung at the r,w,,. ...,_,
of the war, and that it was the duress exerted by'
ultimatum that caused the Chinese Government to
quish the proposed conditions and to accept Japan's for.)
mula for the consent without any qualification. The ulti.;.
matum ran, in part, as follows·: 25
"Furthermore, the Chinese Government not only i _
no red the friendly feelings of the Imperial Governme~t
in offering the restoration of Kiaochow Bay, but also
~n replying to the revised proposals they even demanded
its unconditional restoration; and again China demanded
that Japan should bear the responsibility of paying indemnity for all the unavoidable losses and damages resulting from Japan's military operations at Kiaochow'
and still further in connection with the territory at Kiao:
chow China advanced other demands and declared that
she has the right of participation at the future Peace
Conference to be held between Japan and Germany. Al~
though China is fully aware that the unconditional restoration of Kiaochow and Japan's responsibility of indem_
nification for the unavoidable losses and damages can
never be tolerated by Japan, yet she purposely advanced
these demands and declared that their reply was final and
decisive."
It can therefore be safely affirmed that, except for the
duress of the ultimatum with the accompanying demonstration of force,26 China would not have given up these
conditions and that it was coercion-coercion applied to
a friendly nation while in the relations of peace and
amity-that extorted the consent. It is also obviously
in accordance with the spirit of international law to maintain that such a consent obtained under duress or coercion should invalidate Japan's possession of the former
German rights in Shantung.

Adverting to whether the agreement of September 24,
1918, validates Japan's control over the Kiaochow-Chinan
Railway, Article 6 of which provides:
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"the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway, after its ownership is
definitely determined, is to be made a Chino-Japanese
joint enterprise,"
and Article 4 of which stipulates:
"Japanese are to be employed at the headquarters of the
above mentioned police force at the principal railway
stations and at the police training school," 21
the opinion must be expressed that in view of the illegal
consideration for which the agreement was made, the
agreement in question cannot forestall China's claims
to her own rights and validate Japan's possession of the
German rights in Shantung. While it is true that "a
consideration is essential to give effect to a contract, but
it is possible to conceive of a treaty which has no consideration," 28 it is, nevertheless, reasonable to believe
that international law, upholding as it does the fundamental principle of territorial sovereignty, will not be
prone to countenance the validity of a treaty, which was
exacted on the basis of an illegal consideration arising
out of the violation of the fundamental principle of territorial sovereignty. For the Agreement of September
24, 1918, was concluded on the part of China to induce
the withdrawal of Japan's civil administration established in Shantung in violation of China's sovereignty.
It is an accepted principle that civil administration proceeds out of, and usually follows, military occupation, but,
in this particular case, the military occupation was accomplished in violation of China's neutrality and sovereignty
as shown above; and hence the civil administration proceeding out of, and following, an illegal military occuPation cannot but be illegitimate.
The official Chinese claims at the Paris Peace Conference recorded:
"Under an Imperial ordinance No. 175 of October 1,
1917, the Japanese Government established a Civil Ad-
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ministration at Tsingtao with branches at Fantze,
den, and Chinan, and of which three cities are Slt!Uat~d·
along the railway outside of the leased territory, and
the fifty kilometer zone. . . . The Fantze branch of the
Japanese Civil Administration has even asserted juri~..
diction in law suits between Chinese and has levied taxes
on them. . . ." 29
It was because of this illegal establishment of civil
administration in consequence of a military occupation
done in violation of China's neutrality and sovereignty
and the consequent indignation of the Chinese, especiaU;
the Shantung people, that the Chinese Government was
constrained to agree with Japan for the Chino-Japanese
joint administration of the Kiaochow Railway and the
Japanese supervision of the railway police thereof in
exchange for the withdrawal of Japan's civil administration. SO - S1 Hence, inasmuch as the consideration for
which the agreement was made was illegal and in fact
in direct violation of China's territorial sovereignty, the
agreement of September 24, 1918, cannot validate Japan's
control over the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway. Or else
Japan's violation of China's neutrality and sovereignty,
instead of being discouraged by proper penalties, woul<l
be encouraged and condoned by substantial rewards,
which is contrary to the spirit of international law.32
It may be argued that, in connection with the agreement, at the same time, an advance of twenty million
yen was made for the construction of the Chinan-Shunteh
and Kaomi-Hsuchow railways and that another advanc~
of a similar amount was made for the constructiono£
four railways in Manchuria and Mongolia; hence
was estopped from making any objection to the
ment of September 24, 1918, respecting the . !d.U\.HUVV
Chinan Railway. It is true that on the same date two
other .independent set of notes were exchanged
the construction of the above-mentioned railways, and
.L....
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it is also true that the Chinese Government received
a total advance of forty million yen. As far as the two
agreements are concerned regarding the construction of
the railways in question, they may stand valid. It is,
nevertheless, to be noted that the agreement of September 24, 1918, respecting the control of the Kiaochow
Railway, was entirely separate and independent from
the other two, and was made, not in consideration of
the two advances of twenty million yen each, nor for
the consideration of J anpan's construction of the two
railways in Shantung and the four railways in Manchuria and Mongolia, but rather in consideration of the
withdrawal of Japan's civil administration and Japanese troops along the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway, except
a contingent at Chinan, which, as we have seen, was
illegal. The only fact in common between this illegal
agreement and the other valid agreements for which the
two advances had been received was that the sets of notes
were exchanged on the same day-September 24, 1918.
Beyond this, there was no relation between these agreements. S3 Hence, inasmuch as the two advances of twenty
million yen each were made in connection with the other
agreements, that of September 24, 1918, respecting the
control of the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway, still remains
invalid and therefore does not confer upon Japan any
title or right of possession and control with respect to
the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway.

Summarizing the conclusions we have so far reached
relating to the issues of the Shantung question, it can be
held that, while admitting the ground for an honest
difference of opinion relative to her right to attack Kiaochow, Japan had no right to land her troops at Lungkow,
march through Chinese neutral territory and seize the
German Kiaochow-Chinan Railway and the adjoining
mines, in violation of China's neutrality and sovereignty;
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that China's declaration of war did abrogate the lease
convention of March 6, 1898, and thus automatically
regained the former German concessions arising out of
the convention and entitled her to the custody and the
possession of the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway and the
adjoining mines, pending the final settlement at the
Peace negotiation; and that Japan's possession of German rights in Shantung was not validated by the consent
relative to Japan's settlement with Germany as to the
disposal of the German rights in Shantung as embodied
in Article 1 of the Treaty of May 25, 1915, respecting
the Province of Shantung, which consent, as we have
seen, was extorted under the duress of an ultimatum j
nor was it justified by the agreement of September 24,
1918, respecting adjustment of questions concerning
Shantung, which, as we recall, was contracted for an
illegal consideration, that is, the withdrawal of Japanese troops from the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway and of
the Japanese civil administration from Shantung, both
of which were illegally established. In view of these
condusions, we cannot but be constrained to reach the
conclusion that Japan has held the leased territory of
Kiaochow as against the rights of China since China's
declaration of war on August 14, 1917, and that she
has acquired the German rights in the Kiaochow-Chinan
Railway and the adjoining mines in violation of China's
neutrality and sovereignty and in defiance of her repeated protests. Hence Japan is under legal and moral
obligation to return to China the leased territory of Kiaochow and to place in the custody and possession of the
Chinese Government the German Kiaochow-Chinan Railway and the adjoining mines, subject, however, if
necessary, to some form of proper compensation.
In view of these conclusions, we affirm that the
Shantung decision as rendered at the Paris Peace Con~
ference by the Council of Three on April 30, 1919, waS
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unjust. The Council awarded Japan all the German
rights in Shantung, and, in addition, the right to officer
the railway police along the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway,
and to establish a permanent concession in Tsingtao.
Articles 156, 157, 158, of the Treaty of Peace with
Germany, embodying this decision, read:

"Germany renounces, in favor of Japan, all her rights,
title and privileges-particularly those concerning the
territory of Kiaochow, railways, mines and submarine
cables-which she acquired in virtue of the treaty concluded by her with China on March 6, 1898, and of all
other arrangements relative to the Province of Shantung.
"All German rights in the Tsingtao-Tsinanfu Railway,
including its branch lines together with its subsidiary
property of all kinds, stations, shops, fixed and rolling
stock, mines, plant and material for the exploitation of
the mines, are and remain acquired by Japan, together
with all rights and privileges, attaching thereto.
"The German state submarine cables from Tsingtao
to Shanghai and from Tsingtao to Chef 00, with all the
rights, privileges and properties attaching thereto, are
similarly acquired by Japan, free and clear of all charges
and encumbrances. (Art. 156.)
"The movable and immovable property owned by the
German state in the territory of Kiaochow, as well as
all the rights which Germany might claim in consequence
of the works or improvements made or of the expenses
incurred by her, directly or indirectly in connection with
this territory, are and remain acquired by Japan, free
and clear of all charges and encumbrances. (Art. 157.)
"Germany shall hand over to Japan within three months
from the coming into force of the present treaty the
archives, registers, plans, title deeds and documents of
every kind, wherever they may be, rdating to the administration, whether civil, military, financial, judicial or
other, of the territory of Kiaochow.
"Within the same period Germany shall give particulars to Japan of all treaties, arrangements or agreements
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relating to the rights, title or privileges referred to in the
two preceding articles." (Art. 158.)
It will be seen that the rights conferred upon Japan
were not those belonging to Germany, but those legitimately belonging to China, as we hold that the German
rights had automatically reverted to China upon the declaration of war on August 14, 1917.34 Hence the Council
of Three has awarded to Japan the rights, not of Germany, but of China,-not of an enemy, but of an ally or
associate in the war. As the Chinese Peace Delegation
at Paris put it : "It appears clear that the Council has
been bestowing to Japan rights, not of Germany, but of
China; not of the enemy, but of an ally. A more power':'
ful ally has reaped benefits at the expense, not of the
common enemy, but of a weaker ally." 35
What is worse, the Council of Three has awarded these
legitimate rights of China to Japan-a state that has perpetrated the crime of violation of China's neutrality and
sovereignty. Instead of requiring the offending state to
restore the former German rights to the rightful sovereign owner, which should be the dictates of reason and
conscience, the Council condoned and encouraged Japan's
conduct by awarding her the German rights in Shantung. The inconsistency is all the more glaring when it
is seen that, in the case of Germany, her violation of
Belgian neutrality was so severely condemned and pen"";
alized, but in the case of Japan, for her violation of
China's neutrality, especially in view of the absence of
any ground of military necessity, she was not only not
penalized, but on the contrary, awarded the rights, not
of Germany, but of China,-a friendly ally and loyal
associate in the war. 36
It may, however, be contended that, unjust as the
Shantung decision might be, the Allied Powers were
bound by the secret agreements of February and March,
1917, to award the German rights in Shantung to Japan. S1
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It must, nevertheless, be observed that these secret agreements were made prior to the acceptance of Mr. Wilson's
peace terms as set forth in his address to the United
States Congress, January 8, 1918, and in his subsequent
speeches, and hence were abrogated by the subsequent
acceptance of his principles of peace. To this effect,
testimony was put on record before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations as follows:

" .. , On looking over the addresses of President Wilson and the statement made by Secretary Lansing to the
German Government with regard to the bases of peace I
'
found this (reading):
'The unqualified acceptance by the present
German Government and by a large majority of
the Gern;lan Reichstag o,f the terms laid do~n by
the PresIdent of the Umted States of Amenca in
his address to the Congress of the United States
on the 8th of January, 1918, and in his subsequent addresses, justifies the President in making a frank and direct statement of his decision
with regard to the communications of the German Government of the 8th and 12th of October
1918.'
'
"N ow as to the subsequent addresses, although there
is nothing dire~tly bearing upon the question of the fourteen points mentioned in the address of January 18, one
of the subsequent addresses was that on the 4th of July
at Washington's Tomb at Mount Vernon in which he
said:
'No half-way decision is conceivable, These
are the ends for which the associated peoples of
the world are fighting and which must be conceded them before there can be peace.'
"Then he mentions, one, 'the destruction of any arbitrary power anywhere,' and so on, and two is the one to
which I want to call attention (reading):
'The settlement of every question, whether of
territory, of sovereignty, of economic arrangement, or of political relationship. upon the basis
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of the free acceptance of that settlement by the
people immediately concerned, and not upon the
basis of the material interest or advantage of
any other nation or people which may desire a
di~erent settlement for the sake of its Own extenor influence or mastery.'
"I think it was in this memorandum to the
!hat I n:entioned this point. I cannot say positively
...
It was m that or some other connection that I
~ttention to this statement and said that my understand_
mg was that all th: p.owers who entered into the agreement for the negotIatlOn of peace after the armistice of
November 11 practically accepted the bases of peace a
laid down by the American Government and that thi!
was one of the bases of peace, and that no exception
no reservation, had been made to this by any of th~
Powers, by Great Britain, France, or Japan, although
Great Britain did make reservations with regard to some
other t.hings, and that therefore it seemed to me that
any pnor arrangement such as these secret treaties between Great Britain and Japan and between France and
Japan ought not to be held any longer in force because
they were really abrogated by the acceptance of these
bases of peace." 38
It may be further contended that the Shantung decision in favor of Japan was necessary to prevent Japan's
leaving the Paris Peace Conference, and thus to save the
League of Nations just on the eve of formation. In
fact, that was the opinion of Mr. Wilson, and probably
the real reason for his decision. 39 It must, however, .be
considered that the fear of Japan's withdrawal from
the Conference or refusal to sign the Treaty was not
well founded. It is unlikely that Japan would exclude
herself from the League for the loss of the
German rights in Shantung. Secretary Lansing tesltme:Q
before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
he believed Japan would have signed the Treaty
though the decision should have been against her,
main consideration being membership in the League: .0
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"SENATOR JOHNSON of California. Would the Japasignatures to the League of Nations have been obtained if you had not made the Shantung agreement?
.. "SECRETARY LANSING. I think so.
"SENATOR JOHNSON of California. You do?
"SECRETARY LANSING. I think so.
"SENATOR JOHNSON of California. So that even
though Shantu?g had not been delivered to Japan, the
League of NatIons would not have been injured?
"SECRETARY LANSING. I do not think so.
"SENATOR JOHNSON of California. And you would
ve had the same signatories that you have now?
"SECRETARY LANSING. Yes; one more, China.
"SENATOR JOHNSON of California. One more, China.
So that the result of the Shantung decision was simply
to lose China's signature rather than to gain Japan's?
"SECRETARY LANSING. That is my personal view, but
may be wrong about it."
Granted for argument's sake that there was real danof Japan's leaving the Conference or refusing to
become a member of the League, it is manifest that the
decision was rendered on the ground of expediency rather
than that of intrinsic justice. While it is admitted that
expediency, when not involving questions of morality,
may become a guiding principle of statesmanship, it must
be maintained, nevertheless, that when moral issues are
involved, expediency must be subordinated to morality.
In other words, in statesmanship, as in life, morality
must reign supreme, notwithstanding the considerations
of expediency.
Passing from the injustice of the Shantung decision,
now come to consider Japan's policy in relation to
Shantung itself. In the statement made by Mr. Wilson,
August 6, 1919,41 the policy of Japan relative to Shantung was said to be as follows:
"'~he pO.licy of J apa~ is to han.d back the Shantung
Penmsula m full sovereIgnty to Chma, retaining only the
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economic privileges granted to Germany, and the
to establish a settlement under the usual conditions
Tsingtao.
"The owners of the railway will use special police
to insure security for traffic. They will be used
no other purpose.
"The police force will be compo~ed of Chinese,
such Japanese instructors as the dlrectors of the
way may select will be appointed by the Chinese
ernment."
Taking this as the policy of Japan, it will be
that she presumed to have in her possession the
eignty of Shantung which she had in no way a~(lll1j,...nf:
and which was expressly reserved in the lease '·m'''.".. ~
tion of March 6, 1898. Whatever sovereignty is
in her possession must have been acquired in
of China's neutrality and sovereignty. And yet
pledges to return Shantung to China in full i'OO"IJ'prf'lar,h,'
That is, Japan proposes to return something
which by right is not hers but China's.
Probably what she means by the sovereignty of
tung is the leased territory of Kiaochow, which she
posed to return, and, in fact, pledged to do so. . If
(as we have seen), inasmuch as China's declaration
war, on August 14, 1917, abrogated the lease t'ntHTPnti,
of March 6, 1898, and hence recovered to herself
rights of the leased territory, Japan is proposing to
something to China which by right belongs to
and which Japan has held, ever since the day of
declaration of war, in contravention of the
rights of China.
It will be further noticed that the second part
Japan's policy is to retain all German economic
sions in Shantung, including the Kiaochow-Chinan
way and the adjoining mines. It is needless to
out again that these economic concessions have
seized and retained by Japan in violation of
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and in defiance of China's repeated protests,
that since China's declaration of war they should
been in the custody and possesison of China, pendfinal settlement with Germany at the Peace negotiaand that Japan is under moral and legal obligato restore the same to China. And yet Japan pro;poses to retain these ill-gotten concessions.
Again, Japan plans to establish a railway police along
Kiaochow-Chinan Railway officered by the Japanese,
manned by the Chinese, basing her right to do so
the Agreement of September 24, 1918, respecting ad'<itlstrnellt of questions concerning Shantung. As has been
shown, the agreement in question is void or voidbecause of its illegal consideration. Besides, the
of police is in excess of the former German rights
Shantung. In the agreement of March 21, 1900, respecting the Kiaochow-Chinan Railway regulations,42 it
was specifically stipulated (Art. 16) :
"If troops are needed, outside of the hundred Ii (fifty
kilometer) zone, they shall be dispatched by the Governor of the Province of Shantung. No foreign troops
be employed for this purpose."
In the subsequent convention of November 28, 1905,43
Germany engaged to withdraw her troops from Kiaochow
and Kaoni to Tsingtao (Arts. 1 and 2), and to leave
neutral zone and railway therein to the police of the
v11J.11""" Government.
In view of the limitations of the
German rights in Shantung, therefore, Japan's claim to
establish the railway police along the Kiaochow-Chinan
Railway is in excess of the German rights and in violation of China's sovereignty.
The political significance of the Shantung question cannot be overestimated. This question represents the his. issue of the struggle between the Chinese nation
the foreign Powers, the issue of territorial soverEver since her opening, China was confronted
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with the greatest problem of all her history-that is
to preserve her territorial integrity and politicai'
pendence in the face of foreign aggression. S
tempted to solve this great problem by the Boxer
in 1900, which only plunged her into the depths of
iation. Failing in this, she brought to pass the
Revolution of 1911, aiming to take hold of the
government and thus to establish a strong and
government for her own protection. Now this
tung question represents foreign aggression or
ment on the territorial sovereignty of China,
aims to uphold under the regis of the Republic.
in resisting Japan's aggression in Shantung, China is
ply following the tradition of her historical r1p'iTAI •.,.~~
To win in the Shantung question is to succeed
assertion and maintenance of her territorial
To fail is to acknowledge servitude. Hence, the
tung question will become the battle cry of Chinese
tionalism, and hence the Chinese people,
they are to preserve their territory and sovereignty,
never yield in the Shantung affair.
Again, this Shantung question represents the
of Japan's policies in China and China's policy for
self. As we recall, Japan aims to exploit the
resources of China, and to establish her position of
mount influence. She also aims to control and
nate China-by strengthening her influence around
in Peking through her dominance in Manchuria and
tung. On the other hand, China strives for self
tion-for her independence and sovereignty. She
to preserve what she has, and in addition to
lost or delegated rights of sovereignty. Hence the
tung question represents the conflict of the polici
the two nations.
Further, the Shantung question involves the
of international law, the maintenance of which
tuted one of the objects of the World War. It
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question as to whether the nations are to observe the
of international law or are to relapse into
If they mean to uphold the sanctity of interlaw,. ~hey must right the wrong done in the
decIsIon. Hence, the successful and right soluof the Shantung question means the vindication of
sanctity of international law.
Finally, the Shantung question represents the moral
of might versus right. By virtue of her military
naval for~es, J~pan h~s acquired the German rights
Shantun~ 10 eVIdent vIolation of China's neutrality
sovereIgnty. On the other hand, because of the
lsulncient backing of force, China has failed to recover
rights v.:hich should have properly belonged to her.
Japan WIllS eventually in the Shantung question, it
an unfortunate reaffirmation of the principle of
makes right." On the other hand, if China wins
a successful vindication of the principle of "Right
might."
The basis of solution of the Shantung question is simGiving due recognition to Japan's service and sacin the ~apture of Kiaochow, and paying due regard
the soverelgnty of China, the principle of the solution
be, on the one hand, that Japan may receive, if
, some form of compensation agreeable to
and, or:- the. other, that, in full recognition of
sovereIgnty, Japan should restore to China all
concessions in Shantuug, induding the Kiaovu"a".,u
Railw~y, the adjoining mines, and the
ternto.ry, subject, however, to the proviso that
~on~esslOns should not be mortgaged or alienated
Chma III any way to any other foreign Power. Thus
would receive her share of reward and China
. maintain her territorial sovereignty and recover
nghts.
It is gratifying to note that, at the Washington Conthe Shantung Question was settled. The gen-
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eral basis of settlement was that Japan should
to China all the former German rights in Shantung,
in return China should compensate Japan with the
sessed value of the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway.
At the outset of the Conference, the Chinese
tion was insistent upon bringing up the question for
cussion at the meetings of the Committee on Pacific
Far Eastern Questions. It was soon discovered,
ever, that the Powers, signatories to the Treaty of
sa illes, June 28, 1919, were not ready to decline
nition to the validity of the Shantung Clauses (
156, 157, 158) therein. As a consequence, to relieve
embarrassment of these Powers, to overcome the
difficulty as presented by the question of the validity
the Shantung Award, and to bring about an
settlement of the Shantung Question, Secretary
E. Hughes representing the United States and
J. Balfour representing Great Britain offered their
offices and suggested to the Chinese and Japanese
gations a direct conversation outside of, or rather
lateral with, the Conference, for the settlement of
question. Thereupon the Chinese and the Japanese
gates held direct conversation with representatives of
United States and Great Britain as observers.
At the outset of the negotiation, to facilitate
ment, it was agreed by both sides that academic
particularly with respect to the validity of treaties,
not be discussed, thus discarding the barrier of
cal and legal arguments, and that only facts of the
should be taken as they were, and be dealt with
ingly.45, 46, 47
The Treaty 48 of settlement that ensued was signed
February 4, 1922, at Washington. Relating to the
toration of the former German Leased Territory of
chow, Japan should restore it to China (1).49 A
Commission composed of three representatives
pointed by China and Japan should meet
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upon the coming into force of the present Treaty, with
powers to make and carry out detailed arrangements relating to the transfer of the administration and the public
properties of the Leased Territory and to settle other
matters likewise requiring adjustment (Art. II). The
transfer of the administration and public properties should
be completed as soon as possible, and, in any case, not
later than six months from the date of the coming into
force of the Treaty (Art. III). The Japanese Government undertook to hand over to the Chinese Government the achives, registers, plans, title-deeds and other
documents in the possession of Japan, or certified copies
thereof, necessary and useful for the administration of
the Leased Territory and the Fifty Kilometre Zone around
Kiaochow Bay (Art. IV). The Government of Japan
renounced her intention to establish an exclusive Japanese settlement or an international settlement, while the
Chinese Government, on its part, undertook to open the
whole of the leased area to foreign trade and residence
(Art. XXIII) and to respect vested rights lawfully and
equitably acquired therein with the understanding that
all questions concerning the status and validity of such
vested rights should be adjusted by the Joint Commission
as above provided (Art. XXIV). In opening the leased
territory, however, China engaged to ascertain the views
of the foreign residents therein in such municipal matters
as might directly affect their welfare and interests, "pending the enactment and general application of laws regulating the system of local self-government in China." (Annex VI.)
Relating to public properties, the Government of Japan undertook to transfer to the Government of China
all public properties, including land, buildings, works, or
establishments, whether formerly possessed by the German authorities or purchased or constructed by the Japanese authorities during the period of Japanese adrdinistration (Art. V) I excepting such public properties as are
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required for the Japanese Consulate in Tsingtao and
the special benefit of the Japanese community,
public schools, shrines and cemeteries (Art. VII).
understood that the public properties to be
should include all public works, such as roads,
works, parks, drainage and sanitary equipment, and
public enterprises such as those relating to telephone,
tric light, stockyard and laundry (Annex II). In
management and maintenance of the public works,
foreign community should have fair representation.
respect of telephones, due consideration was to be .
to the requests from the foreign community for
tensions and improvements as might be reasonably
quired by the general interests of the public. With
ence to public enterprises relating to electric . light,
yard and laundry, commercial companies should
formed under Chinese laws for the management
working of the said enterprises, subject to
regulation and supervision (Annex II). In the
of public properties, no compensations would be
from China except for those purchased or constructed
the Japanese authorities, ane: also for the i'~nn'r-n",,,w,,,
on those formerly possessed by the German ""i-hN.;'
(Art. VI). The details of the transfer were to be
ranged by the Joint Commission as above
(Art. VIII).
As to preferential rights with respect to foreign
sistance in persons, capital and material stipulated in
Treaty of March 6, 1898, between Germany and
the Government of Japan undertook to renounce
This virtually means the withdrawal of the J
claim to Shantung as her sphere of influence (Annex
In respect of the railway concessions in
other than the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway, the
Shunteh and the Kaomi-Hsuchowfu lines were to
thrown open to the common activities of the New
national Banking Consortium (Art. XXI), but as to
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rhefoo- Weihsien Railway, Japan undertook not to press
ilie opening of the concession to the New International
Banking Consortium, if China could construct the road
with her own capital (Annex V).
Respecting the withdrawal of Japanese troops, those,
including gendarmes, stationed along the Tsingtao-Tsinanfu Railway and its branches, should be withdrawn as
soon as the Chinese police or military force should be
sent to take over the protection of the Railway (Art. IX).
The entire withdrawal should be effected in three months,
if possible, and, in any case, not later than six months
from the date of the signature of the Treaty. The J apanese garrison at Tsingtao should be withdrawn simultaneously, if possible, with the transfer of the leased territory, and in any case, not later than thirty days after
the date of such transfer (Art. XI).
With respect to Maritime Customs, the Custom House
of Tsingtao was to be made an integral part of the Chinese
Maritime Customs upon the coming into force of the
Treaty (Art. XII), whereupon the Provisional Agreement of August 6, 1915, relating to the reopening of the
office of the Chinese Maritime Customs at Tsingtao
should cease to be of effect (Art. XIII). The Government of China undertook to instruct the Inspector General of the Chinese Maritime Customs to permit Japanese
traders to communicate with the Customs House of
Tsingtao in Japanese language, and to give consideration
to the diverse needs of the trade of Tsingtao in the selection of a suitable staff for the said Custom House,
meaning that a suitable number of Japanese or other
foreign staff members should be employed (Annex III).
With reference to salt industry, the interests of the
Japanese engaged in the said industry along the coast
of Kioachow Bay should be purchased by China at a
fair compensation, and exportation to Japan of a quantity of salt produced by such industry along the coast of
Kioachow should be permitted on reasonable terms, de-
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tailed arrangements for this stipulation to be made by the
J oint Commission (Art. XXV). In respect of wireless
stations at Tsingtao and Tsinanfu, Japan agreed to transfer the same to China at a fair compensation, upon the
withdrawal of the Japanese troops from these two places,
the detailed arrangements for this provision being left
to the Joint Commission (Art. XXVII).
Referring to the former German cables between Tsingtao and Chefoo and between Tsingtao and Shanghai, the
titles and rights thereto were to be vested in China, excepting those portions thereof used by the G?vetnment
of Japan for the laying of a cable between Tsmgtao and
Sasebo which should be adjusted by the Joint Commission, s~bject to the terms of the existing contracts to
which China was a party. With respect, however, to the
former German mines of Tsechwan, Fangtze and Chin~
lingchen, they were to be handed over, not to the Government of China, but to a company to be formed under a
special charter of the Chinese Government, in which the
amount of the Japanese capital should not exceed that
of the Chinese capital, the mode and terms of the arrangement being left to the Joint Commission (Art.
XXII).
Finally, with respect to the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway,
which was the bone of contention, and over which several
deadlocks in negotiation occurred, the question was adjusted to mutual satisfaction. It was the original intention and plan of the Chinese Delegates to pay only half
of the value of the Railway. It was, however, pointed
out by the Japanese Delegates that, under the reparation
agreement under the Treaty of Versailles, Japan had
to reimburse Germany for the value of the road 50 as
assessed by the Interallied Reparations Commission. It
was therefore thought that the only feasible solution was
for China to purchase the line at the full assessed value
outright. The principle of purchase was thereupon aCcepted.
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The next question was the mode of payment. The
Japanese Delegates proposed a railway loan agreement
on the basis of an ordinary railway loan of China, that
is, the employment of a Japanese Traffic Manager and
a Japanese Chief Accountant and fifteen years for the
term of the loan with an option of redeeming the whole
upon six months' notice after five years. On the other
hand, the Chinese Delegates found the plan unacceptable,
and in its place proposed either a cash payment or a deferred payment in Chinese Treasury Notes or Chinese
Bankers' Union Notes, secured upon the railway properties extending over twelve years with an option after
three years upon a six months' notice to redeem all the
outstanding liabilities, China engaging on her own initiative to select and employ a Japanese district engineer. 51
The terms of the final settlement were a compromise,
though more in favor of Japan. Japan engaged to transfer to China the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway with its
branches and appurtenant properties (Art. XIV). China
undertook to reimburse Japan the actual value of the
Railway properties consisting of 53,406,141 gold marks,
the assessed value of the properties left behind by the
Germans, or its equivalent, plus the amount which, during her administration of the Railway, had actually expended for permanent improvements on or additions to
the said properties, less a suitable allowance for depreciation. To effect the reimbursement, China agreed "to
deliver to Japan simultaneously with the completion of
the transfer of the Railway properties Chinese Government Treasury Notes secured on the properties and revenue of the Railway and running for a period of fifteen
years, but redeemable, whether in part or in whole, at
the option of China, at the end of five years from the
date of the delivery of the said Treasury Notes, or at
any time thereafter upon six months' previous notice
(Art. XVIII). Pending the redemption of the Treasury
Notes, the Government of China would select and ap-
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point, for so long a period as any part of the said Treasury Notes should remain unredeemed, a Japanese subject
to be Traffic Manager and another Japanese subject to
be Chief Accountant jointly with the Chinese Chief Accountant and with coordinate functions, under the direction and control of the Chinese Managing Director and
removable for cause (Art. XIX).
No charge was to be made for wharves, warehouses
and other similar properties, except for permanent improvements made by Japan less a suitable allowance for
depreciation (Art. XV). A Joint Railway Commission
was to be instituted of three Commissioners each with
powers to appraise the actual value of the Railway properties and to arrange the transfer thereof (Art. XVI).
The transfer of the Railway properties should be completed as soon as possible, and in any case, not later than
nine months after the coming force of the Treaty (Art.
XVII). Should the Joint Railway Commission for the
appraisal fail to reach an agreement on any matter within.
their competence, the point or points at issue should be
taken up by the two Governments for adjustments by
diplomacy; and if necessary, the two Governments should
obtain recommendations of experts of a third Power or
Powers designated in common accord between the two
.
Governments (Annex IV).
Thus is settled the historic dispute over the Shantung
Question. Thus is removed a cause for war in the Far
East and a sore spot in the Sino-Japanese relations. The
effect of the settlement upon Japan cannot be overestimated. It relieved her of the moral condemnation of
the world, tended to break down the Chinese economic
boycott, and avoided a future conflict in the Far East.
The effect upon China is equally significant. It settled
a problem much to her favor, which touched her amour
pro pre, which represented her battle cry against foreign
aggression, and which aroused her indignation and resentment. Finally, the effect on the world at large is
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none the less of significance. It removed a germ of war.
It relaxed the strain between China and Japan. Above
all, it undid an act of injustice.
Meanwhile, to vindicate China's rights as a neutral
and to prevent another violation of her sovereignty and
neutrality as witnessed in the Shantung Episode, China
caused the Powers to undertake the solemn covenant to
respect her neutrality in future wars to which she should
not be a party: 52
"The Contracting Powers, other than China, agree
fully to respect China's rights as a neutral in time of
war to which China is not a party; and China declares
that when she is a neutral she will observe the obligations
of neutrality." .
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(1) The leasehold of Kiaochow and the rights originally
granted to Germany with regard to the fifty kilometer zone
around the Kiaochow Bay shall be restored to China.
(2) The Japanese Government will abandon plans for the
establishment of a Japanese exclusive settlement of an open
international settlement in Tsingtao: Provided that China
engages to open of its own accord the entire leased territory of
Kiaochow as a port of trade and to permit the nationals of all
foreign coun~ries freely to reside and to carryon commerce,
industry, agnculture or any other lawful pursuits within such
territory, and that she further undertakes to respect the vested
rights of all foreigners. China shall likewise carry out forthwith the opening of suitable cities and towns within the province
of Shantung for residence and trade of the nationals of all foreign countries. Regulations for the opening of places under
the foregoing clauses shall be determined by the Chinese Government upon consultation with the powers interested.
(3) The Kiaochow-Tsinanfu Railway and all mines appurte,:ant thereto shall be worked as a joint Sino-Japanese enterpnse.
(4) J apa!l will r~nounce all pre.ferential rights with regard to
forel!p1 assIstance m persons, capItal and material, stipulated in
the Smo-German Treaty of March 6, 1898.
(5) Rights relating to the extensions of the KiaochowTsinanfu Railway, as well as options for the construction of the
Yentai-Weihsien Railway, will be thrown open for the common
activity of the international financial consortium in China.
(?) The status of the customs house at Tsingtao as forming
an Integral part of the general customs system of China shall
be made clearer than under the German regime.
(7) Public property used for administrative purposes within
the leased t~rrito~y 0'£ Kiaochow will, in general, be transferred. to Chma; .It bemg understood that the maintenance and
operatIOn of public works and establishments shall be arranged
between the Japanese and Chinese Governments.
(8) With a view to arranging detailed plans for carrying into
effect the ~ern:s of settlement above indicated and for the purpose of adJu~tlng other matters not embodied therein, the Japanese .an~ Chmese Governmen~s shall appoint their representative
commISSIOners as soon as pOSSIble.
(9) The )~panese Government have on more than one occasion
declared ~Illmgness to procee? to the recall of Japanese troops
now .sta~lOned alo~g the Kla~chow-Tsinanfu Railway upon
orgamzatlOn by Chma of a police force to assume protection
of th~ railway. As ~0011 as the Chinese Government shall have
orgamzed such a polIce force and notified the Japanese Govern-
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ment to that effect, Japanese troops will be .ordered to hl!nd over
to the Chinese police the charge of the ra1lway protechon, and
thereupon immediately to withdraw, It is, however, to t;e understood that the question of the organization of a speclal police
guarding the Kiaochow-Tsinanfu Railway ~hall be reserved for
future consideration between Japan and Chma,
46, Copy furnished by the Chinese Legation, Washington,
D, C. With reference to the important Shantung Question
which is now pending between China and Japan, China has
indeed been most desirous of an early settlement for the restitution of her sovereign rights and territory, The reason why
China has not until now been able to commence negotiations
with Japan is because of the fact that the basis upon which
Japan claims to negotiate are all of a nature either highly
obj ectionable to the Chinese Government and the Chinese people,
or such to which they have never given their recognition, Furthermore, in regard to the Shantung Question, although Japan
has made many vague declarations she has in fact had no plan
which is fundamentally acceptable, Therefore the case has been
pending for many years much to the unexpectation of China.
On September 7 Japan submitted certain proposals for the
readjustment of the Shantung Question in the form of a
memorandum together with a verbal statement by the Japanese
Minister to the effect that in view of the great principle of SinoJapanese friendship Japan has decided upon this fair and just
plan as her final concession, etc, After careful consideration
the Chinese Government feels that much in Japan's new proposals is still incompatible with the repeated declarations of the
Chinese Government, with the hopes and expectations of the
entire Chinese people, and with the principles laid down in
treaties between China and the Foreign Powers, If these proposals are to be considered the final concession on the part of
Japan, they surely fall short to prove the sincerity of Japan's
desire to settle the question, For instance:
(1) The lease of Kiaochow expired immediately on China's
declaration of war against Germany, Now that Japan is only in
military occupation of the leased territory the latter should be
wholly returned to China without conditions, There can be no
question of any leasehold,
(2) As to the opening of Kiaochow Bay as a commercial port
for the convenience of trade and residence of the nationals of
all friendly powers, China has already on previous occasions
communicated her intentions to do so to the Powers, and there
can be no necessity for the establishment of any purely foreign
settlement again, Agricultural pursuits concern the fundamental
means of existence of the people of a country; and according
to the usual practice of all countries, no foreigners are permitted to engage in them. The vested rights of foreigners
obtained through lawful processes under the German regime
shall of course be respected but those obtained by force and
compulsion during the period of Japanese military occupation
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and, against law an? treaties can in no wise be recognized, And
a~~m, although thiS same article in advocating the opening of
CIt1~S ,an~ to,",:ns of Sha~tung as commercial ports agrees with
~hma s mtentlOn and deSire of developing commerce, the openmg of such places should nevertheless be left to China's own
judgment 2;nd selectior; in accordance with circumstances, As to
the regulahons go,:ermr;g the opening of such places, China will
!1ndoubt,edly bear III mmd the object of affording facilities to
mternatlOnal trade and formulate them according to established
prece,dents of self-opened ~orts and sees, therefore, no necessity
m th1s matt~r ,for any p~evlOus negotiations,
(3) ,The Jomt ,operat:on of the, Shantung Railway, that is,
the KIaoc~ow-T~man Lme, by Chma and Japan is objected to
by the enure Chm,ese people, It is because in alI countries there
ought to bt; a umfi~d system for railways, and joint operation
destro~s un:ty of ~all~ay manageme~t and impairs the rights of
~oyerelgnty" and, III v1e~ of t~e, ~vlls of the previous cases of
Jomt operatIOn and the 1mposslb111ty of correcting them China
can n0'Y no longer recognize i! as a matter of principl~, The
whole lme of the Shantung Railway, together with the right of
control and, management thert;of should be completely handed
over t~ Chma; and after a Just valuation of its capital and
'Properties one-half of the whole value of the line not returned
shall ~e purchased back by China within a fixed period, As to
the mmes appurtenant to the Shantung Railway which were
already ~perated by the ~ermans, their plan of operation shall
be fixed :n accordance WIth the Chinese Mining Laws,
(5) With r~ference to ~he construction of the extension of the
Shantung ~aJ!way" that IS, the Tsinan-Shunteh and Kiaochow~suchoyv Lmes, Ch~na will, as a matter of course, negotiate with
mtern!ltI?nal ~nanclal ~odies, As to the Chefoo-Weihsien Railway, It IS entIrely a dIfferent case, and cannot be discussed in
the same category,
(6) The C~stoms House at Tsintau was formerly situated in
a ,leased terntory, and the system of administration differed
slIghtly from others, When the leased territory is restored th
Customs House thereat should be placed under the complete 'cone
trol ~nd management of the Chinese Government and should not
be ~If~eren! from the other Customs Houses in its system f
adrrumstratton,
0
(7) The extent ?f public properties is too wide to be limit d
only ,to that portIOn used for administrative purposes Th
meanmg of, th~ statt;mt;nt in the Japanese memorandum th~t such
property w1l1 III pn!lc:ple be ,transferred to China, etc" rather
lacks c1e~rness, I~ It IS the ,smcere wish of Japan to return all
the publIc prop~rtIes t? Chma, she ought to hand over comkmds, of official' semi-officI'al , m u"
bl'
mCIpaI
apletely
d ththe vanous
I} ,0 er pu IC ,propertIes. and enterprises to China to be
~hstn?uted, accordmg to theIr nature and kind, to the adminIstratIOns
of
"I
'I
d the hcentral
Ch' and local authorities , to th e mumclpa
counCI an to t e
mese Customs, etc" as the case may be,
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~!arding this there is no necessity for any special arrangement,

(9) The question of the withdrawal of J.apane~e troops from
the Province of Shantung bears no connectIOn wIth the restora_
tion of the Kiaochow Leased Territory and the Chinese Government has repeatedly urged for its actual execution. It is
only proper that the entire Japanese Army of 9.ccu pation sh~uld
now be immediately evacuated. As to the pohcmg of the Kiao~
chow-Tsinan Railway, China, will immediately send a suitable
force of Chinese Railway Police to take over the duties. The
foregoing statement gives only the main points which are unsatisfactory and concerning which the Chinese Government feels it
absolutely necessary to make a clear declaration. Further, in
view of the marked difference of opinion between the two
countries, and apprehending that the case might long remain
unsettled, China reserves to herself the freedom of seeking a
solution of the question whenever a suitable occasion presents
itself.
47. New York Times, Dec. 3, 1921.
48. Treaty for the settlement of the Outstanding Questions in
relation to Shantung, Sen. Doc. 126, 67-2, p. 125, 5th Plenary
Session, Feb. 1, 1922.
49. Ibid.
50. New York Times, Dec. 11, 1921.
51. Official Communique, issued by the Chinese and Japanese
Delegations, Jan. 6, 1922; New York Times, Jan. 7, 1922.
52. Art VI, Nine Power Treaty, Feb. 6, 1922, Sen. Doc. 124,
67-2, p. 30.

XXVIII
THE WASHINGTON CONFERENCE AND CHINA
IF there be any event that has affected the foreign relations of China vitally and fundamentally, it is the Washington Conference, or the Conference on the Limitation
of Armament, in connection with which Pacific and Far
Eastern questions should also be discussed, held at Washington' November 12, 1921, to February 7, 1922. Probably, in the diplomatic history of China, there has not
been an epoch-making gathering which has benefited the
foreign relations of China so much as the Washington
Conference. It is not so much the specific and concrete
actions taken by the Powers at the Conference, valuable
as they are, that constitute the outstanding accomplishment in relation to China, but it is rather the fundamental
principles adopted in dealings with China that have made
the Conference of such historic and vital significance in
.
the history of China.
At the first meeting of the Committee on Pacific and
Far Eastern questions/ China presented Ten Points as
general principles to guide the discussions on questions
relating to China, as follows: 2

"1. (a) The Powers engage to respect and observe
the territorial integrity and political and administrative
independence of the Chinese Republic.
"(b) China upon her part is prepared to give an undertaking not to alienate or lease any portion of her territory or littoral to any power.
"2. China, being in full accord with the principle of
the so-called open door or equal opportunity for commerce and industry of all nations having treaty relations
469
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with China, is prepared to accept and apply it in aU parts
of the Chinese Republic without exception.
"3. With a view to strengthening mutual confidence
and maintaining peace in the Pacific and the Far East,
the Powers agree not to conclude between themselves
any treaty or agreement directly affecting China or the
general peace in these regions without previously notifying China and giving to her an opportunity to participate.
"4. All special rights, privileges, immunities, or commitments, whatever their character or contractual basis,
claimed by any of the Powers in or relating to China are
to be declared, and all such or future claims not so made
known are to be deemed null and void. The rights, privileges, immunities, and commitments now known or to be
declared are to be examined with a view to determining
their scope and validity and, if valid, to harmonizing them
with one another and with the principles declared by
this conference.
"5. Immediately, or as soon as circumstances will
permit, existing limitations upon China's political, jurisdictional, and administrative freedom of action are to be
removed.
"6. Reasonable, definite terms of duration are to be
attached to China's present cQmmitments which are without time limits.
"7. In the interpretation of instruments granting special rights or privileges, the well-established principle of
construction that such grants shall be strictly construed
in favor of the grantors, is to be observed.
"8. China's rights as a neutral are to be fully respected in future wars to which she is not a party.
"9. Provision is to be made for the peaceful settlement of international disputes in the Pacific and the Far
East.
"10. Provision is to be made for conference to be held
from time to time for the discussion of international
questions relative to the Pacific and the Far East, as a
basis for the determination of common policies of the
signatory powers in relation thereto."
Analyzing the Ten Points, it will be noticed that they
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can be grouped into five units, representing five definite
objectives in view. The first respecting China's territorial
integrity and political and administratve independence
and the eighth relating to China's rights as a neutral
point to the preservation of China's integrity and sovereignty in time of peace as well as in war. This represents the policy of self-preservation. The fifth regarding
the removal of limitations on China's autonomy shows
the Chinese aspiration for the recovery of her lost or
delegated sovereign rights. This symbolizes the policy of
recovery. The second with respect to the acceptance and
application on the part of China of the Open Door principle of equal opportunity and the fourth dealing with
the nullification of special rights and the examination of
commitments as to their validity and consistency, disclose
the· Chinese readiness to accept and apply the open door
principle of equal opportunity throughout China. This
embodies the policy of the Chinese adherence and observance of the Open Door. The third with reference to
the injunction on secret agreements on or concerning
China, or the general peace in the Pacific and the Far
East, the sixth relating to the fixation of time limits to
present commitments and the seventh respecting the construction in favor of the grantor of the instruments
granting special rights or privileges, reveal China's atttitude toward treaty matters. This represents the policy
of strict construction in trea:ty interpretation with a view
to the recovery of lost or delegated sovereign rights and
also of safeguarding her own interests as against the
affects of secret agreements undertaken by other Powers.
The ninth as to the peaceful settlements of disputes in
the Pacific and the Far East and the tenth concerning
future conferences demonstrate China's desire for a
peaceful solution of all Pacific and Far Eastern questions
through conferences and other pacific means. This symbolizes China's policy for the maintenance of the peace
of the Pacific and the Far East.
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Nevertheless, notwithstanding the intrinsic worth of
these 1.'en P~ints, the Powers, while expressing sympathy
for. Chm~, dId. not adopt them as basic principles to guide
the1r dehberatlOns. Instead, Mr. Elihu Root having volunteered to crystallize the concensus of opinion and sentiment as expressed by the various delegations in response
to China's proposals,3 in the form of a set of fundamental
principles, the Powers gladly accepted the substitute and
adopted the Root principles, as they were called, which
have since become the guide and monitor of the deliberations and discussions on the Pacific and Far Eastern
questions, and incorporated in Article I of the Nine
Power Treaty as standards of action in relation with
China, as follows: 4
:7he Contracting Powers, ot~er than C~ina, agree:
(1) To respect the sovere1gnty, the mdependence
and the territorial and administrative integrity of China:
"(2) To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed
opportunity to China to develop and maintain for herself
an effective and stable government;
"( 3) To. us.e their infl~enc.e .for the purpose of effectually est.abhshmg and mamtammg the principle of equal
opportumty for commerce and industry of all nations
throughout the territory of China;
. "(4) ~ 0 refrain from taking advantage of conditions
m .Chma m ord.er to see~ special ri15hts or privileges
wh1ch would abndge the nghts of subjects or citizens of
friendly States, and from countenancing action inimical
to the security of such States."
And, to make the observance of these principles obligatory on all the Contracting Powers, even including China
herself, ~h~y fu~ther ~greed not to violate or infringe
these prmc1ples 1ll theIr agreements or treaties: 5
"The Contracting Powers agree not to enter into any
agreement, arra~gel?~nt, or understan~ing, either
w1th one another, or, llldIV1dually or collectIvely, with

tr~aty,
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any Power or Powers, which would infringe or impair
the principles stated in Article 1."
These being the principles, let us analyze them as to
their meanings and definitions. Originally, Mr. Root intended to qualify his principles with two reservations,
one exempting the valid agreements or commitments
from the purview thereof, the other limiting the scope
of their application only to China proper, exclusive of
the outlying territories. 6 In consequence, however, of
the objection of the Chinese Delegation sA to the exclusion of the territories of China, the understanding was
taken that valid· commitments and agreements were to
be considered as results of the legitimate exercise of
sovereignty ex contractu and not inconsistent with sovereignty and independence, and that the term China as
used should mean the same China as commonly under. stood in all treaties and agreements with and concerning
China, which was the whole of China, including her territories.
The first principle respecting the integrity of China
covers four sovereign attributes of China,-the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial and admin~
istrative integrity of China. Hitherto, there has not been
any question as to the inclusion of the sovereignty, the
independence and the territorial integrity of China in the
term "the integrity of China," but there has been a division of opinion regarding the inclusion of administrative
integrity in the integrity of China, the opponents pointing to the foreign supervision of the Chinese Maritime
Customs, the Postal Service and the Salt Administration, as illustrations, and further contending that in case
of bankruptcy, the Powers would be compelled to resort
to international control of China's finance, which will
evidently destroy China's administrative integrity. But
the language of the first principle expressly includes administrative integrity in the general integrity of China.
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It is not only in harmony with the original intent of John
Hay, who wrote in his second circular of July 3, 1900:
"The policy of the Government of the United States
is . . . to preserve Chinese territorial and administrative
integrity . . ." 7
but it settles the question once for all that the integrity
of China does include administrative integrity.
This principle further carries a corollary which should
be observed. If the sovereignty of China should be respected, it should be respected not only in time of peace,
but also in time of war. That is, her rights as a neutral
in any war, to which she is not a party, should be respected. History of China, as we have seen, shows tragic
cases of the violation of this principle. In the RussoJapanese War, 1904-1905, the war was virtually fought
on the soil of China,-Manchuria. As a consequence
China had to transfer the lease of Port Arthur and Daln;
and the South Manchuria Railway to Japan, thereby
sowing the seed for the subsequent presentation of the
Twenty-one Demands. Again, during the World War,
in her campaign against the German stronghold in the
Far East, Tsingtao, Japan landed her troops at Lungkow approximately 150 miles north of Tsingtao outside
of the Leased Territory of Kioachow, violating China's
sovereignty and neutrality. Consequently, China was
compelled to yield Kiaochow and the former German
rights in Shantung to Japan by the Treaty of Versailles,
to which she was, however, not a party, thus giving rise
to the celebrated controversy over the Shantung question.
To save China from future violations of her neutrality
and entanglements resultant therefrom, it is therefore
imperative that not only her sovereignty in time of peace
should be respected, but also her sovereignty in time o.f
war, which is her neutral status.
Accordingly, in response to China's request for the
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" acceptance of her eighth Point, respecting her rights as
a neutral in .future wars to which she is not a party,S
the Powers, other than China, agree "fully to respect
China's rights as a neutral in time of war to which China
is not a party." 9 Conversely, as a fulfillment of a part
of international law, China declares on her part that
"when she is a neutral she will observe the obligation of
neutrality. "
This principle of respecting China's sovereignty is
again fortified by a voluntary declaration on the part o.f
China to preserve her own territorial integrity. Inasmuch
as it is self-evident that the Powers cannot effectively
respect China's sovereignty provided she herself undertake the obligation as to herself of preserving her territorial integrity, her voluntary declaration, which constituted I-b of her Ten Points, was put on record as a
solemn undertaking of China to herself and to the
world: 10
"China upon her part is prepared to give an undertaking not to alienate or lease any portion of her territory or littoral to any Power."
The second principle relating to the provision to China
of the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity for
the development and maintenance for herself of an effective and stable government is but a corollary of the first
principle, as China's sovereignty and integrity cannot
be maintained except by the establishment of an effective and stable government. Yet, it carries its own import and significance. It conveys the recognition of a
lack of an effective and stable government in China, due
mainly to the sudden transition from an absolute monarchy to a democratic republic. It further evidences the
belief of the Powers that in such a political transition
or evolution, only the Chinese can work out their own
system of government, consistent with their tradition and
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genius, and that the Powers should refrain themselves
f:-om any premature or unnecessary interference, and
gIve. China the fullest and most unembarrassed 0ppor~
tunity to give birth, so to speak, to the democracy and
the republic. It, therefore, imports sympathy, goodwill
helpfulness arid non-intervention. It must, however, b~
understood that the second principle does not purport
to preclude intervention for the violation or infringement
of the treaty rights of the Powers,-a right sanctioned
in international law.
The third principle relating to the equal opportunity
of trade and the fourth with respect to special rights or
privileges are two phases of one fundamental principle.
The third sets forth the positive principle of the equal
opportunity of trade, which is to be observed by the
Powers in their struggle, or cooperation, as the case may
be, for concessions in China. The fourth is a corollary
of, or reenforcement to, the third, and is a negative way
of stating the same principle, it being evident that the
maintenance of equal opportunity of trade requires the
banishment of any practice giving rise to special rights
or privileges that would abridge the rights of other nationals or to actions inimical to the security of other
states. In other words, the third and the fourth state
the same principle of equal opportunity of trade, one
setting forth what it is, and the other what it is not.
Further, in the Nine Power Treaty, February 6, 1922,
the principle of the equal opportunity of trade is defined
as debarring the practice of the spheres of influence and
the enjoyment of monopolies and preferences abridging
the rights of other nationals or frustrating the application of the principle of equal opportunity by virtue of
their scope, duration and geographical extent: 11, 12
"With a view to applying more effectually the principles of the Open Door or equality in China for the trade
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and industry of all nations, the Contracting Powers, other
than China, agree that they will not seek, nor support
their respective nationals in seeking
" (a) any arrangement which might purport to establish in favor of their interests any general superiority
of rights with respect to commercial or economic development in any designated region of China;
"(b) any such monopoly or preference as would deprive the nationals of any other Power of the right of
undertaking any legitimate trade or industry in China,
or of participating with the Chinese Government, or with
any local authority, in any category of public. enterprise,
or which by reason of its scope, duration and geographical extent is calculated to frustrate the practical application of the principle of equal opportunity."
Apprehending, however, that an unreasonable and excessive application of the foregoing stipulations relating
to the injunction on the practice of the spheres of influence
and monopolies and preferences might prejudice the right
of acquiring necessary properties for a particular undertaking and impair the zest for invention and research
usually fostered by the grant of the right of monopolistic
enjoyment of the fruits of pains, a provision was therefore added:
"It is ~nderstood that the foregoing stipulations of this
Article are not to be so construed as to prohibit the acquisition of such properties or rights as may be necessary
to the conduct of a particular commercial, industrial, or
financial undertaking or to the encouragement of invention and research."

Realizing, further, that the covenanting on the part of
the Powers other than China to observe the above stipulations is not sufficient to warrant a condition of equal
opportunity <;>f trade, and that China herself must also
be bound to observe the same, for she can grant away
special privileges, violating the principle of equal oppor-
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tunity, so that the Powers discriminated against will
be compelled to claim similar or equivalent privileges, an
additional stipulation was adopted obligating China to
observe the same stipulations in granting applications for
concessions:
"China undertakes to be guided by the principles stated
in the foregoing stipulations of this Article in dealing
with applications for economic rights and privileges from
Governments and nationals of all foreign countries
whether parties to the present Treaty or not."
,
Thus, it has been observed that the open door principle of equal opportunity has been defined as inconsistent and incompatible with the practice of the spheres
of influence, and with the enjoyment of such monopolies
and preferences as above described other than the acquisition of properties for legitimate undertakings and the
encouragement of invention and research.
Passing from the meaning and definition, let us now
proceed to the application of the four fundamental principles to the specific questions of China, largely with
respect to the impairments of China's sovereignty.
In the application of the first principle relating to the
integrity of China, it is soon discovered that there is a
fundamental distinction between those impairments of
China's sovereignty that have treaty sanctions and those
that have none. With respect to the former impairments,
the principle of the integrity of China decrees respect
and recognition, inasmuch as they are the consequences
of the legitimate exercise of sovereignty ex contractu on
the part of China, however unfortunate they may be.
Consequently, any modification thereof must proceed out
of the free will of the parties contracting.
Accordingly, when China asked for the abolition of extraterritoriality/3 the Powers took the attitude that, this
being a privilege sanctioned by treaty stipulations, they
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would retain it as long as the conditions in China relating to the legislation and administration of law and the
protection of foreign lives and properties should not be
commensurate with the Western standards. Yet, inasmuch as Great Britain, in 1902, the United States and
Japan in 1903,14 had expressed their willingness to relinquish the extraterritorial rights, when the state of the
Chinese laws, their administration, and other conditions
should warrant them in so doing, and the Powers were
in the main in sympathy with the Chinese aspiration for
the removal of this limitation, they expressed their willingness to relinquish the extraterritorial jurisdiction as
soon as the conditions in China should warrant them in
so doing. 15 Before, however, any step could be taken in
this direction, they wished to ascertain the facts in relation to the Chinese laws and the system of judicial administration. Hence a Commission was authorized 16 to
be established three months after the adjournment of the
Conference, consisting of one representative from each
of the Powers concerned, including China, to conduct
the necessary inquiry and to make recommendations as
to how to assist China to improve her legislation and administration of laws "as would warrant the several Powers in relinquishing, either progressively or otherwise,
their respective rights of extraterritoriality." 17
Again, with reference to leased territories, also sanctioned by treaties, as China asked for their restitution,18
the Powers took the view that those leased territories
seized for the maintenance of the balance of power in
the Far East, the necessity of which had disappeared,
could be restored under special conditions. Thus, France
offered to restore Kwangchouwan 19 on the proper safeguard of all private rights, China's pledge not to alienate
it to any other power after its restoration, and the simultaneous restitution by other nations holding leased territories in China. She withdrew the last condition respecting the simultaneous restitution when she discovered
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that Great Britain· was not ready to restore Kowloon,
nor Japan Port Arthur and Dairen 20 Likewise, Great
Britain offered to restore Weihaiwei occupied as a check
to Russia's advance in Port Arthur, on the same conditions as those of France in relation to Kwangchouwan,
but with the additional contingency of the settlement of
the Shantung Question. 21 Subsequently, in accordance
with her promise, when the Shantung question was settled, Great Britain voluntarily offered the restitution of
Weihaiwei. 22
Nevertheless, as to those leased territories of strategic
necessity to the Powers occupying them, the latter took
the attitude that it was not possible at present to restore
them. Respecting Kowloon, Great Britain contended that
it was strategically indispensable for the protection of
Hongkong, for without it, the latter would be at mercy
of an enemy possessing modern artillery.23 Likewise,
with reference to Port Arthur and Dairen, Japan maintained that they were not only acquired lawfully and at
no small sacrifice, but also they were of strategic importance to Japan's safety.2 4
But with respect to the limitations on China's sovereignty not sanctioned by treaty stipulations, in due deference to the first fundamental principle adopted relating
to the integrity of China, the Powers regarded those as
unwarranted impairments and infringements of China's
sovereignty, and that they should be removed as soon
as possible, save in the case where the conditions in China
should justify infringement. Thus, when China asked
for the withdrawal of the foreign post offices in China
established without any color of treaty sanction,25 the
Powers recognized the justice of the claim and resolved
that the four Powers having postal agencies in China, to
wit, the United States, Great Britain, France and Japanr
should abandon their establishments not later than Jan,.
uary 1, 1923, subject to the conditions that China should
maintain an efficient postal service and that she should
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cQntemplate no change in the postal administration as far
as the status of the Co-Director, who was a Frenchman,27
was concerned.28
Similarly, when China requested the withdrawal of
the wireless installations established without treaty sanctions, the Powers agreed 29 that these established in pursuance with the consent of China should be permitted
to remain, but their uses should be limited and regulated
in accordance with the terms of the concessions, and
those maintained under the provisions of International
Protocol of September 7, 1901, or in fact maintained in
the grounds of any of the foreign legations, should be
limited in their uses to the transmission of official messages excepting when all the other telegraphic communications should be interrupted, when a temporary use
might be made; but those established without the sanction of the Chinese Government should be transferred
to, and taken over by, the Chinese Government upon fair
compensation.
Yet, upon the request of China for the withdrawal
of foreign armed forces in China including police and
railway guards stationed without the express consent
of China,30 the Powers, while recognizing the justice of
China's aspiration, took exception in this case. Though
granting the contention of the Chinese that no foreign
troops or armed forces should be stationed in China
without her express consent, they were apprehensive of
the unstable conditions in China, which gave the pretense
for the continued presence of the foreign armed forces.
Inasmuch as it was essential to inquire into the actual
conditions regarding the protection of foreign lives and
properties in China, before any definite step could be
taken in respect of the withdrawal of foreign armed
forces, it was agreed that the Diplomatic Representatives
in Pekin of the several Powers assembled at the Conference, other than China, should be instructed, whenever
China should so request, to associate themselves with
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three representatives of the Chinese Government, to con:
duct an investigation for the above-mentioned purpose and
to make a report as to the findings of fact and their rec.:
ommendations.
Meanwhile, in order that her consent to the investiga_·
tion might not be taken as an implied assent to the dispatch or station of foreign armed forces in future without
her express consent, China made the declaration 31 to
that effect, adding: 3~
"It is the understanding of the Chinese Delegation
that accepted international law recognizes the basic right
of every sovereign state to refuse its consent to the sending into or the stationing within its borders of foreign
armed forces, and that while it may, by the exercise of
its own will, consent that an inquiry shall be made as
to necessity in fact of the continuance within its borders
of such foreign armed forces as may be therein, such
action upon its part, is not to be deemed in derogation
or limitation of the inherent right of a sovereign state
to refuse entrance to or further continuance within its
borders, of foreign armed forces."

Thus, in the application of the first fundamental prin~
ciple, it has been observed that, with reference to those
limitations with treaty sanctions, the Powers took the
attitude of perfect freedom as to conceding to the modifications as requested by China. In consequence of this
attitude, respecting extraterritorial jurisdiction, it was
agreed to establish a commission of inquiry, and as to
the leased territories, it was determined that those occupied for the maintenance of the balance of power, such
as Weihaiwei and Kwangchouwan, might be restored under special conditions, and those held for strategic neces'"
sity, such as Kowloon and Port Arthur and Dairen, could
not at present be relinquished. With those limitations,
however, imposed without the consent of China, it has
been seen that the Powers, in due deference to China's
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5?vereignty, ~s postul~ted. in the fir~t fundamental princIple, recogr:1zed the JustIce of Chma's claim and conceded the wIthdrawal of the foreign post offices and the
tra?sfer of the radio stations without the sanction of the
Chmese Government, save in the case of the foreign
ar~e~ forces, . where, acknowledging the validity of
C:h!na s contentlOn, they resolved to investigate the condltlOns as to the protection of foreign lives and properties.
Coming now to the application of the second principle
that is, to provide the fullest and most unembarrassed
opportunity to China to develop and maintain for herself an e!fective .and stable government, we will take
up the Chmese tanff question. As an effective and stable
government must be founded on an effective and stable
revenue, it is of vital necessity that China should be
provided with adequate revenue, so that the wheels of
her gove:nmer:t may be. oiled, s.o to speak, abundantly.
In the dlscusslOn of thIS questlOn, China asked for a
co.mplet~ restoration of her tariff autonomy after a· certam des.lgnated period. Prior, however, to the complete
restoratlOn, she asked that a maximum rate should be
gr~nted and that within the maximum rate, she should
enjoy full freedom of differentiating rates, as, for example, b~tween luxuries and necessaries. But in view of
the .pressl~g nee~s of the Chinese Government; she asked
an ImmedIate raIse of the import rate to twelve and onehalf percent, to .be effec~ive not later than January
1, 1922,-a rate stIpulated m treaties with Great Britain
the Unit.ed States and Japan in 1902 and 1903.3 ;
Thus, Chma proposed three stages in the solution of the
problem: first, the immediate raise to twelve and oneh~lf . percent, .second, the right of differentiating rates
wIthm ~ maXImum, and third and lastly, the complete
res:oratlOn of her tariff autonomy after a designated
penod.
The Powers, nevertheless, did not consider China's
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request for a complete restoration of her tariff autonomy
with favor. In view of the lack of a stable and effective
government in China, they deemed i~ inad:isable to g~ant
tariff autonomy even after a certalll desIgnated penod,
not being sure as to when China cou~d e,volve a govern..
ment capable of assuming all the obhgatlOns of a. sover:":
eign state, Nor did they fee~ s~fe to g~ant Chllla the
right of differentiating rates withl? a maxlmum, for fear
lest that the additional revenues III excess of the actual
needs of the government should be di~sipated in the
maintenance of excessive troops, rendenng the present
chaotic situations worse and less possible of remedy,34
Yet, they felt that, having undertaken the solemn
pledge to provide the fullest and mos~ u~embarrassed
opportunity to China to develop and malt:talll for h:rself
an effective and stable government, whIch necessItated
an adequate supply of stable re,:,enue, and ,Great Brita~n,
the United States and Japan havlllg agreed III the Treaties
of 1902 and 1903 to the raise of the import rates to
not more than twelve and one-haH percent, and
the export rates, seven and one-half percent ad valorem,
upon the abolition of Likin and the fulfillment of other
stipulated conditions, they should grant C~ina's r:quest,
as far as the first stage,-namely, the ralse of Import
tariff rate to twelve and one-half percent, upon the fulfillment of the conditions,
Hence the Powers agree first to an immediate revision
of the C~stoms Schedule of duties on imports adopted by
the Tariff Revision Commission at Shanghai on December
. 85
19 1918 to make the rate of duties five percent eff ectlve.
They £;rther agree that a Special Conference composed
of the representatives of the Powers .a,ssembled at the
Washington Conference and suc~ addltlOnal Powers as
are legitimately entitled to acceSSlOn, should be convened
within three months after the coming into force o~. !he
present treaty to prepare way for the spe:~y abOl1tlOn
of Likin and the carrying out of the provlslOns of the

Treaties of 1902 and 1903 relating to this matter. Pending, however, the fulfillment of these objects and during
the interim period, it is agreed, the Special Conference
should consider the levying of a uniform surtax on dutiable imports not exceeding two and one-half percent
ad valorem, excepting in cases of certain luxuries, on
which a greater surtax may be imposed not to exceed
five percent ad valorem.
Meanwhile, in order to avoid any possibility of having
her present assent to the treaty misconstrued as foregoing
her claims to tariff autonomy permanently, China made
the declaration: 36
. "Tariff autonomy is a soverei~ right enjoyed by all
mdependent states. . . . RestoratlOn to her of tariff autonomy would only be recognition of a right which IS
hers and which she relinquished against her will.
" . . . The Chinese Delegation feel in duty bound to
declare. that th?u9"h th~s committee does not see its way
to conSIder Chma s claIm for the restoration of her tariff
autonomy, it is not their desire, in assenting to the agreement now before you, to relinquish their claim· on the
con~rary, it is ,their ,intention to bring the que~tion up
agam for conslderatlOn on all appropriate occasions in
the future,"
Coming to the application of the second principle of
enabling China to develop and maintain for herself an
effective and stable government, to the reduction of the
Chinese army, it is evident that the present Chinese army
largely controlled by the military governors of the different provinces and excessive in number for the needs
of the country, constitute not only a menace to the development of a democracy in China, but also a severe drain
on the Chinese Treasury, and that unless the Chinese
army should be reduced, whatever increase of revenue
from the customs raise would soon be absorbed by the
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contending factions an~ rivaling ~rmy ~eaders: In vi:w
of this consideration, wIthout any mtentlO~ of mterfenng
in the internal affairs of China, and insplred further by
the spirit of the Washington Conference for th~ limitation of armament, the Powers passed the resolutlOn: 37
"This Conference expresses to China the earnest hope
that immediate and effective steps may be ta~en ~y: the
Chinese Government to reduce the aforesald mtlItary
forces and expenditures."
Further, in order to strengthen the hand of the Chin~se
Government in the control of her own. tran.sportatton
system and to enable her to effect the umficatlOn of the
railways into a system under her own control, the Powers resolved: 38
"The Powers represented in this Co~ferenc~ reco:d
their hope that to the utmost degree consIstent Wlt~ legitimate existing rights, the future development of rall~ays
in China shall be so conduct~d as. to enabl~ the C~l1nese
Government to effect the umficatlOn of .r~llwahs /nt<? a
railway system under Chi~ese control, Wlt suc orelgn
financial and technical asslstanc~ as may prove necessary
in the interests of that system.
Th
it has been noticed that, in the application
. Ch'ma t 0 d
f theus,second principle of enablIng
eveI
opd
an .
~aintain for herself an effective and stabl.e government,
the Powers concluded the Treaty on Chmese ~ust~ms
Tariff with a view to increasing the revenue ot Chma,
esolution advising her to reduce her army,
passed the r
.
.
f h Ch'
d made the declaration for the umficatlOn 0 t e 1~~se Railways into a system under the Chinese control.
Coming to the application of the t~ir~ and the fou~h
principles, or what is the same, the l?nnclple of the eqUill
opportunity of trade, it is to be saId that there was nO
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application made of the principle, inasmuch as it relates
more to the Powers than to China in their struggle or
cooperation, as the case may be, for concessions in China.
Nevertheless, as the principle cannot be maintained in
China, especially in its application to concession seekings
and dealings involving enormous interest, where controversies are bound to arise, three measures were taken
to facilitate and assist its maintenance.
First, a Board of Reference is authorized to be established in China. Its constitution is to be formulated, subject to the approval of the Powers, by the Special Conference on the Chinese Customs Tariff. Its function
is to make investigation and report, and not to render
judgment. Its jurisdiction is not compulsory, nor its
report binding. It is calculated only to throw a flood
of light on the facts of the case and to bring the moral
weight of public opinion to bear on the issues at bar.39
Second, unfair discrimination throughout the whole
of the Chinese Railways is forbidden. The obligation
is primarily placed upon the shoulders of China, although
corresponding obligation is also imposed upon the Powers or their nationals having control or management of
any railways in China. 40
"China agrees that, throughout the whole of the railways in China, she will not exercise or permit unfair
discrimination of any kind. In particular there shall be
no discrimination whatever, direct or indirect, in respect
of charges or of facilities on the ground of the nationality
of passengers or the countries from which or to which
they are proceeding, or the origin or ownership of goods
or the country from which or to which they are consigned, or the nationality or ownership of the ship or
other means of conveying such passengers or goods before
or after their transport on the Chinese Railways.
"The Contracting Powers, other than China, assume a
corresponding obligation in respect of any of the aforesaid railways over which they or their nationals are in
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a position to exercise any control in virtue of any concession, special agreement or agreement." (Article V).
It will be noticed that the uniformity of railways charges
was one of the three ways proposed by John Hay for
the maintenance of the equal opportunity of trade, but
that the present stipulation covers not only the railway
charges, but also all matters respecting railway, and not
only the railways under the foreign control, but also
those under the Chinese contro1.41
Third, to facilitate the adjustment of conflict of concessions and to bring the moral force of publicity to bear
upon the conducts of the Powers, the publication of all
matters affecting the political and other international obligations of China and of the several Powers in relation to China, is provided. All treaties, conventions,
exchange of notes, or other international agreements
which they may have with China, or with any other
Power or Powers in relation to China, which they deem
to be in force and upon which they may desire to rely,
either existing or future, are to be made known. All
contracts between their nationals of one part, and the
Chinese Government or its administrative subdivisions,
of the other part, involving concessions of public character as specified,41A or a lien upon any of the public
revenues or properties of the Chinese Government or
any of its administrative subdivisions, existing or future,
shall likewise be made known.
Fourth, availing themselves of the opportunity presented by the conclusion of the treaty between the Nine
Powers on the Chinese Customs Tariff, Feb. 6, 1922, the
principle of equal treatment and opportunity in customs
duties is alterated (Art. V), and, for the first time, that
of the uniformity in the. rates of customs duties levied at
all the land and maritime frontiers is recognized (Art.
VI), the customs at land frontiers having hitherto enjoyed a reduction of approximately one-third of the maritime rates ..l1D
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;Thus, there are four means of facilitating and assisting the maintenance of the principle of equal opportunity
provided, the Board of Reference, the prohibition of unfair discrimination in railway matters, the publicity
of existing and future commitments with or with respect
to China, and the uniformity of tariff duties at all frontiers, land and maritime.
\""Ie have seen the application of the principles. Now
their significance in the foreign relations of China cannot be overestimated. The effect upon the conduct of
the Powers in China is signal. Whereas previously in
their struggle or cooperation, as the case may be, for
concessions in China, they overlooked and sometimes
even disregarded China's sovereignty and integrity, now
they have to pay due respect to China's sovereignty and
integrity. \Vhile formerly they were not certain as to
their attitude and policy toward the slow and tortuous
birth of the Chinese Democracy, that is, whether they
should give full opportunity to the young republic, or
to intervene at an opportune moment for a fair share of
the control and of the natural resources of China, they
now are committed expressly to the policy of non-intervention and benevolent helpfulness. Whereas previously
they marked out spheres of influence, building up rival
economic kingdoms within the confines of China to the
detriment of the latter and constituting a menace to international concord, they have now covenanted to outlaw the practice of spheres of influence, thus promoting
harmony among themselves and removing one phase of
the impairments of China's sovereignty. While formerly
they secured monopolies and preferences abridging the
rights of other nationals and frustrating the reign of
equal opportunity of trade, they now have to yield such
monopolies and preferences and enter into commercial
competition or cooperation, as the case may be, on basis
of equal opportunity. Thus, whereas before standards
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of conduct guiding the dealings of the Powers in relation to China wt;re indefinite, unce~tain, and non-~inding,
now there are stIpulated a code of tundamental pnnciples
which cannot be mistaken or ignored, but must be followed and practiced, if they mean what they have solemnly:
covenanted.
The effect upon Japan's policy is tremendous. It may
not be unsafe to state that it virtually causes the history
of Japan's policy in China to turn a new page. \Vhereas
formerly Japan entertained territorial designs in China,
she has now to let the policy lie dormant, subject to
special conditions. 42 While previously she designed to
gain the political control of China, she has now to bow
to the inevitable force of situations and pocket the policy
and assume the common one of international cooperation.
Whereas formerly she was a menace to China's political
independence and territorial integrity, she has now to
mask her designs and, falling in line with the other Powers, become a respecter thereof. Thus, it opens a new
epoch in the relation between China and Japan.
The effect upon the United States is of equal significance. Previously, the Open Door Doctrine was not
effective, nor binding, the Powers conditioning their adherence upon the observance by the other nations; now it
is re-affirmed, re-asserted, specified, and made obligatory,
without the handicap of the former condition, and admitting no plea for violation on ground of ignorance or
failures of other nations. Formerly, there were the regional demarcations and exclusive privileges hindering
the entrance of American capital and commerce into
China; now, together with the advent of the New International Banking Consortium, the practice of the spheres
of influence have been renounced and outlawed, and
American capital and commerce can enter into China
unhindered and unrestricted, on basis of equal opportunity with those of the other nations.
Finally, the effect upon China is most significant. It
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places China as a sovereign nation among the states of
the world. Hitherto, recognized as she was as a sovereign state, being not wholly capable of defending her own
rights, she was accorded only with as much sovereign
rights as her own power could exact and maintain, or
as the other Powers were willing to accord her. With
the advent of the League of Nations, Article X safeguarding her territorial integrity and political independence, as it does that of the other Members, her foreign
relations underwent for better. With the adoption of
the principles, however, by the leading Powers of the
world, she is protected hereafter, not only by her own
strength, not only by the friendship of other states, not
only by the League of Nations, but also by the common
pledge of respect and help solemnly and publicly undertaken by the Powers concerned. Thus her place as a
sovereign nation in the world is safeguarded. In this
sense, it can be said the four fundamental principles constitute a Magna Charta for China.
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XXIX
THE POLICY OF PRESERVATION
WE have studied the diplomatic history of China, the
policies of the Great Powers, especially of Japan, the impairments of China's sovereignty, and the questions arising since the World War. Using these facts and principles as a basis, we are now ready to offer suggestions for
the construction of a foreign policy for China, applicabl'e
to the present international situation.
The first policy we would advocate for her is the policy
of preservation. In view of her history, the policies of
the Great Powers, particularly Japan, and the new situation which has arisen since the Great War, and especially
in view of the rich and enormous natural resources which
always tempt foreign Powers, there is no policy which
should claim the attention of the Chinese so much as that
of preservation. Ever since the opening of China, the
struggle has been between the Great Powers, with their
aggressive designs and endeavors for exploitation and
spoliation on the one hand and China, striving to preserve
her territory and sovereignty, on the other.
The first measure to be advocated in this policy is that
China should becom,e strong-that is, she should have a
strong army and navy and a strong, united Government.
As one studies the foreign relations of China, one cannot
but be impressed with the fact that, underlying all her
troubles, and what made foreign aggression possible, is
her weakness. Leases and concessions would not have
been wrested from China except for her inability to resist spoliation. The Twenty-one Demands would not
have been presented save for her relative helplessness.
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While this does not exonerate the Powers that committed
the aggressions, it should, nevertheless, point the moral
that the weakness of China not infrequently furnished the
temptation, and made possible the aggrandizement.
The sovereignty of a state cannot be effectively preserved, except by the possession of an efficient army and
navy and a strong, united government. Look at the
nations that have preserved their sovereignty intact and
unchallenged. They are the states that possess a strong
~rmy a.nd navy an.d a strong un~ted gov:ernment. Japan,
In partIcular, furmshes the best IllustratIOn. Prior to her
victory over China, she was subject to foreign aggression
as much as China, but subsequent to the Chino-Japanese
Vvar, and especially after the Russo-Japanese War, when
she had demonstrated her prowess and ability, her sovereignty remained intact and immune from all external
aggressions; what is more, she recovered her lost, or
delegated rights of sovereignty.
For sovereignty presupposes competency. Just as a
child or an invalid does not enjoy full sovereignty but is
more or less subject to the control of the mature or strong,
so, likewise, a state failing to possess power or to be competent to assume the tasks of a territorial sovereign does
not enjoy full sovereignty but is liable to be subject to
the control of the strong state or states. While it is true
that the League of Nations guarantees the territorial integrity and political independence of each constituent
state, which undoubtedly enhances the security of each
state, it must, nevertheless, be remembered that the efficacy of the League, as it now exists, is yet to be proved,
and that, in the near future, the preservation of the· sovereignty of each state, it seems, will still necessitate the
possession of adequate physical power and of a competent, responsible government.
Further, the protection of rights requires the possession
of adequate remedies. In other words, if there is no
remedy, there is practically no right; or, to put it in
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another way, right exists only so long as remedy exists.
Prior to the advent of the League of Nations, there was
no remedy for the protection of the rights of a nation
other than her own armament and the assistance of her
allies. It was for this lack of adequate remedies that the
nations were driven to enter into the armament race and
to stabilize the balance of power by counter-balancing alliances. It was also for want of adequate remedies that
the titanic struggle of the World War came to pass. With
the inauguration, however, of the League of Nations,
which provides certain remedies for the protection of the
rights of nations, thereby securing, or at least aiming to
secure, the rights of each member state, in so far as the
remedies prove to be adequate, the rights of each state
will undoubtedly be better protected and secured than
before the formation of the League. But, despite great
improvement, the rights of each nation are likely to be
better and more adequately protected and secured by the
possession of a strong army and navy and a stable united
government, which can command respect and redress
wrong, rather than by calling upon the slow-moving and
cumbersome machinery of the League.
The second measure to be advocated respecting the
policy of preservation has to do with foreign loans. The
source of danger since the Chinese revolution of 1911
has changed from territorial partition to international
control. Prior to the Chinese Revolution, the Powers
struggled for concessions and would not have hesitated to
dismember China, if possible and beneficial. Since, however, the Chinese Revolution, which symbolizes the rise
of Chinese nationalism and hence the national determination of the Chinese people to preserve their heritage and
liberty, the foreign Powers have seen fit to change their
policy from international rivalry among themselves and
territorial partition of China to one of international cooperation and control,1 The source of danger hereafter
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will lie, not in encroachments upon China's territorial integrity, except possibly from the direction of Japan, but
rather in the loss or forfeiture of political independence
through the abuse of foreign loans. For, in case of default
or bankruptcy, the lending Powers would foreclose and
control China's finances, which means the passing of the
political independence of the Chinese. This danger is
all the more ominous when account is taken of the New
Consortium. While professing high and noble motives
in regard to its activities in China, and embodying
as it does the principles of the Open Door Doctrine, it might be compelled, in case of default or bankruptcy, which is not improbable nor impossible under the
existing conditions in China, to demand the control of
China's finances, though much to the regret and disappointment of the authors of the New Consortium.
To forestall this impending danger, a definite policy
relative to foreign loans or rather to the entire situation
as created by the post bellum developments, should be
formulated. To begin with, the commissions allowed to
the Chinese officials handling foreign loans must henceforth be abolished and strictly forbidden. As long as
officials are under the most alluring temptation of acquiring a fortune through a loan transaction by virtue of the
commission permitted by the government, so long will
officials vie with one another to gain the opportunities of
contracting foreign loans, regardless of consequences.
Apart from this, foreign loans should henceforth be used
strictly for constructive or productive purposes, which,
under normal conditions, insure the return of interest and
profit and the repayment of the capital, rather than for
administrative or consumptive purposes, which yield no
return but which, on the contrary, necessitate the payment of the loan through taxes or other loans. Besides,
there should be a proper system of accounting and auditing for receipts and expenditures of the loans as well
as the revenues. As long as the expenditures and re'·

ceipts are not accounted for, nor attested by properly accredited vouchers, so long will the income of the Government be exposed to the dangers of extravagance and
corruption.
Regarding the railway loans to be advanced by the New
Consortium, which has, as one of its policies, the international finance of Chinese railways, the international
finance of Chinese railways should be permitted, being
beneficial to China and conducive to the maintenance of
the Open Door Doctrine. The international administration and control of Chinese railways, however, should not
be countenanced any further than is absolutely necessary,
since it involves foreign domination of China's industry
and commerce, and will also affect her political and strategic security. While foreign technical experts and administrative assistants might be employed, executive control of railways should not pass into the hands of an
international board of control, but should always be in
the hands of the Chinese.
Further, to increase revenue and to insure soundness of national credit, the system of taxation must be
reformed and rehabilitated. As it is a fundamental
principle of public finance that taxation is the foundation of public borrowing, the lack or inadequacy of which
will cause the lowering or breakdown of public credit,
so the contraction of foreign loans must be accompanied
by the reform and rehabilitation of taxation, failing which
serious mishap will inevitably follow, if not actual bankruptcy.
Moreover, the finances must be subject to the popular
supervision through the agency of Parliament. As long as
the finances are not supervised by Parliament, but are
in the hands of the bureaucratic clique, so long will they
be infested with the evils of abuse, extravagance and corruption, which might lead to foreign control. Hence, to
forestall the danger, popular control of China's finance
is the only remedy.
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Finally, the system of taxation and the command of
the army now decentralized and controlled by the, mili~
tary gov~rnors, should be .centra~ized and controlled by
the national government, wIth a VIew to the eventual abolition of the Tuchun system and the unification of the
country.
.
.
The third measure relatmg to the pollcy of preservation has to do with China's dependencies. Having
already lost the Loochiu Islands, the Pescadores, Annam,
Burma the western part of Ili, Formosa and Korea, she
must ~ow preserve her remainin~ dependencies-Manchuria, Mongolia, Sinkiang and TIbet. :t:J ot only for the
sake of prestige and honor must she retam the control. of
these dependencies, but als.o becau~e of the protective
value ,of these outlying regIOns, whIch shelter her fr?m
foreign aggressions. To preserve these, and learmng
from past experience, she must first aff~rd .them effec~
tive protection. As long as these terntones are, ?ot
adequately protected but are exposed to the aggre~slOn
and conquest of foreign Powers, so long a~e they hab:e
to be taken away from China. The LoochlU I.slands, 1t
should be remembered, were conquered by Pnnce. Katsuma of Japan, in 1609, which establ~shed her claIm. to
the suzerainty thereof. I1i was occupIed by the RUSSIan
troops in 1871, and the whole of th~ ter:itory .would have
been lost, had it not been for the VICtOriOUS dIplomacy of
Marquis Tseng and the martial zeal of General Tso
Tsung-tang. Annam was subjugated by France .a?d
Spain in 1862. Burma was vanquished by Great Bntam,
and in 1862 Lower Burma was seized. Thus failing to
aff~rd the n~cessary protection which should be the task
of the territorial suzerain, China eventually lost these
"
dependencies.
Furthermore, she must exercise effective and co~plete
control of the foreign relations of the~e dependencle~ or
territories. As long as they are permItted to enter mto
direct foreign relations, they will be subject to the ag-
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designs of foreign Powers. To reiterate what
has been said, Annam was alienated from China by the
Treaty of Alliance of March 15, 1874, by which France
recognized the complete independence of Annam and
pledged herself to protect the integrity of the same, thus
supplanting the suzerainty of China, and also by the
Treaty of June 6, 1884, whereby France established
her protectorate. Korea was likewise alienated from
China by the Treaty of February 26, 1876, wherein Japan
recognized the full independence of Korea, thus ignoring
the suzerainty of China. Mongolia was permitted to enter
into the Treaty with Russia of November 3, 1912,2 wherein Russia pledged herself to uphold the regime of Mongolian autonomy and at the same time put an injunction on
. the admission of Chinese tr:oops and the colonization of
the land by the Chinese, which was recognized by China
in the Convention of November 5, 1913. 3 Outer Mongolia was allowed to enter into the Treaty with Russia on
September 30, 1914,4 obligating herself not to grant any
railway concession without the consent of Russia. The
tripartite agreement was finally permitted to be entered
on June 7, 1915,4A between Outer Mongolia, Russia: and
China, which, while prohibiting Outer Mongolia from
concluding any international treaty regarding political
and territorial questions, nevertheless required China to
come to an under~anding with Russia on questions of a
political and territorial nature, thus allowing Russia to
become the co-suzerain of Outer Mongolia. Again, Tibet
was permitted to enter into treaty relations with Great
Britain on September 7, 1904,5 and Outer Tibet would
have experienced the fate of Outer Mongolia by the tripartite agreement of July 3, 1914,6 had the agreement been
ratified by China. Therefore, for the preservation of
the remaining dependencies, in addition to affording effective protection, China must control the foreign relations thereof, or still better, the territories shoul'cl not
be permitted to enter into any foreign relations except
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through the Foreign Office of the Chinese Government.
The fourth and last measure in connection with the
policy of preservation has respect. toalliar:ces. As alliances can make and unmake natlOns, senous attention
should be given to this subject. Y ~t, as the ,~orld situ~
tion is always changing, no defimte concluslOn can be
safely ventured. Accordingly, we shall on!y state some
general principles governing the matter w~lch can .~ide.,
the action of Chinese statesmen under varylllg cOndItions.
First, in choosing allies, just as in selecting friends or
partners, the first principle is to see ~he character and
policy of the state or states in questlOn. If the state
or states under consideration should prove to have harbored territorial designs or political ambitions in China.
then, no matter how attractive the proposition might be,
such alliances should not be concluded. The secret LiLabonoff Alliance of 1896 should give us the requisite
warning. Li Hung-Chang, for f~ar of Japan, accepted
the proffer of alliance fro.m RussI~, and yet, und:r t~e
cloak of this alliance, RUSSia soon dIsclosed her terntonal
designs. sA Again, the alliance between France ~nd Annam in 1874, and that between Japan and Korea III 1894,
preceding the final establishment of the p~otector~te .01"
annexation, indicates how strong Powers wIth terntor:al
designs and political ambitions oft.en em'p~oy the subtile
means of alliance as a way to gam ,polItical control or
territorial expansion.
Second, in considering alliances, China should not be
tempted to enter into the entanglement ,of the European.
balance of power. To keep away from such en1'tan!t:!lements, Washington advised the United States to .'
aloof, and Monroe proclaimed the ~eleb~ate~ doctnne
which has since borne his name. Chllla likewIse "'u....".,~ ..
not permit herself to be dragged int? these en1tangle:m{!UfS
through the conclusion of such allIances, lest, .
there should be an outbreak of war, resultlllg . '
changes in the balance of power, China should be com-
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pelled to fight on one side or the other. Rather, she
should keep herself aloof from such entanglements and
be the protector of the Far East and a peacemaker of the
world. This abstention is rendered all the more imperative, should China aspire to maintain an Asiatic Monroe
Doctrine or the Doctrine of the Middle Kingdom in Eastern Asia, which we shall discuss later. The successful
maintenance of such a doctrine will require that, except
when her own interests or those of humanity are jeopardized, China should abstain from any intervention in the
affairs of Europe, just as she desires European Powers
to keep away from intervention in the affairs of the
Far EasU
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THE POLICY OF RECOVERY
THE second policy for China is the policy of recovery.
Inasmuch as China's sovereignty has been so much impaired by the presence of. extraterritoriality and consutar jurisdiction, conceSSlOns and. settlements, leased
territories, spheres of interest or .mflu~nce, t?e most
favored nation treatment as practlced m Chma, and
tariff autonomy as restricted by conve~tion~, the logi~al
policy, next to the policy of preserv~tlOn, IS ~he pohcy
of recovery, that is, the recovery of nghts den;ed her or
wrested from her, to the end that her sovereIgnty may
be made full and complete.
This policy is indispensable: As. long as this regime
of servitude lasts, so long Wlll Chma be regarded, not
as an equal, but rather as an inferi?:, ~nd this .will, e~er
remain a source of shame and humlhatlOn. ThIs regIme
also restricts the full exercise of China's sovereignty
and hence obstructs her fullest development. Further,
it is the duty of every state to ~eep its soverei~nty .full
and intact, except in so far as It has voluntar:ly glVen
its assent to certain limitations. Therefore, Chma owes
a solemn duty to herself to recover these rights.
.
To this policy China seems to have lately commItted
itself. At the Paris Peace Conference of 1919, thro1;lgh
the Chinese Peace Delegation, she announced her cl'alffis
for the recovery of impaired rights due to her sovereignty. With respect to extraterritoriality and consular jurisdiction, she asked th~t all the t~ea~y .powers
would engage to relinquish theIr extraternto:lahty an~
consular jurisdiction by the end of 1924. Wlt~ r~spel}t
to foreign troops and police, she requested theIr Immediate withdrawal.l· a
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With reference to foreign postoffices and agencies for
wireless and telegraphic communication, she asked for
their abandonment. s Relating to the concessions and
settlements she requested that they be restored to her by
the_end of 1924.4 Respecting leased territories, she submitted the request that they be restored to her upon her
undertaking the obligation of the protection of propertyowners therein and the administration of the territories
restored. 5
As regards spheres of influence or interest, she requested that the various powers interested would each
for itself make a declaration disclaiming any spheres of
influence or interest in China and consent to a revision
of the agreements, or notes, or treaties that have conferred, or may be construed to have conferred, territorial
advantages or preferential rights. 6
As to tariff autonomy, China made the request that
at the end of a definite period she should exercise full
and complete autonomy in tariff regulation, but during
the period of transition or probation, she should be permitted to enter into conventions with the treaty powers,
so that the tariff conventions should be reciprocal in
treatment, and differential' in regard to luxuries and
necessaries. She also asked that the rates for necessaries should not be less than 12 1-2 per cent, and that
"pending the conclusion of such conventions, the present
tariff shall be superseded by the end of 1921 by the general tariff which is applied to the trade of non-treaty
powers." 7
Relative to the most favored nation treatment,
while there was no mention made thereof in the
published claims of China, it was reported that China
put in a provision for insertion in the Preliminaries of
Peace that Germany would engage, as a basis of the
new treaty of commerce and general relations, "to relinquish therein on her part the principle of the socal'led most favored nation treatment." 8
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In addition to these, upon the declaration of war on '
the Central Powers, China abrogated aU her treaties
with them. As a result, she extinguished the extraterritorial rights of German and Austrian subjects in China.sa.
She also took over the German concessions at Tientsin
and Hankow, and the Austrian concession at Tientsin
and administered the municipalities therein through th~
Bureaux for the Municipal Administration of the Special
Areas. In addition, taking advantage of the collapse
of the old Czaristic regime in Russia, she terminated aU
relations with the oM regime by a Presidential Mandate
of September 23, 1920, withdrawing recognition from
the officials of the old regime and temporarily taking
over the interests of Russia, pending the eventual establishment of a stable government there. She also assumed the protection of the Chinese Eastern Railway
belonging to Russia, and, to some extent, regained a partial control of the line.

general principles she proposed for the guidance of the
discussions of the Pacific and Far Eastern questions, she
included Number Five:

In the Sino-German Commercial Agreement, May 20,
1921, China caused Germany to declare:
"To consent to the abrogation of the consular jurisdiction in China." 9
With respect to the extinguishment of extraterritorial
jurisdiction, it was stipulated:
"They shall be placed, their persons as well as the
properties, under the jurisdiction of the local courts."
(Art. III).
With-reference to tariff autonomy, it was provided:
"The two High Contracting Parties recognize that all
the matters concerning tariff are regulated solely by the
internal legislation of each of them." (Art. IV).
At the Washington Conference, 1921-1922, China again
pursued the same policy of recovery. Among the ten

"Immediately, or as soon as circumstances will permit, existing limitations upon China's political, jurisdictional, and administrative freedom of action are to be
removed." 9.A
Regarding extraterritoriality and consular jurisdiction,
she asked for the abolition of the same at the end of a
designated period, prior to which, she invited the Powers
to enter into negotiation with her for the adoption of a
plan for a progressive modification and ultimate abolition
of the system. 10 As regards foreign post offices, she requested the Powers to abolish all foreign postal agencies
in China at once. l l R@lating to radio stations, established without China's consent, she made the similar request of immediate abolition.14 As to foreign armed
forces without the consent of the Chinese Government,
she made also a similar request for their immediate withdrawal.15 Respecting leased territories, she requested an
early termination of these leases, pending which, she
asked that these areas should be demilitarized, or their
fortifications dismantled. 16 With reference to spheres of
influence, she submitted the request that the Powers concerned should disavow all claims thereto in ChinaP With
respect to tariff autonomy, she entered the claim for the
restoration of her tariff autonomy after a designated
period, during the interim of which she expressed the
desire for the grant of a maximum rate within which
she could differentiate rates as between luxuries and necessaries, but in view of the immediate needs of the Government, she requested an instant increase of the import tariff rate to twelve and one-half percent from
January 1, 1922.18 With respect to the Treaties of
May 25, 1915, which were concluded under the duress
of the Ultimatum of May 7, 1915, she asked that they
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should form the subject of impartial examination with
a view to their abrogation. 19

recover, China should stand prepared to assume the corresponding duties. Rights and duties being correlatives,
she should always be ready to fulfill the duties for the
rights to be recovered. For example, to recover extraterritoriality and consular jurisdiction, she should be
prepared to fulfill the duty of efficient and modern judicial administration. To recover concessions and settlements, she should be ready to assume the responsibilities
of modern municipal administration. To regain leased
territories, she shoutd stand ready to preserve and protect these strategic bases; that is to say, she must undertake the obligation of maintaining a strong army and
navy.

From the above account, it is obvious that China is
undertaking the policy of recovery. As, however, an
irresponsible pursuance of this policy may tead to friction and even conflict, since the Powers hitherto enjoying special rights are generally reluctant to surrender
the same, it is essential that we should state certaindefi_
nite principles based on justice and righteousness, which
should govern the execution of this policy. First, to recover vested interests, due compensation must be paid.
As an illustration, if China desires to recover certain
railway concessions in which foreign capitalists have in;.
vested, she should refund the capital. This principle
seems to have been fol'1owed by the Chinese Government,
when, as an illustration, it asked for the recovery of
agencies for wireless and telegraphic communications in
exchange for due compensation. 20
Second, what is vital should be recovered as soon as
possible. For instance, the leased territories, being all
strategic bases and indispensable to national defense,
should be recovered at the earliest possible moment.
Pending their recovery, these leased territories should be
neutralized by an international agreement, so that China
may not be unnecessarily involved in a war in which a
lessee state is a party, in order that she may better safeguard her own neutrality, and that the experience of
Kiaochow or Shantung may not be repeated. Conversely, what is not vital to us, and especially what is
vital to the concessionnaire state, should be treated with
due caution and consideration. In such cases, while no
encouragement should be given for retention, due con':'
sideration of the vital interests of the party concerned
should govern our procedure, to the end that harmony
and friendship may not be marred.
Third, and lastly, for whatever rights she seeks to
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XXXI
THE POLICY OF THE GOLDEN RULE
THE third policy for China should be the policy of the
Golden Rule. By this we mean a policy of applying to
the international relations of China the tested rule of
mankind-"Do unto others as you would have others do
unto you," or, to use a simpler expression, "Love thy
neighbor as thyself."
It is often questioned whether the Golden Rule, applicable to private relations, can be applied to international relations. It is claimed that inasmuch as nations
are not exactly like the individual, the Golden Rule is
not admissible or applicable in international relations.
History, however, does not support this contention. On
the contrary, it serves to prove the applicability of the
Golden Rule in these relations. In 1871 Germany humiliated France. She took Alsace-Lorraine, saddled a
crushing burden of indemnity upon her, and caused her
to sign a treaty of humiliation in the Hall of Mirrors
at Versailles. She did not treat France as herself, nor
do unto France as she would have France do to her. In
1919, as meaSure for measure, France recovered AlsaceLorraine, and in conjunction with her Allies, caused Germany to sign a treaty of humiliation in the same Hall
of Mirrors at Versailles, where Germany had humiliated
France forty-eight years before. 1 To-day, France is
endeavoring to impose on Germany a crushing load of
indemnity as Germany had done in 1871. As Germany
had dealt with France, so France deals with Germany.
On the other hand, Lafayette came over and fought
for the independence of the United States. He treated
this country as his own, or did what he would have
S09
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this country do to France. In return, in less than a
century and a half, when French liberty was imperiled,
the United States came to the rescue, and when General
Pershing landed at France, he placed at the f~et o.f the
statue of Lafayette a wreath bearing the lacomc trIbute,
"Lafayette, we are here." Thus, as Lafayette had dealt
with this nation, so the American people dealt with
France.
Again, in the history of China, there are two nations
whose relations with China further illustrate the applicability of the Golden Rule in international relations.
Japan sought to extend her territo~ial limits in t.he direction of Manchuria and MongolIa, and to gam the
political control of China. She violated, as we r:call,
the neutrality of China in her seizure of German rIghts
in Shantunrr , and subsequently deprived China at the
Paris Peac: Conference of the legitimate fruits of the
latter's entrance into the war. She would not wish China
to expand territorially at her expense, nor to seek the political control of the Tokio Government; nor would she)
wish to see China violate her neutrality or sovereignty
or deprive her of the legitimate fruits of war; and yet
she did all these things to China. She did not regard
the territorial integrity and the political independence of
China as sacred as her own. She did not respect the
rights and welfare of China as her own. In short, she
did not treat China as herself. As a consequence, her
trade in China met a serious setback in the Chinese
boycott. Her prestige and popularity, won through the
Russo-Japanese War, are practically wiped out. She
failed to apply the Golden Rule, and she therefore lost
the friendship of China.
In striking contrast with Japan is the record of the
United States. She sent missionaries to promote the
welfare of the Chinese. She refrained from the struggle
for leases and concessions, while the other Powers made
China a happy hunting ground. On the contrary, when
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cChina was on the brink of partition, she came with the
. Open Door Doctrine, which contribute~ n:uch toward
saving China from dismemberment. In JustIce and generosity, she remitted the uncovered balance of the Boxer
indemnity, thus affording means to Chinese youths for
education in America. As a result, she has won the
gratitude and good-will of the Chinese.. She enjoy: the
enviable honor of being considered Chma's best fnend.
Inasmuch as she has respected and exerted her efforts
to maintain the territorial integrity and political independence of China, inasmuch as she has made possible
the education of Chinese youths within her borders, who
are bound to influence, if not control, the future destiny
of China, she has, in these respects, truly regar~ed
China as herself, or done what she would have had Chma
do to her had she been in her place. She has followed
the Gold~n Rule and so she has won the friendship
and good-will of the Chinese.
From these historic instances, it may be seen that the
Golden Rule applies to relations betwee~ nations as. it
does between individuals. As one nahon deals with
another, so shall she be dealt with. If she does not regard
other nations as herself, or do what she would have
others not do to her, she will likewise be retributed. The
nation that follows the Golden Rule will win the friendship of other nations. She that fails to do so shall lose
the same.
This being so, it is but fitting and proper that China
should adopt the policy of the Golden Rule. Throughout China's diplomatic history, the Powers, on the whole,
have failed to apply the Golden Rule, but, on the contrary, have treated her with arrogance, selfishness and
aggressiveness. \~hile it is but natural for ~e: to react
with similar violations of the Golden Rule, it IS, nevertheless, the part of wisdom and righteousness to abandon
any measure of revenge or ret~1iation, and. to .return the
failures of foreign Powers wIth the applicatlOn of the
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Golden Rule. This not only returns good for evil, but
also ~revents any further degeneration of international
moralIty, Furthe:, the Golde;t Rule is the, fundamental
moral law govermng the relatlOns between mdividualsas
weI! as nations. It underlies the entire system of internatlOnal law. Hence, the pursuance of this policy will
bring China in harmony with this fundamental moral
~aw, with the consequences of peace and concord. What
1S m~re,. t?e Golden ~ule is t~e ,,:ay ~o win friendship.
Any mdividual or natlOn applymg It WIll gain the friendShiP. of the persons or nations to whom the Rule is
applIed. If China applies this rule in her international
relations, she will win the friendship of all nations.
.
In applying this Golden Rule, there are two principles which must be distinctly observed. The first is
~hat of equalit;:, The Golden Rule presupposes the equalIty. of the partIes conc~rned: ?enceforth in all dealings
Chma should make thIS pnnciple of equality the basis
of international relations. This principle appears all the
more imperative when we trace the history of China in
this respect. After the opening of China and before
her defeat at the hands of Great Britain and France in
1857-60, she was proud and did not regard Western Powers as equals. After defeat, however, she was chastened
and recognized her equality with the other states. This
attitude prevailed throughout the period of the loss of
dependencies, until the Chino-Japanese War, when her
weakness was exposed through the victorious arms of
Japan. From that time onward China dropped below
the level of equality and occupied the position oian
international inferior. This remained so until the
Chinese Revolution of 1911, when she manifested to the
world the strength of her newly awakened nationalism,
which slightly improved her international status, .but it
was not until her entrance into the war and her admira'"
ble record at the Paris Peace Conference that her inter-
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national position rose again to the level of equality.
Vis-a.-vis the Central Powers, the old treaties having been
abrogated, she now stands as an equal. Likewise, with
all the non-treaty States, she maintains a similar position
of equality. In fact, she has persistently insisted on the
principle of equality as being a requisite basis of any
treaty to be entered into with the non-treaty States. To
this effect the Presidential Mandate of April 28, 1919,
reads: 2
"Hereafter, all non-treaty countries wishing to enter
into treaty relations with China should do so on the basis
of equality."

It is only in her relations with the other treaty Powers
having their treaties still in force that China is still under
the servitude of the old regime. It is here also that China
should apply the principle of equality and endeavor, as
far as feasible, to have those old treaties revised and new
ones concluded based on the principle of equality.
Again, she should insist on the principle of equality
in relation with the Powers as between themselves. That
is, she should observe the principle of the equality of treatment for all the Powers alike, without distinction or discrimination. This is rendered all the more necessary,
when account is taken of the obligations she has assumed
under Articles III and V of the Nine Power Treaty, to
observe the principle of equal opportunity in her dealings
with the applications for economic concessions, and to
maintain equality of treatment in all matters throughout
the whole of her railways.2A
A second principle of the Golden Rule is that of reciprocity. This is the essence or keynote of the Golden
Rule. Any observance of the Golden Rule demands the
observance of the principle of reciprocity. This is made
all the more imperative when we realize that throughout
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China's diplomatic history there is a significant absence
of this principle in many important instances. The treaty
Powers can impose any tariff they please on Chinese ex-:ports and imports, and yet China cannot levy any tariit
as she pleases, but must act in accordance with the tariff
conventions fixed by the treaty Powers. Foreign Powers
can lease China's strategic bases and fortify them for
the strengthening of their positions in the Far East: yet
China cannot acquire similar strategic points on the territories of these Powers. The nationals of the treaty
Powers can enjoy extraterritorial rights in China, that
is to say, they are clothed with the privilege of exemption
from the operation of local courts; yet Chinese citizens
cannot enjoy such privileges, but must submit to the
jurisdiction of foreign lands where they go. Foreign
Powers can carve out spheres of interest in China and
claim the privilege of exclusive exploitation within their
respective spheres; yet China cannot delimit similar
spheres of interest and make the same claims of priority in other lands. In short, many of the important
arrangements in the treaties of China are wholly unilateral: they apply to China only, but not to foreign Powers
as well. Such a situation should be remedied hereafter
by a strict insistence upon the application of the principle
of reciprocity. That is to say, whatever applies to China
should be applied to the foreign Powers as well, unless
other forms of compensation or return can be substituted.
In other words, whatever arrangements may be entered
into hereafter should be applied to both or all contracting
parties, and so become bilateral or reciprocal.
The Chinese Government seems lately to have adopted
the principles of equality and reciprocity as the basis of
the treaty relations that are to be entered into hereafter,
either with non-treaty states or otherwise. In the provisions submitted by the Chinese Peace Delegation at Paris
for insertion in the preliminaries of peace with Germany,
it was stipulated that

"G~rmaJ:y engages to. adopt the principles of equality and
reCIprocIty as the basls of a new treaty of commerce and
general rel'ations to be concluded with China. . . ." 3
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In the Declaration of the Sino-German Commercial
Agreement, May 20, 1921, the principles of equality
and reciprocity were made the basis of the relationship
of friendship and commerce:
"Co?si~ering that such relations should be based upon
!he pnnclpl~s of 1?erfect equality and absolute reciprocity
In conformIty WIth the general rules of international
law." 4

Thus, it is indicated that any treaty of commerce and
general relations which China enters into with other states
in future will be based on the principles of equality and
reciprocity .
NOTES TO CHAPTER XXXI
1. New York Times, June 29, 1919, p. 1; New York Times,
June 30, 3: l.
2. Copy furnished by the Department of State Washington
D. c.; and also by the Chinese Foreign Office, Peking (Chines~
text).
2A. Sen. Doc. 124, 67-2, pp. 29-30.
3. T. F. Millard, China's Case at the Peace Conference Mil'
lard's Review, Supp., July 17, 1920, pp. 4-5.
4. The China Year Book, 1921-1922, p. 738.
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XXXII
THE POLICY OF WORLD WELFARE
THE fourth policy for China should be the policy of
world welfare. By this we mean that China should adopt
a policy that will promote, and contribute to, the welfare of the world. It is not sufficient for China to preserve herself, or to recover her impaired rights, or to
follow the Golden Rule; she should also become one of
the leaders of the world and devote herself to the service and welfare of humanity.
The first task in connection with the policy of world
welfare is the maintenance of the peace of the Far East
and the preservation and protection of neighboring states
with respec..t to their territorial integrity and political independence,-Korea, Philippine Islands, Siam, Burma,
India, the Southern Pacific Islands, etc. With those territories already under the control of other Powers, we
shall not interfere. With those territories, however,
which are yet independent, or which are to achieve their
independence in future, we should stand as protector and
elder brother. Call this what you will,-the "Asiatic"
Monroe Doctrine, or the doctrine of the Middle Kingdom,-it is the duty of China to care for the integrity
and security of these smaller neighbors.
This task should be assumed by China, because these
smaller neighbors are necessary buttresses of China's
safety. Any interference with their territorial integrity
or political independence affects vitally and keenly the
safety and welfare of China. It was the annexation of
Korea that made possible Japan's continental expansion,.
her fall having exposed China to the menace of Japan.
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lience the independence of Korea is indispensable to the
'safety of China as well as of Japan. Likewise, it was
the seizure of Annam and Tonkin that exposed China's
southwestern frontier to the aggressive designs of France.
Therefore, for the sake of self-preservation, if not for
any other reason, China should assume the responsibility of the protection and preservation of these smaller
neighbors.
Again, this task must be undertaken by China, because
a strong and independent China is indispensable to the
political independence and territorial integrity of her
smaller neighbors. Just as her own safety depends upon
the security of these neighbors, so theirs depends upon
the security of China. For China occupies the center of
political gravity in the Far East, and the other surrounding states need the stabilizing influence of a strong, stable,
independent and protective China. Should she fall, it
would undoubtedly disturb the equilibrium and probably
entail the fall of her neighbors. Hence she owes a duty
to these neighbors to become, and remain, strong and
independent in order to fulfill the obligation of stabilizing the political equilibrium of the Far East and of affording necessary assistance and protection to her smaller
neighbors.
Moreover, China is the mother of Far Eastern civilization. She developed her own indigenous civilization
and then spread it northward to Mongolia, eastward to
Manchuria, Korea, Japan and Formosa, southward to Annam, Tonkin, Cochin-China, Siam and Burma, and westward to Tibet and Sinkiang. There is, therefore, a community of interest or a family of States in the Far East,
which is distinct from those in other parts of the world.
In this Far-Eastern family, China being the mother of
their civilization and the center of political gravity, should
undertake the solemn obligation to preserve and protect
the integrity and liberty of the members of this great
family.
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Next to the maintenance of the "Asiatic" Monroe
Doctrine, or the Doctrine of the Middle Kingdom, China's
task in respect to the policy of world welfare is to promote world peace. The Chinese, as a race, are destined
to fulfill the mission of promoting world peace. Reasonable, peace-loving, regarding "all men within the four
seas as brothers," they are peculiarly fitted for the
unique destiny of promoting world peace. And to fulfill
this mission and destiny, she must strive to maintain the
reign of justice and righteousness among the nations. For
no peace can endure that is not founded on justice and
righteousness. In other words, to maintain world peace,
it is necessary first to maintain the reign of international
justice and righteousness, which is the foundation of
peace. And to do so, the most effective way is to maintain
the sanctity of the principles of international law. If all
nations would observe these principles, there would be no
injustice and unrighteousness, and hence, no war. China
entered the W orld War on the ostensible ground of maintaining the sanctity of international law, and this policy,
so nobly inaugurated, shoul'd remain a cardinal prin':'
ciple of her foreign policy. 1
Apart from maintaining the sanctity of international
law, to uphold the reign of justice and righteousness and
thus to promote world peace, China should actively participate in all the activities and functions of the League
of Nations. No matter whether the League, as it now
stands, will work well or not, it is her duty as well
as her privilege to share in all the obligations of the
League. If its present organization proves inadequate
and defective, she should suggest amendments for its improvement. With the establishment of the Permanent
Court of International Justice, she should exemplify her
spirit of reasonableness and fairness by submitting as
many cases of dispute as are feasible and proper, to the
end that nations may more and more resort to the court
of justice rather than to the arbitrament of the sword.

Whenever and wherever the sanctions of the League
. should be empl'oyed to compel the obedience of the recalcitrant, China should, as far as possible and appropriate, share therein. 2
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In addition to the promotion of world peace, she should
strive to contribute to the world civilization. As she is
so richly endowed with natural resources, she should develop and use them for satisfying the needs, not only
of her own people, but also of other peoples through commerce and exchange. As she is credited with the invention of printing, the compass, gunpowder, etc., so, when
she has mastered the VI estern sciences, she should make
other discoveries and inventions, and thus contribute to
the progress, comfort and happiness of mankind. As
she has developed and trained the intellect of her people
through competitive examinations for civil service, so
should she apply Chinese scholarship to the study of modern sciences and arts, to the end that she may not be
merely a nation receiving learning from others, but also
one radiating light and truth. Inasmuch as her people,
as a race, are noted for the excellence of their domestic
virtues, such as filial piety, respect for age, courtesy,
moral earnestness, etc., she should spread the influence of
these virtues as far as they are needed.
Finally, in pursuing this policy of world welfare China
should not entertain a spirit of world domination, but
should humble herself and take the lowly path of service. She should not commit the same error that Germany
did in attempting to seek world domination, which only
plunged Germany into the depths of humiliation. She
should rather aim to impart as much benefit to the world
as possible in the way of service. For the day will come
when it is not the nation that dominates others that shall
be great, but the nation that can render to mankind the
greatest service.
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1. The Shantung Question, submitted by China to the Paris
Peace Conference, 1919, published by the C~inese National Welfare Society in America, March, 1920, Chma's Declaration of
V/ar against the Central Powers, PP: 64-65.
2. Having now been honored wIth a seat at the Supreme
Council China should demonstrate her spirit of conciliation and
exercis~ her talent of peace-making.-Regarding China's election
to the Supreme Council of the League, see New York Times,
Dec. 16, 1920, I: 2.

XXXIII
A POLICY TOWARD JAPAN IN PARTICULAR
WE have so far outlined the principles of China's foreign policy toward the Powers in general,-preservation,
recovery, the Golden Rule, and world welfare. As Japan
occupies a special position in the foreign relations of
China, we shall now endeavor to formulate a policy
applicable to Japan.
To begin with, all of the foregoing principles are
applicable to Japan. With respect to preservation, China
should resist any territorial aggression or political designs of Japan. Vvith reference to recovery, China should
regain all the rights of sovereignty now being held by
Japan. As regards the Golden Rule, China should treat
Japan as herself, or do unto her neighbor as she would
have Japan do to her. Relating to world welfare, China
should maintain a strong and stable government so that
Japan may find collateral protection therefrom, and
should cooperate with Japan in maintaining an Asiatic
Monroe Doctrine, or the Doctrine of the Middle Kingdom.
But the application of these four principles is not sufficient. Inasmuch as Japan maintains five policies, China
should be prepared to meet them one by one. With respect to Japan's policy of economic exploitation, China
should cooperate with her in so far as her needs are real.
The solution of Japan's problem of population lying in
industrialization and commercial expansion, China should
attempt to facilitate this transformation of Japan as far
as possible. As Japan's need of raw materials, coking
coal, iron and steel, is genuine, and especially as China
herself is bountifully endowed therewith, she should
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be generous and sympathetic and supply Japan with what
she truly needs. At the same time, however, China
should not permit Japan to monopolize her iron mines
or any important industry. She should not permit Japan
to carryon economic exploitation in China for the sole
benefit of herself and to the exclusion or injury of China
and other Powers.
\Vith regard to Japan's policy of territorial extension
in the direction of Manchuria and Mongolia, China cannot but resist it. For the conquest and annexation of
Manchuria and Mongolia will inevitably lead Japan to
attempt China's subjugation. Manchuria and Mongolia
are the historic roads of invasion into China. Any nation
controlling or possessing these two regions has in her \
hand the key to the conquest of China. Hence the pres- "
ervation of Manchuria and Mongolia must be secured at
any cost. Yet, inasmuch as Japan has rendered a service,
as a by-product of the Russo-Japanese \Var, in preserving Manchuria from the grasp of Russia, she should be
permitted to retain whatever economic privileges she now
holds in Manchuria and to carryon any economic activities therein that are not inconsistent with the sovereignty
of China and welfare of the Chinese. Further, her people
should be permitted to settle in Manchuria, provided
they would do so under Chinese jurisdiction, which, of
course, means that China should not close the door of
Manchuria to Japanese immigration.
With reference to Japan's policy of paramount influence, it is essential that China should hold her to the rules,
of fair play. She should require Japan to observe the
principle of equal opportunity of trade, to respect China's
sovereignty, and to fulfill the special duties inherent in
the special rights, if any, as claimed by Japan. The observance by Japan of these principles of fair-play will
obviate any danger arising from this policy. Incidentally,
as a matter of reciprocity, China can claim similar special
interests or rights in Japan, and establish corresponding

positions of paramount influence, provided she observes
,the same rules.
As regards Japan's policy of political control, there is
no alternative, consistent with honor, open to China than
to resist such a policy. Not only has Japan's record in
Korea been such as to send terror and warning into the
heart of every Chinese, but the success of Japan in carrying out this policy will mean the passing of Chinese independence, which ought never to be tolerated. On the
other hand, however, it is essential that China should
remove the primary cause of this policy of Japan, that
is, the inefficiency and, to some extent, the corruption
of the Chinese Government and the seemingly impending
peril of the international control of China's finance; by
the inauguration of a strong and efficient government, free
and immune from any foreign control.
As to Japan's policy of an Asiatic Monroe Doctrine,
it is essential for China to maintain an attitude of judicious discernment. As it stands, the doctrine may be
regarded as hollow and ineffective. It is, therefore, unnecessary for China to be concerned about it. If, however, Japan means to establish a genuine Asiatic Monroe
Doctrine, the same as that maintained by the United
States for the Western Hemisphere, it is but fitting and
proper that China should extend her cooperation and
jointly institute the doctrine of Pan-Asiaism in the Orient
-especially in view of the fact that China herself should
maintain such a doctrine in the Far East.
Besides meeting these five policies of Japan, China
should adopt a fundamental attitude of reconciliation and
friendliness. China and Japan are so closely interwoven
in interest and destiny that China cannot injure Japan
without injuring herself, and vice versa, and that China
cannot have an unfriendly and antagonistic Japan at her
side without weakening her own position in the world,
and vice versa. Further, in her attempt to solve her own
popUlation problem and the Chinese Question, Japan was
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wrong in ways, but not necessarily wrong in ends or
motives. She desires to preserve, and not to destroy,
China. Moreover, should she change her policy, she
would possess the possibility of becoming a potential
friend, if not the best friend, of China. With the abandonment of the policy of territorial expansion and political control, and with a firm determination to bend her
efforts toward commercial expansion and the maintenance
of a true Asiatic Monroe Doctrine, she would be a most
valuable friend of China. For while no other nation
would fight merely for the welfare and existence of China,
Japan's safety and destiny being so inseparably related
to China's, she is ready to make common cause with
China in any struggle for the preservation of race and
for the maintenance of justice and righteousness. Hence
it is but a part of statesmanship, as well as of right and
justice, that China should entertain a conciliatory and
friendly attitude toward Japan, and that, ~s soon as the
present differences should have been amlcably settled,
China should enter into a genuine relation of cordial
friendship with Japan.
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